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Tony AbboTT

Tony Abbott has written over seventy-five books for young readers, including the bestselling series The Secrets 
of Droon. Over eight million of his books have been sold worldwide and have been translated into Italian, 
Spanish, Korean, French, Japanese, Polish, Turkish, and Russian. Danger Guys was named a Children’s Book-of-
the-Month Club Main Selection, and the American Booksellers Association voted The Secrets of Droon among 
the “Top 10 List of Books to Read while Waiting for the Next Harry Potter.”  The series was also a Main Selection 
of the Children’s Book-of-the-Month Club, and is on many school and library reading lists. In 2007, his novel 
Firegirl won the Golden Kite Award for Fiction presented by the Society of Children’s Book Writers and 
Illustrators and was also a selection of the Junior Library Guild. Tony is a member of the Society of Children’s 
Book Writers and Illustrators, the Yale Center for British Art, and other esteemed organizations. His website is 
www.tonyabbottbooks.com

unDerworlDs #1: The bATTle begins
scholastic, April 2012. world english                     
russian: Exmo Turkish: Pegasus
middle grade

Something strange is happening at Pinewood Bluffs Elementary. When Owen Brown sees the floor of the 
school open up and swallow his best friend Dana, he finds out that all those stories he read about in the 
mythology books aren’t just myths. Dana has been taken to Hades’ underworld, and it’s Owen’s job to get 
her back. As Owen embarks on his quest, he and his friends Jon and Sydney encounter mythical figures from 
virtually all the Western cultures, from Charon to the Valkyries, into the world of the dead, and the world of 
the myth.

unDerworlDs #2: when monsTers escAPe
scholastic, April 2012. world english                     
russian: Exmo Turkish: Pegasus
middle grade

An action-packed, mythological chapter book series from Tony Abbott! The underworld is in our world now. 
Owen, Jon, and Sydney managed to rescue Dana from the underworld. But if they don’t fulfill their end of 
the bargain with Hades, she might be headed back—forever. As if that wasn’t bad enough, some very creepy, 
very one-eyed mythological beasts are on the loose. Cyclopes have taken over the power plant in Pinewood 
Bluffs! Owen and his friends have to stop them before they destroy the town. But what chance do four kids 
stand against an army of mythological monsters?

unDerworlDs #3: revenge of The scorPion King
scholastic, August 2012. world english          
russian: Exmo Turkish: Pegasus
middle grade

When Dana, Jon and Owen stow away in Loki’s sledge and emerge in a new, mysterious underworld they 
know nothing about, things get complicated. The Babylonian underworld is dark as night and full of vicious 
monsters, including the dreaded Scorpion King. Will Owen and his friends ever make it back to Pinewood 
Bluffs?

MORE THAN 8 MILLION COPIES SOLD!

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
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unDerworlDs #4: The ice DrAgon
scholastic, December 2012. world english    
russian: Exmo Turkish: Pegasus
middle grade

Loki is taking his battle for power to the world of the Norse gods—and he’s bringing an army of Underworldly 
creatures with him, including a fierce ice dragon. The stakes are high: Dana’s parents are missing, and 
Pinewood Bluffs is under attack. Loki is threatening to destroy our world—for good. Owen and his friends 
can’t let that happen. But do they stand a chance of stopping him?

goofbAlls #1: The crAzy cAse of missing ThunDer
egmont, february 2012. north American                                          
israel: Sefer Lakol
middle grade

Jeff, Brian, Mara, and Kelly are self-proclaimed goofballs. Since first grade these friends have been solving 
mysteries among their schoolmates, and now their reputation is expanding. When rich kid Randall Crandall’s 
horse, Thunder, goes missing, he calls upon the Goofballs to find him. Clues, clatter, and catastrophe almost 
ensue until the Goofballs recover Thunder, the flower-loving horse.

goofbAlls #2: The sTArTling sTory of The sTolen sTATue
egmont, february 2012. north American 
israel: Sefer Lakol                                              
middle grade

The Goofballs Jeff, Brian, Mara and Kelly, haven’t had a mystery to solve in a while, so they help decorate 
for the 100th Anniversary of Badger Point school celebration. The new statue of the first principal is being 
unveiled at the party but the statue has disappeared. With clues like a skateboard in a piano, a broken pencil, 
a scrap of paper that smells like chlorine, and a climbing rope hung differently than the others, the Goofballs 
solve their goofiest mystery yet. 

goofbAlls #3: suPerhero silliness
egmont, october 2012. north American             
middle grade

Jeff, Mara, Brian, and Kelly are Goofballs and proud of it. Goofball private eyes. Together, they solve mysteries. 
How do they discover the truth? They use funny disguises (dressing up in aluminum foil), nutty inventions 
(dropped notes the bad guys must stop to read), and their secret weapon: Sparky the Goofdog! When super-
rich kid Randall Crandall asks the Goofballs to help him protect his world-famous collection from a notorious 
thief, they can’t wait to get started. Randall’s hosting a superhero party, and the detectives will have to blend 
in to sniff out the criminal. Crazy costumes and off-the-wall schemes mean this is going to be the Goofballs’ 
goofiest mystery yet.

goofbAlls #4: The mysTerious TAlenT show mysTery 
egmont, february 2013. north American
middle grade

When the Goofballs sign up for the Badger Point Elementary School Talent Show, they’re excited to show 
off their zany skills. But a series of strange events keeps interrupting rehearsals. Does someone not want the 
production to ever happen? The Goofballs jump on the case, hoping their crazy clue hunting will solve the 
mystery. Or—gulp!—the talent show curtain may never go up! 
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goofbAlls #5: The hA-hA-hAunTing of hyDe house
egmont, August 2013. north American
middle grade

Fans of Dav Pilkey’s The Adventure of Ook and Gluke and Patricia Reilly Giff’s ZigZag Kids series will flock to this 
chapterbook series full of slapstick humor and silly situations by the wildly popular Tony Abbott, author of 
The Secrets of Droon Series. When the Goofballs—Jeff, Brian, Mara, and Kelly—hear about a house that might 
be haunted, where someone disappeared years before, it sounds like the perfect case for them to solve on 
Halloween. But they’ll need their best sleuthing skills and, of course, the help of the Goofdog, because this 
may be their silliest—and scariest—mystery yet.

goofbAlls #6: The crAzy clAssroom cAPer
egmont, march 2014. north American
middle grade

Jeff, Mara, Brian, and Kelly are Goofballs and proud of it. How do they discover the truth? With crazy disguises, 
wacky jokes, nutty inventions, and their secret weapon: Sparky the Goofdog! When an easel, building blocks, 
and the class goldfish disappear from Ms. Becker’s classroom, the Goofballs vow to find out why faster than 
you can say 1-2-3. How? By going undercover as teachers! But knowing the ABCs of case-solving may not be 
enough when—whoosh!—items keep vanishing. Soon, the whole classroom will be gone! Have the Goofballs 
been out-goofed, or will their silly sleuthing save the day?

lunch-box DreAm
farrar, straus and giroux books for young readers, July 2011. north American  
young Adult

Bobby and his family are visiting Civil War battlefields on the eve of the war’s centenary, while inside their car, 
quiet battles rage. When an accident cuts their trip short, they return home on a bus and witness an incident 
that threatens to deny seats to a black family. What they don’t know is the reason for the family’s desperation 
to be on that bus: a few towns away, their child is missing. Lunch-Box Dream presents Jim Crow, racism, 
and segregation from multiple perspectives. In this story of witnessing without understanding, a naïvely 
prejudiced boy, in brief flashes of insight, starts to identify and question his assumptions about race.

crAcKeD clAssics #1: TrAPPeD in TrAnsylvAniA
hyperion, may 2002. world english (reverted)
middle grade 

After delivering a disastrous book report on Dracula, Devin Bundy and Francine “Frankie” Lang are sent to 
library duty. In the back room of the library, a copy of Dracula falls between old security gates and a crack 
appears in the wall. Devin and Frankie step inside, and suddenly they are in Transylvania! The two of them are 
catapulted into the pages of Dracula, and have to help drive out the villainous vampire himself!

crAcKeD clAssics #2: mississiPPi river blues
hyperion, may 2002. world english (reverted)
middle grade

When Mrs. Figglehopper’s autographed page of The Adventures of Tom Sawyer falls between the library’s 
zapper gates, Devin and Frankie have no other choice but to dive in after it. Through the crack in the library 
workroom’s wall, Frankie and Devin are transported in Mark Twain’s famous book. They discover that Tom 
Sawyer is pretty much a middle-school hero – who else can always get out of chores and homework, as well 
as uncover the town’s biggest scandal?
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crAcKeD clAssics #3: whAT A TriP!
hyperion, July 2002. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Frankie and Devin are transported into Around the World in Eighty Days when they get near Mrs. 
Figglehopper’s library zapper gates. The wisecracking pair will have to circle the globe with the calculating 
Phileas Fogg to get back to Palmdale Middle School! But with the zapper gates on the fritz and wild 
encounters in every hemisphere, the chances of meeting Fogg’s eighty-day deadline – and Frankie and 
Devin’s chance to get back home – are getting slimmer and slimmer…

crAcKeD clAssics #4: humbug holiDAy
hyperion, september 2002. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Bah, humbug! Frankie and Devin are pretty grouchy about getting transported in A Christmas Carol, but they 
have never met someone as grouchy as Ebenezer Scrooge. As they take the fastest ghost-guided tour of all 
time, the duo can’t help but try to soften up crabby old Scrooge himself…just in time for the holidays.

crAcKeD clAssics #5: x mArKs The sPoT
hyperion, november 2002. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Frankie and Devin find themselves on the treasure hunt of a lifetime when the library zapper gates send them 
to Treasure Island. They team up with young Jim Hawkins in a race for secretly stashed pirate gold. But they’ll 
have to battle it out first against the infamous Long John Silver and his deadly buccaneers!

crAcKeD clAssics #6: crushing on cAPuleT
hyperion, January 2003. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Frankie and Devin never expected to become Shakespeare experts until they are launched into the romantic 
tragedy Romeo and Juliet. But this time, instead of just acing their book report, they learn a hard lesson about 
love and sacrifice. 

Don’T Touch ThAT remoTe # 1
Pocket books, september 1999. north American (reverted)
middle grade

TV cameras follow Spencer Babbitt and his wacky friends around their Hollywood school, creating havoc at 
every turn. The story thus captures all the excitement and humor of kids’ favorite TV sitcoms by fusing actual 
scripting techniques with a traditional narrative style. Action is fast, furious and funny, as one-liners, sight 
gags, and screwball plots abound.

Don’T Touch ThAT remoTe #2
Pocket books, november 1999. north American (reverted)
middle grade

Spencer and the gang are back with another riotous episode of the situation comedy they tape in school....
Seventh-grade star Spencer worries when his producer demands more action in the show. But when Jay 
and Danny visit a local nursing home, everyone gets more action than they bargained for. Meanwhile, Pam’s 
wondering whether the new teacher is a dream come true, or some kind of bizarro nightmare?
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Kringle
scholastic, october 2005. north American
middle grade

Unlike the traditional Santa Claus myth, Kringle is a coming-of-age story about an orphan who becomes 
a force for good in a dark and violent time. It is a tale of fantasy, of goblins, elves, and flying reindeer–and 
of a boy from the humblest beginnings who fulfills his destiny. Our tale begins in 500 A.D., when goblins 
kidnapped human children and set them to work in underground mines. Kringle is one such child... until he 
discovers his mission–to free children from enslavement. His legend lives on today, as he travels the earth 
every Christmas Eve to quell the goblins once more.

DAnger guys
harpercollins, may 1994. north American
middle grade
 
*nAmeD A chilDren’s booK-of-The-monTh club mAin selecTion!

One of the few things that Noodle likes more than waffles is his best friend, Zeek. But the thing that Noodle 
and Zeek love the most is danger.

“Everyone wants to be a Goofball.” 
—Kirkus reviews on the Goofballs series

“A multicultural cast of two boys and two girls kick off the chapter-book Goofball series for readers of Cam 
Jansen, Nate the Great, Chet Gecko, and the like.” 
—booklist on the Goofballs series

 “Targeting readers who like a lot of humor with their mysteries, Abbott includes a great deal of wordplay and 
slapstick, and stretches the goofball joke to its limit (Jeff’s dog even barks, ‘Goof! Goof!’). Madden’s cartoons 
add to the fun, and Abbott’s clipped, dialogue-driven text is accessible for beginning readers and creates just 
the hint of a noir atmosphere.”  
—Publishers weekly on the Goofballs series

 “The story will satisfy young mystery readers with a funny bone. Charming black-and-white illustrations dot 
most spreads, helping new readers follow the tricky parts. According to the illustrations, Brian is African-
American, a welcome touch in a genre where kids of color are often absent /…/ Everyone wants to be a 
Goofball in this little town, and readers will want to follow their cases in the future. That #1 on the spine 
ensures that there will be many more adventures from these goofy friends.” 
—Kirkus reviews on goofbAlls #1: The crAzy cAse of missing ThunDer

reviews!
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“Cheery black-and-white illustrations complement the mystery’s light mood and quick pace. Although the 
likable foursome tidily connects the clues around town that lead to Thunder’s discovery, what is really at play 
is their humorous interactions and pun-filled dialogue. Sure, the young sleuths’ adventure is over the top at 
times, but they wouldn’t be such entertaining goofballs otherwise.” 
—booklist on goofbAlls #1: The crAzy cAse of missing ThunDer

“The plot moves along quickly from clue to clue, enabling readers to test their own powers of deduction 
/…/ Bold black, white, and gray illustrations appear on almost every spread. Illustrations also suggest the 
multiracial make-up of the Goofballs. The humor consists of mostly pratfalls (tumbling into doorways, getting 
stuck in a chair) and puns (‘don’t leaf me here’), but early chapter book readers will enjoy this combination of 
mystery and silliness.” 
—school library Journal on goofbAlls #1: The crAzy cAse of missing ThunDer

“The story moves quickly, and those looking for a humorous read will enjoy it. Although it is part of a series, it 
can stand alone and could encourage young readers ready for chapter books.” 
—school library Journal on goofbAlls #2: The sTArTling sTory of The sTolen sTATue

“Readers decipher clues while puns ricochet around the room as two young sleuths investigate strange 
happenings. Wordplay contributes complexity, while snappy dialogue-driven text keeps those pages turning. 
This series features short chapters and comic black-and-white drawings.” 
—school library Journal on goofbAlls #4: The mysTerious TAlenT show mysTery

more reviews!
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Jennifer Allison

Edgar Award nominee Jennifer Allison holds a B.A. from the University of Michigan and an M.F.A. from 
American University. Her various careers have included work as a news reporter and high school English 
teacher. Jennifer is also the author of the successful Gilda Joyce series. She lives in Chicago with her husband 
and their three children. Her website is www.gildajoyce.com

iggy loomis #1: suPerKiD in TrAining 
Dial, september 2013. north American
Dutch: Leopold Turkish: Epsilon
middle grade

Iggy Loomis is the weirdest little brother ever—and he’s a huge pain in his older brother Daniel’s you-know-
what. But when Daniel befriends Alistair, his new next-door-neighbor, Iggy gets much, much weirder. Little 
does Daniel know… Alistair is really an alien. When Iggy thinks he’s eating Alistair’s candy, he’s actually eating 
chemically-coated insects. Yuck! Soon Iggy’s DNA starts to mutate, and Daniel and Alistair have to keep Iggy’s 
new superpowers from manifesting—before everyone gets in trouble.

iggy loomis #2: A hAgfish cAlleD shirley
Dial, october 2014. north American
Dutch: Leopold Turkish: Epsilon
middle grade

Iggy Loomis and his cool superpowers are back and more out-of-control than ever in this slimy sequel to 
Iggy Loomis, Superkid in Training. Daniel is trying really hard to be a good older brother, especially now that 
Iggy has insect-like superpowers that he got accidentally from the alien next door. But when Iggy flushes the 
alien’s pet hagfish down the toilet, he goes way too far. Now Shirley the hagfish is fated to a life in the sewers. 
Unless Iggy uses his powers to find Shirley, but with his temper tantrums and fits—and everyone on Daniel’s 
case—it looks more and more like Shirley will never come home. Can Daniel convince Iggy to save the day, 
before everyone is grounded for life? With aliens, space travel, gadgets, superpowers, extra-slimy creatures, 
and Jennifer Allison’s laugh-out-loud humor, this story is an out-of-control good time!

gilDA Joyce #1: Psychic invesTigATor 
Puffin, november 2006. north American                          
czech: Albatros Turkish: Artemis Yayinevi uK: Hodder vietnamese: Thuong Huyen Books

*2007 eDgAr AwArD nominATion!
*over 30,000 coPies solD in The us!
*School library Journal’s  “besT booKs of 2005”!
*bookliSt’s “ToP Ten mysTeries of 2005”!

Ever since her father died, quirky Gilda Joyce has been working hard to sharpen her psychic skills. She’s 
determined to communicate with spirits from the Other Side and become a crack investigator of spooky, 
twisted mysteries. After wrangling an invitation to visit relatives in San Francisco, Gilda discovers that her 
dreary, tight-lipped uncle and his strange, delicate daughter need her help to uncover the terrible family 
secret that has a tortured ghost stalking their home. From poignant to hair-raising and hilarious, this is 
a behind-the-scenes, tell-all account of the very first case in the illustrious career of Gilda Joyce, Psychic 
Investigator.

AN EDGAR AWARD NOMINEE!
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gilDA Joyce #2: The lADies of The lAKe
Puffin, August 2007. north American                        
czech: Albatros Turkish: Artemis Yayinevi uK: Hodder
middle grade

Zany Gilda Joyce leaves her wacky disguises at home but brings all her psychic and investigative skills with 
her as she sets out to investigate a mysterious death at a Catholic girls’ school. Is Our Lady of Sorrows really 
haunted by the ghost of Dolores Lambert? Or is the student body suffering from group hysteria? Solving this 
mystery will put Gilda in more danger than she ever imagined—and will put all of her brashness, bravery, and 
smarts to the test.

gilDA Joyce #3: The ghosT sonATA
Puffin, october 2008. north American.                                          
czech: Albatros Turkish: Artemis Yayinevi
middle grade

Gilda Joyce’s best friend, Wendy Choy, is chosen to participate in a piano competition in Oxford, England, 
so of course super-sleuth Gilda finds a way to go too. Once there, the grueling practice schedule takes a 
backseat to strange and spooky occurrences. There are foreboding tarot cards that keep appearing to the 
participants and ominous numbers etched in frosty windowpanes. But even more chilling are Wendy’s 
ghostly nightmares of a young boy and the haunting melody she can’t shake out of her mind. Could there be 
a sinister connection to the piano competition? Gilda has a genuine haunting on her hands, and solving this 
one will take every ounce of psychic intuition she’s got!

gilDA Joyce #4: The DeAD leTTer DroP
Puffin, may 2010. north American                         
Turkish: Artemis Yayinevi
middle grade

When Gilda lands a summer internship at the International Spy Museum in Washington, D.C., she finds herself 
caught up in both a museum haunting and a real case of espionage. While investigating a cemetery where 
Abraham Lincoln’s son was once buried, Gilda stumbles upon a spy’s “dead drop” of classified information. 
As she tries to decode the cryptic message, Gilda realizes her case is not only a matter of investigating the 
supernatural; she’s involved in an urgent matter of national security and faces her most serious challenge yet.

gilDA Joyce #5: The bones of The holy
Puffin, June 2011. north American        
czech: Albatros        
middle grade                                                             

When Gilda Joyce’s mother announces her engagement to a man from St. Augustine, Florida, Gilda is 
appalled. She hasn’t even given him the “Joyce Family Application” yet! But as the wedding preparations get 
under way, Gilda realizes she has much bigger concerns. Why does her soon-to-be stepdad keep calling Mrs. 
Joyce by his ex-wife’s name? And why is Mrs. Joyce acting like she’s possessed?  With only a few short days 
before her mother says “I do,” Gilda knows this much for sure: it’s going to take every ounce of her sleuthing 
skill and psychic savvy to solve this one!
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“A frazzled boy named Daniel and his wildly energetic younger brother, Iggy, get mixed up in intergalactic 
shenanigans in this series opener from Allison … Allison creates a comically put-upon older brother in Daniel 
in a lighthearted story that captures the chaos of everyday family life, superpowers or not.” 
—Publishers weekly on iggy loomis #1: suPerKiD in TrAining

“The author of the Gilda Joyce, Psychic Investigator series piles on the yuks in this slapstick science-fiction 
opener . . . It doesn’t take psychic powers to see how this could be a crowd pleaser.” 
—Kirkus reviews on iggy loomis #1: suPerKiD in TrAining

“Allison’s debut novel introduces a spunky, appealingly eccentric 13-year-old who identifies with Harriet the 
Spy and may well rival her for readers’ affections.”  
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on gilDA Joyce: Psychic invesTigATor

“Something special.” 
—booklist *starred review* on gilDA Joyce: Psychic invesTigATor

“Intriguing…filled with surprise and suspense.” 
—school library Journal on gilDA Joyce: Psychic invesTigATor

“[Keeps] the pages turning and the midnight oil burning.” 
—Kirkus reviews on gilDA Joyce: Psychic invesTigATor

“Nancy Drew and Harriet the Spy, move over—there’s a new investigator in town, Gilda Joyce.”  
—voyA on gilDA Joyce: Psychic invesTigATor

reviews!
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Joyce AlTmAn

Joyce Altman is the author of Dear Bronx Zoo. She lives in Hastings-on-Hudson, New York, with her husband, 
her daughter, and her two cats. 

lunch AT The zoo: whAT zoo AnimAls eAT AnD why
henry holt & co., January 2001. north American (reverted)
middle grade

*bookliSt’s ToP 10 youTh science booKs!
*bAnK sTreeT college “besT chilDren’s booK of The yeAr” lisT!

A fascinating behind-the-scenes look at what zoo animals eat, and why. How do you feed a hungry crocodile 
without becoming dinner yourself? What do you feed a baby porcupine? Do elephants need vitamin pills? In 
the wild, animals can usually find the foods they need to eat. But zoo animals can’t go out and search for their 
own meals. Instead, nutritionists must discover what foods each animal needs to stay healthy and happy. 
Whether serving lunch to poisonous snakes, making dinner for a thousand animals at once, or caring for 
babies who have lost their mothers, life for the zoo staff is never dull. This fascinating and informative book 
looks behind the scenes at some of the largest zoos in the country to discover what–and how–they feed their 
animals.

reviews!

“The writing is lively and loaded with examples. Readers will come away with more appreciation for the 
animals they see and the keepers who care for them, and don’t be surprised if you hear kids planning for a 
trip to the zoo. Better buy two copies.”  
—booklist

“Black-and-white photos and pencil drawings provide a nice addition to the facts. This interesting offering 
… will find an appreciative audience among animal enthusiasts and teachers looking for something to 
supplement a field trip.”  
—school library Journal
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DinA AnAsTAsio

Dina Anastasio grew up and lives in New York City, and also spent many years in West Cork, Ireland. After four 
“delightful years” as editor of Sesame Street Magazine, Anastasio has spent most of her adult working life as a 
freelance writer. She aims to find ways to help children of all ages celebrate the joy of reading, the excitement 
of learning, and the delight that can be found in exploring new possibilities. She is the author of many 
different kinds of books and articles for children, YA, parents and teachers. In addition to trade books, she 
has written hundreds of stories and books that have been used in elementary and junior high schools. Areas 
include reading, language arts, science, math, and social studies.  Her website is www.dinaanastasio.com

PinKy booK AnD bAll
workman Publishing, April 2000. north American
middle grade

You might have called it a Spaldeen. You might have called it a pinky. Whatever its name, the pink rubber ball 
with the big bounce meant hours and hours of neighborhood fun. And in the fifth title that celebrates classic 
American games, the rubber ball is back—and bouncier than ever. Packaged with its own pinky, which begs 
to be played with the minute it’s out of the box, The Pinky Ball Book & The Pinky Ball begins with the story of 
the little tennis ball that couldn’t—pinkies were originally the naked insides of tennis balls considered not up 
to par and sold to city kids for 15 cents. It covers the lingo: roofer, chips, chops, ham and eggs, skimming, and 
scroogie. The techniques: how to throw a fastball, slider, knuckler, and fluke; how to tape a broomstick for a 
simple bat without splinters; how to hit the ball with your hand, including zappers, slams, and slices. And then 
the games. Bouncing games: Tennessee, 1,2,3 O’Kerry, A My Name Is Alice, Act It Out. Catching games: Trigon, 
Hot Potato, Monkey in the Middle. Off the Wall games: Mimsy, Russian Seven, Handball, Kings. And the most 
classic of all, the street games: Stickball, Slapball, Hit the Penny, Spud, Flies Up, and I Declare War.

“A perfect birthday party gift for male or female.” 
—children’s literature
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mArc Aronson

Marc Aronson is an American author, editor, publisher, speaker, and historian. He has written history and 
biography nonfiction books for children and young adults, as well as nonfiction books for adults about 
teenage readers. Aronson writes a column for School Library Journal called “Consider the Source.” In 2001, 
Aronson won the first Robert F. Sibert Medal for nonfiction for Sir Walter Raleigh and the Quest for El Dorado. 
Aronson has a Ph.D. in American History from New York University. In 1997, he married author Marina Budhos. 
They have two sons and live in Maplewood, New Jersey. Aronson believes that young people, especially 
pre-teens and teenagers, are smart, passionate, and capable of engaging with interesting ideas in interesting 
ways. He writes books, visits schools, teaches classes, and publishes books that affirm this belief. His mission 
is to inspire young people to ask questions, to look around, behind, inside of the stories the world tells us—
whether that means being a detective, examining the clues history has left behind, or a reporter, telling the 
truth about the modern world. His website is www.marcaronson.com

The reAl revoluTion: The globAl sTory of AmericAn inDePenDence
clarion books, november 2005. north American
young Adult (non-fiction)

This extensively researched and groundbreaking account by Sibert medalist Marc Aronson centers on events 
in the mid-18th century that enabled Americans to give up their loyalty to England and form their own 
nation. Shedding new light on familiar aspects of American history, such as the Boston Tea Party, and ending 
with the aftermath of the American Revolution, Aronson approaches the events that shaped our country 
from a fresh angle and connects them to issues that still exist in modern times. Also developed throughout 
is the pioneering idea that the struggle for American independence was actually part of a larger conflict that 
spanned the globe, reaching across Europe to India. Packed with dramatic events, battles, and memorable 
figures such as George Washington and Tom Paine in America and Robert Clive in India, this insightful 
narrative provides a multi-layered portrait of how our nation came to be, while discovering anew the themes, 
images, and fascinating personalities that run through our entire history. Includes cast of characters, maps, 
endnotes and bibliography, Internet resources, timeline, index.

John winThroP, oliver cromwell, AnD The lAnD of Promise
clarion books, June 2004. north American
young Adult (non-fiction)

This carefully researched and insightful account by Sibert medalist Marc Aronson focuses on the intertwined 
lives of John Winthrop, the first governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony, and Oliver Cromwell, Lord 
Protector of the Puritan Commonwealth in England. Set against a broad canvas of the turmoil that engulfed 
Britain in the 17th century, the book examines the clashes of the monarchy and the church with Parliament, 
which led these two powerful men to take opposite courses. Here is a panoramic view of the period, from 
elaborate masques to the trial of a heretic, from wars fought against Indians to dramatic battles led by cavalry, 
from the toppling of a king to the search for the ideal society. Packed with literary allusions, vivid descriptions 
of significant events, and a cast of memorable figures, this sweeping account picks up where the highly 
acclaimed Sir Walter Raleigh leaves off, providing another riveting look at British and early American history. 
Includes cast of characters, maps, endnotes and bibliography, Internet resources, timeline, index.
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wiTch-hunT: mysTeries of The sAlem wiTch TriAls
simon & schuster, December 2003. world english
young Adult (non-fiction) 

In a plain meetinghouse, a woman stands before her judges. The accusers, girls and young women, are 
fervent, overexcited, just on the edge of breaking out into convulsions. The accused is a poor, unpopular 
woman who had her first child before she was married. As the trial proceeds, the girls begin to wail, tear 
their clothing, and scream that the woman is hurting them. Some of them expose wounds to the horrified 
onlookers, holding out the pins that have stabbed them—pins that have appeared as if by magic. Are the 
girls acting, or are they really tormented by an unseen evil? Whatever the cause, the nightmare in Salem has 
begun: The witch trials will eventually claim twenty-five lives, shatter the community, and forever shape the 
American social conscience.  Acclaimed historian Marc Aronson sifts through the facts, myths, half-truths, 
misinterpretations, and theories around the Salem witch trials to present us with a vivid narrative of one 
of the most compelling mysteries in American history. Witch-Hunt is a brilliant book that will stimulate and 
challenge readers to come to their own conclusions about what really happened during those terrifying 
months of accusations, trials, and executions.

reviews!

“Readers will be swept up in this complex mystery.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on wiTch-hunT

“Excellent history writing.” 
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on wiTch-hunT

“A legitimate piece of original scholarship that is at the same time an interesting narrative.” 
—school library Journal *starred review* on wiTch-hunT

“In another expert analysis of milestones in the formation of our country’s distinctive character, Aronson 
traces a complex social, political and economic dance that links Clive’s consolidation of the British East 
India Company’s power in India, the growing unrest in Britain’s North American colonies, and the often-
shortsighted actions of a corrupt British Parliament.” 
—booklist *starred review* on The reAl revoluTion

“Superb...a strong choice for history classrooms and a must for all libraries.”  
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on The reAl revoluTion

“Fascinating, insightful...startling global connections...This outstanding work is highly compelling reading and 
belongs in every library.”  
—school library Journal *starred review* on The reAl revoluTion
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eDwArD AvereTT

Edward Averett was born in the Pacific Northwest and, except for four years in the wilds of Spain, has lived in 
the state of Washington all his life. He is the author of Homing and The Rhyming Season. His website is  
www.edwardaverett.com 

cAmeron AnD The girls
hmh/clarion, April 2013. north American
estonian: VSI Gelmes                                            
young Adult

Fourteen year-old Cameron Galloway suffers from schizophreniform disorder. He’s getting along on his 
medication, but there’s nothing he wants more than to be a normal boy. He stops taking the pills, and soon 
he’s hearing voices. One, a charismatic girl, is telling him just what he wants to hear. He can’t go back to the 
pills if he wants to keep her around, but each day without medication is scarier and more topsy-turvy. When 
a new girl at school wants more from Cameron, he is compelled to make choices that could throw his life into 
permanent crisis.   

The rhyming seAson
clarion books, september 2005. north American     
young Adult

*2006 nyPl booKs for The Teen Age lisT! 
*2006 KAnsAs sTATe reADing circle recommenDATion!

Seventeen-year-old Brenda Jacobsen comes from a family of tall people. In the small logging town of 
Hemlock, Washington, being tall makes you better at trimming the high spots on trees or at playing 
basketball. Brenda’s life has always revolved around basketball, particularly the career of her older brother, 
Benny, the town’s rising star. But Benny died in a car accident last year, leaving Brenda and her parents 
without the star of their family and without a way to fill the huge hole in their lives. Though Hemlock’s dreams 
of basketball glory died along with her brother, Brenda is looking forward to playing on the less important 
girls’ team. This year the girls planned to get the recognition they deserve—but that was before their coach 
left to take a better job. Now they’re faced with a new coach, whose offbeat philosophy has the girls reciting 
lines from poems as they play. It brings them recognition, but not the kind they were hoping for. Still, when 
the sawmill closes down and Brenda’s parents seem to be on the verge of breaking up, she and the rest of the 
team find inspiration in the last place they’d ever have expected—poetry. 

reviews!

“This is a well-written, taut, and empathetic novel that provides readers with an unnerving vicarious 
experience.” 
—school library Journal on cAmeron AnD The girls

“Cameron’s first-person narration allows access to an absorbing glimpse of schizophrenic behavior. /.../
Thoughtful and eye-opening.” 
—booklist on cAmeron AnD The girls

“The sprinkling of recognizable poems ... will titillate teenage poetry buffs, and the approachable emotive 
aspects will please readers.”  
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on The rhyming seAson
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JoAn bAuer

Newbery Honor Medal winning author of Hope Was Here, Joan Bauer has received numerous awards for 
her ten novels, including the LA Times Book Prize, the Christopher Award, and the Golden Kite Award of 
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. She has twice participated in the State Department’s 
professional speaker’s program, going to both Kazakhstan and Croatia. Joan has also been the recipient of 
the ASTAL Award for Outstanding Contributions to Literature for Young People, the Michigan Thumbs-up! 
Award for Children’s Literature, the Delacorte Prize for a First Young Adult Novel, the Pacific Northwest Library 
Association Award, the New Jersey Reading Association M. Jerry Weiss Award, the New England Booksellers 
Award, and the Boston Public Library’s “Literary Light” Award. Her novels have been chosen for many best 
book lists, among them, ALA Notable Books, ALA Best Books, ALA Quick Picks, American Bookseller Pick of the 
List, School Library Journal Best Books, Smithsonian Notable Children’s Books, VOYA’s Perfect 10s. Her novel, 
Rules of the Road, was chosen as one of the top young adult books of the quarter century by the American 
Library Association. Her website is www.joanbauer.com

AlmosT home
Penguin/Putnam, may 2013. north American               
Korean: Duranno
middle grade

It all starts when the bank takes Sugar and her mother Reba’s beloved little house. Jobless and living in a 
homeless shelter, Reba falls into a spiral of depression, and Sugar is put into foster care, far from her former 
school and the charismatic teacher who encouraged her writing. She has nothing but her rescue dog Shush 
to remind her of the life she left behind. But Sugar is a girl who can’t be kept down for long. With new friends 
to help her, a new painting business keeping her busy, and Shush to love, Sugar proves what Reba has always 
believed: that she was put on this earth to bring a little sweetness into people’s lives.

close To fAmous
Penguin/Putnam, february 2011. north American
Japanese: Shogakukan
middle grade  

When Mama’s boyfriend, an Elvis impersonator, chases them out of Memphis, Foster and her mom end up in 
Culpepper, West Virginia. This small town is filled with quirky residents, from the grumpy restaurant owner 
Angry Wayne to the reclusive movie star Miss Charleena. But even in this tiny town, people have big dreams, 
and Foster herself dreams of someday having a TV cooking show like her idol. But for right now, Foster’s going 
to concentrate on perfecting her baking, helping her new friend Mason make a documentary, and finally 
learning to read with the help of Miss Charleena!

PeeleD
Penguin/Putnam, June 2005. north American
Japanese: Shinchosha Co Korean: Sigongsa
young Adult

Does this story have a core of truth? Hildy Biddle is waiting for the chance to prove herself as more than a 
small-town high school journalist. The trouble is, her town’s biggest story stars a ghost. But while the local 
paper is playing up townspeople’s fears with shocking headlines of creepy happenings, Hildy is determined 
to discover what’s really going on. Unfortunately, her desire to uncover the truth is making some people 
nervous. With rumors swirling and tensions high, can Hildy push past all the buzz and find out the real truth? 

NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER!
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bAcKwATer
Putnam children’s books, June 2005. north American
young Adult

Ivy Breedlove’s family is driving her crazy. Generations of Breedloves have been prominent lawyers and her 
relatives expect her to follow suit. “We’ll make her a lawyer yet!” they pronounce at a family reunion. Well, not 
if Ivy has her say. But how do you have your say when the voices surrounding you are so loud? Ivy’s passion 
for the past provides an answer. As she works on completing a history of her illustrious family, she discovers 
other Breedlove women who broke the mold, including her father’s sister Josephine. No one will talk about 
the reclusive Aunt Jo, so when Ivy hires a wilderness guide to find her, her family is less than thrilled. Armed 
with her thirst for knowledge, Ivy undertakes a dramatic journey up an icy mountain and into the backwater 
to try to find someone, perhaps, like herself. 

rules of The roAD
Putnam, June 2005. north American
Korean: Duranno uK: Random House 
young Adult

*ToP young ADulT booKs of The QuArTer cenTury – AmericAn librAry AssociATion!

Meet Jenna Boller, star employee at Gladstone Shoe Store in Chicago. Standing a gawky 5’11’ at 16 years old, 
Jenna is the kind of girl most likely to stand out in the crowd—for all the wrong reasons. But that doesn’t stop 
Madeline Gladstone, the president of Gladstone’s Shoes 176 outlets in 37 states, from hiring Jenna to drive 
her cross country in a last ditch effort to stop Elden Gladstone from taking over his mother’s company and 
turning a quality business into a shop-and-schlock empire. Now Jenna Boller shoe salesperson is about to 
become a shoe-store spy as she joins her crusty old employer for an eye-opening adventure that will teach 
them both the rules of the road—and the rules of life. 

besT fooT forwArD
Penguin/Putnam, June 2005. world english
young Adult

In this sequel to the beloved Rules of the Road, Jenna Boller is dripping with newfound maturity after her life-
altering summer on the road. She has a job she loves at Gladstone Shoes, a best friend who makes her laugh, 
and a dysfunctional family she’s learning how to handle. Jenna feels ready for anything—until Tanner Cobb, a 
guy with a past, a police record, and dangerously good looks, walks into her life. Suddenly Jenna’s surrounded 
by crises, including a shoe empire on the verge of crumbling. Tanner’s street smarts seem to be what Jenna 
needs, but can she trust him enough when the going gets tough?

sQuAsheD
Putnam, June 2005. north American
young Adult

Humor, agriculture and young love all come together in Joan Bauer’s first novel, set in rural Iowa. Sixteen-
year-old Ellie Morgan’s life would be almost perfect if she could just get her potentially prize-winning 
pumpkin to put on about 200 more pounds—and if she could take off 20 herself...in hopes of attracting Wes, 
the new boy in town. 
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sTAnD TAll
Penguin/Putnam, June 2005. north American
young Adult

Tree, a six-foot-three-inch twelve-year-old, copes with his parents’ recent divorce and his failure as an athlete 
by helping his grandfather, a Vietnam vet and recent amputee, and Sophie, a new girl at school. 

sTicKs
speak, June 2005. north American
middle grade

Mickey has a dream – pool. After all, pool is in Mickey Vernon’s blood. His family owns the neighborhood pool 
hall, and his dad was a champion nine-ball player. That’s why Mickey knows that he will win the Junior Nine-
Ball Championship. All he has to do is beat Buck Pender. The problem is, Mickey’s three years younger than 
Buck, who could eat him for a light snack. Mickey knows he can’t do it alone. With ace player Joe Alvarez as his 
coach, and his best friend Arlen and his pet pig Mangler standing by him, can Mickey beat the odds?

ThwonK
Putnam, June 2001. north American
young Adult

Imagine having a personal cupid—an actual winged being—pop into your life and offer to make your dreams 
come true. The catch is he can help you in only one way: artistically, academically, or romantically. That’s what 
happens to aspiring photographer Allison Jean (A. J.) McCreary. A. J. knows she should concentrate on getting 
into a top-notch art school. But she’s spent five torturous months obsessed with handsome hunk, Peter Terris. 
Just one shot from the cupid’s bow and thownk, A. J. will have the undying devotion of handsome Peter...
forever.

hoPe wAs here
Penguin Putnam books for young readers, september 2000. north American
Japanese: Sakuhin-sha Korean: Gimm-Young Taiwanese: Hsiao-Lu Publishing
middle grade

Joan Bauer’s beloved Newbery Honor book—now with a great new look for middle grade readers! When 
Hope and her aunt move to small-town Wisconsin to take over the local diner, Hope’s not sure what to expect. 
But what they find is that the owner, G.T., isn’t quite ready to give up yet--in fact, he’s decided to run for mayor 
against a corrupt candidate. And as Hope starts to make her place at the diner, she also finds herself caught 
up in G.T.’s campaign--particularly his visions for the future. After all, as G.T. points out, everyone can use a 
little hope to help get through the tough times . . . even Hope herself. Filled with heart, charm, and good old-
fashioned fun, this is Joan Bauer at her best.

NEWBERY HONOR BOOK!
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“Sugar’s voice is convincing, both as storyteller and young writer; her natural good humor shines through 
what could be a sad story indeed. Quirky supporting characters—both human and dog—add to its appeal. 
[Sugar] will win readers hearts.”  
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on AlmosT home

“Bauer’s trademark humor lightens the serious subject matter, while Sugar’s frank honesty will give young 
readers a glimpse at a situation affecting a growing number of children.”  
—booklist on AlmosT home

“Sugar’s anger, fear, humility, and resolve are portrayed with insight and compassion.”  
—Publishers weekly on AlmosT home

“Bauer gently and effortlessly incorporates race (Foster’s mother is black; her father was white), religion, social 
justice, and class issues into a guaranteed feel-good story that dodges sentimentality with humor. Readers 
who want contemporary fiction with a happy ending will find it here.”  
—booklist on close To fAmous

“Bauer skillfully brings readers to the heart of Culpepper with rich descriptions of a contemporary small town 
and its residents and rhythms. The characters’ eventual triumphs are the type that this author’s fans eat up.”  
—Publishers weekly on close To fAmous

“It’s a feel-good tale with life-affirming lessons laid on like the frosting on Foster’s cupcakes, and as expertly 
wrought. Foster’s engaging first-person voice and interior monologue, the solid characterization, and the 
nimble, fast-paced prose are the quality ingredients of this tale cooked to perfection. The ending is best read 
with a cupcake in hand . . . but don’t let tears spoil the frosting.”   
—horn book on close To fAmous

“When it comes to creating strong, independent, and funny teenaged female characters, Bauer is in a class by 
herself. /.../ Bauer tells a fast-paced, multilayered story with humor but does not gloss over the struggle[s].”  
—school library Journal *starred review* on close To fAmous

“Bauer offers her young readers a vision of life that includes both compassion for people’s failings and realistic 
hope for their own futures. The highest praise I can offer her is that while she writes novels for adolescents, 
she does not pander to them with adolescent novels.”  
—The new york Times on close To fAmous

“Sharp pacing and an intriguing premise . . . Bauer renders a fully realized portrait of a small town dependent 
on an ever-fragile economy and threatened by modern encroachment. As always, she stocks her work with 
strong, sage women, the elements for a budding romance, and plenty of funny moments. But it’s Hildy 
readers will remember longest, a smart girl who realistically blends the spunkiness, brains and good humor 
that is Bauer’s stock-in-trade.”  
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on PeeleD

“It’s Bauer’s humor that supplies, in Addie’s cooking vernacular, the yeast that makes the story rise above the 
rest, reinforcing the substantive issues of honesty, humanity, and the importance of political activism. Serve 
this up to teens—with a dash of hope.” 
—booklist on hoPe wAs here

reviews!
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lisze bechTolD

Lisze is an animator, author, and illustrator. She loves to create characters in every way–through writing, 
drawing, modeling, animating, and even voice over acting. Many of her characters were inspired by pets with 
big personalities. Others have arrived from Odd Juxtapositions, a town not far from here. Her books have 
won awards such as The Maryland Blue Crab Award, Oppenheim Gold Award, and Children’s Choice. Her 
film credits include: Ferngully, Flower Planet, and Disney’s The Prince and the Pauper. Lisze says, “A child is far 
more demanding of clarity and brevity in books than an adult, and yet a child is delightfully more tolerant of 
silliness. I love the challenge of expressing deep feelings with silliness and brevity.” Her website is  
www.liszebechtold.com

busTer – The very shy Dog 
houghton mifflin harcourt, July 1997. north American
middle grade (early chapter book)

In these three stories Buster discovers his self-worth and self-confidence and makes friends along the way. 
Beginning readers will relate to Buster’s fears and successes and will relish in the triumph of completing a 
chapter book.

reviews!

“The plot exploits shy Buster’s predicament to the fullest. The dogs featured have very childlike characteristics, 
and youngsters will find much with which to identify.”  
—Publishers weekly

“These three stories about a puppy searching for his strengths will bring smiles of recognition to the 
beginning-reader set.”  
—school library Journal 
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KAren beil

Karen Beil was born on February 15th in Boston, Massachusetts. Growing up in rural Connecticut, she spent 
much of her childhood outside, following streams through fields and woods and collecting shells on the 
Atlantic shore. In elementary school, she was one of a band of fifth graders who volunteered to give up 
recess to help in their school library. Her mother, the librarian, and her storytelling father were introduced 
by their sisters—both children’s book illustrators.  After graduating from Syracuse University with degrees in 
magazine journalism and English literature, Karen worked as a news reporter for the legendary wire service, 
the City News Bureau, in Chicago, Illinois, and later as a writer and editor of scientific publications. Her first 
book, Grandma According to Me, was inspired by her mother and was published in 1992. While the pull of 
picture books remains strong (and possibly genetic), Karen returned to reporting and interviewing with a 
nonfiction book about wildfires and firefighters, Fire in Their Eyes. Her books have been recommended by 
the American Library Association (“Quick Picks” list for reluctant young adult readers), National Council of 
Teachers of English, and Voice of Youth Advocates, and chosen as favorites by students in various states. Karen 
lives with her husband, a forester, in upstate New York near farm fields where coyotes yip-howl by night and 
the foothills of the Catskill Mountains appear by day. Her website is www.karenbeil.com

A cAKe All for me!
houghton mifflin harcourt, september 1999. world english/spanish
middle grade

Using the themes and rhythms of traditional nursery rhymes, gives directions for baking and sharing a cake 
including “nine, ten, eggs from the hen” and “fifteen, sixteen, a big bowl for mixing.” Includes measurements 
and recipes.

fire in Their eyes
houghton mifflin harcourt, march 1999. world english/spanish
young Adult (non-fiction) 

*AmericAn librAry AssociATion QuicK PicK for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers!
*voice of youTh ADvocATes (voyA) nonficTion honor lisT!

What drives some people to stand in the path of a wall of flame? Who are these brave, foolhardy, visionary 
firefighters? This intimate look at the elite groups that fight wildfires explores the trials, tragedies, and 
triumphs of these courageous few as they battle wilderness blazes from Alaska to Maine. From the grueling 
training of a smokejumper class in Montana, through harrowing fights with some up-close-and-personal 
wildfires, to a group of inspired conservationists who use fire as a tool for preservation, Karen Magnuson 
Beil takes readers where only a few have ventured--into the heart of one of nature’s most destructive and 
unpredictable forces: fire.

reviews!

“Charming . . . A tasty treat.”  
—school library Journal on A cAKe All for me!

“Hilarious and fun.”   
—midwest book review on A cAKe All for me!

“This delightful cookbook rhyme . . . a tasty treat for the youngest readers!”  
—The bookbag on A cAKe All for me!
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cAThleen DAviTT bell 

Cathleen Davitt Bell received her undergraduate degree from Barnard College and her MFA in Creative 
Writing from Columbia University. She lives in Brooklyn, NY with her husband, two children, and two neurotic 
dachshunds, loves apples and spaghetti, counts getting lost in space among her greatest fears, and probably 
shouldn’t smile at strangers so often on the subway. Her website is: www.cathleendavittbell.com

i remember you
crown, february 2015. north American     
young Adult

Lucas and Juliet couldn’t be more different from each other. But from the moment Lucas sees Juliet, he 
swears he remembers their first kiss. Their first dance. Their first fight. He even knows what’s going to happen 
between them—not because he can predict the future, but because he claims to have already lived it. Juliet 
doesn’t know whether to be afraid for herself or for Lucas. As Lucas’s memories occur more frequently, they 
also grow more ominous. All Juliet wants is to keep Lucas safe with her. But how do you hold on to someone 
you love in the present when they’ve begun slipping away from you in the future?

liTTle blog on The PrAirie
bloomsbury, may 2011. world english
young Adult

Gen’s family is more comfortable spending time apart than together. Then Gen’s mom signs them up for 
Camp Frontier—a vacation that promises the “thrill” of living like 1890s pioneers. Forced to give up all of her 
modern possessions, Gen nevertheless manages to email her friends back home about life at “Little Hell on 
the Prairie,” as she’s renamed the camp. It turns out frontier life isn’t without its good points—like the cute boy 
who lives in the next clearing. And when her friends turn her emails into a blog, Gen is happily surprised by 
the fanbase that springs up. But just when it seems Gen and family might pull through the summer, disaster 
strikes as a TV crew descends on the camp, intent on discovering the girl behind the nationwide blogging 
sensation—and perhaps ruining the best vacation Gen has ever had.

sliPPing
bloomsbury, June 2009. world english
young Adult

Michael has enough problems to deal with: low grades, parents that compare him to his perfect sister, and 
a best friend who gets more distant with each school day. So he can’t really focus on his grandpa’s death. 
Besides, how do you grieve for someone you barely knew? But then Michael starts seeing his grandpa’s face 
in the mirror—and he seems to be reaching out for help. Soon, Michael is slipping out of his body and into 
his grandpa’s memories—wading in the river between the living and the dead. As the slips become longer 
and more frequent, Michael struggles to resolve the feud that ripped his family apart. But each time he visits 
the world of the dead, it becomes harder to return. He will have to rely on an unlikely group of friends to keep 
from slipping forever. 
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“I stayed up late into the night reading I Remember You, unable to sleep until I found out what happened to 
Juliet and Lucas. This is a book that shows you what true love is: heart stopping, mind bending, life changing. I 
Remember You is unforgettable.” 
—melissa Kantor, author of Maybe one Day, on i remember you

“It’s 1994, and Juliet and Lucas couldn’t be more different. She’s an honor student on the fast track to college 
and a high-profile career. He’s a hockey player whose future begins the day he’s old enough to follow the 
family tradition and join the marines. Nevertheless, they fall hard for each other. The one thing that keeps this 
from being a typical high-school romance is that Lucas already remembers their first kiss, their first dance, the 
gift Juliet’s going to give him for Christmas. /…/ This delicate injection of time travel spices up the realistic 
contemporary story as the characters deal with the stress of high school, friendships, goals, and family. Give 
this to readers who enjoyed Kimberly Derting’s The Taking.” 
—booklist on i remember you

“Well-developed and multidimensional supporting characters contribute to the book’s even pace. This 
romance novel has elements of science fiction, yet remains true and authentic to the intensity of feelings 
adolescents experience with their first loves.” 
—school library Journal on i remember you

“This fast read is humorous and insightful, with realistic characters that are refreshingly well rounded. Bell 
has captured a 13-year-old’s voice, making Gen’s unlikely situation feel very real. A solid choice for collections 
serving tweens.”  
—school library Journal on liTTle blog on The PrAirie

“Bell’s spare prose evokes a tightly wound family, and elegantly renders the world from Michael’s gloomy, 
nescient point of view.” 
—Publisher’s weekly on sliPPing

“Bell creates genuinely creepy and surreal scenes as Michael psychically journeys among the dead, and she 
anchors the fantasy elements with well-wrought scenes of unresolved family conflicts. The balance between 
the supernatural and genuine human feelings creates a compelling mix.”  
—booklist on sliPPing

reviews!
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JAmes benneTT 

James W. Bennett is the author of a number of uncompromising, challenging novels for teens. The books 
have earned him recognition as one of the nation’s leading novelists for young adults. Bennett’s fiction, 
often revolving around sports themes, has been used successfully as a curriculum choice in schools. Bennett 
worked as a teacher of creative writing at a community college until 1976 and as an aide to high school-aged 
mentally handicapped students in Bloomington, Illinois, 1983-95. He was a writer-in-residence for Illinois 
secondary schools. 

PlunKing reggie JAcKson
simon & schuster, february 2001. north American (reverted) 
young Adult

He wanted to see himself as a victim, but it was getting harder all the time. When Coley was a kid, his brother, 
Patrick, showed him how to “plunk” the life-size statue of Reggie Jackson that stands in the Burkes’ backyard. 
If you nail the statue with a baseball in just the right place, it makes a loud gonging sound. It takes “mental 
toughness”—a concept that Patrick mastered but that Coley is still trying to learn. Now Patrick is dead, 
killed in a drunken boating accident, and Coley is struggling to live up to their father’s idealized memory of 
him. Like Patrick, Coley is a star high school pitcher destined for the major leagues. But an ankle injury has 
sidelined him for most of the season. He’s flunking English and could go ineligible for the play-offs. And he’s 
started dating Bree Madison, a gorgeous sophomore whose mysterious past is causing Coley more problems 
every day. When the pressures become more than Coley can handle, he and Bree run off to Florida. There, 
along the crystal waters of the Gulf of Mexico, Coley tries to get his mind right and understand what “mental 
toughness” really means. The master of sports fiction for teenagers, James W. Bennett weaves a powerful story 
of memories, relationships, and high school baseball in this stunningly realistic novel.

“The author provides a frank, insightful psychological study of a troubled teen.”  
—Publisher’s weekly
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JAn AnD sTAn berensTAin

Stanley Melvin Berenstain and Janice Marian Grant were married right after WWII and began careers as a 
magazine cartoonist team. They published humorous cartoons about children and families in The Saturday 
Evening Post, Colliers Magazine, McCall’s, and Good Housekeeping. They started their own family in 1948, 
with the birth of son, Leo, and then, Mike, in 1951. Both sons were Dr. Seuss fans, so Stan and Jan decided to 
try their hands at creating a children’s book, themselves. Their first book became The Big Honey Hunt featuring 
Papa, Mama and, at that time, Small Bear, in 1962.  Dr. Seuss (aka Ted Seuss Geisel) edited and published. 

In 1974, with the birth of Sister, Small Bear became Brother Bear and little sister, Honey, arrived in 2000. 
The names, “Papa,” “Mama,” “Brother,” and “Sister,” were chosen for ease of reading and to emphasize their 
archetypical roles in the family.  

Until the late ‘80s, Stan and Jan continued their work as magazine cartoonists along with their children’s 
book creation. Son Mike had become a children’s book illustrator and author in the 1970s and joined with his 
parents in the 1980s on magazine work, moving to illustrating and was co-writing Berenstain Bears books by 
1992. To date, over 380 Berenstain Bears books have been published, with more than 300 million copies sold 
worldwide, and new titles are published every year.

The Berenstain Bears became popular beyond the world of children’s books. The first animated TV show, an 
NBC Christmas special, was produced in 1979. Four other NBC seasonal specials followed in the early 80s. Two 
seasons of Saturday morning animated cartoons followed on CBS in 1985/’86 and a season of PBS daily shows 
was created in 2002. The characters have been featured as dolls, toys, games, puzzles, software, clothing and 
many other products. During the ‘80s and ‘90s, there were Berenstain Bear Country attractions in a number 
of amusement parks. More recently, children’s museums across the country have displayed Berenstain Bears 
exhibits including the permanent Berenstain Bear exhibit at the Strong Museum in Rochester, New York. 
There have been four Berenstain Bears plays and stage musicals including the highly successful musical, The 
Berenstain Bears Live in Family Matters. 

Shortly before his father’s death, Mike suggested to Stan and Jan that they create a new sub-line of Berenstain 
Bears books on spiritual themes while continuing to publish their traditional storybooks. They co-created the 
first four titles in the ongoing Living Lights series which were published after Stan’s death in 2005. Jan and 
Mike continued to write and illustrate Berenstain Bears books together on all sorts of subjects—everything 
from going for a ride on the train to the golden rule—until Jan’s passing in 2012. 

Mike Berenstain continues to live and work in the rolling countryside of Eastern Pennsylvania—an area that 
looks a lot like Bear Country.

*more ThAn 300 million coPies solD worlDwiDe!
*6.9 million AnnuAl u.s. sAles!
*TrAnslATeD inTo 25 lAnguAges!
*over 380 booKs PublisheD AnD over 190 TiTles in PrinT!
*38 new booKs PlAnneD Through 2017!
*school bell AwArD for DisTinguisheD service, 1960!
*chilDren’s liTerATure ciTATion, 2007!
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honors AnD AwArDs

AuThors/illusTrATors AwArDs
School Bell Award, 1960 - Distinguished service in the interpretation of education in a national magazine. 
(“How to Undermine Junior’s Teacher” published in Better Homes and Gardens)

Stanley and Janice Berenstain Manuscript Collection, 1967 - Established at Syracuse University.

The Drexel Citation, 1982 - Contributions to children’s literature. (Drexel University School of Library and 
Information Science).

The Jeremiah Ludington Award, 1989 - Stan and Jan Berenstain for their contributions to children’s literature 
by the Educational Paperback Association.

School District of Philadelphia Division of Libraries, 1989 - Stan and Jan Berenstain for their contributions to 
the world of children’s literature.

Pennbrook / Philadelphia Children’s Literary Award, 1990 - Stan and Jan Berenstain for their outstanding 
services and contributions to the cause of literacy for children.

Centennial Distinguished Alumni Award, 1997 - Jan Berenstain from Radnor High School, Wayne, 
Pennsylvania.

Silver Star Outstanding Alumni Awards, 1998 - Stan and Jan Berenstain from the University of the Arts 
(formerly School of Industrial Art), Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Children’s Literature Citation, 2007 - Contributions to children’s literature. Free Library of Philadelphia / Drexel 
University to Michael Berenstain.

governmenT / sTATe recogniTion
The City of Knoxville, Tennessee, 1978 - Jan and Stan Berenstain awarded Honorary Citizenship

Distinguished Service Award - Bucks County, Pennsylvania, 1990 - Jan and Stan Berenstain presented 
Distinguished Service Award

The State of Nevada Senate, 1997 - Senate concurrent Resolution Number 16 representing, “Achievements in 
children’s literature.”

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 2003 - Congratulations citation on the publication of Down a Sunny Dirt 
Road and commendation for extraordinary skill and dedication in enriching the lives of countless children.

Pennsylvania House of Representatives Citation, 2005 - Condolence Resolution honoring Stan Berenstain, co-
creator of The Berenstain Bears.

The Senate of Pennsylvania, 2012 - Condolence Resolution honoring Jan Berenstain, co-creator of The 
Berenstain Bears, at the time of her death.
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new booKs!

The berensTAin beArs Are suPerbeArs!
harpercollins, september 2015. north American    
Picture book 

When Brother, Sister, and Honey Bear pretend to be their favorite superhero characters, they use their 
imaginations to find adventure all around the house. But when a neighbor falls off his bike, the SuperBears 
discover the true power of lending a helping paw!

when i grow uP 
harpercollins, september 2015. north American    
Picture book  

Come along with Brother and Sister Bear as their friend Professor Actual Factual takes them on a Bear Country 
job tour. From firefighter to artist and farmer to astronaut—there are so many careers to explore!

sAy i’m sorry
ideals Publications, september 2015. north American   
Picture book

In The Berenstain Bears Say “I’m Sorry!” an accidental squirt of the hose helps the cubs learn the importance of 
offering and accepting apologies.

cleAn uP
middle grade 
ideals Publications, september 2015. north American 
Picture book 
   
In The Berenstain Bears Clean Up, the cubs learn that cleaning up is easy to do when everyone works together. 

hArvesT fesTivAl
zonderkidz, August 2015. north American    
Picture book 

In this newest addition to the Berenstain Bears Living Lights series, The Berenstain Bears Harvest Festival, it’s 
autumn in Bear Country and the Chapel in the Woods is celebrating its first ever Harvest Festival.

Kids will delight in joining the Bear family and all their friends as they gather at Farmer Ben’s farm for this new 
tradition filled with the fun of apple-picking, pumpkin patch wandering, and more. Reflect with Mama, Papa, 
Brother, Sister, and Honey as they and the rest of the folks from the Chapel thank God for the blessings that 
autumn brings.

geT reADy for school
harpercollins, June 2015. north American    
Picture book 

Brother and Sister Bear get ready for school in this exciting new lift-the-flap storybook. Young readers will 
love helping the Bears find their backpacks, books, and pencils all in time to catch the bus. Share in the hustle 
and bustle with the classic New York Times bestselling Berenstain Bears family!
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hosPiTAl frienDs
harpercollins, April 2015. north American    
Picture book

The Berenstain Bears take a trip to the hospital and discover that it’s such a busy place! There are doctors, 
nurses, patients—and lots to learn about how to be healthy. Brother and Sister Bear see all the amazing 
things that happen in a hospital and make new friends along the way!

All of the author’s royalties are being contributed to the Stan & Jan Berenstain Healthy Kids Foundation,  a 
charitable organization devoted to children’s health issues.

PleAse AnD ThAnK you
ideals Publications , march 2015. north American
Picture book   

In The Berenstain Bears’ Please & Thank You Book, little readers are introduced to the importance of manners, 
through gentle reminders  given to Brother, Sister, and Honey as they await their milk and cookies.

sleePy Time booK
ideals Publications , march 2015. north American
Picture book   

In The Berenstain Bears’ Sleepy Time Book, little readers are introduced to a comforting nighttime routine. 
Brother, Sister, and Honey straighten up, take a bath, brush their teeth, read a bedtime story, and say their 
prayers before bidding their parents good night.

$7.99 U.S.

Printed and bound in China
Leo_ Nov14_1

Copyright © 2015 by Berenstain Publishing, Inc.
All rights reserved
Library of Congress CIP data on file

Published by CandyCane Press
An imprint of Ideals Publications
A Guideposts Company 
Nashville, Tennessee
www.idealsbooks.com
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Sleepy Tim
e Book

Sleepy Tim
e Book

Darkness is falling in Bear Country, and the Bear  

family is sleepy and ready for bed. Join Brother, Sister, 

and Honey as they take part in a comforting bedtime 

routine before saying good night to their parents. 

With a simple story and well-loved characters, The 

Berenstain Bears’ Sleepy Time Book models ideal 

bedtime behavior for young children.

Sleepy Time BookSleepy Time Book

Please & Thank You Book
Please & Thank You Book

$7.99 U.S.

Printed and bound in China
Leo_ Nov14_1

I S B N 978-0-8249-1945-0

9 7 8 0 8 2 4 9 1 9 4 5 0

5 0 7 9 9

ISBN-13: 978-0-8249-1945-0

Mama is shocked at the cubs’ lack of manners as  

they each demand a cookie! Through gentle reminders 

and polite behavior from Mama and Papa, the cubs 

soon remember the importance of good manners.  

With a simple story and well-loved characters, The 

Berenstain Bears’ Please & Thank You Book provides 

a perfect introduction to this valuable life lesson.

Please & Thank You BookPlease & Thank You Book

Copyright © 2015 by Berenstain Publishing, Inc.
All rights reserved
Library of Congress CIP data on file

Published by CandyCane Press
An imprint of Ideals Publications
A Guideposts Company 
Nashville, Tennessee
www.idealsbooks.com
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Jennifer bosworTh

Novelist and screenwriter Jennifer Bosworth is the writer half of a writer director team, with Ryan Bosworth. 
Her debut novel, Struck, was published by FSG/Macmillan in 2012, and was featured as part of the Fierce 
Reads campaign. Jennifer’s short films have screened at the LA Film and Music Festival, the Burbank 
International Film Festival, the Zero Film Festival, and the El Cid Short Film Night. Her website is:  
www.jenniferbosworth.com

The Killing JAr (sTAnD-Alone)
farrar, straus & giroux, winter 2016. world english    manuscript available
young Adult

It’s the best night of Kenna Marsden’s life until she comes home to find her family slaughtered and the killer 
still in the house. Trapped, with death moments away, the killer reveals to Kenna that he didn’t choose the 
Marsdens at random. He came there for her. She’s the only one who can save him. But Kenna taps into an 
uncanny ability lying dormant inside her, and the killer winds up dead, while Kenna’s family survives. Kenna’s 
relief at having her family back is marred by the inexplicable, dark impulses that plague her now. Her search 
for help leads her to Eclipse, a nearby utopian commune. There, Kenna discovers an extraordinary new way 
of life as she learns who she really is, and the wonders she’s capable of. But when she discovers a shocking 
connection between the unthinkable crime against her family and the commune leaders, Kenna realizes the 
inhabitants of Eclipse harbor dark secrets about her past, their inception, and their plans for her.
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susAn bonners 

Susan Bonners is the author and illustrator of numerous books for children, including Edwina Victorious and 
The Silver Balloon, which won the Christopher Award. She lives in Roslindale, Massachusetts. 

The vAnishing PoinT
fsg. August 2005, north American (reverted)
middle grade

Kate Harris has always spent the summer with her family on her grandparents’ farm. But this year she is going 
to be at the beach with the Langs, family friends Kate hasn’t seen since she was a baby. She is worried that she 
won’t get along with the Langs’ daughter, Alison. Yet she has never seen the ocean and there is something 
about it that intrigues her. Exploring the new town helps divert Kate’s attention from her homesickness, as 
do the drawing lessons she and Alison take at the Art Association. Then Kate and Alison go to an auction, 
and Kate impulsively bids on a soot-covered painting.  Uncovering the artwork underneath and solving the 
mystery of its origins and prior ownership requires some determined detective work that takes Kate on an 
unexpected journey. In understated prose, Susan Bonners has crafted an insightful story about a first summer 
away from home and those first steps from childhood into young adulthood. 

mAKing music
fsg. october 2002. north American (reverted)
middle grade

It’s hard enough moving to a new place, and for Annie there are plenty of extra burdens. Her mother seems 
sad and worried all the time, having a baby brother makes getting settled in even harder, a box of her prized 
horse figurines has been lost, and to top it all off, the new house is far away from Annie’s favorite uncle, who 
shared with her what she loves best of all: piano music. But it turns out that piano music can also be found in 
her new neighborhood. Each evening when Annie roller-skates, she hears beautiful melodies coming from 
a house down the street. It is the source of the music, the elderly Mrs. Bergstrom, that eventually provides 
Annie with hope that the new place may someday feel like home. 

Above AnD beyonD
fsg, october 2001. north American 
middle grade

Jerry has an easy time coming up with a topic for an oral report on local history – his subject will be his 
favorite cousin, Charles. Jerry remembered hearing a story many years ago: Charles used his rock-climbing 
skills to rescue a five-year-old girl and became a celebrated hero in the community. Jerry researches the event 
on microfilm at the library and visits the commemorative plaque at the rescue site, but he quickly realizes that 
a firsthand account would be the best resource of all. He does some detective work and is able to track down 
the girl, now grown up and living in a town not too far away. But when Jerry hears her version of the incident, 
one odd detail doesn’t seem to fit. As he gets closer to solving the mystery, it becomes apparent that the story 
coincidentally involves Danny, a classmate with whom Jerry’s been forging a tentative friendship. When Jerry 
ultimately uncovers the truth, its impact is greater than anyone could have imagined. 
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eDwinA vicTorious
fsg, september 2000. north American (reverted)
middle grade

When Edwina’s great-grandaunt and namesake decides to move to a nursing home, Edwina is recruited by 
her mom to help clean out her aunt’s attic. There she discovers a cache of letters from Aunt Edwina, who had 
been an activist, to various public officials, all requesting improvements in public locations around town. 
Then Edwina notices a local playground in sorry disrepair and decides to do some letter-writing of her own. 
She types up her plea, copies her aunt’s signature, and mails it to the mayor. Edwina doesn’t feel she’s being 
completely underhanded: after all, she is signing her own name, even if the handwriting is forged. And when 
the mayor responds with fast action – he hopes for a political contribution from Aunt Edwina – Edwina begins 
writing more letters. But it is only a matter of time before she must reveal her true identity, both to the mayor 
and to her great-grandaunt. Susan Bonners’s black-and-white pictures offset a charming story of a regular girl 
who finds a way to make a difference in her community.

reviews!

“In this perky novel for early readers, a girl learns that with gumption (and a little help) she can fight city hall 
and win ... young readers will likely see their neighborhoods with new eyes.”  
—Publishers weekly on eDwinA vicTorious

“Afraid that no one will listen to a kid, Edwina forges her wealthy great-aunt’s signature on letters she writes 
the mayor ... Black-and-white illustrations accompany this satisfying, quietly humorous short novel.”  
—The horn book on eDwinA vicTorious

“An unpredictable story with interesting characters.”  
—school library Journal on Above AnD beyonD

“Kate’s coming-of-age is subtly portrayed and her maturation in terms of parting with her newfound treasure 
is admirable.”   
—Kirkus reviews on The vAnishing PoinT

“This introspective, third-person novel features a well-drawn main character and a great deal of information 
about painting. “   
—booklist  on The vAnishing PoinT
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Polly schoyer brooKs

Polly Schoyer Brooks lives in New Canaan, Connecticut, where she enjoys her four children, ten grandchildren, 
and eight great-grandchildren.

beyonD The myTh: The sTory of JoAn of Arc
houghton mifflin harcourt, october 1999. north American 
french: Hachette Juenesse
young Adult (non-fiction)

The king was going mad . . . So begins Polly Schoyer Brooks’s account of one of history’s most compelling 
stories and one of the world’s most popular heroines - Joan of Arc. Brooks tells us of a fifteenth-century 
France ravaged by war, plague, and religious conflict; of a king who suffered fits of madness and his weak 
son who made a disappointing successor; and of a peasant girl from the countryside who accomplished 
what appeared to be miracles by rallying the dispirited French nation with her desire to see the rightful king 
rule. Little more than a year after her astounding triumphs - uniting the nation and securing the throne for 
Charles VII with her victory over the English at Orlean - nineteen-year-old Joan was imprisoned on charges 
of witchcraft and sorcery, tried for heresy, and burned at the stake. Polly Schoyer Brooks’s detailed narrative 
unveils the spirited young woman who became a patron saint and continues to inspire courage and faith.

Queen eleAnor: inDePenDenT sPiriT of The meDievAl worlD
houghton mifflin harcourt, october 1999. north American 
young Adult (non-fiction)

A biography of Eleanor of Aquitaine, the twelfth-century queen, first of France, then of England, who was the 
very lively wife of Henry II and mother of several notable sons, including Richard the Lionhearted.

reviews!

“Joan is pictured as pious, strong-willed, and heroic. Brooks’s carefully rendered and moving history focuses 
on the single year in which Joan led the army of Prince Charles to victory and then fell prey to the jealousy, 
court intrigue, and superstition that brought about her death.”  
—horn book reviews on beyonD The myTh

“Brooks writes for serious readers, and her book, although challenging, is richly rewarding. It will certainly 
become the definitive Joan of Arc biography for young adults.”  
—school library Journal on beyonD The myTh
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beTsy byArs

Betsy Byars has written over sixty books for young people. Her first book was published in 1962 and since 
then she has published regularly. Her books have been translated into nineteen languages and she gets 
thousands of letters from readers in the United States and from all over the world. She has won many awards, 
including the Newbery Medal in 1971 for her novel The Summer of the Swans, the American Book Award in 
1981 for The Night Swimmers, the Edgar (for the best mystery for young people) in 1992 for Wanted ... Mud 
Blossom, and the Regina Medal by the Catholic Library Association for the body of her work. She especially 
values her many state awards which were voted on by the readers of the state. Betsy attended public schools 
in North Carolina and graduated from Queens College in Charlotte, NC with a major in English. She began her 
writing career five years after her graduation by publishing short magazine articles. As she began to read to 
her children, her interest in writing for young people began. Her website is: www.betsybyars.com

The blossom fAmily #1: The noT-JusT-AnyboDy fAmily
holiday house, march 2008. world english
middle grade

When Junior Blossom wakes up in the hospital, his last memory is of crouching on the barn roof with cloth 
wings tied to his arms, and of Maggie and Vern in the yard below, urging him to fly. That had been just 
before Junior spotted a police car approaching the farm in a cloud of dust. Meanwhile Pap, the children’s 
grandfather, sits in disgrace in the city jail. He was arrested for disturbing the peace after his pickup truck 
accidentally dumped 2,147 beer and soda cans (worth $107.35) on Spring Street. With their mother away on 
the rodeo circuit, it’s up to Maggie and Vern to find a way to rescue Pap and Junior. How will they solve their 
family problems? (Originally published 1985)

The blossom fAmily #2: The blossoms meeT The vulTure lADy
holiday house, march 2008. world english
middle grade

When Junior accidentally gets caught in his own coyote trap deep in the woods, he is rescued by the reclusive 
woman known as Mad Mary and begins an unforgettable adventure. (Originally published 1986)

The blossom fAmily #3: The blossoms AnD The green PhAnTom
holiday house, August 2008. world english
middle grade

The strength of family love triumphs in this adventurous third title of the best-selling Blossom Family series 
by Newbery Medal-winning author Betsy Byars. Junior Blossom has created the most spectacular invention of 
all time: a homemade UFO. The Green Phantom took all of the garbage bags and Day-Glo paint Junior could 
find, but now it requires one more very special ingredient. Although Junior needs help, his family seems too 
busy to care about him. Then when Pap and his dog, Mud, don’t come home from town, the Blossoms are 
pulled apart even farther. Are Pap and Mud in serious trouble? Can a Blossom promise bring everyone back 
together again? (Originally published 1987)

NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER!

EDGAR AWARD WINNER!
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The blossom fAmily #4: A blossom Promise
holiday house, August 2008. world english
middle grade

Maggie is thrilled to be on the rodeo circuit until she witnesses Mom kissing a handsome stranger. Back at 
home, the family has weathered the worst flood in the state’s history, and Vern and Michael can’t wait to test 
their homemade raft down at the flooded Snake Creek. Suddenly, Pap hears screams and runs to the rescue, 
but a heart attack strikes. As Pap clings to life, the Blossoms must rely on the strength of their family and pull 
together as never before. (Originally published 1988)

The blossom fAmily #5: wAnTeD … muD blossom
holiday house, november 2008. world english
middle grade

This fifth Blossom Family title is a touching finale to the best-selling series by Newbery Medal-winning 
author Betsy Byars. When Junior brings home the classroom hamster, Scooty, he decides to build the best 
hamster tunnel ever. But when Scooty goes missing, all evidence points to Mud. In the meantime, Mad Mary 
is missing, too. When Mary later wakes up in the hospital, she realizes that the Blossom family might just have 
provided her with the strength she needs to pull her life back together. It’s anything but an ordinary weekend 
with the Blossoms! (Originally published 1990)

bingo brown #1: The burning QuesTions of bingo brown
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Combining humor with pathos, Byars creates an unforgettable portrait of a boy puzzled by the comic and 
confusing questions of youth and worried by his disturbing insights into adult conflicts. (Originally published 
1988)

bingo brown #2: bingo brown AnD The lAnguAge of love
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Melissa, the girl Bingo loves, has moved to the end of the world. Cici is moving in on Bingo. Billy “Worm 
Brain” Wentworth is stuck on Cici and on getting Bingo to transform him from Rambo to Romeo. Life as a 
heartbreaker is hard but leave it to Bingo to translate the language of love. (Originally published 1989)

bingo brown #3: bingo brown, gyPsy lover
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Having answered the “Burning Questions” of fifth-grade life and learned the mysteries of the “Language of 
Love,” Bingo Brown is ready for his biggest challenge: Big Brotherdom. (Originally published 1990)

bingo brown #4: bingo brown’s guiDe To romAnce 
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Confidently beginning his definitive Guide to Romance as a legacy to his younger brother, Bingo finds his 
advice being put to the test when his long-distance girlfriend, Melissa, comes to town and wants nothing to 
do with him. (Originally published 1992)
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The house of wings
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Left with his grandfather until his parents are settled in Detroit, Sammy learns to respect and love the old man 
as they care for an injured crane together. (Originally published 1974)

The AnimAl, The vegeTAble, AnD John D. Jones
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade 

It was supposed to be a great vacation for everyone. Clara and Deanie were thrilled about spending time with 
their father now that the divorce was final. But they’re surprised and horrified at having to share Dad with his 
girlfriend and her stuck-up son right in the same beach house! And for his part, John D. Jones can’t stand the 
arrangement either, especially the squabbling girls, whom he dubs the Animal and the Vegetable. When Clara 
falls asleep on her plastic raft and is washed out to sea, everyone is hopeful until the float turns up without 
her. It’s the first time they’ve all pulled together. But is it too late to reveal their true feelings? (Originally 
published 1983)

The eighTeenTh emergency
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Benjie and his friend Ezzie have often discussed what they would do if an octopus or a crocodile attacked 
them - but whatever is Benjie to do in the worst emergency of all, when Hammerman, the biggest boy in the 
school, is asking for a fight? (Originally published 1973)

gooDybe, chicKen liTTle
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

A boy discovers that he doesn’t have to feel personally responsible for his uncle’s drowning. (Originally 
published 1979)

The nighT swimmers
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

It’s tough for 12-year-old Retta to be mother to her two younger brothers. With their real mother dead and 
their father busy trying to become a famous country-and-western singer, the children are left very much to 
their own devices. (Originally published 1989)

The cArToonisT
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Alfie spends every free moment in his private attic room, where he can draw his cartoons. When Alfie draws, 
he can be funny and smart - and make things turn out just the way he wants. So when Alfie’s older brother 
decides to move back home and take over the attic, Alfie comes up with a drastic plan to keep the room for 
himself. If only he could be sure that staying there would solve all his problems. (Originally published 1978)
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beAns on The roof
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade 
George Bean always wants to play on the roof of his apartment building. But only his older sister Anna can 
sit there, because she’s writing a roof poem. Anna may be the first Bean to be in a book if the poem wins a 
contest at school. George decides to write a roof poem too. Soon all the Beans are on the roof writing the roof 
poems. All except George. He needs some inspiration. How will he get it? (Originally published 1988)

The glory girl
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Anna Glory, the one non-singing member of a gospel-singing family, feels left out, like her misfit Uncle Newt, 
until the day the family bus is involved in a terrible accident. (Originally published 1983)

The Two-ThousAnD PounD golDfish
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Abandoned by a mother who is hiding from the FBI, Warren escapes into horror movie fantasies while he 
waits for her return. (Originally published 1982)

mcmummy
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

While looking after an eccentric scientist’s greenhouse, Mozie discovers ”McMummy,” a huge plant pod with a 
human shape and strangely human habits. (Originally published 1993)

coAsT To coAsT
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Realizing that sending her grandfather, Pop, to live in a nursing home will kill his already dying spirit, Birch 
urges Pop to take the cross-country plane flight he has always dreamed of, and to take Birch with him. 
(Originally published 1992)

“Mud, the Blossoms’ rambunctious dog who ‘had never turned down a walk in his life,’ takes center stage in 
Byars’s event-filled fifth installment about this irrepressible clan.”  
—Publisher’s weekly on wAnTeD...muD blossom

“A little like A Midsummer Night’s Dream, this fifth romp with the Blossom clan flits lightly from amusing 
episode to hilarious set scene, the characters mixing, matching, and eventually sorting themselves out. 
There’s no reason to single out a best Blossom book—this is as funny as any, its wit nicely laced with pungent 
good sense.”  
—Kirkus reviews on wAnTeD...muD blossom

“A lively, likable family, handled lightly but surely . . . Heartwarming”  
—The bulletin on The noT-JusT-AnyboDy fAmily

reviews!
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elisA cArbone

Elisa Carbone is a full-time writer and a part-time windsurfer, rock climber, and lindy hop dancer. She is 
the mother of two grown children. Elisa Carbone was raised in Arlington, Virginia. She attended college at 
University of Maryland and also received two master’s degrees from University of Maryland, one in Speech 
Communication and the other in Education. She now lives part time in the Washington D.C. area and part 
time in the mountains of West Virginia. Her website is www.elisacarbone.com

lAsT DAnce on hollADAy sTreeT
random house, september 2006. north American 
young Adult

*A new yorK Public librAry besT booK for The Teen Age!

The year is 1878, and 13-year-old Eva has lost all the family she’s ever known. Eva feels like an orphan—but 
she’s not. Sadie Lewis, the woman who gave her up at birth, is alive and well in Denver. And Eva sets out to 
find her, carrying only an address on a slip of paper. But Denver holds more surprises than Eva can bear. When 
she reaches 518 Holladay Street, she discovers Sadie Lewis’s shocking secret—a secret that lands Eva in a 
house of ill repute, forced to dance with strangers for her keep. But Eva knows in her bones that she’s free—
and that she’s got to escape. In a novel that pulses with the sights, sounds, and wild dangers of the frontier 
West, Elisa Carbone explores the many faces that family, and freedom, can take.

reviews!

“This book works well on two levels: it is a good historical picture of life in the city and the country of the late 
1800s, and it is also a triumph of the female spirit over the oppressive choices women sometimes face.” 
—school library Journal 

“What drives the story is the authentic view of women in the old west. There’s no detail about the sex in the 
brothel, just a strong sense of community among the desperate workers, and the triumph of a brave young 
woman who escapes to find real work and a home.” 
—booklist
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michAel cArT 

Past president of the Young Adult Library Services Association, Michael Cart is a columnist and reviewer 
for Booklist magazine. He is also the author or editor of nineteen books, including the gay coming-of-age 
novel My Father’s Scar and—with Christine Jenkins—The Heart Has Its Reasons, a critical history of young 
adult literature with gay/lesbian/queer content. His anthologies include Love and Sex: Ten Stories of Truth and 
Necessary Noise: Stories about Our Families as They Really Are. In 2008 he was the first recipient of the YALSA/
Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults Achievement Award, and in 2000 he received the 
Grolier Foundation Award for his contribution to the stimulation and guidance of reading by young people. 
Mr. Cart lives in Columbus, Indiana. 

my fATher’s scAr
simon & schuster, february 1998. north American (reverted)
young Adult 

Eighteen year-old Andy Logan has finally made it to his first year of college, but not without some struggle. As 
he tries to settle in this new environment, he cannot help but recall the events and experiences that have led 
him there. It is in these recollections that we meet a vast array of people—those who had either helped Andy 
along the way or had threatened his hope to escape. These are the stories of his hope to escape. These are 
the stories of his great-uncle, the one person who seemed to understand him; his father, whose domineering 
presence and unwavering anger were the rules, not the exceptions; and Evan, an older boy who became his 
first true love. Rarely does a writer capture the essence of the journey from a child to adult so acutely. Cart’s 
dazzling novel is a potent reminder of the pain and the euphoria that come from growing up and how we 
remember our family, friends, and first loves.

reviews!

“My Father’s Scar takes us deep into Andy Logan’s mind and heart through finely crafted metaphor and 
visceral drama. Like Andy who loves literature and long runs, the prose of this book is both poetic and full of 
physical energy.”  
—francesca lia block bestselling author of the Weetzie bat series

“Andy’s voice is authentic, and he is surrounded by well-realized minor characters . . . intense, but blessed with 
flashes of humor.”  
—school library Journal

“Andy’s growing awareness of his gayness is handled well, with action and dialogue revealing to reader what 
Andy hasn’t full recognized in himself...emotionally satisfying . . . a sensitive tale.” 
—Kirkus magazine
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rebeccA cAuDill 

Rebecca Caudill was born on February 2, 1899 in Harlan County, Kentucky. Caudill graduated from Wesleyan 
College in Macon, Georgia in 1920. She received her masters degree from Vanderbilt University in 1922. Ms 
Caudill taught English and history from 1920-21 at Sumner County High School, Portland, Tennessee. She 
also taught English at Collegio Bennett, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil for two years. Later she worked as an editor for 
the Methodist Publishing House in Nashville, TN.  In 1943, she published her first book for children, Barrie 
and Daughter, which was a Junior Literary Guild Selection. Ms Caudill won many awards and honors for her 
writing. Her 18 children’s books are known for their authentic depictions of settings and characters, and for 
evoking the lives of pioneers during the eighteenth-and nineteenth-century in America. In, 1950, her book 
Tree of Freedom, was a runner-up for the Newbery Medal. A Pocketful of Cricket, illustrated by Evaline Ness 
was named a Caldecott Medal Honor Book. Her books reflect her Appalachia background, which served as 
inspiration for her writing.

A PocKeTful of cricKeT
henry holt & co., August 2004. north American 
middle grade
One afternoon late in August, before the start of a new school year, Jay finds Cricket. Cricket fits just right 
in small spaces—like under a tea strainer or in Jay’s very own pocket—and Cricket makes the most exciting 
sounds. But what happens when it’s time to go back to school? Will Cricket come too? (Originally published 
1964).

A cerTAin smAll shePherD
henry holt & co., september 1997. north American 
middle grade

The heartrending story of a young Appalachian boy, born mute, who speaks for the first time ever to a 
young couple and their newborn baby, who have taken refuge from a blizzard in a nearby church. (Originally 
published 1964).

DiD you cArry The flAg ToDAy, chArley? 
yearling, may 1988. north American 
middle grade

All the children in the Appalachian Mountains know that the highest honor at Little School is being chosen 
to “carry the flag” and lead the line to the school bus. It’s the award given each day to the child who has 
been most helpful. When Charley Cornett begins school no one expects him to win the award. Charley’s not 
exactly the helpful type, he’s more the curious type. He has to climb out on a tree limb to see how the apple is 
attached. And he has to hold his hand over the water tap to see if running water can be stopped. Nothing can 
stop Charley. Then one special day, Charley surprises his family and the entire school! (Originally published 
May 1964).

“You’ll dampen a dozen handkerchiefs before finishing this story about a young Appalachian boy, born mute, 
who speaks for the first time on Christmas morning...” 
—Parenting magazine on A cerTAin smAll shePhArD

“An enthusiastic [Appalachian] mountain boy achieves the honor of carrying the school flag. Wry pencil 
drawings capture the charm and humorous spirit of the story.”  
—school library Journal, starred review on DiD you cArry The flAg ToDAy, chArley?

A CALDECOTT HONOR CLASSIC!
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P.J. converse

P. J. Converse taught English in Hong Kong for two years and has also lived and worked in Australia, Mexico, 
and Israel, and he recently traipsed through Italy and France. His website is www.pjconverse.com

subwAy girl
harperTeen, march 2011. north American                         
young Adult

He is shy. Unassuming. Inexperienced. She is Subway Girl. Cool. Unattainable. From the moment he sees her 
on a Hong Kong subway, Simon is intrigued by Amy, but he doesn’t have the nerve to talk to her. When he 
finally works up the courage, he realizes he can’t. Because Amy doesn’t speak Chinese, and Simon is failing 
English. But somehow, Amy and Simon connect, and they find that they understand each other. Enough for 
Simon to admit that he is dropping out of school. Enough for Amy to confess that she is pregnant with her 
ex-boyfriend’s baby. Amy and Simon feel lost in a world so much bigger than they are, and yet they still have 
each other. In this brilliant debut by P. J. Converse, two unlikely teenagers discover that love has a language all 
its own.

“A mature, enthralling slice of Hong Kong life. The candor about sex, rape, and abortion is striking in its 
directness, and that same simplicity lends quiet dignity to the deep, unspoken bond formed between Amy 
and Simon.”  
—booklist
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celesTe conwAy

Celeste Conway is a New York-based writer and artist. She is the author of the young adult novels When You 
Open Your Eyes and The Melting Season, and the middle-grade book The Goodbye Time. The Melting Season was 
listed as the New York Public Library’s “Best Books for Teens” in 2007. She is also the author-illustrator of the 
picture book, Where Is Papa Now?. Celeste holds a Master of Fine Arts degree from Columbia University and 
teaches Literature and Writing classes at Berkeley College. Her website is www.celesteconway.com

unlovely
f&w media/merit Press, January 2015. world english
young Adult

They look so soft and delicate, these beautiful girls from the fancy summer ballet school. But ugliness lies 
under the surface. Inspired by the ballet Giselle in which heartbroken ghosts extract revenge on duplicitous 
boys, some of these ballerinas have taken out punishment of their own.  
Has Harley, the hometown boy back from college for summer break, put himself in danger by falling in love 
with one of these girls? Is Julian, the talented male ballerina, telling the truth about his sudden injury—
perhaps it wasn’t just an accident? In this atmospheric novel, set in a close-knit seaside town, values, class, 
and loyalty clash as lovely summer visitors engage in dark and unlovely acts.

when you oPen your eyes
simon Pulse, march 2012. north American                         
young Adult

The more you love, the more you stand to lose. Tessa’s head over heels for Lucien, the son of a French 
diplomat. Sexy, artistic, and daring, he brings out a completely new side of her. With him, Tessa feels beautiful 
and exotic. So when Tessa’s strict father forbids her to see Lucien, she’s determined to keep their relationship a 
secret. But as Tessa gets caught up in Lucien, he becomes increasingly volatile. What she once found alluring 
about him now feels alarming. In this startling new novel, set in Argentina, Tessa must figure out how far she’ll 
go for Lucien before she risks losing not just him, but everything she loves.

“A perfect combination of romance and horror.” 
—lois Duncan, author of i know What you Did last Summer and Down a Dark hall on unlovely

“As Harley begins dating one of a group of ballerinas, he starts to become suspicious of the potentially 
threatening behavior of the rest. The narrative moves believably from . . . romance to somewhat chilling 
horror . . . Recommended for those who want more than just a romance.” 
—Kirkus reivews on unlovely

“Harley Jamison has returned to his island home after his first year of university, not expecting to feel as much 
of a stranger as he does. His former girlfriend Máirín (with whom it was assumed Harley would spend the rest 
of his life) has a new guy, is pregnant, and doesn’t seem happy. In an attempt to convince himself that he’s 
over her, Harley becomes involved with a student from the dance school nearby. /…/ When Cassandra is cast 
in the lead role of Giselle, she changes, becoming unpredictable and eerily mimicking the behavior of the 
ballet’s doomed heroine. Scenes in which she lures Harley to the school’s grounds late at night have an aura 
of dangerous unreality.” 
—school library Journal on unlovely

reviews!
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“For those who like their ballet books with a touch of mystery and horror, Unlovely is a very enjoyable book. 
The writing is outstanding! There are sentences and paragraphs that are so hauntingly evocative you will 
want to read them two or three times . . . It is a fun, fascinating read. The story moves as gracefully, beautifully 
and tragically as the ballet itself.” 
—ballet connections on unlovely

“So many YA novels are written from a female perspective, so it’s nice to occasionally read one with a male 
POV. Celeste Conway writes a believable guy in Unlovely.”  
—forever young Adult on unlovely

“The characters’ voices ring true and the plot moves along at an engaging pace. The subplots involving Tessa’s 
family add to the portrayal of the protagonist’s changing personality. Teen girls will recognize the urgency 
of first love and the ways in which it can take over one’s life. This is a solid addition to the darker side of the 
chick-lit genre.”  
—school library Journal  on when you oPen your eyes

“Tessa’s meditative and intimate voice carries the story, as does the threat of Lucien’s instability. Thick with 
evocative descriptions of the subtle and not-so-subtle adaptations involved in living abroad, Conway’s story is 
gripping and memorable.”   
—Publishers weekly on when you oPen your eyes

“The plot twists are enough to keep readers of edgy, realistic fiction turning pages. The real strengths, 
however, are Conway’s ability to suggest motive and emotion in nuanced dialogue and the portrayal of Tessa’s 
growing gift for articulating the ironies of the complicated people in her world. As in all good literature, the 
epiphany is inevitably bittersweet and not for those who need an unambiguously happy ending.”  
—voyA on when you oPen your eyes

“Conway gives children a way to think about the lives of those who have a much more difficult time in a way 
that is enlightening without being preachy.”  
—school library Journal *starred review* on The gooDbye Time

“This novel will capture readers with its vivid imagery, emotional subtlety, and fine dialogue.”  
—booklist *starred review* on The melTing seAson

more reviews!
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cynThiA s. coTTen

Cynthia Cotton has been writing fiction and poetry for young people for more than twenty years. Her 
published work includes six picture books, one middle-grade novel, and several poems. Her website is  
www.cynthiacotton.com

some bAbies sleeP
Penguin uK, January 2007. world english
Picture book

Some babies sleep high up in a tree. Some babies rock in the waves of the sea. Some sleep in the desert, some sleep 
in the snow, Some sleep in a meadow where tall grasses grow.

This simple, soothing rhyme is paired with lush, warm oil paintings of a child asleep amongst different 
animals in their homes. Preciously packaged and just the right size for little ones, Some Babies Sleep is an 
original, lyrical bedtime book for babies of all ages. 

Abbie in sTiTches
fsg, september 2006. world english
Picture book

*2007 bAnK sTreeT - besT chilDren’s booK of The yeAr!

It’s the early 1800s, and Abbie’s sister, Sarah, is a proper young lady who loves needlework. She has already 
made a sampler displaying her neat and even stitching. But when it becomes time for Abbie to make her 
sampler, she despairs – she hates needlework and would much rather curl up with one of the books on 
Papa’s shelf. How will she ever get through the long, tedious hours of needlework? And how can she pick a 
subject for a picture to sew when she really doesn’t care about the sampler at all? After considering what’s 
really important to her, Abbie completes the sampler in a way that is all her own. Lovely pastel illustrations 
accompany this story about a girl who is not afraid to speak (or sew) what’s really on her mind – that she 
would rather be reading. 

snow Ponies
henry holt, november 2001. north American
Picture book

On a cold, gray day, Old Man Winter leads his snow ponies outside. “Are you ready?” he asks. Yes! Faster and 
faster the ponies gallop. Everything they touch turns white with snow as they bring winter to the forest and 
field. At last the ponies tire, and Old Man Winter settles them down for the night in their cozy barn. Outside, 
the world is covered with a soft white blanket. Winter has come at last. Simple, poetic text and evocative 
illustrations capture the magic of winter’s first snowfall.
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“Cotten’s latest is cleverly formatted to suit different audiences. Relating the different ways and places that 
animal babies sleep, the gentle rhymes make this perfect for bedtime.”  
—Kirkus reviews  on some bAbies sleeP

“Peck’s impressionistic double-page scenes offer sympathetic portraits of the girls and parents, along with 
appropriate historic interiors. The warm use of neutral hues helps set off the blues, pinks, and yellows of the 
clothes. Several scenes detail the sampler making while evoking the emotions Abbie feels as she struggles to 
produce an acceptable product and finally succeeds. A note adds considerable historic background. “ 
—children’s literature on Abbie in sTiTches

“An afterword describes the era’s educational practices for girls and the emphasis placed on the embroidered 
sampler. A good selection for those who like reading about life in other times.”  
—school library Journal on Abbie in sTiTches

“The illustrations have freely drawn impressionistic backgrounds and nicely detailed facial expressions and 
needlework bits.”  
—Kirkus reviews on Abbie in sTiTches

“This gem is both a little history lesson (albeit an effortless one) and a big lesson about outspokenness and 
strength of character.”  
—ew.com on Abbie in sTiTches

“The brief text is rich with descriptive phrases . . . This book could be used as a starting point for sparking 
students’ imagination about snow, and the illustrations will definitely attract young equine fans.” 
—school library Journal on snow Ponies

“A beautiful as well as a magical read.” 
—Kirkus reviews on snow PonieS

 

reviews!
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JAne cuTler

Jane Cutler  was born in the Bronx, New York, and, in 1942, when she was six, moved to Clayton, Missouri, 
then a sleepy suburb of the city of Saint Louis. In Clayton, Jane went to the Glenridge School where she was 
encouraged to read, draw, participate in drama and sports, and to do what she loved best: to write. After she 
finished junior high and high school in Clayton, Jane went to Northwestern University and graduated in 1958 
with a Bachelor’s degree in English. In 1982, she graduated from San Francisco State University with a Master’s 
degree in Creative Writing. And in 1993, she published her first book for children. The Bulletin of the Center 
for Children’s Books chose Jane as one of its Rising Stars for 1999, calling her work “tender and thoughtful, 
humorous and sensitive, but never out of reach,” and likening her books to “warm and cozy houses well worth 
habitation.” Both Jane and her books have won various awards. Her website is www.janecutter.com

The birThDAy Doll
fsg, march 2004. world english
Picture book

Franny gets two dolls for her birthday. Rose has yellow curls, big blue eyes, and a frilly dress. She chants 
“Ring around the Rosy” when you squeeze her hand. Suzie is an old rag doll, all floppy and faded. Franny’s 
grandmother sees some lovely qualities in Suzie, but Franny is unconvinced. After her birthday party, Franny 
climbs into bed with beautiful Rose, while Suzie is left alone atop the toy shelf in the bedroom. But Rose’s frilly 
dress starts to scratch, and her yellow curls smell like plastic. Maybe Franny will give Suzie a try after all. With 
its deceptively simple text and sweet watercolors, this book is a classic doll story, as soft and familiar as Suzie 
herself.

leAP, frog
fsg, september 2002. north American
middle grade

When a karate-chopping kindergartner named Charley moves in next door, Edward Fraser and his older 
brother, Jason, see mischief in the making. Charley is good at kicking, jumping, noise-making, and running 
wild. He’s not so good at staying out of trouble. Charley leads Edward a merry chase, complicating everything. 
A fragile egg baby is imperiled by his antics. The First Annual Mark Twain Memorial Jumping Frog Contest 
ends in controversy because of him. And Edward’s ninth birthday celebration, an afternoon at the theater, 
requires special planning and has unpredictable results when Charley takes it for granted that he’s invited.

gATor AiD
fsg, April 2002. north American
middle grade

Right after seeing his older brother, Jason, in a school production of Peter Pan, Edward Fraser claims to have 
spotted an alligator in his neighborhood park’s lake. Jason and his parents think the sighting is a result of 
Edward’s overactive imagination, probably inspired by the play. But then the local news media hear about 
it and suddenly the town is all abuzz. Cameramen, reporters, animal rights activists, and Jim Bob Hooke, a 
professional alligator rescuer, are all camped out by the lake, waiting to see the ‘gator. Does it really exist? Of 
course it does! Jane Cutler once again captures the essence of boyhood in this hilarious chapter book.
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The cello of mr. o
Dutton, August 1999. north American
Japanese: Nihon Toshi
Picture book

In a ravaged, war-torn city, where heat must come from burning furniture and even cherished books, where 
even the relief truck is destroyed by enemy fire, how can people find hope? In this powerfully evocative 
picture book, one little girl discovers the answer. Mr. O is a crotchety old man. The heroine of this story and 
her friends like to tease him—they run in the halls, making noise, and they pop paper bags outside his door. 
But every Wednesday afternoon, when the relief truck used to bring flour and other staples, Mr. O marches 
into the square, sits down, and begins to play his cello. It’s not until the Wednesday when a bomb again 
hits the square that the little girl realizes what Mr. O has been trying to teach them all: that music—and 
courage—can sustain the spirit just as bread sustains the body. Jane Cutler has created a poignant tribute 
to the unnamed city of Sarajevo in a story that celebrates the kinship between generations. Greg Couch’s 
timeless illustrations, abstract in form yet piercingly beautiful in the emotions they capture, portray at once 
the tragedy of war and the power of human dignity.

sPAcemAn
Dutton, June 1999. north American
middle grade

Gary has had trouble learning all his life, and every year he falls further behind. Now in fifth grade, he finds he 
simply can’t keep up anymore. Angry, frustrated, and an outcast, he deals with his problems by spacing out. 
As a result, he is sent to a special school, where, under the guidance of a remarkable teacher, he begins to 
make slow, steady progress.

The song of molimo
fsg, october 1998. north American
middle grade

“Open ye gates! Swing wide ye portals! . . . Behold the achievements of your race . . . “ - David Francis, president, 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition. It is 1904 and twelve-year-old Harry has traveled all the way from Kansas to 
spend six weeks visiting the World’s Fair in St. Louis. And although he doesn’t know exactly what to expect 
when he steps off the train onto the platform, it certainly is not to see his older cousin Frederick in the 
company of five African Pygmies. Frederick, an anthropologist, has come to the station to pick up Harry and 
ends up being put in charge of the Pygmies, who have also just arrived, but to be exhibited at the fair. Harry 
couldn’t care less about Frederick or his Pygmies and makes himself an ambitious agenda for sightseeing. Yet, 
over the next days, one thing or another keeps bringing him back to the Pygmies. It is through a friendship 
with one in particular—Ota Benga—and a growing respect for his cousin that Harry begins to challenge his 
own ideas about race and evolution. Filled with vivid characters, The Song of the Molimo is a picturesque, 
action-packed novel.

no Dogs AlloweD 
fsg, september 1998. north American 
early reader

Five-year-old Edward Fraser thinks he’s a dog. Jason, his older brother, is none too pleased. In this humorous 
collection of five chapter-stories, the Fraser brothers manage to turn everyday events into zany predicaments.
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DArcy AnD grAn Don’T liKe bAbies
fsg, may 1993. north American
Picture book

*A school librAry JournAl besT booK, 1993!
*bAy AreA booK reviewers AwArD finAlisT, 1994!

Four-year-old Darcy can’t stand the new baby. She doesn’t like his smell, and she doesn’t like his looks. She 
tells everyone how she feels, but no one seems to understand—except Gran.

reviews!

“Cutler’s focus on turning calamity on its head will likely have an uplifting effect on readers young and old.”  
—Publisher’s weekly *starred review* on The cello of mr. o

“What Ramona is to Beezus, five-year-old Edward Fraser is to his older brother, Jason, and readers who like 
Cleary’s characters will find these siblings just as much fun.”  
—booklist *starred review* on no Dogs AlloweD

“Witty dialogue and a discerning eye for the humor in everyday life.”  
—The horn book *starred review* on no Dogs AlloweD

“A very useful book in a rather uncrowded field: the high-end chapter book ... that’s a bigger jump for kids 
than often credited, and Culter deftly and carefully cushions the leap for her little reading frogs, who’ll 
appreciate this as a solid and attractive literary lily pad.” 
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on leAP, frog
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KAren D’Arc

my grAnDmoTher is A singing yAyA
orchard books, october 2001. usA
middle grade

Lulu loves to hear her Greek grandmother sing...but only when they’re alone together. In public, it makes her 
cringe. Yaya bursts into song over a dog, a sunny day, or anything at all. At the Grandparent’s Day picnic, Lulu 
wants her grandmother to act like all the other grandmothers — and that means no singing. But how can her 
crooning Yaya keep quiet when there are so many good things to celebrate?

reviews!

“[A] sweet-natured comedy of intergenerational love and acceptance.”  
—Publisher’s weekly

“This celebration of the specialness of grandparents will hit all the right notes at storytime.”  
—school library Journal 

“A wonderful depiction of a complex, loving relationship, with bright oil pastels (and large, wiggly type for 
Yaya’s songs) that match the story’s exuberance.”  
—booklist
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rebeccA fJellAnD DAvis

Rebecca Fjelland Davis writes and rides her bike in Southern Minnesota. She also spends time with her 
Newfoundland dog Freya, and as much time as possible with her grown children who live too far away. She 
also spends time teaching, grading papers, and forcing students to try new books and new places (like Italy 
or an art museum). She is two-time winner of the women’s division of the National 24-Hour Challenge bike 
race in Michigan, rides her bike a few thousand miles a year, and tries to avoid being hit by cars (it happened 
once). Becky lives in an old farmhouse and teaches English and Humanities at South Central College in North 
Mankato. Her website is: www.rebeccafjellandavis.com

chAsing AlliecAT
flux, february 2011. world english
young Adult

*nAmeD A Junior librAry guilD selecTion for 2011!

Dumped with relatives in a small Minnesota town for the summer, Sadie Lester is relying on her mountain 
bike to save her from total boredom. Then she meets Allie, a spiky-haired off-road mountain biker who’s 
training for a major race. Allie leads Sadie and Joe, a cute fellow cyclist, up and down Mount Kato, and the 
three become close friends. But the exhilarating rush comes to a halt when they find a priest in the woods, 
badly beaten and near death. After calling for help, Allie disappears from their lives. As they search for Allie 
and try to find out why she left so suddenly, Sadie and Joe discover more about Allie’s past, including her 
connection to the priest. Only on the day of the big race does Sadie finally learn the complete, startling truth 
about Allie—and the terrible secret that forced her into hiding.

JAKe riley: irrePArAbly DAmAgeD
harpercollins children’s books, June 2003. north American
young Adult

Everyone has a different idea about Jake. Lainey’s friends think he’s her boyfriend. Lainey’s mother thinks 
he’s sad. Lainey’s guidance counselor thinks he is a bad influence on her. None of these people really know 
the truth about Jake. Not even Lainey. By the time Lainey learns the truth about Jake, she no longer has to 
wonder about one thing. She knows he’s dangerous.

reviews!

“A wonderful, tough, and totally believable story . . . Hang on tight. This is quite a ride.”  
—chris crutcher, author of angry Management on chAsing AlliecAT

“I love Chasing Alliecat. It’s proof again of what a tremendous writer Becky Davis is . . . She creates in Sadie, 
Allie, Joe, Siren...a magnificent group of survivors, that everyone will love getting to know!”  
—Terry Trueman, author of Stuck in neutral on chAsing AlliecAT

“A compelling read with credible and complex main characters. An excellent discussion choice.” 
—school library Journal on JAKe riley
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cArolee DeAn

Carolee Dean has made numerous appearances as a guest poet/author at schools, libraries, poetry events, 
and teacher conferences. In addition, she was a featured author at the 2002 Texas Book Festival. She holds a 
bachelor’s degree in music therapy and a master’s degree in communicative disorders. She has spent over a 
decade working in the public schools as a speech-language pathologist and has helped to sponsor poetry 
slam teams at both the middle school and high school levels. In addition to working with students of all 
ages in the public schools, Carolee has also worked with teens in a psychiatric hospital and a head trauma 
rehabilitation unit. She teaches creative writing through a summer program. Carolee lives in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico with her husband and children. In addition to poetry, she loves hiking and biking along the 
beautiful Rio Grande River and skiing wherever there are mountains and snow. She is available for author/
poet visits as well as educator workshops. Her website is www.caroleedean.com

comforT
houghton mifflin co., march 2002. usA
young Adult

*nominATeD As A besT booK for young ADulTs!
*AwArDeD by The inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion!

Nothing ever happened here. Nothing ever would. Fifteen-year-old Kenny Wilson wants nothing more 
than to get out of Comfort, Texas–fast. Only three things stand in his way: getting enough money together, 
convincing Cindy Blackwell to go with him, and escaping the clawlike grip of his mother. Amidst these 
problems, Kenny must also contend with tumultuous feelings about his alcoholic father (newly released 
from prison) and his growing guilt over leaving his baby brother behind in a wake of dysfunction. But as life 
at home becomes even more unbearable and threatens to destroy his plans, he is determined not to lose his 
dreams to a lifetime of waiting tables in his mama’s rundown café. Propelled by desire and despair, Kenny 
discovers the power of words and how they can change lives in ways he never dared to hope for. He comes to 
realize that there’s a time to stop running and take a stand.

reviews!

“Dean has superbly woven poets and poetry into the teen’s story. Outstanding writing, strong 
characterization and plot development, and good background information make this title rise above many 
other recent genre entries.”  
—school library Journal *starred review*

“Reminiscent of S. E. Hinton’s The Outsiders, this novel poignantly portrays the life of a good kid with rotten 
parents who are so engrossed in their own problems that their children become emotional orphans.”  
—voyA

“Readers who crave independence and a way to break destructive family cycles will take interest, as will fans 
of poetry and poetry slams.”  
—Kirkus reviews
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sArAh Deming

Sarah Deming was born in Brenham, Texas, a town famous for ice cream and miniature horses. She was 
raised in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, a town famous for its mall. She has a BA in Comparative Literature from 
Brown University. Before she was a writer, Sarah was a Golden Gloves boxing champion, a pastry chef, wine 
salesperson, yoga instructor, math tutor, and financial recruiter. Iris, Messenger is her first novel. She lives in 
Brooklyn with her husband Ethan. Her website is www.sarahdeming.com

iris, messenger
harcourt brace & company, may 2007. north American
Korean: Book21 Eulpaso
middle grade

Dreamer Iris Greenwold doesn’t care much for the real world. It’s generally pretty disappointing: divorced 
parents, unsympathetic peers, and a middle school that is hell. But then, on her twelfth birthday, Iris 
mysteriously receives a copy of Bulfinch’s Mythology and discovers that the entire pantheon of gods are living 
in the greater Philadelphia area. Poseidon’s running a clam shack, Aphrodite’s doing makeovers, Apollo’s 
playing tenor sax . . . Suddenly the day-to-day life Iris found so humdrum is rich with new meaning and 
excitement, and all her dreams are not quite what they seemed.

“This engaging story of an unhappy girl whose dreaming pays off in wonderful ways will be a hit with 
adolescents dealing with those difficult middle school years. Give it to readers who gobble up Rick Riordan’s 
Percy Jackson and the Olympians series and other novels where teens interact with the Greek pantheon.” 
—school library Journal
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Ken Derby

Ken Derby is a slightly famous author, monkey trainer, twelve-minute rock star, five-minute TV star, two-
minute movie star, fisherman, and former CIA operative (okay . . . not really). When he isn’t teaching or writing, 
he might be found reading, working out, biking, or rooting for the Denver Broncos. Ken lives in Budapest, 
Hungary and teaches grade five at the American International School of Budapest.

The ToP Ten wAys To ruin The firsT DAy of school
scholastic, october 2004. world english
middle grade

*chilDren’s booK council chilDren’s choice AwArD, 2005!

Fifth-grader Anthony Madison, a.k.a. Tony Baloney, can’t get enough of the Late Show with David Letterman. 
He loves the jokes, the silly routines, and most of all the top ten lists Dave features night after night; and Tony 
will stop at nothing to get himself on the program. He’s even devising his own repertoire of Stupid Human 
Tricks and top ten lists (such as “The Top 10 Way to Ruin the First Day of 5th Grade, #1: Get your foot stuck in 
a toilet in the boys’ restroom and have to be rescued by the 911 guys”) sure to put him next in line as Dave’s 
replacement. But to get all the way from Kansas to the big time in New York City, he will have to pull out all 
the stops. With his own brand of top ten lists, and stunts that range from photocopying his hinder to taking 
to the field in a bear suit at a professional football game, Tony Baloney takes his friends, family, and readers on 
an uproarious and wild ride to remember.

reviews!

 “This very funny, very silly book is filled with kids, teachers and parents who will make you laugh– when 
you’re not chuckling about Tony’s latest antics. And at 165 pages, it’s short enough to finish before the 
homework starts piling up.”  
—The washington Post, book of the week

“Humorous and lighthearted with a feisty and zany main character, this book will be enjoyed by readers who 
like off-beat plots and nonstop wacky action.” 
—school library Journal

“A quick, fun read that will appeal to would-be show-offs everywhere.”  
—booklist
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KAThleen Duey

Kathleen Duey grew up in Colorado. She loved riding her horses, hiking, and being in the mountains, but 
reading was always important to her. Writing became a fascination early in her life. In the fourth grade, 
Kathleen began writing stories and told everyone who would listen that she was going to be an author. Then 
she did nothing about it until she was 35 years old. In the last decade, Kathleen has learned about computers, 
the internet, research and writing. Writing is her passion and her dream-come-true. She is in love and feels 
lucky to have such a wonderful and loving partner in her life. Her website is wwwkathleenduey.com

AmericAn DiAries: zellie blAKe: mAssAchuseTTs, 1834
simon & schuster, may 2002. usA
middle grade

“Mrs. Gird is still asking me to spy on the girls for her. I don’t want to do it .... I don’t think I can refuse to try.”  
Grandmamma has died and Zellie has no other family. She desperately needs her job with mean-spirited 
Mrs. Gird, who runs a boardinghouse for the girls who work at the textile mills. When Mrs. Gird tells Zellie 
to eavesdrop and report what she hears, Zellie is surprised. The girls’ conversations seem ordinary to her.  
Then Zellie finds a puzzling list in one of the girls’ rooms. A hidden note and whispers in the dark add to 
the mystery, until a budding friendship leads Zellie to a secret meeting where things become clear. She 
doesn’t want to betray the girls, but if she doesn’t, she could find herself jobless and homeless. Will Zellie risk 
everything to stand up for what she believes?

AmericAn DiAries: JAney g. blue: PeArl hArbor, 1941
simon & schuster, April 2001. usA
middle grade

“Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: December, 1941: I just hope the war stays far, far away from us.” Janey loves the beautiful 
trees, delicious fruits, and exotic mix of people on the island of Oahu, where her father has come to work 
at Hickam Airfield. But she’s terribly homesick for her friends back in Kansas—especially with all the 
frightening talk about war and rumors of a Japanese invasion of Hawaii. Then, on December 7th, Janey’s 
worst nightmares come true. Japanese bombs and bullets shatter the early morning peace. Fleeing with her 
mother, brother, and Akiko—the girl across the street, who barely speaks to her—Janey is terrified for her 
father at the airfield. During the long, tense hours of worry and fear, Janey must try to find her courage. Will 
the war turn everything upside down? Will Janey be scared and lonely forever?

AmericAn DiAries: frAncescA vigilucci: wAshingTon Dc 1913
Aladdin/simon & schuster, December 2001. usA
middle grade

The suffragists are all over the newspapers these days. Father fumes and frets about it and Mother soothes 
him, saying it will never be put into law. Everything is changing for women in 1913. The Washington Post 
is full of headlines about the suffragists. More women are working to support themselves. The nearly 100-
year battle for women’s right to vote is coming closer to victory. Francesca Vigilucci’s father rages about it; 
her mother avoids the topic altogether. Francesca only knows she doesn’t want the future her parents have 
planned for her, a life of privilege and good works as the obedient wife to a successful man. The only person 
who seems to understand is Laura, a cleaning girl in the Vigilucci household. Then a prominent suffragist, in 
town for the White House picket line and a suffragist parade, comes to one of Mother’s charity luncheons. 
Francesca finds the courage to admit her secret dream of becoming a reporter—but how can she ever 
persuade her parents?
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AmericAn DiAries: nell Dunne: ellis islAnD, 1904
Aladdin/simon & schuster, August 2000. usA
middle grade

“Ellis Island, 1904: Still aboard the ASTORIA. February 12, 1904: I want to get off this cold, gray ocean more than I 
have ever wanted anything....oh, how I just wish we would arrive and be off this smelly ship.” The ship is nearing 
Ellis Island. Arriving in America will mean seeing her father again after two long years, but Nell Dunne is still 
miserable. The journey has been awful; the food is stale and the ship is filthy. Nell’s mother and baby sister 
have been seasick off and on, and her grandmother’s forgetfulness and confusion have gotten worse. And 
now Nell is worried about rumors saying the American inspectors at Ellis Island can send infirm, elderly 
people back. If Granny Rose is sent home to Ireland, Nell will have to go, too, to take care of her. Has Nell 
endured the arduous ocean crossing only to end up being separated from her family?

AmericAn DiAries: mADDie reTTA lAuren: georgiA, 1864
Aladdin/simon & schuster, April 2000. usA
middle grade

Maddie Retta Lauren, trapped in the path of Sherman’s march, is terrified and desperate to be reunited with 
her family—and finds danger and support from unlikely sources.

AmericAn DiAries: rosA moreno: hollywooD, cAliforniA, 1928
Aladdin/simon & schuster, november 1999. usA
middle grade

Rosa dreams of becoming a movie star, so she’s thrilled when she gets the chance to make her dreams come 
true. But in 1928 big changes are happening in Hollywood, changes that will alter the movie industry forever. 
Rosa’s behind-the-scenes experiences make her question everything she’s fantasized about.

AmericAn DiAries: Josie Poe: PAlouse, wAshingTon 1943
Aladdin/simon & schuster, August 1999. usA
middle grade

World War II has changed life for everyone in the little farming town of Palouse, Washington. Josie Poe spends 
long nights afraid that bombs could begin to fall at any moment. Her days are consumed with trying to find 
ways to help the war effort. Like most American kids, she is growing a Victory Garden, wearing clothes that 
are two or three years old, and saving up money to buy war stamps and bonds. But the harder she works 
to help the war effort, the more Josie Poe is ashamed of her older brother. Tom hasn’t enlisted in the armed 
services, even though all his good friends have. Everyone in town has a loved one fighting in Europe or the 
Pacific—none of the other young men were cowardly about their duty. When a robbery seems to involve 
Tom, Josie has to find out the truth about her brother. What she learns—and what she does—will change her 
relationship with him forever.

AmericAn DiAries: AmelinA cArreTT: bAyou grAnD coeur, louisiAnA 1863
Aladdin/simon & schuster, April 1999. usA
middle grade

“I wonder if the Confederates think of this war as their own? Or the Yankees? Who would want a war to be their 
own?” Amelina is frightened. She is used to being alone while her Nonc Alain is away trading, but now 
Yankee soldiers are so close that she can sometimes hear the rumble of gunfire. Just because her close-knit 
Cajun community has for the most part been uninvolved in the war doesn’t mean Nonc Alain’s farm would 
be spared if the Yankees swept through the area. When Amelina makes a startling discovery that challenges 
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everything she’s been told about the Yankees, she is forced to make her own decision about what is right and 
what is wrong. Can she find the courage to face the danger that her decision brings?

AmericAn DiAries: Agnes mAy gleAson: wAlsenburg colorADo, 1932
Aladdin/simon & schuster, october 1998. usA
middle grade

“Money! Is that all I ever think about? I will be so glad when these hard times are over.” Now that her older brother 
Ralph has left home, Agnes has to work harder than ever on her family’s struggling dairy farm. But can she do 
a good enough job to please her demanding father? When her father’s accident leaves Agnes in charge, she 
has to decide whether to obey her parents and dump a whole day’s worth of milk or take a chance that will 
save them precious money and keep their customers happy. When things go wrong, Agnes does her best, but 
will her bold plans make her father proud—or angry?

AmericAn DiAries: willow chAse: KAnsAs TerriTory, 1847
Aladdin/simon & schuster, february 1997. usA
middle grade

When Willow Chase’s pioneer family crosses a flooded river in Kansas Territory, she is swept downstream. 
Given up for dead, Willow must make her way across hostile, unforgiving country to rejoin them.

“Entertaining historical fiction.”  
—school library Journal on zellie blAKe

“A good historical novel that doesn’t seem like a history lesson.”  
—school library Journal on JAnie g. blue

“A parade scene down Pennsylvania Avenue on the day of President Woodrow Wilson’s inauguration 
ceremonies is a particularly well-written excerpt that illustrates the various facets and points of view toward 
the suffragist movement.“  
—school library Journal on frAncescA vigilucci

“Duey portrays Rosa’s life vividly and realistically, showing readers that would-be child actors in the 1930s 
lived a difficult life, especially those with determined mothers who lived their fantasies vicariously through 
their children. Enjoyable fare for film buffs and fans of historical fiction.”  
—school library Journal on rosA moreno

“Duey has created real and sympathetic characters who come to new understandings, as will her readers.”  
—school library Journal on Josie Poe

“These exciting stories . . . are wonderful examples of how engrossing historical fiction can be in the hands of 
a writer who treats the past not only with respect, but imagination.”  
—children’s book review on Agnes mAy gleAson

“Amelina is neither ignorant nor naive when it comes to the issue of slavery. She doesn’t judge the soldier for 
fighting and he, in turn, doesn’t try to sway her toward his abolitionist views. She offers the man her father’s 
clothing and the pirogue he made her, and he gives her his address so that they may correspond after the 
war. These symbolic gestures of friendship overshadow the turmoil of the war, creating an enriching tale 
written from the heart.”  

reviews!
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lois DuncAn

Lois Duncan grew up in Sarasota, Florida, the daughter of internationally known magazine photographers, 
Joseph and Lois Steinmetz. She taught for the Journalism Department at the University of New Mexico and 
has written over 300 articles and short stories, which have appeared in such publications as Ladies Home 
Journal, Redbook, McCall’s, Good Housekeeping, and Reader’s Digest. For a number of years she worked as a 
contributing editor for Woman’s Day.  Lois is also the author of 48 books, ranging from children’s picture books 
to adult novels, but she is best known for her young adult suspense novels. Many of those have been chosen 
as American Library Association “Best Books for Young Adults” and Jr. Literary Guild Selections, and they have 
won Young Readers Awards in 16 states and three foreign countries. In 1992, Lois received the Margaret A. 
Edwards Award, presented by the School Library Journal and the Young Adult Library Services Association, to 
honor a living author for a distinguished body of adolescent literature.  Lois has also written novels and non-
fiction books for adults, including Who Killed My Daughter?, the true story of her search for the truth behind 
the brutal murder of the youngest of her five children, eighteen-year-old Kaitlyn. Although written for adults, 
this book has been embraced by young people. Her website is www.loisduncan.arquettes.com

gAllows hill
open road, August 2012. world english           
young Adult

*Jr. librAry guilD selecTion, 1997!
*AlA QuicK PicK for young ADulTs, 1998!
*nbc movie of The weeK, reTiTleD “i’ve been wAiTing for you”, 1998!
*“booKs for Teen Age” lisT, comPileD by n.y. Public librAry yA Division, 1998!
*Tennessee volunTeer sTATe young reADers AwArD, 2001!
*nominATeD for nevADA young reADers AwArD, 1999!

Role-playing takes on a terrifying cast when 17-year-old Sarah, who is posing as a fortune-teller for a school 
fair, begins to see actual visions that can predict the future. Frightened, the other students brand her a witch, 
setting off a chain of events that mirror the centuries-old Salem witch trials in more ways than one. (Originally 
published in 1997)

PENNSYLVANIAN LIBRARIAN ASSOC. AWARD WINNER!

2015 GRAND MASTER - MYSTERY WRITERS OF AMERICA!

MARGARET A. EDWARDS AWARD WINNER!

KATHARINE DRExEL AWARD WINNER!

EDGAR AWARD NOMINEE!
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who KilleD my DAughTer? 
open road, August 2012. world english          
young Adult, non-fiction

*school librAry JournAl “besT booK of The yeAr”, 1992!
*The liTerAry guilD, AlTernATe selecTion, 1992!
*Time-life DigesT selecTion, 1992!
*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs, 1993!
*librAry of congress selecTion As A TAlKing booK for The blinD, 1993!
*n.y. Public librAry “booKs for The TeenAge” selecTion, 1993!
*scholAsTic booK club selecTion, 1999!
*PAcific norThwesT young reADers AwArD, 1995!
*nominATeD for nevADA young reADers AwArD, 1994!
*nominATeD for Tennessee volunTeer sTATe young reADers AwArD, 1995!
*nominATeD for iowA Teen AwArD, 1995!

The best-selling young adult novelist recounts her daughter’s mysterious shooting death and her own 
investigation into the crime, describing her use of a psychic to contact her dead child and expose the truth. 
(Originally published in 1992)

The TwisTeD winDow
open road, August 2012. world english          
young Adult

*Junior liTerAry guilD selecTion, 1995!
*DArK zone booK club selecTion, 1995!
*PArenTs’ choice honor booK for liTerATure, 1987!
*ouTsTAnDing booK of The yeAr, iowA booKs for young reADers ProgrAm, 1988!
*nominATeD for oKlAhomA seQuoyAh y.A. booK AwArD,1990!
*nominATeD for inDiAnA young hoosier AwArD, 1989!
*nominATeD for iowA young reADers AwArD, 1989!

What does he want with her? Tracy Lloyd can feel handsome Brad Johnson watching her.  He’s not a student 
at her school. He doesn’t even live in Winfield. But Brad has plans for Tracy... (Originally published in 1987)

They never cAme home
open road, August 2012. world english          
young Adult

Joan’s boyfriend and her brother are missing and assumed dead. Until the voice on the other end of the 
phone hints at something more terrible. (Originally published in 1968)

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!
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rAnsom
open road, August 2012. world english          
young Adult

The lives of five captives hang in the balance while their families gather the ransom. Two brothers, their family 
frantic to find their sons. A loner whose uncle doesn’t even know he’s missing. An Army brat whose family 
will never be able to raise enough money. And a cheerleader who can’t count on her stepdad, but knows her 
father will come through. (Originally published in 1966)

The ThirD eye
little, brown, June 2012. north American        
young Adult

*Junior liTerAry guilD, 1985!
*selecTeD for chilDren’s booKs of The yeAr exhibiT, englAnD, 1985!
*colorADo blue sPruce young ADulT booK AwArD, 1989!
*inDiAnA young hoosier AwArD, 1987!
*wesT AusTrAliAn young reADers AwArD, 1987!
*nominATeD for TexAs “sPring JAcKrAbbiT” young reADers AwArD, 1986!
*nominATeD for The volunTeer sTATe booK AwArD, Tennessee, 1988!
*nominATeD for lAnD of enchAnTmenT, new mexico young reADers AwArD, 1987!

When Karen closes her eyes, the visions come. Through time and space, she sees a place where stolen 
children sleep. And if Karen denies a young policeman’s request for help, the children may never go home 
again. Lois Duncan presents a ticking clock mystery with thrills at every turn. (Originally published in 1984)

A gifT of mAgic
little, brown, June 2012. north American
young Adult  

*omAr chilDren’s booK AwArD, inDiAnA, 1983!      

When the old woman died, she left her grandchild Nancy with the extraordinary gift of magic. Nancy can 
read people’s minds, know their thoughts, and make them do what she wants. Will she use her gift for good, 
or satisfy her own selfish desire? Lois Duncan presents a paranormal rollercoaster ride with goosebumps at 
every turn. (Originally published in 1971)

locKeD in Time
little, brown, october 2011. north American               
hungarian: Konyvmolykepzo Japanese: Hyoronsha
young Adult

*Junior liTerAry guilD, 1985!
*irA-cbA chilDren’s choice, 1985!
*selecTeD for chilDren’s booKs of The yeAr exhibiT, englAnD, 1986!
*souTh cArolinA young ADulT booK AwArD, 1988!
*nevADA young reADers AwArD, 1988!

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!
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*Tennessee young reADers AwArD, 1989-90!
*nominATeD for inDiAnA young hoosier AwArD, 1988!
*nominATeD for colorADo blue sPruce AwArD, 1989!
*nominATeD for colorADo blue sPruce AwArD, 1993!
*nominATeD for wyoming young ADulT booK AwArD, 1993!
*yAlsA-AlA “PoPulAr PAPerbAcKs for young ADulT” booK lisT, 1999!

Nore Roberts didn’t ask for a new life, but now that her mom is gone and her dad is newly married, she 
has to settle in at Shadow Grove, the old Civil War mansion her stepfamily calls home. When she meets her 
stepmother, Lisette, Nore is shocked by her youth and beauty that gives her chills—and a hint of something 
sinister. There’s hope of becoming friends with her stepbrother and sister, until Nore realizes they’re hiding 
something. When she begins to feel like the target of a deadly plan, Nore starts digging into her stepfamily’s 
past. The skeletons in their closet are more real than she ever imagined. Can Nore expose her stepmother’s 
dark secret before an old and evil magic swallows her up? (Originally published in 1985)

DAughTers of eve
little, brown, october 2011. north American
young Adult            

The girls at Modesta High School feel like they’re stuck in some anti-feminist time warp—they’re faced with 
sexism at every turn, and they’ve had enough. Sponsored by their new art teacher, Ms. Stark, they band 
together to form the Daughters of Eve. It’s more than a school club-it’s a secret society, a sisterhood. At first, 
it seems like they are actually changing the way guys at school treat them. But Ms. Stark urges them to take 
more vindictive action, and it starts to feel more like revenge—brutal revenge. Blinded by their oath of 
loyalty, the Daughters of Eve become instruments of vengeance. Can one of them break the spell before real 
tragedy strikes? (Originally published in 1979)

sTrAnger wiTh my fAce
little, brown, April 2011. north American               
german: Bertelsmann hungarian: Konyvmolykepzo
young Adult

*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs, 1981!
*new yorK Times ouTsTAnDing booK of The yeAr, 1981!
*new mexico Press women ziA AwArD, 1983!
*eThicAl culTer school AwArD, 1981! 
*librAry of congress selecTion, 1981!
*nATionAl leAgue of AmericAn Pen women besT novel, 1982!
*cAliforniA young reADers AwArD, 1984!
*souTh cArolinA young reADers AwArD, 1984!
*inDiAnA young hoosier AwArD, 1986!
*nominATeD for iowA young reADers AwArD, 1984!
*nominATeD for ArizonA young reADers AwArD, 1985!
*nominATeD for floriDA “sunshine AuThors” young reADers AwArD, 1986!
*nominATeD for colorADo blue sPruce young ADulT booK AwArD, 1988!

Laurie Stratton finally has everything a sixteen-year-old could ever want. But just as her perfect summer 
comes to a close, things start to unravel when her boyfriend insists he saw her out with another guy—when 
Laurie was really home sick! More mysterious sightings convince Laurie someone very real is out there, 

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!
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watching her … The truth reveals a long-lost sister who has spent the years growing bitter and dangerous. 
She has learned how to haunt Laurie, but the visits soon become perilous. She wants something from 
Laurie—her life! (Originally published in 1981)

summer of feAr
little, brown, April 2011. north American               
german: Bertelsmann
young Adult

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion, 1976!
*nbc movie of The weeK unDer The TiTle “sTrAnger in our house”, 1978!
*DoroThy cAnfielD fisher AwArD (vermonT young reADers), 1978!
*cAliforniA young reADers AwArD, 1981!
*lAnD of enchAnTmenT, new mexico young reADers AwArD, 1984!
*selecTeD for The chilDren’s booKs of The yeAr exhibiTion in The uK!
*nominATeD for colorADo blue sPruce young reADers AwArD, 1986!

From the moment Rachel’s family takes in her orphaned cousin Julia, strange things start to happen. Rachel 
grows suspicious but soon finds herself alienated from her own life. Julia seems to have enchanted everyone 
to turn against her, leaving Rachel on her own to try and prove that Julia is a witch. One thing about Julia is 
certain—she is not who she says she is, and Rachel’s family is in grave danger. (Originally published in 1976)

Down A DArK hAll
little, brown, April 2011. north American               
brazilian Portuguese: Editora Saraiva czech: Baronet french: Hachette german: Bertelsmann hungarian: 
Konyvmolykepzo italian: Mondadori Ragazzi Korean: Jaeum & Moeum Polish: Czarna Owca Portuguese: 
Editora Saraiva russian: Ast slovakian: Ikar Turkish: Epsilon
young Adult

*oPTioneD for film by TwilighT AuThor sTePhAnie meyer!

Kit Gordy sees Blackwood Hall towering over black iron gates, and she can’t help thinking, this place is evil. 
The imposing mansion sends a shiver of fear through her. But Kit settles into a routine, trying to ignore 
the rumors that the highly exclusive boarding school is haunted.  Then her classmates begin to show 
extraordinary and unknown talents. The strange dreams, the voices, the lost letters to family and friends, all 
become overshadowed by the magic around them. When Kit and her friends realize that Blackwood isn’t what 
it claims to be, it might be too late. (Originally published in 1974)

Don’T looK behinD you
little, brown, october 2010. north American                                         
german: Bertelsmann uK: Little, Brown
young Adult

*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs, 1990!
*PArenTs’ choice booK AwArD, 1990!
*chilDren’s booK AwArD, shefielD, englAnD, 1990!
*PhAnTom’s choice AwArD, 1991!
*DArK zone booK club selecTion, 1995! 
*uTAh young reADers AwArD, 1992!
*inDiAnA young hoosier AwArD, 1992!
*virginiA young reADers AwArD, 1992!
*nominATeD for nebrAsKA young ADulT golDen sower AwArD, 1992!
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*nominATeD for iowA Teen AwArD, 1992!
*nominATeD for Tennessee volunTeer sTATe booK AwArD,1994!
*nominATeD for illinois rebeccA cAuDill young reADers AwArD, 1995!
*nominATeD for colorADo blue sPruce AwArD,1995!

How can April give up her name, her friends, her boyfriend Steve, and everything she’s ever known? April 
Corrigan feels like her life is over when she learns that her father has been working undercover for the FBI and 
the family must relocate under the Federal Witness Security Program. No one can reach them now ... or can 
they? (Originally published in 1989)

Killing mr. griffin
little, brown, october 2010. north American                                        
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof german: Bertelsmann Korean: Prooni
young Adult

*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs, 1976!
*mAssAchuseTTs chilDren’s booK AwArD, 1982!
*AlAbAmA young reADers choice AwArD, 1987!
*nominATeD for cAliforniA young reADers AwArD, 1982!
*selecTeD for librAriAns besT booK lisT, englAnD, 1986!
*new yorK Times “besT booK for chilDren”, 1988!
*nbc movie of The weeK, 1997!

They only meant to scare him.  Mr. Griffin is the strictest teacher at Del Norte High, with a penchant for 
endless projects and humiliating his students. Even straight-A student Susan can’t believe how mean he is to 
the charismatic Mark Kinney. So when her crush asks Susan to help a group of students teach a lesson of their 
own, she goes along. After all, it’s a harmless prank, right?  But things don’t go according to plan. When one 
“accident” leads to another, people begin to die. Susan and her friends must face the awful truth: one of them 
is a killer. Leave the lights on when reading this classic thriller! This new edition features modernized text and 
a new introduction by Lois Duncan, the master of teen horror. (Originally published in 1978)

i Know whAT you DiD lAsT summer
little, brown, october 2010. north American                                        
brazilian Portuguese: Editora Saraiva Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof german: Bertelsmann hungarian:  
Konyvmolykepzo uK: Little, Brown
young Adult

*rebooTeD feATure film in ProDucTion!

Some secrets just won’t stay buried.  They didn’t mean it. They didn’t mean to hit the boy. There was a party, 
and it was an accident /.../ that wasn’t who they were. They were pre-law, a football player, bound for New 
York. No one could know, so Barry, Julie, Helen, and Ray swore one another to secrecy. But now, a year later, 
someone knows. Julie receives a haunting, anonymous threat: “I know what you did last summer.” The dark 
lie is unearthed, and before the four friends know it they need to outsmart a killer /.../or they will be the next 
to die.  Leave the lights on when reading this classic thriller! This new edition features modernized text and a 
new introduction by Lois Duncan, the master of teen horror. (Originally published in 1973)

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!
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The miDDle sisTer
ig Publishing/lizzie skurnick books, August 2015. world english    manuscript available
young Adult               

Tall and thin, Ruth envies the golden femininity of her older sister, Janet, and the delicate wistfulness of her 
younger sister. Ruth tries to imitate Janet, even simulating her interest in a theatrical career, but in the end it 
becomes apparent to her that the source of her charms must lie within her own capacities.

wriTTen in The sTArs
ig Publishing/lizzie skurnick books, April 2014. world english
young Adult               

From the master of thrillers and the supernatural comes a collection of thirteen short stories that have 
never been published before in book form. Written in the Stars contains Lois Duncan’s earliest stories—one 
published at the age of thirteen—from the tale of an army sergeant whose suspicious behavior sets off 
a chain reaction to a group of children (humorously) tormenting their temporary guardian. This unique 
collection, whose stories originally appeared in magazines such as Seventeen and American Girl, is a marvelous 
portrait of the depth and breadth of Duncan’s work, covering topics such as WWII, parenthood, sibling 
relationships, and love. As a special bonus, Duncan has followed each story with a brief essay describing her 
work and life at the time the story was written. Written in the Stars is a must have addition to the library of 
work from this spectacular and groundbreaking young adult author.

DebuTAnTe hill
ig Publishing/lizzie skurnick books, september 2013. world english 
young Adult

*sevenTeenTh summer liTerAry AwArD, 1957!

Lois Duncan’s 1958 young adult classic tells the story of what happens when the debutante tradition comes 
to one small town: there are the parties, the ball gowns, and one girl’s growing sense of right and wrong. 
Lynn Chambers is popular, wealthy, and going (almost) steady with a handsome college boy. But when she 
decides not to be a debutante, for the first time Lynn finds herself on the outside. Lonelier than ever, Lynn 
meets a side of her town she barely knew existed. This includes Anna, an artist overlooked by the Hill crowd, 
and bad-boy Dirk Masters, who has a fast car, quick temper, and a dark secret involving Lynn.
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hoTel for Dogs #1
scholastic, December 2008. world english
middle grade 
catalan: Grup 62 Dutch: Moon hungarian: Konyvmolykepzo italian: Mondadori Japanese: Shufunotomo 
Co. Korean: CharlieBook Portuguese: Editorial Presenca simplified chinese: ThinKingdom spanish: Espasa 
Calpe Thai: Pet and Home

*mADe inTo A hiT movie sTArring emmA roberTs!

The Walkers are moving to a new town, and staying with an aunt who’s allergic to dogs. Too bad for Andi and 
her brother Bruce, who love dogs—and happen to meet a stray that needs help. Soon, Andi hatches a plan, 
turning the abandoned house down the block into a hotel for dogs. But as more and more tenants move in, 
the secret gets too big to keep. Can the kids save their canine castle? Or will the hotel have to close?

news for Dogs #2
scholastic, may 2010. world english
middle grade  
catalan: Grup 62 czech: Euromedia Portuguese: Editorial Presenca simplified chinese: ThinKingdom 
slovene: Zalozba Alica spanish: Espasa Calpe

From beloved author Lois Duncan comes the sequel to Hotel for Dogs—a brand-new adventure with Andi, her 
brother Bruce, and their canine companions!

Now that Andi is no longer running a hotel for dogs, she decides to start a new project—a newspaper for 
dogs! With her brother Bruce and a few friends, the kids make a hit out of their paper. But they also attract the 
attention of some mysterious dognappers. Can the kids find the criminals and bring their dogs safely home?

movie for Dogs #3
scholastic, June 2011. world english
Middle Grade 
catalan: Grup 62 slovak: Ikar spanish: Espasa Calpe

The hilarious sequel to Hotel for Dogs and News for Dogs! Andi and her canine friends are back for their biggest 
adventure yet—Hollywood!
When Andi’s brother Bruce wants to enter a dog-themed film-making contest, Andi jumps at the opportunity 
to become a screenwriter. But neither of them expects what happens next—a producer wants their movie! 
Can Andi and Bruce’s show (and dogs) go Hollywood?

PrAise & reviews!

“Does anyone write scarier books than Lois Duncan? I don’t think so.”
—r. l. stine, author of the Goosebumps series 

“Lois Duncan is smart, writes darn good books and is one of the most entertaining authors in America.”
—walter Dean myers, Printz award-winning author of Monster and Dope Sick

“[Lois Duncan is] a master of suspense, so prepare to be dazzled and spooked!”
—sam shepard, author of the Pretty little liars series
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“Duncan’s new thriller is impeccably structured, convincing and harrowing . . . In the denouement, Duncan 
proves again her talent for outguessing even veteran mystery buffs.”
—Publishers weekly on locKeD in Time

“Duncan is a true pro, grounding the twists of her plot lines with sure motivation and providing the reader 
with several surprises along the way.”  
–Kirkus reviews *starred review* on locKeD in Time

“The best of the sinister and supernatural is Lois Duncan’s Stranger With My Face . . . Spine-chilling from top to 
bottom.”
—The new york Times on sTrAnger wiTh my fAce

“A taut, skillfully plotted and suspenseful thriller.”  
—Publishers weekly on i Know whAT you DiD lAsT summer

“Duncan delights in building suspense brick by brick until she has a whole creepy wall to collapse at the 
climax.”
—Publishers weekly on gAllows hill

“An exciting, suspenseful tale that will certainly be welcomed by Duncan’s many fans.”
—school library Journal on gAllows hill

“Duncan takes care to maintain an ideological balance with her offending males and her twisted feminist.”  
—Kirkus reviews on DAughTers of eve

“Duncan’s latest thriller is as gripping and well told as its fine predecessors.”   
—Publishers weekly on DAughTers of eve 

“The [new Lizzie Skurnick Series] kicks off with a bang: the great Lois Duncan’s 1958 Debutante Hill. The book, 
Duncan’s first, is a classic coming-of-age page-turner with a protagonist you root for. But like all her fiction, it 
deals with real issues of class, social consciousness, and growing up with seriousness and sensitivity, and is as 
fresh and engaging today as it was upon its publication.”
—The Paris review on DebuTAnTe hill 

more reviews!
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Kevin emerson

Kevin Emerson is the author of many books including the Oliver Nocturne series (film rights optioned by 
Overbrook Entertainment) and Carlos is Gonna Get It. A former elementary school science teacher, Kevin 
continues to work with kids and teens at 826 Seattle, Richard Hugo House, and with the Writers in the Schools 
program of Seattle Arts and Lectures. He is in a rock band. He lives in Seattle with his family. His website is 
www.kevinemerson.net

sTArbenDers #1: The lAsT DAy on mArs
walden Pond Press, fall 2015. north American   manuscript available: summer 2015
middle grade

Battlestar Galactica meets Dr. Who in this three-book middle grade science fiction series. After fleeing Mars 
and the expanding sun in the year 2241, thirteen-year-old Liam Saunders-Chang and his friends Phoebe 
and Shawn find themselves piloting a starship when their parents can’t wake from hypersleep. Their journey 
thrusts them right into the middle of an intergalactic war as humans move to colonize a new planet, and 
Liam discovers a time-bending device that may be the key to saving the universe from an unseen nemesis, 
The Drove. Packed with action, gadgetry and danger, Starbenders asks: How do you find your place in an 
unfamiliar universe?

sTArbenDers: unTiTleD #2
walden Pond Press, Publication TbD. north American
middle grade

Summary to come

breAKouT (sTAnD-Alone)
random house/crown, february 2015. north American
middle grade

Ant, age 13, writes his first rock song. The only problem? It contains a certain word that will get him 
suspended if he sings it at the school talent show. Ant’s had a bad day and his song lyrics reflect how pissed 
off he is at everyone and everything, including insipid cutebot girls, meaningless school assignments, and 
Fat Class at the local Y. The song—”Gotta Get Out”—goes live thanks to his best friend and fellow Rusty 
Souls bandmate, Keenan. Ant becomes an insta-hero to everyone at school. Except for the clueless teachers. 
And his parents (who he imagines as the enemy Nazis in his favorite video game, Liberation Force). What 
are your rights to free speech when you’re just a 13-year-old kid? Emerson captures the frustration of the 
quintessential 13-year-old boy, too old to be babied but also suffering for his growing pains. 
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The ATlAnTeAns Trilogy #1: The losT coDe  
harpercollins, may 2012. north American
brazilian Portuguese: Leya french: Milan german: Heyne
young Adult

What is oldest will be new, what was lost shall be found. The ozone is ravaged, ocean levels have risen, and 
the sun is a daily enemy. But global climate change is not something new in the Earth’s history. Now it is less-
than-ordinary Owen’s turn to make right in his world what went wrong thousands of years ago. If Owen can 
unlock the lost code in his very genes, he may rediscover the forgotten knowledge of his ancestry…and that 
less-than-ordinary can evolve into extraordinary. In The Lost Code perilous adventures take place in a grimly 
plausible dystopian future, fueled by high-stakes action, romance, and a provocative question: What would 
you do if you had the power to save humanity from its own self-destruction? 

The ATlAnTeAns Trilogy #2: The DArK shore
harpercollins, June 2013.  north American                                       
brazilian Portuguese: Leya french: Milan german: Heyne
young Adult

Owen, Lilly, and Leech, on the run from EdenWest, cross the deserts of North America, following clues as to 
the mysterious location of Atlantis. Their travels lead them to the third Atlantean, wild child Seven, who is 
the goddess of the Heliad-7 death cult, located on the Yucatan. Within their Mayan-inspired society, a land 
of blood and wonder, Owen finds himself caught between two worlds, and two girls. And beneath that is an 
emerging mystery, as the further Owen gets from EdenWest, the more his dreams and thoughts suggest that 
his past is not what he believes it to be. 

The ATlAnTeAns Trilogy #3: The fAr DAwn
harpercollins, June 2014. north American     
brazilian Portuguese: Leya french: Milan german: Heyne 
young Adult

In The Far Dawn, Owen and Lilly are on their own, two of the three Atlanteans left on a journey to find Atlantis 
and protect it from the selfish greed of their nemesis Paul and Project Elysium. As time grows short and 
darkness overtakes the planet, Owen must face Paul’s greatest treachery yet. He must choose—does he save 
the planet, or the people he loves? 
Perfect for fans of Star Wars, Percy Jackson, or The Hunger Games, The Far Dawn takes readers on an explosive 
journey through time and space with heartrending decisions, pulse-pounding action, and fascinating 
questions of science and ethics alike. The Far Dawn is the third and final novel in Kevin Emerson’s Atlanteans 
series, bringing the story of Atlantean descendant Owen Parker to a high-stakes, dramatic conclusion.

cArlos is gonnA geT iT (sTAnD-Alone)
scholastic, october 2008. north American
middle grade

Your friends on one side. This weird kid on the other. A great plan in the making. A new friendship growing. 
What would you do? How strange is Carlos? REALLY strange. He scratches himself all the time, and he talks 
about aliens in this weird shaky voice, and he breaks up the class and gets everyone else in trouble when it’s 
his fault he’s such a freak. So Trina, Donte, Thea, Sara, and Frankie decide to use the upcoming 7th-grade class 
trip to “get” Carlos and scare him into acting normal. But when Trina has to work with Carlos on a class project, 
she discovers both his sweetness and the full extent of his troubles. Will she pull out of the plan or go through 
with it? And what will happen if—when—Carlos gets it?
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oliver nocTurne #1: The vAmPire’s PhoTogrAPh
harpercollins, August 2008. north American     
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross french: Milan slovak: Albatross spanish: Factoria de 
Ideas Turkish: Artemis 
middle grade

Oliver Nocturne has a fairly typical childhood—for a vampire. But Oliver is different from those around him 
—his gore-loving vampire schoolmates, his loving vampire parents, and his obnoxious older brother, Bane. 
That’s because, unbeknownst to Oliver, he’s a little more human than the rest of them. When Emalie, an 
artistic and defiant human girl with a troubled past, unknowingly takes a picture of him, its sets them both off 
on a quest to uncover his true origins and the special purpose the vampire world has in store for him.

oliver nocTurne #2: The sunlighT slAyings
harpercollins, August 2008. north American 
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross french: Milan slovak: Albatross spanish: Factoria de 
Ideas Turkish: Artemis 
middle grade

Oliver Nocturne finds himself reunited with Emalie’s cousin, Dean, who has returned as a zombie. Dean has 
information on something that is shaking up the vampire community - vampire children are mysteriously 
being turned to dust. Oliver and Dean reconnect with Emalie, and the three of them set out to solve the 
mystery and in the process encounter the Fallen Brotherhood, a human group fighting against vampires. And 
the Brotherhood has some news for Oliver...

oliver nocTurne #3: blooD Ties
harpercollins, november 2008. north American 
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross french: Milan slovak: Albatross spanish: Factoria de 
Ideas Turkish: Artemis
middle grade

To avoid the summer sun, the Nocturnes head for vacation at Isla Necrata, a resort whose location always 
changes, putting it near a geologic calamity- most often a volcanic eruption. As a bonus, Oliver is allowed to 
bring Dean along, the only catch being that he has to pretend to be Oliver’s servant. Before they get there, the 
Nocturnes must endure a particularly uncomfortable visit with Oliver’s extended, Old World vampire family, 
who live in Morosia, a vampire city underneath Rome.

oliver nocTurne #4: The Demon hunTer 
harpercollins, february 2009. world english                     
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross french: Milan slovak: Albatross spanish: Factoria de 
Ideas Turkish: Artemis 
middle grade
A series of gruesome animal/vampire attacks on humans threatens to undermine the vampires’ secretive 
existence. As the attacks mount, so does the evidence, and it points to Bane and his newly learned Occupying 
skills. Yet Oliver, Emalie, and Dean suspect a larger, more sinister plot is afoot, with roots tracing back to 
Oliver’s destiny, and possibly even further, to the mystery surrounding his human parents. Bane may hold the 
key to Oliver uncovering his past and changing his future, so it falls on Oliver, Emalie, and Dean to rescue Bane 
from the Half Light Consortium and clear his name.
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oliver nocTurne #5: The eTernAl Tomb
harpercollins, April 2009. world english             
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross Media slovak: Albatross Media Turkish: Artemis 
middle grade

The Festival of Waning Sun has arrived, and it’s time for Oliver to meet his demon, open the Gate, and fulfill his 
terrible destiny. But that isn’t what he wants—and he may have found a way to undo the terrible prophecy. 
As opposing forces collide and evil plans are hatched all around him, Oliver’s plans fall apart. Can a teenage 
vampire really save his friends and change his fate? The future of humanity just might depend on it.

oliver nocTurne #6: The TriAD of finiTy
harpercollins, may 2011. world english             
Australia & new zealand: Scholastic czech: Albatross slovak: Albatross Turkish: Artemis 
middle grade

THE END has begun. Oliver’s classmates are getting their demons, and soon Oliver will be summoned to Nexia 
to meet Illisius and fulfill his terrible prophecy. And even worse, Emalie hasn’t returned. Can Oliver and Dean 
find her and thwart Oliver’s fate before it’s too late? Their only hope lies in solving the baffling mystery of the 
Triad of Finity. In this harrowing finale to the series, battle lines will be drawn, unsteady alliances formed, and 
Oliver and his friends will face their destiny. In the process, Oliver will learn his true place in the universe, and 
what it really means to be human.

This is the definitive ending to the Oliver Nocturne series, tying together story lines and details from the entire 
series and revealing the true nature of Oliver’s destiny, published by the author as he originally envisioned it. 
Now, the series is complete.

reviews!

“Emerson has written a funny, perceptive book about a kid who views life through the filter of his favorite 
WWII video game, Liberation Force 4.5 (“There is no secret tunnel out of eighth grade”), and is searching for 
his voice, both artistically and socially. For all his inability to make adults listen, Anthony is an honest narrator, 
and his battles with the Man, prediabetes, and the responsibilities of the spotlight will resonate with readers 
ready to break out of their own bunkers.” 
—booklist on breAKouT

“Set in Seattle, Emerson’s tale explores the trials of guitarist and singer Anthony Castillo, whose only reprieve 
from the misery of eighth grade is band practice and the prospect of performing an original song at the 
school’s upcoming Fall Arts Night. /…/ Emerson (the Atlanteans series) captures the heady mixture of pride, 
vulnerability, amazement, and fear Anthony feels in having created something of personal significance that, 
once public, takes on a life of its own. Angst-ridden romantic undercurrents and well-drawn supporting 
characters enrich this satisfying coming-of-age story.” 
—Publishers weekly on breAKouT

“The Lost Code will stop your heart with scenes of passion and power, as it draws you in to a group of kids who 
are the only hope in a dying world of artifice and desperation. What happens to them is like nothing you’ve 
ever read.”  
—Peter lerangis, new york times bestselling author on ATlAnTeAns: The losT coDe

“Mind-blowing fantasy with characters you’ll love” 
—bestselling author michael grant on The ATlAnTeAns series

“Fans will welcome back the dark, and disturbing work of vampires, demons, blood and magmalights.”  
—voyA on oliver nocTurne
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scoTT emerson

Scott Emerson has worked as creative director of an advertising agency, a writer and producer for television, 
and as partner of Telos Fine Art Publishing. He lives with his wife and two daughters in Tempe, Arizona.

The cAse of The cAT wiTh The missing eAr: from The noTebooKs of eDwArD r. smiThfielD 
D.v.m.
simon & schuster young readers, september 2003. north American
middle grade

Samuel Blackthorne, a Yorkshire terrier, is a master of observation and a genius of deductive reasoning who 
earns his living by unraveling mysteries and solving crimes. When Molly Kirkpatrick, a sleek greyhound, 
comes to Blackthorne for help in finding her missing brother Patrick, a quiet accountant, it seems like a simple 
enough case. But the trail leads Blackthorne and his colleague, Smithfield, to the docks, the dog track, casinos, 
and all kinds of roguish characters. They are caught up in an increasingly convoluted web of deceit that 
involves the highest-ranking officials in the city—and a mysterious, possibly deadly, cat with just one ear. In 
this witty mystery Scott Emerson recounts the amazing adventures of Mr. Samuel Blackthorne, as revealed in 
the notebooks of Dr. Edward R. Smithfield. 

broTherhooD of The moon: from The noTebooKs of eDwArD r. smiThfielD, D.v.m
simon & schuster young readers, January 2005. north American
middle grade

In their second adventure in a late-nineteenth-century San Francisco populated by dogs, canine detective 
Samuel Blackthorne and veterinarian Edward R. Smithfield investigate a secret society, the Brotherhood of the 
Moon, for vandalism and uncover secrets that threaten to expose the corruption of the city’s most powerful 
dogs.

reviews!

“While readers may not be able to anticipate the twists and turns of the mystery, they will enjoy following 
them. The plot moves quickly, with equal parts of humor and suspense. The characters are not merely shades 
of Holmes and Watson, but are interesting and colorful in their own right. Mullett’s black-and-white drawings 
help bring the characters to life. Blackthorne and Smithfield’s adventures will leave mystery fans howling for 
more.”  
—school library Journal on cAse of The cAT wiTh The missing eAr

“So true in tone is this to the Sherlock Holmes stories, one tends to forget the characters are dogs—until one 
of them picks up something with a paw.”  
—booklist on cAse of The cAT wiTh The missing eAr
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mArie hAll eTs

Marie Hall Ets (1895-1984) was an American author and illustrator. She attended Lawrence College and 
in 1918, Mrs. Ets journeyed to Chicago where she became a social worker at the Chicago Commons, a 
settlement house on the northwest side of the city. In 1960 she won the Caldecott Medal for her illustrations 
of Nine Days to Christmas. Just me and In the Forest are both Caldecott Honor books. The black-and-white 
charcoal illustrations in Just Me “almost take on the appearance of woodcuts” and are similar in style to the 
illustrations in In the Forest. Constantine Georgiou comments in Children and Their Literature that Ets’  “picture 
stories and easy-to-read books are filled with endearing and quaint human touches, putting them at precisely 
the right angle to life in early childhood. “

nine DAys To chrisTmAs

viking Juvenile, 1959. All rights Available
middle grade

Published over 50 years ago, Nine Days to Christmas remains fresh and relevant. Ceci’s first Christmas posada 
party and pinata have made her Mexican town come alive for generations of readers. “The youngest child will 
be completely transported by this lovely story.” —The Atlantic. Three-color illustrations. 

misTer Penny’s rAcehorse
viking Juvenile, 1956. All rights Available
Japanese: Tokuma Shoten Ltd
Picture book 

When Mr. Penny and his animal family go to the village fair, the animals’ mischief is almost their downfall until 
Limpy the horse runs in the race and saves the day.

beAsTs AnD nonsense 
viking Juvenile, 1952. All rights Available
Picture book

A collection of thirty-eight verses that describe humorous events involving animals and people. 

mr. T. w. AnThony woo
viking Juvenile, 1948. All rights Available
Picture books

The story of a cobbler with a cat, a dog, and a little mouse named Mr. T. W. Anthony Woo. There is no peace in 
the house with the animals always chasing each other, until the cobbler’s sister moves in with her parrot and 
upsets things even more.

misTer Penny
viking Juvenile, 1935. All rights Available
Japanese: Tokuma Shoten Ltd
Picture book

An old man struggles to keep his animal family after they misbehave; the animals learn a valuable lesson. 

CALDECOTT MEDAL WINNER!

1960 CALDECOTT MEDAL WINNER!
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elePhAnT in A well
viking Juvenile, 1972. All rights Available
middle grade

The combined efforts of several animals cannot pull an elephant from a well until a mouse adds his strength.

JAy birD
viking Juvenile, 1972. All rights Available
middle grade 

During one day a little boy hears such sounds as a jay bird scolding, oak leaves swaying, and a mother 
humming.

TAlKing wiThouT worDs
viking Juvenile, 1968. All rights Available
middle grade

Sketches and brief text describe how we convey our feelings and desires without using words.

bAD boy, gooD boy
viking Juvenile, 1967. All rights Available
middle grade

A lonely little Mexican boy gets into too much mischief until he goes to the Children’s Center where he learns 
to play with other children and to speak English, and ultimately helps to bring his mother home.

AuTomobiles for mice
viking Juvenile, 1964. All rights Available
middle grade

Two mouse families, living in a little boy’s house, discover his toy automobiles.

misTer Penny’s circus
viking Juvenile, 1961. All rights Available
Japanese: Tokuma Shoten Ltd
middle grade

Mr. Penny cares for a chimpanzee and a bear during the winter and by county fair time in the spring these 
two circus animals have taught his own barnyard pets many tricks.

cow’s PArTy
viking Juvenile, 1958. All rights Available
middle grade 

Cow throws a birthday party, but serves only grass to her guests, to the disappointment of all but Horse, 
Goat, and Lamb.

AnoTher DAy
viking Juvenile, 1953. All rights Available
Picture book

A small boy spends another day doing stunts in the forest with his animal friends.
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oley The seA monsTer
viking Juvenile, 1947. All rights Available
Picture book

A homesick seal, released by an aquarium keeper into a lake, leads to rumors of a great sea monster.

liTTle olD AuTomobile
viking Juvenile, 1947. All rights Available
Picture book 

A naughty little automobile drives down the road and runs over anything that stands in its way, until it meets 
a train.

sTory of A bAby
viking Juvenile, 1939. All rights Available
Picture book

The story follows the growth of a baby through its many embryonic changes to birth and the baby’s first 
smile.
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richArD PAul evAns

Richard Paul Evans is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Christmas Box. Each of his novels have 
appeared on The New York Times best seller list. Evans has won the American Mothers book award, two first 
place Storytelling World awards, The Romantic Times Best Women’s Novel of the Year Award, the German 
Leserpreis Gold Award for Romance, and the Religion Communicator’s Council’s Wilbur Award. Four of Evans’s 
books have been produced as television movies. Evans also received the Washington Times Humanitarian 
of the Century Award and the Volunteers of America National Empathy Award for his work helping abused 
children. His website is  www.richardpaulevans.com

michAel vey #1: The Prisoner of cell 25 
s&s/mercury ink, August 2011. north American                                             
brazilian Portuguese: Leya french: Pocket german: Baumhaus hebrew: Matar hungarian: 
Könyvmolyképző indonesian: Mizan latin America: Planeta Polish: Fabryka russian: Ast Taiwanese: 
Commonwealth Turkish: Pegasus
young Adult

*A nEW york tiMES besT seller!
*AmAzon Teen ouTsTAnDing booK, 2011!
*ouTsTAnDing science TrADe booK (nsTA/chilDren’s booK council), 2012!
*besT of booKTwirPs.com nominee, 2011!

To everyone at Meridian High School, Michael Vey seems like an ordinary 14-year-old–he likes waffles and 
video games, hates homework and gets bullied at school. But Michael is anything but ordinary. He was born 
with special electrical powers.  When Michael’s best friends, Ostin Liss and cheerleader Taylor Ridley, make an 
accidental discovery, the trio learns that there are other children with electric powers–and that someone, or 
something, is hunting them. After Michael’s mother is kidnapped, Michael will have to rely on his wits, powers 
and friends to combat the powerful Elgen and free his mother.

michAel vey #2: rise of The elgen
s&s/mercury ink, August 2012. north American                                           
french: Pocket german: Baumhaus hungarian: Könyvmolyképző Polish: Fabryka latin America: Planeta 
Taiwanese: Commonwealth Turkish: Pegasus
young Adult

*A nEW york tiMES besT seller!
*An AmAzon besT seller!

Michael and the rest of the Electroclan have escaped from the Elgen Academy in Pasadena and are headed 
back to Idaho to plan their next move and save Michael’s mother. But what they find waiting for them will 
change everything. After using their wits and powers to narrowly defeat an Elgen trap, a mysterious voice 
leads Michael and his friends to the jungles of Peru in search of Michael’s mother. There the Electroclan 
discovers that Dr. Hatch and the Elgen have risen in power and entire countries are beginning to fall before 
them. Only the Electroclan and their anonymous “friend” stand in the way of the Elgen’s brilliant plan for 
global domination. But is the voice Michael follows truly a friend or just another Elgen trap? With new Elgen 
technology and new enemies with horrible powers, the young Electroclan faces its greatest challenge yet.  

MORE THAN 14 MILLION COPIES SOLD!

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
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michAel vey #3: bATTle of The AmPere 
s&s/mercury ink, August 2013. north American
french: Pocket Jeunesse hungarian: Könyvmolyképző latin America: Planeta Polish: Fabryka Taiwanese: 
Global Kids Turkish: Pegasus
young Adult

*#2 & #4 for Two consecuTive weeKs on The new yorK Times besTseller lisT! 
*#1 Publishers weeKly fronTlisT ficTion! 
*#10 on The usA ToDAy ToP 150 besTsellers for sePTember 26Th, 2013! 
*An AmAzon besT seller The Time of PublicATion in 3 cATegories: #3 in chilDren’s booKs 
“growing uP & fAcTs of life,” #4 in chilDren’s booKs “science ficTion & fAnTAsy,” AnD #10 in 
chilDren’s booKs “AcTion & ADvenTure”!

Michael and his friends must continue to fight the Elgen and disrupt their plans to rule the world. The kids 
have destroyed the largest of the Elgen Starxource plants, but now they are scattered across the Amazon 
jungle. The Elgen have joined forces with the Peruvian army, and only Michael has managed to remain 
free. With his friends due to stand trial for terrorism Michael will need all his wits and his abilities if he’s to 
save them. Meanwhile, Dr. Hatch and his loyal electric children have seized control of the ES Ampere—the 
superyacht the Elgen use as their headquarters. With the Elgen fleet under his control, Hatch heads back to 
Peru to pick up his army and begin his quest for global domination. Michael will have to free his friends, then 
find a way to stop Hatch, but Hatch knows Michael and the Electroclan are coming. And he’s ready.

michAel vey #4: hunT for JADe DrAgon 
s&s/mercury ink, August 2014. north American                      
french: Pocket Jeunesse hungarian: Könyvmolyképző Taiwanese: Global Kids
young Adult

*on AmAzon booKs AnD chilDren’s booKs besTseller lisT on DAy of PublicATion!

Michael, Taylor, Ostin and the rest of the Electroclan head to China in search of a girl who may have 
discovered why Michael and his friends became electric. Her name is Lin Julung, or Jade Dragon, and she is a 
child prodigy with an IQ higher than Einstein’s and Ostin’s. But malicious Hatch gets to her first, and the Elgen 
are holding her prisoner in their Taiwan Starxource plant. Now the Voice wants Michael and the Electroclan 
to go to Taiwan and free her before Hatch can realize his dreams of an army of electric children. The hunt for 
Jade Dragon is on, and it’s a race against time!

michAel vey #5: unTiTleD      
s&s/mercury ink, August 2015. north American    manuscript available: April 2015         
french: Pocket hungarian: Könyvmolyképző
young Adult

michAel vey #6: unTiTleD 
s&s/mercury ink, August 2016. north American                       
french: Pocket hungarian: Könyvmolyképző
young Adult

michAel vey #7: unTiTleD 
s&s/mercury ink, August 2017. north American                  
french: Pocket hungarian: Könyvmolyképző
young Adult

MORE THAN 175,000 COPIES SOLD!
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“Fast-paced … Evans delivers a pair of believable lead characters—Taylor has wits and personal integrity, 
while Michael’s Tourette’s syndrome, coupled with an emotional jolt from his past, adds dimension.” 
—Publishers weekly on michAel vey #1

“Short chapters with intriguing titles, excellent writing, and engaging characters make this action-packed 
story a compulsively entertaining read … This first book of a planned series has a satisfying conclusion but 
leaves the reader determined to discover what the next book, Rise of the Elgen, has in store for our young 
hero and his friends. Though contemporary and edgy, this book contains no bad language, sex, or gratuitous 
violence.” 
—voyA on michAel vey #1

“Fans of action-driven adventure and science fiction may find the characterizations to be less important than 
the gripping pace and the unusual superpowers these teens are just learning to control.” 
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on michAel vey #1

“Evans has created a character that will entertain both adults and children … Questions of ethics and evil 
versus good become pivotal points and serve to develop a moral compass for the youngsters, both in the 
story and hopefully for the children reading the book … The book is electric.” 
—new york Journal of books on michAel vey #1

“Michael Vey: The Prisoner Of Cell 25 is a fantastic read … because of the realistic writing, the likable 
characters, and a plot that guarantees non-stop action from almost the first page … Any teen into action, 
adventure or science fiction will want to make sure Michael Vey is on his or her bookshelf.” 
—chicagoexaminer.com on michAel vey #1

“Michael Vey is electrifyingly awesome.” 
—Teenreads.com on michAel vey #1

“Fans of Michael Vey will not be disappointed in this high-octane addition to the series featuring a boy who 
can manipulate electricity and who tries to stop the nefarious Dr. Hatch from controlling the world’s power 
/.../ Chaste romantic scenes and a conspicuous lack of profanity may widen the audience. Readers new to the 
series may be confused by the large cast and lack of backstory, but the relentless pace and constant one-
liners should keep the pages turning easily.”  
—booklist on michAel vey #3

reviews!
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briAn fArrey

Brian Farrey is an acquisitions editor at Flux, the young adult imprint of Llewellyn Worldwide. His first book, 
With or Without You, grew out of his award-winning MFA thesis, completed in 2008 at Hamline University. He 
lives in St. Paul, Minnesota with his husband. He has an enormous love for Doctor Who (both old-school Who 
and the recent reboot). His website is www.brianfarreybooks.com

The vengeKeeP ProPhecies #1
harper children’s, september 2012. world english     
brazilian Portuguese: Bertrand Thai: Jamsai Publishing Co. Ltd                                
young Adult

“You can’t convict what you can’t confirm.” That’s the motto of 12-year-old Jaxter Grimjinx and his infamous 
family of thieves. Jaxter may not have his father’s burglary prowess, his mother’s forgery skills, or his little 
sister’s mastery of sleight-of-hand, but his book-fed knowledge of non-magical solutions makes him 
invaluable to the family’s heists. But the Grimjinxes may have pulled one con too many in their hometown, 
Vengekeep. After swapping the prophetic tapestry used to guide Vengekeep’s actions for a fake concocted 
by Jaxter’s mother, the Grimjinxes are stunned when the false prophecies begin coming true, bringing 
destruction in their wake. Suddenly, Vengekeep is besieged by “natural” disasters and rampaging monsters, 
courtesy of the secretly enchanted counterfeit tapestry. Jaxter must leave his hometown in search of a way to 
keep the increasingly dangerous prophecies from wiping Vengekeep off the map.

The vengeKeeP ProPhecies #2: The shADowhAnD covenAnT 
harper children’s, october 2013. world english 
brazilian Portuguese: Bertrand
young Adult

Trouble is brewing in the Five Provinces. Mysterious magical artifacts have gone missing from the royal vaults. 
Master thieves from a secret society known as the Shadowhands are disappearing. And without explanation, 
the High Laird has begun imprisoning the peaceful Sarosan people. Jaxter Grimjinx suspects all these things 
are connected, but after the tapestry fiasco involving his family that nearly destroyed Vengekeep, he knows 
better than to get involved. Then he and his parents receive a summons from the Shadowhands—a summons 
that they would be foolish to ignore—and Jaxter is thrust into the heart of the conspiracy. With the help of a 
few new friends, and an old friend he’d rather forget, Jaxter will have to delve deep into some long-buried—
and dangerous—secrets. This second book in the epic trilogy will leave you breathless for the final instalment. 

The vengeKeeP ProPhecies #3: The grimJinx rebellion 
harper children’s, october 2014. world english
brazilian Portuguese: Bertrand 
young Adult

Jaxter Grimjinx and his family haven’t had much time for thieving. Through no fault of their own, they’ve 
been too busy saving the day. But danger in the Five Provinces is only just beginning. The Palatinate Mages 
are almost ready to unveil their master plan, and legendary monsters will soon roam the land once more. 
Then Jaxter’s sister, Aubrin, is kidnapped by the Mages. It seems she has a power greater than her family ever 
realized, and she may be the key to the impending battle for the Five Provinces. Jaxter will do anything to get 
his little sister back—even if it means pulling off the greatest heist of his life and starting a full-scale rebellion. 
The Grimjinx Rebellion brings Brian Farrey’s epic trilogy to an unforgettable close.

KIRKUS REVIEWS BEST CHILDREN’S BOOK OF 2012!
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wiTh or wiThouT you
simon Pulse, may 2011. world english                                                
young Adult

Eighteen-year-old Evan and his best friend Davis get beaten up for being loners. For being gay. For just being 
themselves. But as rough as things often seem, at least Evan can take comfort in his sweet, sexy boyfriend 
Erik—whom he’s kept secret from everyone for almost a year. Then Evan and Davis are recruited to join the 
Chasers, a fringe crowd that promises them protection and status. Davis is swept up in the excitement, but 
Evan is caught between his loyalty to Davis and his love for Erik. Evan’s lied to keep his two worlds separate. 
Now his lies are about to implode … and destroy the very relationships he’s been trying to protect.

reviews!

“Its treatment of AIDS is extremely well handled and welcome at a time when AIDS fiction has become almost 
nonexistent.”  
—booklist on wiTh or wiThouT you

“[Farrey] adeptly demonstrates how seductive the promise of belonging and power can be for those who 
haven’t known either.”  
—Publishers weekly online on wiTh or wiThouT you

 “In an excellent, self-contained adventure, 12-year-old Jaxter Grimjinx is anxious to prove himself at the 
family business: thievery. Farrey’s rich fantasy hits the ground running and never lets up.”  
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on The vengeKeeP ProPhecies

“There couldn’t be a more likeable family of thieves. This funny and serious series opener features action, 
twists and pleasingly original vocabulary, such as the swear ‘zoc’ (as in ‘Zoc that’) and the expression ‘bangers,’ 
which means, roughly, ‘awesome.’ Bangers!”  
—Kirkus reviews on The vengeKeeP ProPhecies

“High-spirited fun, with complexity and surprises.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The shADowhAnD covenAnT

“Brian Farrey brings the Vengekeep Prophecies trilogy to a close with the kind of humor, suspense and heart 
that has characterized the series from the start.” 
—shelf Awareness on The grimJinx rebellion

“Farrey has concluded this series with gusto and heart. Jaxter, along with his family and friends, are 
unforgettable, resilient, and realistically portrayed. The humor hits the mark just right and never tries too 
hard. This is a winning series that deserves a home in every library.”  
—school library Journal on The grimJinx rebellion

2012 STONEWALL HONOR BOOK!
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Ann feArringTon

Ann Peyton Fearrington was born in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. She attended Randolph-Macon 
Woman’s College, where she won the Freshman Writing Award for poetry. At the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill, she studied art under George Bireline, a Guggenheim Fellow, and received a B.A. in English 
and Education. As a student, Ms. Fearrington wrote for the UNC Daily Tar Heel and later for the Winston-
Salem Journal and Sentinel. Before earning a master’s degree in botany and horticulture at North Carolina 
State University, Ms. Fearrington taught creative writing, English, Latin, and drama in middle school. During 
graduate school, she studied at the NCSU School of Design, and several of her poems were published in 
various literary magazines. In the 1980’s and 90’s Ms. Fearrington volunteered in Wake County school libraries 
and wrote and illustrated children’s travel features for the Raleigh News & Observer. Her website is  
www.studioann.com

who sees The lighThouse?
Penguin Putnam books for young readers, July 2002. north American
middle grade

Blink-flash, flash. Swirl around, twirl around. The long, narrow beam. Slices the night. Who sees the light? You can’t 
imagine who can see the light from the lighthouses around the country in this gorgeous counting book. For 
lighthouse afficionados and children learning their numbers, this book is an innovative, delightful blend of 
fact and fiction. From one watchful sailor to nine strange creatures living on Mars-who sees the light? Count 
along and find out!  The endpapers list all the lighthouses from the east coast, west coast and Great Lakes 
region.

reviews!

“A handsome salute to a seafaring institution and proof that even grownups take comfort in nightlights.” 
—Publishers weekly

“This celebration of lighthouses is a wonder of paper craft.” 
—booklist
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AlAne ferguson

Alane Ferguson was born in Cumberland, Maryland, in 1957. She attended the University of Utah and 
Westminster College where she studied journalism. Later, Alane became interested in writing for children, 
mostly, she says, to follow the example of her mother, successful author Gloria Skurzynski. Her mother has 
written over fifty-seven books for children, while Alane is currently completing her thirty-second. Alane and 
her mother co-authored a series for National Geographic. Their novel, Wolf Stalker, was the first work of fiction 
National Geographic had published in its as of then 109 year history. Wolf Stalker was nominated for the 1998 
Mystery Writer’s of America’s Edgar Allan Poe Award. A recipient of the 1990 Edgar Allan Poe Award as well 
as the Belgium’s Children’s Choice Award for her young adult novel Show Me the Evidence, Alane was also a 
nominee for her third young-adult mystery, Poison. She received a 2007 Edgar nomination for her young adult 
novel, The Christopher Killer, the first in the Sleuth Forensic Mystery series. Alane won the Children’s Crown 
Classic Award for Cricket and the Crackerbox Kid, the American Bookseller’s Association’s “Pick of the List” for 
her picture book entitled That New Pet, and has been on numerous ALA Recommended Books for Reluctant 
Young Readers and Young Adult’s Choice list. Her website is  
www.alaneferguson.com

forensic mysTery #1: The chrisToPher Killer
viking Penguin, may 2006. world english
french: Editions du Toucan russian: Ast Thai: Nokhook
young Adult

Fascinated by forensics, seventeen-year-old Cameryn Mahoney persuades her father, the county coroner in 
sleepy Silverton, CO, to take her on as his assistant. But she never expects her first case to involve the death 
of a friend! Rachel Geller, a beautiful young waitress, is found strangled in a field with a Christopher medal 
around her neck—clearly marking her as the fourth victim of a serial killer. Cameryn is determined to help 
find Rachel’s killer, and attending the autopsy gives her the first clue. But as she follows her instincts and gets 
closer to the killer, Cameryn suddenly finds herself on the verge of becoming his fifth victim!

forensic mysTery #2: The Angel of DeATh
viking Penguin, september 2006. world english
french: Editions du Toucan
young Adult

As assistant to her father, the county coroner of Silverton, Colorado, Cameryn Mahoney has seen more gore 
than the average seventeen-year old. But even Cameryn is shocked when Kyle O’Neil, the most popular guy 
in school, discovers the gruesome corpse of their English teacher murdered in his own bed. Kyle is drawn 
to Cameryn, who wonders if she can trust him with the secret she can’t tell her father—that her vanished 
mother is back in her life. As her relationship with Kyle speeds into romance, Cameryn struggles to unravel her 
teacher’s bizarre death—but is she too preoccupied to identify the killer in time?

AN EDGAR AWARD WINNER!

NOMINATED FOR AN EDGAR AWARD!
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forensic mysTery #3: The circle of blooD
viking Penguin, february 2008. world english
french: Editions du Toucan
young Adult

As the assistant to her father, the county coroner of Silverton, Colorado, Cameryn Mahoney gets to witness 
all aspects of death, including the autopsy room. Yet somehow that feels easy, compared to her personal life. 
Now that her long-lost mother has made a surprise return, Cameryn’s more confused than ever. Things only 
get worse when she and her mother pick up a mysterious young hitchhiker. Cameryn senses that the girl 
is running away from something, but before she can find out more, the girl is found dead with a gun in her 
hand. Is it suicide? Or something even more sinister? Mixing forensic details and ripped-from-the-headlines 
themes, Alane Ferguson makes her readers’ hearts pound yet again with this edge-of-your-seat forensic 
mystery!

forensic mysTery #4: The Dying breATh
viking Penguin, october 2009. world english
french: Editions du Toucan
young Adult

Cameryn’s ex-boyfriend is back…and ready to kill! Cameryn had thought she was in love with him. He was 
smart, strong, and would do anything for her—even kill. Kyle O’Neil disappeared after his first attempt on 
Cameryn’s life at the end of The Angel of Death. Now he is back for his second. He’s leaving macabre love notes 
for her everywhere on her computer, on her cell phone, and on the body of a dead man. And while everyone 
is determined to keep Cameryn safe, only she knows that it’s up to her to keep Kyle from killing again…and 
again. Alane Ferguson delivers her most gripping Forensic Mystery yet!

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #1: wolf sTAlKer: A mysTery in yellowsTone nATionAl 
PArK
national geographic books, 1997. north American
middle grade

In this fast-paced adventure, the Landons trail a wounded wolf in Yellowstone National Park. The park is abuzz 
with rumors of a wolf attack. Meanwhile, a killer stalks the woods. Unaware of the danger, Jack and Ashley 
are more concerned about rebellious teenage foster child, Troy Haverson. From the opening moments at 
Old Faithful through 48 action-packed hours, the tension builds: What is lodged in the wolf’s radio collar? 
And what is the meaning of the Native American story of Sin-a-Wavi? A heady mix of suspense, adventure, 
and moments of tenderness lure readers into this story of kids discovering the natural world. The book’s 
afterword, by Yellowstone’s Michael K. Phillips, explores the park’s Wolf Restoration Program.

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #2: rAge of fire
national geographic books, 1998. north American
middle grade

Jack, Ashley, and their parents visit Hawaii where they meet a Vietnamese boy who is going to live with his 
American grandfather whom he has never met, and are pursued by the Goddess Pele.
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mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #3: cliff hAnger: A mysTery in mesA verDe nATionAl 
PArK
national geographic books, 1999. north American
middle grade

When a cougar attacks a hiker in Mesa Verde National Park, the Landons have another mystery on their hands. 
Jack and Ashley are used to visiting parks with their wildlife veterinarian mother and photographer father, but 
this time their hands are full with a foster child called Lucky Deal. As Lucky and Jack become friends, Ashley 
becomes suspicious: What did Lucky take from the burn site? Who did she call in the night? In a midnight 
showdown at Spruce Tree House, Jack realizes there’s more to fear than a killer cat. Cliffhanger weaves Native 
American folklore, natural science, and geography into a heart-pounding thriller. The afterword by Will Morris, 
Chief of Interpretation and Visitor Services at Mesa Verde, outlines the dangers of cougar attacks and the need 
to protect wild animals.

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #4: DeADly wATers: A mysTery in everglADes nATionAl 
PArK
national geographic books, 1999. north American
middle grade

The Landon family is Southbound—headed for Florida to investigate a mysterious illness plaguing 
endangered manatees in Everglades National Park. Jack, Ashley, and their friend Bridger soon find themselves 
in deadly waters with a seven-foot shark, an injured manatee—and a mystery to solve. Who was the stranger 
in the speedboat who snatched Jack’s camera? And what does he have to do with the manatees? Join the 
heart-stopping chase through a maze of mangrove islands to find out!

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #5: The hunTeD: A mysTery in glAcier nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2000. north American
middle grade

Grizzly cubs are disappearing from Glacier National Park, and the Landon family must figure out why! But 
for Jack, the real mystery is his sister Ashley’s strange behavior. What was she doing alone in the woods so 
early in the morning? And why did she lie to their parents? Jack’s efforts to unravel the truth lead to a pulse-
pounding adventure that brings the Landon kids face to face with an enraged grizzly—as Jack and his sister 
suddenly become the hunted.

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #6: ghosT horses: A mysTery in zion nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2000. north American
middle grade

Life-threatening accidents keep plaguing the Landon family as they investigate the mysterious deaths of 
white mustangs at Zion National Park in Utah. Even before they get to the park, Jack Landon knows that 
Ethan Ingawanup spells trouble. Things start to go awry after Ethan and his sister—two Shoshone kids—are 
placed in the Landons’ care. The questions begin to mount after Ethan teaches Jack and Ashley the ancient 
Ghost Dance: Are all the hair-raising events just coincidental? Or is there some strange magic in the dance 
ritual? The answers await in the raging waters of a slick-rock canyon called The Narrows. The afterword by 
Lyman Hafen of the Zion Natural History Association discusses white mustangs and public lands in Utah.
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mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #7: vAlley of DeATh: A mysTery in DeATh vAlley  
nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2001. north American
middle grade

Jack can’t believe what he’s hearing. His sister is being held hostage. Whoever snatched Ashley must have 
been following the Landons as they explored Death Valley National Park. But what do they want with Leesa? 
When Jack discovers why Leesa is on the run, he is determined to protect her. But how can he do that and 
save Ashley, too? One thing he knows for sure, failure is not an option.

mysTeries in our nATinonAl PArKs #8: over The eDge: A mysTery in grAnD cAnyon  
nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2001. north American
middle grade

When Dr. Olivia Landon receives an anonymous e-mail shortly after broadcasting her controversial plan to 
save the condors, everyone thinks it’s a crank threat except Dr. Landon’s daughter Ashley. She’s sure it’s the 
handiwork of Morgan Rogers, self-proclaimed anarchist and computer geek. Suspicions mount when the 
death threat almost becomes a reality, and Morgan is the only witness. Is he innocent or guilty? Journey into 
the maze of Morgan’s cyberworld and find out!

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #9: running scAreD: A mysTery in cArlsbAD cAverns 
nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2002. north American
middle grade

Jack and Ashley’s search for eight-year-old Sammy has left them hopelessly lost in a twisted maze of tunnels 
deep inside Carlsbad Caverns. Bats are everywhere, and the echoes of their screeching cries sends a chill 
through the trio. The only light is the candle in their lantern. What will happen when it burns out, leaving 
them in total darkness?

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #10: ouT of The DeeP: A mysTeriA in AcADiA nATionAl 
PArK
national geographic books, 2002. north American
middle grade

A baby whale is the latest mammal stranded on the beaches of Acadia National Park. When the Landons run 
to get help, they don’t notice Bindy Callister slip away. When they track her down, she’s acting strange—she 
knows the strandings are no accident. She even knows those responsible. But she’s too scared to tell. Time is 
running out; and now the kids too are in real danger—unless Bindy talks!

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #11: escAPe from feAr: A mysTery in virgin islAnDs 
nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2002. north American
middle grade

The Landons are in the Caribbean, in Virgin Islands National Park, to figure out what is destroying the coral 
reefs and causing the hawksbill sea turtle to disappear. Jack and Ashley find themselves hopelessly entangled 
in the mysterious life of Forrest Winthrop IV, the adopted son of a U.S. diplomat. Why is he so anxious to save 
an island woman named Cimmaron? What secret do they share? Follow the action to Jumbie Bay and see 
what the full moon reveals.
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mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #12: burieD Alive: A mysTery in DenAli nATionAl PArK
national geographic books, 2003. north American
middle grade

Who was that man in the Park Service uniform who brought Jack and Ashley Landon into the wilds of Alaska’s 
Denali National Park along with their friend Nicky Milano? Whoever he was, he has given them a dogsled ride 
to certain death unless somebody finds them soon. Their troubles are about to get a whole heap deeper as 
the first rumblings of an avalanche turn into a deafening roar!

mysTeries in our nATionAl PArKs #13: The nighT of The blAcK beAr: A mysTery in greAT 
smoKy mounTAins nATionAl PArK
national geographic society, may 2007. north American
middle grade

This thrilling series roars back to life with the release of Mystery #13, Night of the Black Bear. Something very 
strange is going on in Great Smoky Mountains National Park. A teenage girl is the latest victim in a growing 
number of bear attacks. Officials must figure out what’s causing the bizarre bear behavior or close the 
park. Can the Landons help? Soon Jack and Ashley are searching for answers with their new friends Yonah 
Firekiller, a 16-year-old Cherokee boy, and 14-year-old Merle Chapman, whose family once lived on park land. 
But a heated argument over ancestral land rights puts the Landon kids in the middle of a clash of cultures. 
Tensions mount when Merle is caught in a lie—a lie that leads straight to the heart-pounding solution. 
This breathtaking new adventure features an afterword by a park naturalist on black bear behavior and the 
problems caused by tourists feeding wildlife. Night of the Black Bear is a fast-paced narrative treat filled with 
vivid descriptions of the natural, scientific, and cultural phenomena of Great Smoky Mountains National Park; 
a page-turner that will put this popular National Park high on the vacation wish-list of all young readers.

secreTs
simon & schuster, June 1997. usA
middle grade

T. J. discovers that his natural mother is zookeeper Nancy Champion, but when his stern adoptive father 
forbids T. J. to see Nancy, the boy must choose between his natural mother and his adoptive father.

reviews!

“Page-turning suspense from the opening scene . . . strong characterization and relationships . . . make this 
more than a satisfying genre read.” 
—Kirkus on The Dying breATh

“The forensic details are intriguing and will definitely attract all of the CSI fans out there. The author doesnt 
shy away from the gorier details, and she seems to have done her homework about the ins and outs of being 
a county coroner. Reluctant readers looking for a mystery will enjoy the fast pace and page-turning suspense.” 
—school library Journal on The Angel of DeATh

“Just don’t give it to squeamish readers; it’s even more grisly than the previous book.” 
—booklist on The Angel of DeATh
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Alex flinn

#1 New York Times bestselling author of Beastly, Alex Flinn’s debut novel Breathing Underwater was chosen 
a Top 10 Best Book for Young Adults by the American Library Association. She also authored Breaking Point, 
Nothing to Lose, Fade to Black, Diva, and A Kiss in Time.  Her website is www.alexflinn.com

mirroreD 
harperTeen, fall 2015. north American     final manuscript available
young Adult

Violet is hideous. That’s all there is too it. Smart, as if it matters, but hideous and hated. The only one who can 
stand her at all is Greg, a shy boy, who meets her because of her mysterious gift of healing. The two become 
fast friends. Violet hopes for more, but when teen years hit and Greg comes into his own beauty, he rejects 
Violet. Spurned, she meets a mysterious woman, Kendra, a witch who tells her about her own powers and 
gives her a magic mirror. She is especially gifted at controlling animals, getting them to carry out her will. 
Also, she makes herself beautiful. Beauty becomes her obsession. But beauty does not get Greg back. Celine, 
Violet’s new stepmother, is not happy at all and despises her. That much is obvious. Perhaps it’s because she 
reminds Violet of her mother, though she resembles her father, with raven-black hair and skin of porcelain. 
When her father is suddenly killed in an accident, Violet is devastated. She devotes herself to her beauty and 
in pursuing Celine. Violet means to be the fairest, at whatever cost.

Towering 
harperTeen, february 2013. north American                        
young Adult

A contemporary retelling of Rapunzel. ‘High in my tower I sit.  I watch the birds fl y below, the clouds float 
above, and the tall, green forest stretch to places I might never see. Mama, who isn’t my mother, has kept 
me hidden away for eight long years. My only companions, besides Mama, are my books—great adventures, 
mysteries, and romances that I long to make my reality. But I know that no one will come to save me—my life 
is not a fairy tale after all. Well, at least no one has come so far. Recently, my hair has started to grow rapidly 
and it is now long enough to reach the bottom of the tower from my window. I’ve also had the strangest 
dreams of a beautiful, green-eyed boy. When Mama isn’t around, I plan my escape, even if it’s just for a little 
while. There’s something— maybe someone—waiting for me out there and it won’t find me if I’m trapped 
here TOWERING above it all.’

bewiTching 
harperTeen, february 2012. north American                
czech: MOBA german: Baumhaus Turkish: Pegasus
young Adult

*2013 yAlsA besT ficTion for young ADulTs!  

The companion novel to the #1 New York Times bestseller Beastly; a spinoff featuring the always sassy witch 
Kendra, the standout character from the first book. Once again Flinn draws from classic fairytales to create a 
high school story with a touch of something magical. Kendra tells of the trials and tribulations of being a high 
school witch and of her hundreds of years on earth that made her the sparkplug that she is.  
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cloAKeD 
harperTeen, february 2011. north American
german: Baumhaus
young Adult

Excerpt: ‘I’m not your average hero. I actually wasn’t your average anything. Just a poor guy working an after-
school job at a south beach shoe repair shop to help his mom make ends meet. But a little magic changed it 
all. It all started with the curse. And the frognapping. And one hot-looking princess, who asked me to lead a 
rescue mission.’

A Kiss in Time 
harperTeen, April 2009. north American
young Adult 

Talia fell under a spell and Jack broke the curse: ‘I was told to beware the accursed spindle, but it was so 
enchanting, so hypnotic…I was looking for a little adventure the day I ditched my tour group. But finding 
a comatose town, with a hot-looking chick asleep in it, was not what I had in mind. I awakened in the same 
place but in another time—to a stranger’s soft kiss. I couldn’t help kissing her. Sometimes you just have to kiss 
someone. I didn’t know this would happen. Now I am in dire trouble because my father, the king, says I have 
brought ruin upon our country. I have no choice but to run away with this commoner! And I ask myself: Can a 
kiss transcend all—even time?’

beAsTly
harperTeen, fall 2007. north American                                                           
brazilian Portuguese: Record bulgarian: Pergament catalan: Versatil croatian: Algoritam estonian: 
Varrak french: Hachette german: Baumhaus greek: Psichogios italian: Giunti Japanese: Kadokawa Shoten 
Korean: Bookfolio lithuanian: Media Incognito macedonian: Prosvetno  Polish: Wydawnictwo Galeria 
Portugal: Caracter russian: Exmo swedish: Bonnier Turkish: Pegasus Thai: Book Innovation vietnamese: 
Dong-A 
young Adult

*inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion young ADulT choices, 2009! 
*AmericAn librAry AssociATion QuicK PicKs for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers, 2008! 
*voyA review eDiTor’s choice, 2008!

Love is never ugly.  “I am a beast. A beast! Not quite wolf or bear, gorilla or dog but a horrible new creature 
who walks upright. I am a monster. You think I’m talking fairy tales? No way. The place is New York City. The 
time is now. It’s no deformity, no disease. And I’ll, stay this way forever—ruined—unless I can break the spell. 
Yes, the spell, the one the witch in my English class cast on me. Why did she turn me into a beast, who hides 
by day and prowls by night? I’ll tell you. I’ll tell you how I used to be Kyle Kingsbury, the guy you wished you 
were, with money, perfect looks, and the perfect life. And then, I’ll tell you how I became perfectly...beastly.”

A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!

A MAJOR FEATURE FILM!
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DivA
harperTeen, october 2006. north American
young Adult

For most people, the word “diva” means brilliant, talented, over-the-top, and glamorous. I, however, seemed 
to be trapped in the not-very-glamorous life of a cheerleader wannabe with serious ex-boyfriend issues and 
a permanent yo-yo diet. At least until the day I auditioned for Miami High School of the Arts—and got in! All 
I had to do was convince my mother, the cosmetics salesperson with epically bad taste in clothes and men, 
that going downtown to hang with the music geeks was a good idea. I had to blackmail her to be able to do 
it, but I’m here—a diva-in-training—and I’m not so sure I can cut it. Now what?

fADe To blAcK
harpercollins, may 2006. north American
young Adult

‘When my little sister, Melody, started playing with Carolina Crusan at school, Mom said fine. Then Carolina 
invited Melody to sleep over their house. Mom said fine again. Go. Never mind that her HIV brother’s going 
to unleash the black plague on Pinedale, Florida… Just go. Have fun. I tried to tell Melody not to eat anything 
over there and to wash her hands and not touch any sharp objects and not drink out of the glasses. But Mom 
made me shut up ... That’s when I realized I needed to take matters into my own hands.’

noThing To lose
harpercollins, march 2004. north American
young Adult

*inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion, young ADulT choices, 2006!
*AlA besT booKs for young ADulTs, 2005!
*AlA QuicK PicKs for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers, 2005!

A year ago, Michael’s life seemed pretty good, at least from a distance. But look closer, and he was a guy on 
the edge, his stepfather’s violent rages making his world spin out of control. Then, Michael met Kirstie, who 
offered an escape—a traveling carnival with a “no questions asked” policy. He grabbed it, leaving his old life 
and his mother behind. This year, Michael is back in Miami, and his mother is charged with murdering his 
stepfather. As the day of her trial nears, Michael wonders how much longer he can hide from his past… and 
his future.

breAKing PoinT
harpercollins, June 2003. north American
young Adult

*2003 AlA QuicK PicKs for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers!
*2003 new yorK Public librAry booKs for The Teen Age!

“We may need to plant a bomb in Old Lady Zaller’s classroom.”  These simple words will change Paul 
Richmond’s life forever. Paul is new to Gate, a school whose rich students make life miserable for anyone 
not like them. And Paul is definitely not like them. Then, something incredible happens. Charlie Good, a star 
student and athlete, invites Paul to join his elite inner circle. All Charlie wants is a few things in return—small 
things that Paul does willingly. Then, one day, Charlie wants something big. How far will Paul go to fit in? 
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breAThing unDer wATer
harpercollins, october 2002. north American
czech: MOBA slovene: HarperCollins
young Adult

*AlA besT booKs for young ADulTs—ToP 10 lisT AnD unAnimous PicK!
*AlA QuicK PicKs for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers!
*2003 inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion young ADulTs’ choices!
*bArnes & noble besT of 2001 for Teens!
*ProTAgonisTA Jove AwArD winner (reADer-selecTeD AwArD in cATAloniA, sPAin)

Intelligent, popular, handsome, and wealthy, sixteen-year-old Nick Andreas is pretty much perfect. What no 
one knows—not even his best friend—is the terror that Nick faces every time he is alone with his father. Then 
he and Caitlin fall in love, and Nick thinks his problems are over. But when things start to spiral out of control, 
Nick must face the fact that he’s gotten more from his father than green eyes and money.

“Teens will LOL. They will also find their preoccupations with looks, status and pride explored thoroughly.” 
—Kirkus reviews on beAsTly 

“[An] engrossing tale that will have appeal for fans of fantasy and realistic fiction.” 
—voyA on beAsTly

“Equally strong appeal for boys and girls.”
—booklist on beAsTly 

“Eminently satisfying.” 
—Publishers weekly on beAsTly

“Beastly has romance, true love, tragic circumstances, magic, action adventure, and hope. It’s a must-read for 
all fairy-tale fans, and has a knockout cover to boot.” 
—school library Journal on beAsTly

“Clever and humorous…Fans of happily-ever-after endings will delight in the upbeat resolution, which 
confirms the notion that ‘love conquers all.’”
—Publishers weekly on A Kiss in Time

“[Flinn] keeps the narrative moving along in sprightly fashion . . . It’s often touching, with an undercurrent of 
wry comedy, some history and a bit of a moral thrown in, as in any good fairy tale. Clever and enjoyable.”
—Kirkus reviews on bewiTching

“The inventive spin on the traditional will please fans of Flinn and fairy tales alike and leave them eager for 
Kendra’s next volume.”
—booklist on bewiTching

“With hints of Cinderella and a sprinkling of valuable life lessons for teens (‘beautiful on the outside does not 
mean beautiful on the inside’ and ‘accept your own shape and size’), Emma’s story will leave readers cheering. 
Bewitching is a humorous and engaging read that will appeal to those who love classic tales.”
—school library Journal on bewiTching

reviews!
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Don freemAn

Don Freeman was a painter, printmaker, cartoonist, children’s book author, and illustrator. He was born in 
San Diego, California, attended high school in Missouri, and later moved to New York City where he studied 
etching with John Sloan. Frequent subjects included Broadway theatre, politics, and the circus. He was also a 
jazz musician, and the brother of circus entrepreneur Randy Freeman. His website is www.donfreeman.info

PeT of The meT
viking children’s books, may 2008. north American
Picture book

*winner of The new yorK herAlD Tribune chilDren’s sPring booK fesTivAl AwArD!

A classic returns! A reissue of this Don Freeman tale about an opera-loving mouse. Maestro Petrini, the tiny 
page-turner for the Prompter at the Metropolitan Opera House, has always evaded Mefisto the cat—until the 
day Petrini gets carried away by Mozart’s Magic Flute and joins the performers onstage. (Originally published 
1958)

QuieT! There’s A cAnAry in The librAry
children’s book-of-the-month club, october 2007. north American (reissue date)
Korean: Sigongsa
Picture book

Cary knows what she would do if she were the librarian—she’d invite all the animals into the library and share 
her favorite books with lions, bears, peacocks, and monkeys. But the trouble is, not all animals get along with 
each other. That’s where Cary’s trouble begins in this lively story from the creator of Corduroy. (Originally 
published 1986)

eArl The sQuirrel
viking children’s books, August 2005. north American
Japanese: BL Publishing Co Ltd.
middle grade

Earl the Squirrel doesn’t think of himself as spoiled, but his mother does. She decides it’s high time Earl learns 
to find acorns for himself. There’s only one problem—he doesn’t know where to look. Earl’s friend Jill offers to 
help, but that’s not what Earl’s mother had in mind. So, wearing his bright red scarf, Earl sets off on his own 
for an action-packed acorn-finding mission. Striking black-and-white scratchboard art is accented by Earl’s 
crimson scarf. The effect is classic, clean, and thoroughly recognizable as Don Freeman’s signature style.

mAnuelo The PlAying mAnTis
viking/Penguin, march 2004. north American
middle grade

Manuelo is a praying mantis who spends summer evenings listening raptly to outdoor concerts. How he 
longs to join in! But though he tries to make a flute from a cattail, a horn from a trumpet flower, and a harp 
from twigs, nothing seems to work. But then Manuelo makes a friend who shows him how to create a cello . . . 
and in doing so opens the door to Manuelo’s heart’s desire.

CALDECOTT HONOR WINNER!
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will’s Quill
viking/Penguin, may 2004. north American
Japanese: Zuin-Sha Publishing House
middle grade

A goose named Willoughby visits London, meets a friendly actor-playwright named Shakespeare, and helps 
make literary history. (Originally published 1975)

fly high, fly low
viking/Penguin, may 2004. usA
Korean: Miseghy Press
middle grade

Fly High, Fly Low, a Caldecott Honor book, tells the story of two San Francisco birds who hatch some eggs in a 
very unconventional place-the letter “B” in the sign on top of the Bay Hotel. But what happens when the sign 
is taken down? Told with Freeman’s typical humor and simplicity, the book features breathtaking vistas of San 
Francisco. (Originally published 1957)

gregory’s shADow
Penguin Putnam books for young readers, December 2000. usA
middle grade

Gregory is a shy groundhog, so having his friend Shadow close by makes him feel safe. But when he and his 
shadow get separated the day before Groundhog Day, Gregory must overcome his fear and loneliness to find 
his friend in time for their big day.

reviews!

“Never before published, this breezy, droll tale…focuses on the rite of passage for an ingenious squirrel. 
Freeman serves up some laugh-out-loud images, as well as some affecting ones, in a tale well worthy of 
publication at last.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on eArl The sQuirrel

“The story is gentle, innocent, and funny, and although it was written many years ago, Freeman’s ability to 
capture the artless adventures of childhood is of the moment.” 
—school library Journal on eArl The sQuirrel

“With characters that are empathetic and intrepid, this story makes a good model for encouraging youngsters 
to persevere when they encounter difficulties. A fine choice for all libraries, this book will be of special interest 
to young musicians.” 
—school library Journal on mAnuelo The PlAying mAnTis

“This book will be used as a much-needed read-aloud for Groundhog’s Day, but many children will relate to it 
on another level-as a search for belonging in this bewildering world-and will gain courage from the tale.”
—school library Journal on gregory’s shADow

A CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK!
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eric KAhn gAle

The Bully Book was Eric Kahn Gale’s first novel, loosely based on events from his young life as told through the 
lens of a mystery novel. Eric has previously written for the theater as a member of Star Kid Productions, and 
his plays and screenplays have won awards from both The Hopwood Program and The Walt Disney Company. 
His inspiration in writing his second middle-grade novel, The Zoo at the Edge of the World, came from the great 
respect for animals that he learned from his mother: “When asked to choose my favorite superpower as a kid, I 
invariably picked the ability to speak to animals.” He currently lives and writes in Chicago. His website is:  
www.erickahngale.com

The wizArD’s Dog
random house/crown children’s, fall 2016. north American  manuscript available: may 2015
middle grade

Everyone knows the story of the great sorcerer Merlin and his tutelage of Arthur, the Boy Who Would be King. 
But have you ever heard the story of Nosewise, the Dog Who Would be a Wizard? Merlin rescues the fluffy 
maned pup from a cruel master and the two become inseparable friends. Under Merlin’s magical influence, 
Nosewise grows very clever. Too clever, some might say, as he watches the sorcery lessons Merlin gives his 
apprentice, Mordred, and wishes to try his own paw, as it were, at the art. The chance finally comes when 
Mordred betrays Merlin to a local warlord and Nosewise must adventure across the landscapes of legendary 
England to rescue him. Along his way he meets an orphaned boy named Arthur who joins him on his quest 
and together they battle the elements and their enemies with Nosewise’s shaky knowledge of sorcery and his 
sharp canine senses.

The zoo AT The eDge of The worlD
harpercollins, August 2014. north American
Taiwanese: Global Kids Books
middle grade

Marlin is not slow, or mute; but he is a stutterer, and that makes it impossible for him to convince people 
otherwise. He is also a Rackham: the youngest son of the world-famous explorer Roland Rackham, renowned 
for his daring exploits in the dark continents, taming wild beasts and filling in the blank spaces on the map. 
Roland is the owner and proprietor of the Zoo at the Edge of the World, a resort well-to-do families can come 
to experience the last bit of the wild left in the world at the end of the nineteenth century. For Roland, each 
day is a new opportunity to cast a light into the dark recesses of the world; for Marlin, each day is a struggle: 
to speak, to communicate, to live up to the lofty expectations that his family name carries. This is especially 
hard when the only people who understand him are his father and his pet monkey. When a powerful duke 
comes to visit the Zoo, Marlin’s father captures a mysterious black jaguar, the only one in captivity. Everyone 
is terrified of the jaguar, including Marlin—until one night, when the jaguar confers upon him a powerful gift. 
Soon, Marlin finds himself with a difficult choice to make, and, finally, something to say. If only he can figure 
out how to say it.

MIDDLE GRADE BEA BUZZ BOOK 2014!

JUNIOR LIBRARY GUILD BOOK!
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The bully booK
harpercollins, December 2012. north American                               
hebrew: Modan italian: Edizioni San Paolo Korean: Purunnamu & Purun-Picturebook
middle grade

*ToP Ten inDie PicK 2013!
*A Junior librAry guilD selecTion!
*hiT #1 on AmAzon’s chilDren’s mysTery lisT As e-booK AnD #7 on chilDren’s booK lisT!
* self-PublisheD eDiTion reAcheD #1 chilDren’s mysTery AnD #7 chilDren’s lisTs on 
AmAzon!

The rules governing sixth grade are often a mystery, but for Eric Haskins, it’s a mystery he needs to solve. He 
was a normal, average kid. But, this year, a few boys in his class start making his life a living hell, including 
Donovan, his best friend since first grade. They humiliate him around his peers, and sabotage the friendship 
of his grade-school crush, Melody Miller. Eric can’t figure out what is going on until someone leaks details 
about the bully book. According to local legend, a devious 10-year-old wrote a bully book, a Machiavellian 
manifesto for the 6th grade that teaches a select few “How to make trouble without getting in trouble, rule 
the school and be the man.”  Apparently, the bully book’s lynchpin is the selection of a Grunt, the kid who will 
become the lowest of the low.  And, Eric Haskins is this year’s 6th grade Grunt. Now, he has to figure out why 
or he’s doomed to stay at the bottom of the social ladder forever.

reviews!

“The book is firmly pro-animal, but the stance isn’t overt or preachy. A secondary plot concerning Marlin’s 
relationships with his father and brother is equally nuanced and powerful, making the book a formidable 
read on two fronts. The romantic setting and striking prose are icing on the cake, creating an intoxicatingly 
charming book.  Beautiful and fully absorbing.”
—Kirkus reviews on The zoo AT The eDge of The worlD

“Gale’s story seems to take place at the turn of the twentieth century, though Marlin’s vocabulary more often 
sounds contemporary. That’s a quibble, though, since the appeal is clearly not historical accuracy but rather 
the exotic setting, the playful banter of the animals, and Marlin’s stalwart bravery in the face of sometimes-
scary danger.”
—booklist on The zoo AT The eDge of The worlD

 “Well-paced action, a complex—but not too complicated—plot, healthy doses of suspense, and a wild, well-
developed cast of characters (human and animal) make this an enjoyable page-turner.”
—school library review on The zoo AT The eDge of The worlD

“The animal story here has more of a Life of Pi sensibility than that of Dr. Doolittle, with Marlin’s gift allowing 
him to see the beauty and brutality in nature and their reflections in humanity /.../ An entertaining adventure 
with some provocative elements, this might draw in young fans of Kipling and those whose interest in zoos 
goes beyond the spectacle.”
—bulletin for the center for children’s books on The zoo AT The eDge of The worlD

“Being able to talk to animals would be my favorite superpower ever, and The Zoo at the Edge of the World 
would be my favorite place to use it.”
—Katherine Applegate, newberry medal-winning author of the one and only ivan on The zoo AT The 
eDge of The worlD
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“A killer jaguar, a zoo on a pyramid, a boy with a stutter who can talk to animals—this powerhouse novel 
doesn’t only tread the line between fantasy, action/adventure, and historical fiction, it dances on that line 
with wild abandon. Magical, mysterious, fresh, original and full of heart, Eric Kahn Gale’s The Zoo at the Edge 
of the World will keep you on the edge of your seat.”
 —Peter lerangis, new york times-bestselling author of the Seven Wonders and the 39 clues series

“[A] gripping debut novel … A layered and attention-grabbing mystery. Gale’s accounts of bullying are subtle 
and chilling, but readers will finish the book believing that the humiliations Eric suffers can be conquered.”
—Publishers weekly on The bully booK

“A compelling and unusual look at a complex and intractable problem that succeeds admirably as story as 
well.”
—Kirkus reviews on The bully booK

“This debut novel incorporates both sides of the bullying issue into a single narrative … Reinforces the 
insidious nature of bullying and its continued prevalence in the lives of middle-schoolers.”
—booklist on The bully booK

“Fast paced, with strong character voice in the writing ... Great for discussion.” 
—school library Journal on The bully booK

more reviews!
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mArJeTTA geerling

Marjetta Geerling lives in Miami Beach, FL with her artist/inventor husband and her elderly cat, Indiana Jones. 
She grew up in Southern California and graduated from the Johnston Center for Integrated Studies at the 
University of Redlands where she designed her own major in Women’s Culture and Creative Expression. She 
holds an M.F.A. in Writing from Spalding University. She has lived in New Zealand, England, and New York, but 
although she loves to travel, thinks she’s in Florida to stay. Her website is www.marjettageerling.com

fAncy whiTe TrAsh
viking/Penguin, may 2008. north American
german: Bertelsmann Jugenbuch
young Adult

*on The 2009 rAinbow lisT!

Finding love is simple with the One True Love Plan. “If only life were as easy as your sisters.” Abby’s heard that 
one before. And it’s true - Shelby and Kait aren’t exactly prim and proper. Abby is determined not to follow in 
their footsteps, so she has created the One True Love Plan. The most important part of the plan is Rule #1: Find 
Someone New. This means finding a guy who hasn’t already dated Shelby or Kait. But when Abby starts falling 
for the possible father of Kait’s baby, she has to figure out if some rules are meant to be broken. This debut 
novel, a modern comedy of errors, is as lighthearted and irreverant as its title.

reviews!

“Told in a witty, toned-down Meg Cabot style . . . the likable main character and fast-paced storytelling will 
appeal to fans of Aimee Friedman’s The Year My Sister Got Lucky and Meg Cabot’s Pants on Fire.”
—school library Journal

“An honest view of a broken family, as Abby learns that understanding and love are possible even in her 
“trashy” life.” 
—KliATT 

“The humor bubbles consistently” 
—Publishers weekly

AN ALA BEST BOOK FOR YOUNG ADULTS 2009!
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PATriciA reilly giff 

Patricia Reilly Giff has received the Newbery Honor for Pictures of Hollis Woods and Lily’s Crossing, which is also 
a Boston Globe—Horn Book Honor Book. Nory Ryan’s Song was named an ALA Best Book for Young Adults 
and an ALA Notable Book. As a reading teacher for 20 years, the educational consultant for Dell Yearling and 
Young Yearling books, an adviser and instructor to aspiring writers, and the author of more than 60 books for 
children, Patricia Reilly Giff has spent her entire life surrounded by books. Her website is: www.randomhouse.
com/features/patriciareillygiff 

unTil i finD JuliAn (sTAnD-Alone)
random house, september 2015. north American        final manuscript available
middle grade

Matt’s brother Julian has disappeared somewhere in the United States, that huge country up north. What 
could have happened? Matt is determined to search for him. He’ll leave his family and the house he loves 
to take that long journey across the desert and cross the border. He travels with Angel, a girl who harbors a 
secret that he wants to unravel, and he promises himself that he won’t go home until he finds Julian. 

winTer sKy 
random house, January 2014. north American
middle grade

Siria loves everyone at Pop’s firehouse and she loves the stars in the winter sky. Her mother, who died, named 
her after Sirius—the Dog Star, brightest in January. But starry nights can fill with flames, and Siria sneaks 
out to chase the fire trucks. If she’s there, everyone will be safe. Still, Siria’s not brave like Pop. Her best friend 
Douglas used to chase with her, and it wasn’t so scary. But she did something wrong; they’re not friends 
anymore. This winter, Siria must learn to be brave. Because she’s got to fix things with Douglas; and when Pop 
is injured, she needs courage and her friends, more than ever. 

gingersnAP 
random house, march 2013. north American    
young Adult

After years of living in a foster home, Jayna comes to live with her brother, Rob. For the first time she feels 
part of a family. But it’s 1945 now, and Rob, a cook in the navy, is on a ship bound for the Pacific. When Jayna 
hears he’s missing in action, with the encouragement of a voice … a ghost perhaps … she leaves for Brooklyn, 
searching for a grandmother. She becomes an invaluable part of a bakery, cooking wonderful soups, and at 
the same time, finding love and a family.

hunTer morAn sAves The universe
holiday house, november 2012. north American                          
middle grade

Hunter Moran and his twin brother, Zach, just learned that secret agents are wandering around trying to find 
a spy. To make matters worse, Hunter and Zach are stuck babysitting for brainy, loud mouth, five year old 

TWO-TIME NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER!
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r my nAme is rAchel
random house children’s books, August 2011. north American
middle grade

Rachel, Cassie, and Joey live in the city with their Pop, until Pop’s search for work lands the family on a run 
down farm. Dreamy Rachel loves to read, and doesn’t know much about the country. Times are hard there, 
too—the school and library are closed.  When Pop gets work near Canada, he has to leave the children on the 
farm alone. For two months! But Rachel’s the oldest, and she’ll make sure they’re all right. Somehow.

sToryTeller
random house children’s books, september 2010. north American
Japanese: Ca-Et-La Shobo Ltd
middle grade

Elizabeth is drawn into a dramatic story from the American Revolution when she discovers a portrait of 
her ancestor, a girl called Zee, who has a striking resemblance to Elizabeth. The girls’ lives intertwine and 
Elizabeth’s present-day story alternates with Zee’s. As Elizabeth learns about Zee, and walks where Zee once 
walked and battles raged, the past becomes as vivid and real as the present.

eleven
random house children’s books, April 2009. north American
french: Flammarion Japanese: Bunken Shuppan
middle grade

Sam is almost 11 when he discovers a locked box in the attic above his grandfather Mack’s room, and a piece 
of paper that says he was kidnapped. There are lots of other words, but Sam has always had trouble reading. 
He’s desperate to find out who he is, and if his beloved Mack is really his grandfather. At night he’s haunted 
by dreams of a big castle and a terrifying escape on a boat. Who can he trust to help him read the documents 
that could unravel the mystery? Then he and the new girl, Caroline, are paired up to work on a school project, 
building a castle in Mack’s woodworking shop. Caroline loves to read, and she can help. But she’s moving 
soon, and the two must hurry to discover the truth about Sam.

wATer sTreeT
random house children’s books u.s.A., september 2008. north American
middle grade

Brooklyn, 1875: Bird Mallon lives on Water Street where you can see the huge towers of the bridge to 
Manhattan being built. Bird wants nothing more in life than to be brave enough to be a healer, like her 
mother, Nory, to help her sister Annie find love, and to convince her brother, Hughie, to stop fighting for 
money with his street gang. And of course, she wishes that a girl would move into the empty apartment 
upstairs so that she can have a new friend close by.  But Thomas Neary and his Pop move in upstairs. Thomas 
who writes about his life in his journal--his father who spends each night at the Tavern down the street, 
the mother he wishes he had, and the Mallon family downstairs that he desperately wants to be a part of. 
Thomas, who has a secret that only Bird suspects, and who turns out to be the best friend Bird could ever 
have. 
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A house of TAilors
random house children’s books, August 2006. north American
middle grade

SEWING! NO ONE could hate it more than Dina Kirk. Endless tiny stitches, button holes, darts. Since she was 
tiny, she’s worked in her family’s dressmaking business, where the sewing machine is a cranky member of 
the family. When 13-year-old Dina leaves her small town in Germany to join her uncle’s family in Brooklyn, 
she turns her back on sewing. Never again! But looking for a job leads her right back to the sewing machine. 
Why did she ever leave home? Here she is, still with a needle and thread—and homesick to boot.  She didn’t 
know she could be this homesick, but she didn’t know she could be so brave either, as she is standing up to 
an epidemic or a fire. She didn’t know she could grow so close to her new family or to Johann, the young man 
from the tailor’s shop. And she didn’t know that sewing would reveal her own wonderful talent—and her 
future. 

mAggie’s Door
random house children’s books, september 2005. north American
middle grade

Maggie’s Door is the story of the journey from Ireland to America told by both Nory and her neighbor and 
friend Sean Red Mallon, two different stories with the same destination—the home of Nory’s sister Maggie, 
at 416 Smith Street, Brooklyn, America.  Patricia Reilly Giff calls upon her long research into Irish history and 
her great powers as a storyteller in this deeply involving, riveting stand-alone companion novel to Nory Ryan’s 
Song.

willow run
random house children’s books, september 2005. north American
middle grade

Meggie Dillon’s life has been turned upside down by World War II. Meggie’s father has announced that they 
must help the war effort and move to Willow Run, Michigan, where he’ll work nights in a factory building 
important war planes that will help fight the enemy in Europe. Willow Run will be the greatest adventure ever, 
Meggie thinks. There she meets Patches and Harlan, other kids like her from far-off places whose parents have 
come here to do their part in the war. And there she faces questions about courage, and what it takes to go 
into battle, like Eddie, and to keep hope alive on the home front.

All The wAy home
random house inc., April 2003. north American
middle grade

It’s August 1941, and Brick and Mariel both love the Brooklyn Dodgers. Brick listens to their games on the 
radio in Windy Hill, in upstate New York, where his family has an apple orchard; Mariel, once a polio patient in 
the hospital in Windy Hill, lives in Brooklyn near the Dodgers’ home, Ebbets Field. She was adopted by Loretta, 
a nurse at the hospital, and has never known what happened to her own mother. Someday, somehow, she 
plans to return to Windy Hill and find out. When a fire destroys their orchard, Brick’s parents must leave the 
farm to find work. They send him to live in Brooklyn with their friend Loretta, even though Brick knows that 
their elderly neighbors need his help to pick what’s left of the apples. The only good thing about Brooklyn is 
seeing the Dodgers play–that, and his friendship with Mariel. Maybe, together, they’ll find a way to return to 
Windy Hill, save the harvest, and learn the truth about Mariel’s past. 
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PicTures of hollis wooDs
bDD books for young readers, september 2002.  north American
Korean: Prooni uK: Watts Publishing
middle grade

A troublesome 12-year-old orphan, staying with an elderly artist who needs her, remembers the only other 
time she was happy in a foster home, with a family that truly seemed to care about her.

lily’s crossing
random house children’s books, february 1997. north American
chinese: Foreign Language and Teaching Co
middle grade

Lily has planned a spectacular summer in her family’s cozy house on stilts over the Atlantic Ocean but by the 
summer of 1944, World War II has changed almost everyone’s life. Lily’s best friend, Margaret, and her family 
have moved to a wartime factory town and Lily’s father is on his way overseas to the war. There’s no one else 
Lily’s age in Rockaway until Albert comes, a refugee from Hungary, a boy with a secret sewn into his coat. 
Albert has lost most of his family in the war; he’s been through things Lily can’t imagine. But when they join 
together to rescue and care for a kitten, they begin a special friendship. 

Don’T Tell The girls
holiday house, march 2005. north American
memoir

In this delightful memoir Patricia Reilly Giff discovers surprising information about her Irish ancestors. 

minnie & mAx #1: KiDnAP AT The cATfish cAfÉ 
viking/Penguin, June 2001. north America
middle grade

Minnie’s detective business is kind of slow--until one day a stray cat drops into her life, along with her first 
case. Soon Minnie is investigating a crime wave, and she’s hot on the trail of a thief who would steal anything-
-even a cat!

minnie & mAx #2: mAry moon is missing
viking/Penguin, June 2001. north American
middle grade

Minnie and her cat Max are on the case when a valuable racing pigeon disappears. The Pigeon Prize Race is 
this Saturday, and time is running out. Can they rescue the stolen pigeon in time?

ronAlD morgAn goes To cAmP
Puffin, January 1997. north American
middle grade

Ronald Morgan and his friends pile into the bus bound for camp. They’ll swim, hike, and tell scary stories in 
the dark, and if they’re good at something they might even win a medal. But Ronald isn’t good at anything--
or is he?

1998 NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER! 

2002 NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER! 
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zigzAg KiDs #1: number one KiD
yearling, August 2010. world english                                                           
middle grade

I’M #1! That’s what Mitchell McCabe’s favorite T-shirt says. He’d like to be Number One at the Zigzag Afternoon 
Center, where there are lots of fun activities to choose from: swimming, nature walks, field trips, art, even 
homework help. And YAY—there’s snack time! But Mitchell is worried. What if he’s the only kid who doesn’t 
get a prize on Prize Day? Luckily, Mitchell realizes he’s a winner at something terrific.  In this delightful 
new series, award-winning author Patricia Reilly Giff introduces readers to a quirky, lovable group of kids, 
capturing all the excitement and surprises of new friends and after-school fun.

zigzAg KiDs #2: big whoPPer
yearling, August 2010. world english                                                           
middle grade

It’s Discovery Week at the Zigzag Afternoon Center! Everyone writes their discoveries on a big sheet of paper 
in the hallway. But Destiny Washington can’t think of anything new to discover. Before she knows it, Destiny 
has told a BIG whopper. And snooty Gina, who’s great at discovering things, knows all about it. Destiny has to 
find a way out of the whopper. In the end, she makes the best discovery of all.  In this delightful new series, 
award-winning author Patricia Reilly Giff introduces readers to a quirky, lovable group of kids, capturing all 
the excitement and surprises of new friends and after-school fun.

zigzAg KiDs #3: flying feeT
yearling, April 2011. world english                                                           
middle grade

When Charlie hears that special buzz in his head, he knows it means one thing: an idea for a new invention. 
But Charlie’s ideas tend to backfire—such as the flying feet that don’t really fly. If only Charlie could make 
his inventions work, people might think he’s as special as his older brother, Larry. Then the Zigzag afternoon 
center organizes a Come as a Character Day, and Charlie gets his chance to shine.

zigzAg KiDs #4: sTAr Time
yearling, August 2011. world english                                                          
middle grade

In the fourth book in the Zigzag Kids series, it’s showtime at the  Zelda A. Zigzag Afternoon Center. Gina loves 
to sing and she’s determined to be the star of the play. She’s already told everybody she knows to come see 
her. But her friend Destiny wants to be the star, too!

zigzAg KiDs #5: beArs bewAre
yearling, April 2012. world english                                                   
middle grade

Mitchell really doesn’t want to go camping with the other kids at the Zigzag Afternoon Center. Sleeping in 
the woods with creepy crawly things, coyotes, and bears? Yikes! But his best friend Habib is going, and it’s 
Mitchell’s birthday that weekend. He’s just got to find a way to be brave, and scare the bears away!  As the 
fifth book in the Zigzag Kids series—which also includes Number One Kid, Big Whopper, Flying Feet, and 
Star Time—Bears Beware continues to delight readers with award-winning author Patricia Reilly Giff’s quirky, 
lovable group of kids, capturing all the excitement and surprises of new friends and after-school fun.
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zigzAg KiDs #6: suPer surPrise
yearling, August 2012. world english
middle grade                                  

This week the kids at the Zigzag Afternoon Center are being creative, and trying new things. But that’s not so 
easy for Destiny. All of her ideas turn into disasters—until she finds out what a good poet she is.

zigzAg booK #7: sKy high
yearling, April 2013. world english
middle grade

Charlie has lots of ideas. Need something to go sky high? Ah-ha! The zinger-winger! Need to launch a cheese 
popper into soup? The amazing popper-upper! But the zinger-winger zings more than wings and the popper-
upper plops. Charlie isn’t allowed to invent for a week. Meanwhile, the afterschool invention fair is coming up. 
He needs time to make something special. Good thing he has his friends and Mr. Redfern, another inventor, to 
help him out.                  

zigzAg booK #8: zigzAg zoom
yearling, August 2013. world english 
middle grade.

The Zigzag Zebras have been challenged by the Timpanzi School Tigers to a race. They’ll have to practice 
hard. Too bad Gina is a better opera singer than a runner. Ramon has them running all over—in the 
schoolyard, down Stone Street, back into the gym, down the stairs. They have to win!

PolK sTreeT mysTeries #1: mysTery of The blue ring
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

Second-grader Dawn Bosco puts her mystery-solving skills to the test when her former best friend, Emily 
Arrow, loses her birthday ring. Dawn Bosco and Emily Arrow used to be best friends, until Dawn took Emily’s 
unicorn. Even though Dawn eventually gave it back, Emily still won’t talk to her. When Emily’s blue birthday 
ring goes missing after art class, the rest of the second grade accuses Dawn of stealing it. Dawn sets out to 
solve the mystery herself to prove she is innocent—and maybe get her best friend back. (Originally published 
1987)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries  #2: riDDle of The reD Purse
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

When Dawn Bosco finds a red purse on the playground after school one day, she knows she’s also found a 
new mystery to solve. But after she puts up posters and makes an announcement on the loudspeaker, too 
many people are trying to claim the purse! The only clues are a shopping list, some money, and some dust 
that looks like cookie crumbs. Dawn will have to figure out the riddle of the purse’s odd contents to find its 
rightful owner. (Originally published 1987)
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PolK sTreeT mysTeries  #3: secreT AT The PolK sTreeT school
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

Ms. Rooney’s second-grade class is determined to win the school contest by putting on a surprise play. Dawn 
Bosco will play Little Red Riding Hood, and Jason Bazyk will be the Big Bad Wolf. But someone is trying to ruin 
everything. First, Dawn hears a scary voice backstage. Then, the wolf suit goes missing. Dawn has to get to the 
bottom of the mystery in order to save the play and win the prize. (Originally published 1987)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries  #4: PowDer Puff Puzzle
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

One hot summer day, Dawn Bosco’s cat, Powder Puff, jumps into an open car window. Before Dawn can catch 
up, the driver speeds off! Dawn is sad, but she knows she’s a great detective. It’s up to the Polka Dot Private 
Eye to track down the car, the driver, and Powder Puff. (Originally published 1987)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries #5: cAse of The cool-iTch KiD
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

Dawn Bosco’s on her way to summer camp. She can’t wait for the fun to begin, but when her shell mirror and 
a favorite pin disappear, it’s time for the Polka Dot Private Eye to investigate. Dawn’s sure one of the kids from 
the Coolidge School—a Cool-Itch Kid—took her things. But she’s forgotten her detective kit at home, so how 
can she solve the case? An unexpected offer of help leads Dawn to the answer, and, best of all, to a surprising 
new friend at camp. (Originally published 1989)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries #6: gArbAge Juice for breAKfAsT
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

Dawn Bosco can’t wait! Her camp counselor, Miss Perry, has just handed out clues for a treasure hunt. Dawn’s 
itching to put on her Polka Dot Private Eye hat and find the hidden treasure. But her friend Lizzie Lee’s hot on 
the trail, too! Lizzie’s afraid of creepy, crawly things. Dawn’s scared of horses with big teeth. But nothing will 
stop detectives Dawn and Lizzie! (Originally published 1989)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries  #7: TrAil of The screAming TeenAger
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

It’s a hot summer day at the beach. Arno the killer kindergarten kid is building an apartment complex on 
his mother’s  feet. Somewhere a teenager is screaming. Who has stolen Gladys Mindy’s almost-diamond 
necklace with the two almost-ruby hearts? She’s offering a reward to whoever finds the thief. Dawn Bosco, the 
Polka Dot Private Eye, is soon on the trail. But Arno keeps tripping her up. Will she solve her hottest case yet? 
(Originally published 1990)

PolK sTreeT mysTeries #8: The clue AT The zoo
open road integrated media, January 2013. world english
middle grade

Oh, no! Arno the killer kindergarten kid is back and Dawn Bosco’s grandmother is his baby-sitter. How will 
Dawn and Jill ever have fun at the zoo with him along? Luckily, Dawn, finds a mystery to solve. Someone has 
lost a notebook with gritty white poison all over it. But Arno has disappeared. If Dawn and Jill spend all their 
time looking for Arno, will they ever find out who owns the book? (Originally published 1990)
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reviews!

“Giff again introduces a carefully delineated and sympathetic heroine in this quiet contemporary novel.”  
—Publishers weekly on PicTures of hollis wooDs

“This intimate story realistically examines friendship, family secrets and the struggles of a learning-disability 
child trying to make sense of the world.”  
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on eleven

“Exceptional characterizations and a robust story line...this has all the ingredients that best reward readers.”  
—Publishers weekly on lily’s crossing

“Brilliantly told.”  
—The new york Times book review on lily’s crossing

“[Lily’s Crossing] has all the elements that best reward readers.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on lily’s crossing

“Details /.../ are woven with great effect into a realistic story.”
—The horn book magazine *starred review* on lily’s crossing

“[Giff] pulls readers’s heartstrings…a deftly told story.”
—Kirkus reviews on lily’s crossing

“Patricia Riley Giff’s Newbery Honor-winning story of a special friendship between a young girl and an 
immigrant boy set in Rockaway during World War II.”
—school library Journal on lily’s crossing

“With wry comedy and intense feeling, and without intrusive historical detail, Giff gets across a strong sense 
of what it was like on the home front during World War II … The friendship story is beautifully drawn: both Lily 
and Albert are wary, reluctant, and needy; they quarrel as much as they bond, and in the end, they help each 
other to be brave.” 
—booklist on lily’s crossing

“Giff deftly builds upon Siria’s relationships with Pop, his colleagues at the firehouse, her friends Laila and 
Douglas, and a stray dog, greatly broadening the usual definition of family. There is some gritty reality, but the 
overall tone is one of goodness, kindness and community. Tender and satisfying.”
—Kirkus reviews on winTer sKy 

“Siria’s close-knit community evokes a comforting atmosphere of warmth and mutual support even in the 
midst of danger.”
—Publishers weekly on winTer sKy

“Despite moments of seriousness, such as her father getting injured during a rescue and a fight with her best 
friend, conflicts are resolved smoothly and quickly. Interspersed throughout the book are tales about Siria’s 
namesake, the star Sirius, which add a layered dimension to the storytelling. Children will relate to Siria’s 
desire to protect her dad and those she loves. A powerful tale of friendship, family, and discovery.”
—school library Journal on winTer sKy

“Fans of award-winning author Giff will appreciate the smooth juxtaposition of the mother’s warm 
omnipotence through her ethereal guidebook, the devastating burning power of fire, and the crystal clear 
luminosity of the winter sky.”
—booklist on winTer sKy
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hArDie grAmATKy

Hardie Gramatky was born in Dallas, Texas. He attended Stanford University and Chouinard School of Art. He 
helped start the regional art known as the California Watercolor movement in the late 1920s at the same time 
that he began work in 1929 as an animator for Walt Disney Studios. When his contract was up in 1936, he and 
his wife (artist Dorothea Cooke, whose nickname was “Doppy”) moved to New York City to work as illustrators. 
It was in 1939 that Gramatky saw a small Moran tugboat out on the East River that didn’t seem to want to 
work, and out of that grew a pile of watercolors, the idea for a children’s book, and then LITTLE TOOT was 
published as one of G. P. Putnam’s first children’s books. 

In 1946, the artist, his wife and daughter, Linda, moved to Connecticut, and in 1951 Gramatky was elected an 
academician in the National Academy of Design, an honor given to only 24 “aquarellists”, as watercolor artists 
were called back then. LITTLE TOOT was honored by the Library of Congress when it named the story of the 
mischievous tugboat a classic in children’s literature, and in 1949 Little Toot was afloat in the Tournament 
of Roses in Pasadena, CA. Over six million copies of the book have been sold over the years and it has been 
translated into Japanese, Thai, Danish, South African, Afrikaans and other languages. 

A modest, optimistic man, Gramatky would have been stunned to be named in 2006 by Andrew Wyeth to a 
list of the twenty all-time great American watercolorists, but the proof is in how his paintings and books have 
lived on after him. His website is www.gramatky.com

liTTle TooT resToreD clAssic
viking/Penguin, september 2007. north American
Picture book

First published in 1939, this classic story of the energetic tugboat is brought to new life in this restored 
edition. With the help and support of Hardie Gramatky’s estate, to mark the 100th anniversary of his birth, we 
have used archived first editions and Hardie’s original paintings to restore Little Toot to its full glory, bringing 
back a richness of color that has been lost in decades of reprintings. This new edition also features several of 
the artist’s full-color manuscript sketches, never before seen in print, and reintroduces the book’s exquisite 
original endpapers. (Originally published 1939)

liTTle TooT reADing rAilroAD: The clAssic AbriDgeD ADDiTion
Putnam (grosset & Dunlap), June 2000. north American
Picture book

In print for more than 60 years, this classic story of the cutest, silliest tugboat continues to delight children 
around the world. This edition features watercolor illustrations drawn in the style of the late Gramatky. 
(Originally published 1939)

liTTle TooT: 8x8 eDiTion
Putnam (grosset & Dunlap), 2000. north American
Picture book

Now in print for more than sixty years, this classic story of “the cutest, silliest tugboat you ever saw” continues 
to delight children around the world. This 8 x 8 edition features watercolor illustrations done in the style of the 
late Hardie Gramatky. (Originally published 1939)
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liTTle TooT: liTTle TooT’s busy worlD (sTicKer sTories)
Putnam (grosset & Dunlap), october 1999. north American
Picture book

Toot! Toot! Everybody’s favorite little tugboat is back in five new formats to celebrate his 60th anniversary! 
Join Little Toot on a busy tugboat day. Help him pull cargo, push boats into the dock, and teach other little 
tugboats to play thread-the-needle and do his famous figure 8’s! Over 75 stickers included!

liTTle TooT: Tub Time wiTh liTTle TooT
Putnam (grosset & Dunlap), october 1999. north American
Picture book

Toot! Toot! Everybody’s favorite little tugboat is back in five new formats to celebrate his 60th anniversary! 
Here’s an imaginative bathtime story with colorful vinyl pages for fun in the tub. What better format for the 
cutest little tugboat on the high seas!

liTTle TooT: liTTle TooT boArD AnD Puzzle booK
Putnam (grosset & Dunlap), october 1999. north American
Picture book

A Picture Puzzle Board Book version of the famous story. Includes 12 puzzle pieces tucked into a sturdy sliding 
drawer. Full color.
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JAn greenberg

Jan Greenberg was born December 29, 1942 in St. Louis Missouri.  She spent a year at the University of 
Arizona and then finished college at Washington University.  She has taught creative writing and art 
appreciation in the public schools and at several colleges. She currently has an art gallery featuring 
contemporary American art.  She and her husband have three daughters– Lynne, Jeanne and Jackie.  
Her hobbies include travel and collecting jewelry.  She does do author visits. She is best known for her 
biographies of great artists. Heart to Heart was an ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Chuck Close Up Close was 
an ALA Notable Book and an SLJ Best Book. Action Jackson was an SLJ Best Book in 2002. Vincent Van Gogh 
was an ALA Best Book and a Sibert Honor Book in 2001.

runAwAy girl
Abrams, march 2003. world english
young Adult (non-fiction)

*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs, 2003!
*The bulleTin of The cenTer for chilDren’s booKs:  blue ribbon booK!
*A new yorK Public librAry booK for The TeenAge!

This title about one of the most important and controversial artists of the 20th century is aimed at young 
teenagers. Runaway Girl provides an intimate look at the life and work of sculptor Louise Bourgeois (born 
1911). Known for her graphic, sometimes disturbing, yet always personal artworks, Bourgeois broke down 
barriers for women in the male-dominated art world as she struggled to make sense of her own troubled 
past. Family photographs and reproductions of Bourgeois’s work—from “Deconstruction of Father” to 
“Maman”—are interspersed with exclusive interviews, selections from the artist’s journals and clear text. 

reviews!

“Beautifully reproduced photographs, printed on well-designed pages, offer an excellent mix of the artist’s 
personal life and her art, though the authors remind readers that ‘we don’t have to know her story to have our 
own strong reaction,’ to her work. By showing the relationship among shapes, colors, materials, and emotions, 
the authors invite readers to approach even the most bewildering art with confidence and think about it in 
their own words.”  
—booklist *starred review*

“A copiously illustrated volume that provides a blueprint for aspiring artists of all ages.” 
—Publishers weekly
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brenDAn hAlPin

Brendan Halpin was a high school English teacher for ten years before penning his first novel. He is the author 
of How Ya Like Me Now and Forever Changes, as well as several novels for adults.  His website is  
www.brendanhalpin.com

A reAlly Awesome mess (wiTh Trish cooK)
egmont, December 2012. world english                             
young Adult

Two teenagers. Two very bumpy roads taken that lead to Heartland Academy.  
Justin was just having fun, but when his dad walked in on him with a girl in a very compromising position, 
Justin’s summer took a quick turn for the worse. His parents’ divorce put Justin on rocky mental ground, and 
after a handful of Tylenol lands him in the hospital, he has really hit rock bottom.  
Emmy never felt like part of her family. She was adopted from China. Her parents and sister tower over her 
and look like they came out of a Ralph Lauren catalog--and Emmy definitely doesn’t. After a scandalous photo 
of Emmy leads to vicious rumors around school, she threatens the boy who started it all on Facebook.  
Justin and Emmy arrive at Heartland Academy, a reform school that will force them to deal with their issues, 
damaged souls with little patience for authority. But along the way they will find a ragtag group of teens who 
are just as broken, stubborn, and full of sarcasm as themselves. In the end, they might even call each other 
friends.  
A funny, sad, and remarkable story, A Really Awesome Mess is a journey of friendship and self-discovery that 
teen readers will surely sign up for.

TessA mAsTerson will go To Prom (wiTh emily frAnKlin)
walker, march 2012. world english/german                                           
young Adult

Lucas and Tessa’s friendship is the stuff of legend in their small Midwestern town. So it’s no surprise when 
Lucas finally realizes his feelings for Tessa are more than friendship and he asks her to prom. What no one 
expected, especially Lucas, was for Tessa to come out as a lesbian instead of accepting his heartfelt invitation. 
Humiliated and confused, Lucas also feels betrayed that his best friend kept such an important secret from 
him. What’s worse is Tessa’s decision to wear a tastefully tailored tuxedo to escort her female crush, sparking 
a firestorm of controversy. Lucas must decide if he should stand on the sidelines or if he should stand by his 
friend to make sure that Tessa Masterson will go to prom. Emily Franklin and Brendan Halpin tackle both sides 
of a ripped-from-the headlines story to show that true friendship will triumph after all.

JennA AnD JonAh’s fAuxmAnce (wiTh emily frAnKlin)
walker, february 2011. world english/german                                         
young Adult

Fans of romance don’t need to look any further than the fauxmance brewing between teen idols Charlie 
Tracker and Fielding Withers—known on their hit TV show as Jenna and Jonah, next-door neighbors flush 
with the excitement of first love. But it’s their off-screen relationship that has helped cement their fame, as 
passionate fans follow their every PDA. They grace the covers of magazines week after week. Their fan club 
has chapters all over the country. The only problem is their off-screen romance is one big publicity stunt, and 
Charlie and Fielding can’t stand to be in the same room. Still, it’s a great gig, so even when the cameras stop 
rolling, the show must go on, and on, and on. . . . Until the pesky paparazzi blow their cover, and Charlie and 
Fielding must disappear to weather the media storm. It’s not until they’re far off the grid of the Hollywood 
circuit that they realize that there’s more to each of them than shiny hair and a winning smile.
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noTes from The blenDer (wiTh Trish cooK)
egmont, may 2011. world english                
young Adult

Declan loves death metal—particularly from Finland. And video games—violent ones. And internet porn—
any kind, really. He goes to school with Neilly Foster and spends most of his classroom time wondering what 
it might be like to know her, to talk to her, maybe even to graze against her sweater in the hallway. Neilly is an 
accomplished gymnast, naturally beautiful, and a constant presence at all the best parties (to which Declan 
is never invited).  She’s the queen of cool, the princess of poker face, and her rule is uncontested—or it was 
until today, when she’s dumped by her boyfriend, betrayed by her former BFF Lulu, and then informed she’s 
getting a new brother—of the freaky fellow classmate variety. Declan’s dad is marrying Neilly’s mom. Soon. 
Which means they’ll be moving in together. 

The hAlf-life of PlAneTs (wiTh emily frAnKlin)
hyperion, June 2010. north American               
french: La Martiniere
young Adulti

Lianna is an aspiring planetary scientist…and also a kissing expert. She’s got a lot of experience. Maybe 
too much. So this summer she decides to conduct an experiment: she’s going to give up the kissing part. It 
shouldn’t be too hard for her—after all, none of her kissing partners so far have been worth the lip time. That 
is, until Hank comes along. Hank has never been kissed.  He’s smart and funny—sometimes without intending 
to be—and a little socially challenged. Hank’s got Asperger’s syndrome. This means he knows nearly every 
track that Kirsty Maccoll has ever appeared on, but not when to shut up about it. Despite his loquatiousness, 
he also doesn’t know when to say the things he should. Things like, I don’t have a father. I want to hold your 
hand, I want to kiss you. It would appear that Hank and Liana are in for an interesting summer—if the planets 
align correctly. 

shuTouT
fsg, August 2010. north American                
young Adult

Amanda and Lena have been soccer stars and best friends for years, but now, when Amanda makes the 
junior varsity team and Lena makes the varsity, Amanda finds herself increasingly shut out of her friend’s life. 
Suddenly, everything Amanda took for granted is changing—but she’s about to discover that might not be 
bad. Brendan Halpin’s new novel is about friendship, family, soccer, and the confusing time when everything 
that used to feel simple suddenly feels complicated.

forever chAnges
fsg, september 2008. north American                
german: Luebbe
young Adult

5:30 a.m., Brianna Pelletier gets ready for her daily pounding. As she lies on the couch, her dad beats her 
chest, then her back, coaxing the mucus out of her lungs. The pounding doesn’t take care of everything. 
Brianna’s held out for a long time, but a body with cystic fibrosis doesn’t last forever. It doesn’t matter that 
Brianna has a brilliant mathematical mind or that she’s a shoo-in for MIT. In the grand scheme of things, 
none of that stuff matters at all. The standard life is no more than a speck in the sum total of the universe. 
At eighteen, and doubting she’ll make nineteen, Brianna is practically a nonentity. Of course she’s done the 
math. But in her senior year of high school, Brianna learns of another kind of math, in which an infinitely 
small, near-zero quantity can have profound effects on an entire system. If these tiny quantities didn’t exist, 
things wouldn’t make sense.  Funny, tear-jerking, and memorable, Brianna is an extraordinary girl who learns 
that the meaning of forever can change, and that life—and death—is filled with infinite possibilities.
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how yA liKe me now
fsg, April 2007. north American                
young Adult

Since his dad died, Eddie’s mom has spent all her time getting high on OxyContin, leaving Eddie to take care 
of himself. When Eddie’s mom goes into rehab and his aunt and uncle take him away to Boston, everything 
changes. His new school, which he attends with his cousin Alex, is experimental: there’s a CEO instead of a 
principal, classes are held in an office building, and the students, all sporting business-casual looks, are the 
only urban kids Eddie has ever seen outside of a rap video. As for Alex, it’s bad enough that he has to share 
his bedroom with Eddie, but his parents are on his case about including his quiet cousin in his social life as 
well. Alex wants to do the right thing, but between talking to girls, playing video games, thinking about girls, 
laughing with his friends, and looking at girls, when is he supposed to find time to help Eddie and “work up 
to his potential” in school? Two boys find that they have a lot to learn from each other in this touching, funny 
novel about finding your place and looking out for your friends.

“An engaging YA slice-of-life story, capped by an upbeat resolution and endowed with both laughter and 
healing.”  
—booklist on how yA liKe me now

“This is a heartbreaking story of courage, friendship, and acceptance, with some great math concepts to 
boot.” 
—school library Journal on forever chAnges

“The story of a young woman whose time is measurable if not mathematically knowable . . . readers will be 
drawn by that affecting theme.”  
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on forever chAnges

“A smart and unusual romance just about right for fans of John Green.” 
—booklist on The hAlf-life of PlAneTs

“A quick, good-natured, and perceptive read about best friends growing apart, no doubt one of the hardest 
parts of growing up.” 
—booklist, starred review on shuTouT

“This delightful, funny romance novel based on Much Ado about Nothing, challenges our everyday scripts 
and false judgments. Readers will not need to know the play to enjoy the plot but may develop an interest in 
and an appreciation for Shakespeare’s plays and insight.” 
—voyA on JennA AnD JonAh’s fAuxmAnce

“An emotional story about the struggles gay teens often face and what it means to be a friend.” 
—Publishers weekly on TessA mAsTerson will go To Prom

“Telling the story through alternating viewpoints, the authors do not shy away from the complex emotions 
each character feels as they create a realistic snapshot of a devastating situation with an uplifting conclusion 
… the story is made entirely believable by the skill of the authors.” 
—school library Journal on TessA mAsTerson will go To Prom

reviews!
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rAlPh hArDy

Ralph Hardy is a professor of English at North Carolina Central University in Durham, NC. He graduated 
from the University of North Carolina with a degree in English and received his MFA from Columbia College, 
Chicago. He now lives in Chapel Hill, NC with his wife and children and is the author of Lefty, a novel, and a 
number of short stories.

Argos: The True sTory of my mAsTer oDysseus AnD his exPloiTs As TolD by his loyAl Dog
harpercollins children’s, fall 2015. north American  manuscript available: summer 2015
middle grade

Of the Odyssey’s more than 12,000 lines, fewer than 20 concern Odysseus’s dog, Argos, who was a puppy 
when his master left Ithaka to fight the Trojans and is not heard from for nearly 20 years. Argos: the True 
Story of my Master Odysseus and his Exploits as Told by His Loyal Dog takes Homer’s epic tale of angry 
gods and heroic men, fickle goddesses and loyal wives, and tells us the story Homer did not. Narrated by 
Odysseus’s loyal dog, Argos tells us what happens on Ithaka during the turbulent years after his master left, 
when Odysseus’s loyal wife Penelope and young son Telemachos fight to keep his estate from the suitors and 
his herds from the jaws of a marauding wolf pack. Woven between these events Argos hears from seabirds, 
turtles, bats and owls of the trials his master Odysseus is enduring, knowing that both of their fates lie in the 
hands of the gods.
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michAel hArmon

Michael Harmon was born in Los Angeles and now lives in the Pacific Northwest. He dropped out of high 
school as a senior and draws on many of his own experiences in his award-winning fiction for young adults. 
His website is: http://www.booksbyharmon.com/index.html 

sTicK
Knopf, August 2015. north American    manuscript available: summer 2015
young Adult 

Brett Patterson has golden hands. He can catch anything, but the thing he likes catching the best is a football. 
The only problem is that he hates playing. Hates the game, his teammates, his coach, and most of all, he hates 
that something he once loved has turned into something ugly. Brett faces the biggest decision in his life; 
quitting the thing he loves. But then he meets Preston, a dork who dresses up as a superhero for reasons of 
his own, and the last person in the world Brett ever thought would help him find the true meaning of what he 
loves, and what he lost.

unDer The briDge
Knopf, november 2012. north American                                   
young Adult

*A TexAs TAyshA high school reADing lisT selecTion! 
*Pen booK AwArD!

Tate’s younger brother, Indy, just might be the best skateboarder in Spokane.  He’s also pretty smart, though 
he couldn’t care less about school.  But when Indy clashes with his father one too many times and drops out 
of school, it’s up to Tate to win his brother back from the seedier elements of the city.  Can Tate convince Indy 
to come home, finish high school, and return to skating Under the Bridge with their crew?  Michael Harmon’s 
fast-paced and highly charged novel captures the enduring bond between two brother and their struggle for 
survival on the gritty streets of Spokane.

chAmber of five
Knopf, June 2011. north American                                          
young Adult

In a private-school conspiracy novel, 16-year-old Jason Weatherby knows exactly why he’s at the lambert 
school for the gifted. And it’s not for his brains. His dad is an influential state senator. It’s this same connection 
that lands him a spot on the secretive Chamber of Five, the elite group of students who run the school with 
a shadow government, tapping into the same lines of power as their parents. When he’s asked to physically 
assault and ruin the reputation of another student as part of his initiation, Jason sees firsthand the depravity 
of the chamber—and decides to work from the inside to take it down. But Jason taps into a conspiracy—and 
school secrets—far more insidious than he could ever have imagined. From award-winning author Michael 
Harmon comes a taut, thrillingly paced novel about the perils of privilege. Can one bold student set things 
right?
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“A marvelous debut.”
—Kirkus reviews on sKATe

“Readers will continue to cheer for this outsider who finds life’s deck stacked against him…A must-read for 
fans of Chris Crutcher.” 
—bulletin of the center of children’s books on sKATe

“Harmon compellingly renders wary, brittle Ian, particularly the tension between his admirable motivations 
and his self-destructive impulses.”
—booklist on sKATe

“Harmon offers a down-to-earth portrait of teenagers and adults alike working hard to exert control over their 
lives, a daily grind that is messy, complicated, and never easy.”
—Publishers weekly on unDer The briDge

“While the swearing, sex and drug use proclaim this an issues book for older teens, the heart is very much in 
the after-school-special camp, with a satisfying resolution never in doubt.”
—Kirkus reviews on unDer The briDge

“Harmon knows the world of outsiders, and he writes in a dead-on true voice, both funny and tragic.” 
—chris crutcher, author of DeADline and whAle TAlK

PrAise for lAsT exiT To normAl!

*An AlA-yAlsA “besT booK for young ADulTs”!
*AnA AlA rAinbow lisT selecTion for lgbTQ conTenT for youTh!
*A JAmes cooK booK AwArD winner for DiversiTy in Teen liTerATure!
*A TexAs TAyshAs high school reADing lisT selecTion!

“Harmon makes it work with believable characters, Ben’s biting wit, and solid lessons about acceptance and 
responsibility”
—library Journal *starred review* on lAsT exiT To normAl

“[Harmon] digs beneath the stereotypes of gays and rednecks to tackle issues emerging when conservative 
and liberal values clash…with skillful, often witty insights into human nature; because his take on people is 
cinvincing, audiences will want to believe in his story, too.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on lAsT exiT To normAl

reviews!
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michAel hArmon & John sheA

Michael Harmon was born in Los Angeles and now lives in the Pacific Northwest. He dropped out of high 
school as a senior and draws on many of his own experiences in his award-winning fiction for young adults. 
Michael’s novels include Skate, Last Exit to Normal, Brutal, and A Kid From Southie, which was written with John 
Shea. His website is www.booksbyharmon.com. 

John “Red” Shea was a top enforcer in South Boston Irish “Godfather” Whitey Bulger’s mob for the last 
ten years of Bulger’s reign, responsible for overseeing Bulger’s multi-million dollar narcotics empire. He 
completed his twelve-year federal prison sentence in 2002 and is now living on the right side of the law 
and working in Boston, Massachusetts. He is today upheld as a man of honor, and remains a cultural icon in 
Boston.

A KiD from souThie
westside books, may 2011.  world english                                
young Adult

High school senior Aiden O Connor’s life is in turmoil. Bored with school, his growing skill at boxing won’t pay 
the rent when his drunken father leaves, and someone is keeping his mom from finding work in any pub in 
South Boston. Lured by childhood friend Tommy’s promise of easy money, Aiden reluctantly gets mixed up 
with the Irish mob. Aiden’s strong sense of honor makes him a bit too good at his job with the King of the 
Street, who wants to keep Aiden involved for reasons of his own. Conflicted about nearly everything, Aiden 
has to decode where his loyalties lie and when he has had enough. Exploding with tough choices and the grit 
of true crime, A Kid from Southie is the story of one teen’s dangerous trip through the temptations of power 
and the sacrifices that come with it on his way to deciding who he wants to be.

reviews!

“A novel full of hard choices, romantic gestures and the real grit of street life, A Kid from Southie explores the 
temptation of power and the sacrifice that comes with it.”  
—Peter lerangis, author of 39 clues

“A Kid from Southie is a GREAT, compelling read. The combination of Red Shea’s real life story and Mike 
Harmon’s laserlike, spot-on prose makes this book irresistible.”  
—chris crutcher, author of Deadline and Whale talk
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Tommy hAys 

Tommy Hays is the author of several adult novels, most recently the successful and critically acclaimed 
The Pleasure Was Mine. It was a 2006 SIBA Fiction Finalist, and was read on National Public Radio’s “Radio 
Reader” and SCETV-Radio’s “Southern Read.” It was also chosen for the 2008 One City, One Book program in 
Greensboro, NC; the 2009 Amazing Read—Greenville, SC’s first community-wide reading of a single book; the 
2011 pick for “Alamance Reads,” a community-wide event in Alamance County, North Carolina; and the 2010-
11 selection for the similar “Rockingham County Reads.” Tommy is the Executive Director of the Great Smokies 
Writing Program and a Lecturer in the Master of Liberal Arts Program at the University of North Carolina at 
Asheville. His website is www.tommyhays.com

whAT i cAme To Tell you  
egmont, september 2013. world english
middle grade

Since the death of his mother, twelve-year-old Grover has been having a difficult time; the only thing that 
brings him solace are the hours he spends working on his “art” in the beloved bamboo grove near his 
Asheville home. His overworked father belittles his efforts; he feels his son is withdrawing from the world and 
throwing his time away. As tensions within and without the family build to a boiling point, help tiptoes its 
way into their lives. The roughhewn family from the mountains who have moved into the cheap rental nearby 
force their way into Grover’s forest and heart; their prickly independent neighbor proves to be a stalwart pillar 
to both his little sister and him, and even the peculiar young man who always lurks around them plays a role 
in lifting Grover and his family from their paralyzing grief. Poignant and touching but with bite, What I Came 
to Tell You introduces a great talent to children’s books.

reviews!

“Though the book spans just a few months, it’s packed with incident and complex connections between a 
range of characters. Hays is especially strong at depicting the network of people, old and young, who help 
Grover and his family move through their grief and, along the way, save his beloved forest.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review*

“Hays is a gifted storyteller, offering up an effective balance of credible emotion, understated 
wisdom, and gentle humor as Grover seeks help and resists it.”
—The bulletin for the center of children’s books *starred review*

“In addition to grief, this ambitious offering explores the meanings and value of art, faith and destiny, and 
Appalachian mountain culture … The compelling characters and engaging prose put it squarely in the win 
column. Readers will be quickly and surely drawn in by quirky siblings Grover and Sudie, rooting for them to 
find a measure of peace and happiness in the wake of tragedy.” 
—Kirkus reviews

“Hays’ story is filled with touching honesty and youthful wisdom, all of which help undergird Grover’s own 
discovery of the healing power of family, love, and art … The book’s quiet story of a young boy experiencing 
a tragic loss and learning how to live life … is moving.”
—booklist

2006 SIBA FICTION FINALIST!
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cJ hill

CJ Hill is a pen name for Janette Rallison, who is best known for writing romantic comedies, including My 
Fair Godmother and My Unfair Godmother. Erasing Time is her 18th published book. Her writing has shifted 
away from the romantic comedy genre, so her editor thought a pen name would be a good idea. New books 
include: dangerous dragons, time travel to dystopian worlds, and flesh-eating beetles. Her website is  
www.janetterallison.com

erAsing Time #1 
harpercollins, August 2012. north American
young Adult
When twins Sheridan and Taylor wake up 400 years in the future, they find a changed world: domed cities, 
no animals, and a language that’s so different, it barely sounds like English. And the worst news: they can’t go 
back home. The twenty-fifth-century government transported the girls to their city hoping to find a famous 
scientist to help perfect a devastating new weapon. The same government has implanted tracking devices 
in the citizens, limiting and examining everything they do. Taylor and Sheridan have to find a way out of the 
city before the government discovers their secrets. To complicate matters, the mob-like Dakine has interest 
in getting hold of them too. The only way for the girls to elude their pursuers is to put their trust in Echo, a 
guy with secrets of his own. The trio must put their faith in the unknown to make a harrowing escape into the 
wilds beyond the city. Full of adrenaline-injected chases and heartbreaking confessions, Erasing Time explores 
the strength of the bonds between twins, the risks and rewards of trust, and the hard road to finding the 
courage to fight for what you believe in.

erAsing Time #2: echo in Time

harpercollins, December 2013. north American
young Adult 

After being pulled 400 years into the future, twins Taylor and Sheridan have found some refuge from the 
government of Traventon, which used the dangerous Time Strainer to yank the girls from the past. Yet the 
threat of the dangerous technology still looms. Taylor and an ally, Joseph, are selected to go on a mission to 
destroy the time machine and weapon. But their actions before they do may have major consequences for 
the future and the past. Action-packed and romantic, this futuristic sequel to Erasing Time is perfect for fans of 
dystopian and sci-fi novels such as The Maze Runner by James Dashner, Across the Universe by Beth Revis, and 
Matched by Ally Condie.

slAyers
macmillan/feiwel & friends, september 2011. north American                   
young Adult

*2012 inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion young ADulT reADing lisT selecTion!

Dragons exist. They’re ferocious. And they’re smart: Before they were killed off by slayer-knights, they 
rendered a select group of eggs dormant, so their offspring would survive. Only a handful of people know 
about this, let alone believe it – these “Slayers” are descended from the original knights, and are now a diverse 
group of teens that includes Tori, a smart but spoiled senator’s daughter who didn’t sign up to save the world.  
The dragon eggs have fallen into the wrong hands. The Slayers must work together to stop the eggs from 
hatching. They will fight; they will fall in love. But will they survive?
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“This age-old jailbreak plot is seasoned with plentiful, often amusing novelties and historical 
misinterpretations. It’s a mash-up of Weird Science and Erewhon…the fun is never far behind.”
—Publishers weekly on erAsing Time

“A dash of time travel gives a fresh flavor to the quickly staling dystopia genre … Dramatic twists and turns to 
the very end ensure readers’ attention and the possibility of an equally thrilling sequel.”
—Kirkus reviews on erAsing Time

“Hill leaves the ending wide open for a sequel, and the combination of action and romance—which has 
become a trademark of the ever-growing trend of dystopian series—will make readers eager for the next 
installment.”
—booklist on erAsing Time

“Part urban fantasy, part superhero tale, this adventure is full of action, drama, and humor, with just a touch 
of romance. It’s a strong beginning with a memorable, realistic heroine who is competent without being 
unstoppable, fashion-conscious without being shallow, and thoroughly capable of rising to the occasion.”
—Publishers weekly on slAyers

“Enjoyably campy.”
—Kirkus reviews on slAyers

“[A] high-tension story … Hill offers cunning peeks into the minds of characters … This promising new series 
may feature dragons and a reeducation camp for contemporary youths who have mythological roots, but the 
character development, plotting, and ethical quandaries make this more than a worthy equal of the works of 
Rick Riordan or Christopher Paolini.”
—booklist on slAyers

“Imagine Buffy the Vampire Slayer attending summer camp (substituting dragons for bloodsuckers), and you 
have this exciting ‘fantasy debut’…Part urban fantasy, part superhero tale, this adventure is full of action, 
drama, and humor, with just a touch of romance.”  
—Publishers weekly online on slAyers

“This promising new book may feature dragons and a reeducation camp for contemporary youths who have 
mythological roots, but the character development, plotting, and ethical quandaries make this more than a 
worthy equal of the works of Rick Riordan or Christopher Paolini.” 
—booklist on slAyers

reviews!
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Polly holyoKe

Polly Holyoke holds a B.A. from Middlebury College and a teaching certificate from the University of Colorado. 
Before becoming a writer, Polly worked as a researcher and middle school history teacher. An avid scuba diver, 
Polly drew on her own diving experiences to create the undersea scenes depicted in The Neptune Project. Polly 
currently resides in Dallas, Texas with her husband and two children. Her website is www.pollyholyoke.com

The nePTune ProJecT #1
hyperion, April 2013. north American
uK: Puffin
young Adult

*TexAs bluebonneT AwArD 2014-2015 mAsTer lisT! 
*nominATeD for mArylAnD blAcK-eyeD susAn booK AwArD! 
*scholAsTic booK fAirs/booK club selecTion 2014! 
*bAnK sTreeT’s besT chilDren’s booKs of 2014! 
*finAlisT 2013 green eArTh booK AwArDs! 
*finAlisT 2014 TexAs booK AwArDs for mg/yA liTerATure!

With her awkward limbs, pale-bordering-on-translucent skin, and lungs so weak that she’s often left gasping 
for air, Nere feels more at home swimming with the dolphins her mother studies than she does hanging 
out with her classmates. Nere has never understood why she is so much more comfortable and confident 
in water than on land, but everything falls into place when she learns that she is one of a group of kids 
who—unbeknownst to them—have been genetically altered to survive in the ocean. These products of the 
“Neptune Project” will be able to build a better future under the sea, safe from the barren country’s famine, 
wars, and harsh laws. But there are some very big problems: no one ever asked Nere if she wanted to be 
a science experiment; the other Neptune kids aren’t exactly the friendliest bunch; and in order to reach 
the safe haven of the Neptune colony, Nere and her fellow mutates must swim through hundreds of miles 
of dangerous water, relying only on their wits, protective dolphins, and one another to evade terrifying 
undersea creatures and a government that will stop at nothing to capture the Neptune kids…dead or alive. 
Fierce battles and daring escapes abound as Nere and her friends race to safety in this action-packed aquatic 
adventure.

The nePTune chAllenge #2
hyperion, may 2015. north American                     manuscript available
young Adult

Genetically engineered to survive in the ocean, Nere and her friends are recovering from their treacherous 
journey to refuge and settling in at Safety Harbor. Despite their new home’s name, however, plenty of dangers 
still lurk just outside the compound’s boundaries. When two of her friends are kidnapped, Nere and the other 
Neptune kids are tasked with infiltrating the kidnapper’s lair, and they set out on an expedition even more 
perilous than their first. With bloodthirsty creatures and dangerous mutated kids roaming the ocean, there’s 
a chance they might not make it home alive. In the course of their rescue mission, Nere discovers that the 
secrets to saving the world’s oceans might also be hidden in the enemy’s camp. But with the odds stacked 
against them, will the Neptune kids find a way to save their friends, themselves, and their underwater world? 
The stakes couldn’t be higher in this thrilling sequel to the award-winning The Neptune Project!
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“Holyoke keeps her prose well-pitched to her audience, providing enough violence and even death to create 
suspense but muting it appropriately. She creates an interesting and diverse set of characters, including the 
dolphins. /…/ This suspenseful, undersea dystopia should keep middle schoolers hooked.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The nePTune ProJecT

“Almost every chapter ends with a cliff-hanger, forcing the reader to flip the page for more. In addition, the 
book revels in the beauty of the underwater world and the creatures that inhabit it. /…/ With both romance 
and adventure, THE NEPTUNE PROJECT will attract male and female readers.” 
—voyA on The nePTune ProJecT

“This is an enjoyable book, with lots of adventure, suspense, and underwater scenes. The novel hits the target 
audience right between the eyes on ‘hot button’ issues, especially global warming and its consequences, but 
should be popular with readers who are looking for a slightly different dystopian adventure or those who just 
dream of living in the ocean and playing with dolphins.” 
—school library Journal on The nePTune ProJecT

“Here is a dystopian novel with a neat underwater twist. /…/ the adventure element is a real draw. That Nere 
can experience regular kid situations throughout all of this—friend issues, parental problems—makes the 
story relatable, even if her best pals are (totally terrific) dolphins.” 
—booklist on The nePTune ProJecT

reviews!
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richArD Jennings

Richard Jennings was born and raised in Tennessee. After attending Rhodes College, he moved to Kansas 
City where he co-founded a popular bookstore, Rainy Day Books, where his books are always in stock. 
Mr. Jennings lives in Overland Park, Kansas, with his wife and family. He has written novels, short stories, 
essays, articles, children’s activity books, has made several professional appearances, is a literary judge, and 
he continues to publish new works. Mr. Jennings is a first place recipient of the Kansas Arts Commission’s 
biennial literary award, a first place winner for fiction from the Midwest Center for Literary Arts, a first place 
winner in the Southern Literary Festival, 2010 Kansas Senior Poet Laureate, winner of the 2010 Kansas Notable 
Book Award, a nominee for many state literary awards, a grant recipient from The Author’s Guild of New York, 
an experienced literary judge, and a sought-after speaker by universities, junior colleges, elementary, middle 
and junior high schools across the nation. Mr. Jennings’s novels for children have been translated into a 
number of European languages. His stories for senior citizens are routinely published in newspapers located 
throughout the country. He is co-founder of a Kansas City area retail bookstore designated by Publishers’ 
Weekly as a “Top Ten Independent Bookstore.” Mr. Jennings continues to write every day from the Overland 
Park town house that he shares with three little dachshunds (Milton, Tommy and Danny) and an octopus 
named Sandy. 

scribble
houghton mifflin harcourt, october 2004. north American
middle grade

He saw the first one at Wal-Mart, where a person can find just about anything they need, and quite a lot they 
don’t—even ghosts, as twelve-year-old Lawson discovers. Soon, Lawson’s days and nights are filled with 
the comings and goings of numerous long-dead famous people. But for all the ghosts he sees, there is one 
whose face he cannot, no matter how hard he tries. Jip: Jennifer Iris Palmer—why couldn’t he picture her face, 
when he wanted to more than anything? She would have understood. Jip knew something about everything. 
But Jip is gone, leaving Lawson without the benefit of his best friend’s extensive knowledge. Together 
with his dog Scribble, he struggles to unravel the meaning of his experiences. Through Lawson’s unusual 
misadventures, author Richard Jennings presents a sensitive and moving portrayal of one boy’s struggle to 
make some sense of his world in the wake of the loss of his best friend.

mysTery in mT. mole
houghton mifflin co., september 2003. north American
middle grade

Assistant Principal Jacob Farley had disappeared, but as Mt. Mole’s least-liked citizen, no one in town seemed 
to be in any hurry to find him or his captor. So thirteen-year-old Andrew J. Forrest takes on the investigation 
himself, discovering along the way many buried secrets about his hometown, its population, and most 
explosively, about the town’s namesake hill, Mt. Mole itself.

my life of crime
houghton mifflin co., october 2002. north American
middle grade

It all started with a feather, beautiful and bright green, that fate placed in the middle of the school hall for 
Fowler Young to find. It had fallen, along with a great many others, from a bedraggled parrot trapped in Mrs. 
Picklestain’s third-grade classroom. Seeing the bird’s poor condition and fearing for its life, Fowler decides 
to take fate into his own hands. He would need a plan, a place to keep the bird out of sight, and a patsy to 
blame. But even the best-laid plans can go awry, and Fowler must contend with the many complications and 
moral dilemmas that arise as he slides down the slippery slope toward a life of crime.
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The greAT whAle of KAnsAs
houghton mifflin co., september 2001. north American
middle grade

As a young boy begins to dig a hole in his backyard, his shovel suddenly strikes something hard, and big, 
as it turns out, in more ways than one. What he discovers, preserved in the Cretaceous limestone is more 
spectacular than anything the town of Melville, Kansas, has ever seen before—something that should 
perhaps be left to the experts, or should it? As the determined eleven-year-old continues to dig, outlines of an 
ancient creature emerge, but what is it? And more importantly to some, whose is it? 

orwell’s lucK
houghton mifflin harcourt, september 2000. usA
middle grade

When a wounded wild rabbit is found in the front yard, he is given a good home and a memorable name by a 
twelve-year-old with a liking for basketball, the trombone, and the newspaper’s daily horoscope. But Orwell is 
no ordinary rabbit. It soon seems that he is attempting to reward his young caretaker by mysteriously sending 
coded messages in the form of predictions: the final score of the Super Bowl, advance notice of a pop quiz at 
school, tomorrow’s winning lottery number! Can this little rabbit foretell the future? Can Orwell actually make 
luck happen? Here is a magical and heartwarming story about kindness, friendship, and hope in the shadow 
of fortune’s ever-turning wheel.

reviews!

“Quirky details and a warm, precocious 12-year-old narrator add up to an engaging and imaginative novel.”
—Publishers weekly on orwell’s lucK

“Thoughtful readers will enjoy looking for the answers in this quirky story that hints at mysteries just out of 
reach.” 
—horn book, starred reviewon orwell’s lucK

“A wry, witty, and always intelligent work that’s as individualistic as its hero.” 
—Kirkus reviews on mysTery in mT. mole

“Outrageously imaginative /.../ readers are treated to lots of tongue-in-cheek humor.” 
—booklist *starred review* on mysTery in mT. mole

“An inventive story of ghosts and loss and healing.” 
—booklist on scribble

“A quirky wonder about truth, perseverance, and the vagaries of fame. In Melville, Kansas, located at the 
geographic center of the country, an unnamed 11-year-old-boy discovers a fossil unlike any ever excavated 
before. /.../ Jennings draws a delightful portrait of this remarkably determined and self-contained child.” 
—Kirkus reviews on greAT whAle of KAnsAs

“Buoyant, briskly paced novel” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on my life of crime
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PeTer Johnson 

Peter Johnson is the critically acclaimed author of several collections of poetry, short stories, and novels, 
including Miracles & Mortifications, winner of the James Laughlin Award, Eduardo & “I,” Pretty Happy!, Love 
Poems for the Millennium, Rants and Raves: Selected and New Prose Poems, I’m a Man, and two young adult 
novels: Loserville and What Happened, a Paterson Prize winner that ALA Booklist called the “most gorgeously 
written YA of 2007.” Johnson is the recipient of two creative writing awards from the Rhode Island State 
Council on the Arts and a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts. He teaches creative writing 
and children’s literature at Providence College in Rhode Island. His website is www.peterjohnsonya.com

The life AnD Times of benny AlvArez
harpercollins, June 2014. north American
middle grade          

Benny Alvarez comes from a long line of negative men, and, at first, he doesn’t seem very interested in 
changing his image. In fact when he and his two friends, Jocko and Beanie, discover the pleasures of playing 
with the meanings of words and commonly used expressions, Benny often uses that knowledge to further his 
own ends. Things change, though, after Benny confronts the antics of his little brother Crash, a poetry contest 
he reluctantly participates in against his arch enemy Claudine, and the inevitable decline of his beloved 
grandfather’s health.  Eventually, Benny realizes that all the words in the world can’t protect him from some of 
the unpleasant things we all have to experience. 

The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, Jr. AKA houDini
harpercollins, January 2012.  north American
middle grade 

*A KirKus reviews 100 besT chilDren’s booK AwArD winner!                       

When an author comes to speak to his class in a rundown area of Providence, Houdini decides to make 
money by writing his own novel.  Rule #8 for Writing a Kid’s Novel: Try to include a few lists in your novel. Kids 
like lists. Houdini is way more interesting than the kid the author wrote about. Rule #6: You have to like your 
characters or the reader won’t care about them. (How can I not like myself?) Houdini chronicles his life as he 
and his friends start a leaf-raking business, befriend Old Man Jackson, a Vietnam War veteran with a seriously 
intimidating dog, and get even with the neighborhood bully, Angel. But it’s hard to find a way to write about 
his dad losing his job or his brother, Franklin, who is first reported missing in action in Iraq and then still 
seems to be missing when he comes home. No matter what, Houdini and his friends rely on one another to 
figure out how to do the right thing. And Houdini discovers that writing and thinking about his friends and 
family lets him get to know them in completely new ways.

TWO TIME RISCA CREATIVE WRITING AWARD WINNER!

PATERSON PRIZE WINNER!

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT OF THE ARTS FELLOW!
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“This slice-of-life novel portrays Benny and his entertaining family and friends with just the right balance of 
angst and humor; Benny’s narration is a spot-on mix of the sharp wisdom and utter befuddlement that can 
result when hormones come into play. Johnson gives a strong sense of the fears and joys that come with 
being a 13-year-old-boy working to make sense of the way his life, friends, and family are changing.”
—Publishers weekly on The life AnD Times of benny AlvArez

“If Hilary McKay wrote guy books, this is what we’d get—and that is praise indeed.” 
—bulletin for the center of children’s literature on The life AnD Times of benny AlvArez

“By turns poignant and downright hilarious, Houdini’s story is delivered in a voice that’s wonderfully 
authentic. Johnson expertly handles real male middle school friendships, issues and angst and doesn’t avoid 
some tough contemporary realities: Domestic troubles, the prospect of Dad losing his job and the pain 
arising from his older brother going missing in Iraq are handled realistically but sensitively.”
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A houDini

“Humorous Top-10 lists on various topics are interspersed within the well-paced plot, and ample coverage, 
including a reading list, is given to the life and work of the great Harry Houdini, as a sense of hope and 
possibility renews this hard-luck community.”
—school library Journal *starred review* on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A 
houDini

“Johnson delivers a strong contemporary urban novel with cross-gender appeal, thanks to his likable, 
kind, and clear-eyed narrator, John Smith Jr. /…/ Johnson offers solid insights into the varied well-drawn 
characters, and readers will appreciate Houdini’s realization that ‘writing makes you think very hard about 
things.’”
—Publishers weekly on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A houDini

“A bit grittier and more believably boy-like than most contemporary first-person narratives, this novel has a 
lot of heart as well.”
—booklist on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A houDini

“A book about writing, magic, family, and friendship, brilliantly captured in his middle-school hero’s voice /…/ 
The Amazing Adventures of John Smith, Jr., Aka Houdini is filled with marvelous minor characters, and side 
adventures. Johnson bites off his chapters, snapping them off like a magician riffling through a pack of cards 
/…/ Pitch-perfect: touching, hilarious—just right for days too rainy to play ball.”
—The boston globe on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A houDini

“The perfect book for adolescent readers—especially boys—who like humor combined with characters that 
seem completely real. [A] satisfying novel that will leave readers happy they met Houdini.”
—Providence Journal on The AmAzing ADvenTures of John smiTh, A.K.A houDini

reviews!
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sAnDrA JorDAn

Sandra Jordan is one of America’s most prominent writers about art and artists for young readers. Her art-
related books co-written with Jan Greenberg include Action Jackson (a Sibert Honor Book), as well as books 
on Van Gogh, Frank O. Gehry, Andy Warhol, and Chuck Close. Sandra has been a children’s editor at Thomas 
Y. Crowell Company, editor in chief of Children’s Books at Farrar, Straus & Giroux, senior editor of adult books 
at New American Library, and one of the founders of the U.S. branch of Orchard Books.  She lives on the West 
Side of New York City in an apartment her family refers to as the Book Midden.

mr. AnD mrs. PorTly AnD Their liTTle Dog, snAcK
farrar, straus & giroux, september 2009. world english
Picture book

When Mrs. Amanda Portly looks into Snack’s hopeful brown eyes, she just can’t resist bringing him home. For 
the next week the two are inseparable, and Snack even helps Mrs. Portly capture the true spirit of red dahlias 
in one of her paintings. Then Mr. Portly comes home from his fishing trip. Mr. Portly likes art and he likes 
beauty, but he does not like dogs—and Snack is banished to a doghouse outside. How can Snack win over 
Mr. Portly’s persnickety heart? The surprising way Snack manages to prove that he is not only an art lover but 
man’s best friend as well is exuberantly illustrated by Christine Davenier.

frog hunT
millbrook Press, April 2002. north American
Picture book

On a bright summer morning we set out to catch a frog. And in the passing of a perfect summer afternoon, a 
group of children discover all sorts of life in a freshwater pond: plump lazy tadpoles, darting skimmers, silvery 
minnows, and even a waddling muskrat. Handsome hand-tinted photographs by an acclaimed author and 
photographer illustrate this story of discovery.

frAnK o. gehry: ouTsiDe in
DK ink, August 2000. usA (reverted)
Picture book

*AlA noTAble chilDren’s booK, 2000!
*school librAry JournAl: besT booKs of The yeAr!
*booKlisT: eDiTor’s choice!
*The bulleTin of The cenTer for chilDren’s booKs: blue ribbon booK!
*hornbooK fAnfAre booK!

Discover the story behind a visionary architect. “Life is chaotic. Buildings should reflect it.” So says Frank O. 
Gehry, architect of one of the most acclaimed and influential buildings of the past century, the Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao, Spain. Winner of more than one hundred awards for his work, Gehry has a remarkable 
gift for changing the ordinary into the amazing. His buildings surge with energy and movement, revealing 
forms never before seen in architecture. Jan Greenberg and Sandra Jordan, award winners in their own right 
for their acclaimed Chuck Close, Up Close, take us into Gehry’s world-from his early years in Canada as the son 
of Polish immigrants, to his earliest efforts at architecture, to the Guggenheim Bilbao and beyond. Strikingly 
designed and full of provocative sidebars as well as a glossary and a list of building locations, this is a book 
that anyone interested in buildings, or popular culture, or the future, will cherish.
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“Exuding warmth, both narrative and pictures transcend the basic plot line, turning this into an irresistible 
offering.” 
—booklist *starred review* on mr. AnD mrs. PorTly

“...the design communicates volumes; it’s an eclectic mix of fonts and colors, enlivened with ghost images, 
sidebars, drawings, and photos.” 
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on frAnK o. gehry

“...perfect vehicle for introducing children to the delight and power of contemporary architecture, and this 
presentation is worthy of its subject.” 
—The bulletin of the center for children’s books *starred review* on frAnK o. gehry

“This powerfully evocative book strikes just the right balance between adventure story and a reverie of a 
much savored nature retreat.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on frog hunT

reviews!
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gArreT Keizer

Garret Keizer is the author of seven books, the most recent of which are The Unwanted Sound of Everything 
We Want and Privacy. He is a contributing editor of Harper’s Magazine, a former Guggenheim Fellow, and a 
freelance writer and lecturer. Much of his writing has to do with matters of politics, religion, and justice. His 
website is www.garretkeizer.com

goD of beer
harpercollins, march 2002. world english
young Adult

High School kids in Salmon Falls are much the same as high school kids anywhere else: bored. In the far 
reaches of Ira County, Vermont, in the dead of winter, it seems there’s nothing to do. But when eighteen-year-
old Kyle Nelson and a handful of friends decide to challenge the status quo with an act of civil disobedience, 
they discover that there’s more to do than they ever bargained for. Garret Keizer’s gripping novel about young 
men and women desperate for change bears witness to the dangerous force of ideas and the searing power 
of friendship. Here is a novel that looks truth squarely in the eye, and dares to keep on looking.

“Keizer handles high school society expertly (at Diana’s funeral, the students play “Candle in the Wind” and 
one reads a bad poem), and he brings the right details to his characterizations…his story has the ring of 
authenticity; it’s a promising debut.” 
—Publishers weekly
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miKe KnuDson

Mike Knudson is the author of the humorous Raymond and Graham series which School Library Journal has 
called “A rollicking, laugh-out-loud look at fourth grade through the eyes of two lifelong pals.” His website is 
mikeknudson.wix.com/mikeknudson-website

rAymonD AnD grAhAm rule The school #1
viking children’s books, July 2009. usA
middle grade

* winner of The 2010 - 2011 new mexico lAnD of enchAnTmenT booK AwArD!
*2010 - 2011 PennsylvAniA young reADers choice AwArD nominee!

Best friends Raymond and Graham have waited their whole lives for fourth grade, when they’ll rule the school 
at East Millcreek Elementary. But things don’t go quite as planned when Raymond gets stuck with the most 
embarrassing line in the school play! Can he find a way out of it, or will he be humiliated in front of everyone? 
Filled with memorable characters, side-splitting moments, and goofy black-and-white illustrations, this series 
is sure to tickle kids’ funny bones!

rAymonD AnD grAhAm #2: DAncing DuDes
viking children’s books, october 2009. usA
middle grade

It’s time for the fourth grade’s annual hoedown, and best friends Raymond and Graham are ready to wow the 
whole school with their great dance moves. But Raymond faces a tough choice when it’s time to pick a dance 
partner: the most annoying girl in the class—or his teacher! What’s a fourth-grade dude to do? The second 
book in the Raymond and Graham series is full of kid-friendly illustrations and huge laughs from this hilarious 
duo! 

rAymonD AnD grAhAm #3: bAses loADeD
viking children’s books, march 2010. usA
middle grade

Best friends Raymond and Graham couldn’t be more excited for the start of baseball season. But can they 
defeat their rival team and win the minor league championships? On the long road to glory, they must 
contend with plenty of trials and humiliations, including class picture day, a mean bully, and a week with a 
surprise substitute teacher: Raymond’s mom!

rAymonD AnD grAhAm #4: cool cAmPers
viking children’s book, may 2010. usA
middle grade

It’s time for camp, and fourth-graders Raymond and Graham are excited about their week at Camp Grizzly. 
This summer they plan to be the coolest kids at camp, but when they arrive they quickly find out that they 
are more like the Geek Patrol than Cool Campers. So they decide to figure out who the coolest guy in camp is 
and copy everything he does. But will they end up being cool? Or are they doomed to be the biggest geeks in 
camp?
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DeborAh KogAn rAy

Author and illustrator Deborah Kogan Ray studied painting and printmaking at the Pennsylvania Academy 
of the Fine Arts. She is the author of sixteen books and the illustrator of more than sixty books for children. 
Among her many awards are the Drexel Citation for Career Distinction in the Field of Books for Children and 
the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation Grant Award for Painting. Her paintings and prints of landscape and 
nature subjects have been shown in 42 one-person and hundreds of group exhibitions in museums and 
galleries. They are in private and public collections throughout the world. Her website is www.dkray.com

The flower hunTer: williAm bArTrAm, AmericA’s firsT nATurAlisT
farrar, straus & giroux, April 2004. north American (reverted)
middle grade

*ouTsTAnDing science TrADe booKs for sTuDenTs K-12; Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

Of John Bartram’s nine children, it is William who best loves nature and wants to follow in his father’s 
footsteps. William dreams of accompanying his father as he explores the wilderness of colonial America as 
botanist to the King of England in search of plant specimens. Using journals, maps, and her own vibrant 
paintings, Deborah Kogan Ray tells the captivating story of Billy’s first trip to the Catskill Mountains and his 
further adventures as an adult, including a long, perilous journey into the remote wilderness. A bibliography, 
biographical notes, and list of plant discoveries complete this remarkable book about America’s first naturalist.

lily’s gArDen
millbrook Press, october 2002. north American (reverted)
middle grade

In January, Lily receives a box of fresh oranges from her grandmother in California. In February, Lily sends her 
grandmother maple syrup from the trees on her family farm in Maine. And so the year goes on through the 
pages of this warmly illustrated picture book--a calendar of the months, seasons, and holidays seen through 
the lens of things planted and harvested in Lily’s garden.

hoKusAi: The mAn ThAT PAinTeD A mounTAin
farrar, straus & giroux, october 2001. north American (reverted)
middle grade

*silver honor, PArenTs’ choice AwArD, fAll 2001 PicTure booKs!

A tribute to an artist unafraid to break with tradition. In her own glowing paintings and lucid text, Deborah 
Kogan Ray tells the fascinating life story of the Japanese artist Hokusai (1760-1849). He rose from poverty, 
taught himself to draw, became the promising pupil of a great master, and then defied tradition to become 
one of the most important and influential artists in the world. Ray’s paintings are rich with period and 
biographical detail. The endpapers show drawings from Hokusai’s sketchbooks. Also included is one of his 
famous Thirty-six Views of Mount Fuji.
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my DADDy wAs A solDier: A worlD wAr ii sTory
ibooks inc., march 1990. world english 
middle grade

Jeannie misses her father, away fighting in the war. She and her mother plant a Victory Garden and write 
letters. But they worry too. Will he be alright? When will he come home? Jeannie’s story is set during the 
Second World War. Many things are different today, but the feelings of a child whose parent has gone away to 
war don’t change. 

“In fictive, Thoreau-like journal entries, Ray traces the Bartrams’ many expeditions from the Catskills to 
Florida...Required reading for young students of nature or American history.”  
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on The flower hunTer

“Evocative...Ray’s delightful offering will be enjoyed by budding artists and biography fans...a useful adjunct 
to studies on art, artists, or Japan and its culture.”  
—school library Journal *starred review* on hoKusAi: mAn who PAinTeD A mounTAin

“A composed and illuminating passage through a year of gardening on a Maine farm. . . . Ray’s art, expressive, 
informative, and filled with detail, is perfectly suited to the natural setting.  Not least, Lily’s enthusiasm is 
catching and may well provoke a few more seedlings to be incubated in late-winter windows.”  
—Kirkus reviews on lily’s gArDen

reviews!
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mADeleine KuDericK

Madeleine Kuderick writes contemporary young adult fiction and poetry. She is published in anthologies and 
magazines and has spoken at International Reading Association conferences and similar venues. She received 
her bachelor’s degree from the University of South Florida and an MBA from Saint Leo University. Madeleine 
grew up in Oak Park, Illinois, a community with rich literary tradition, where she was editor-in-chief of the 
same high school newspaper that Ernest Hemingway wrote for decades earlier. Madeleine lives on Florida’s 
Gulf Coast with her husband and two children.

Kiss of broKen glAss 
harpercollins, september 2014. world english
young Adult

*feATureD in The guArDiAn’s menTAl heAlTh monTh series!

When 15-year-old Kenna is caught cutting at school and involuntarily committed to a psychiatric ward, she 
loses everything that matters: her blade; her friends; her freedom. The only thing she doesn’t lose is the 
relentless craving to cut. While in lock up, Kenna initially denies her problem but soon plunges into a fierce 
emotional journey that forces her to face her addiction, deal with rejection, and find a shred of hope. Along 
the way, she’s bolstered by three teens who are locked up with her and struggling with problems of their 
own. When Kenna is released just 72 hours later, the world is still the same sharp trigger it’s always been, but 
Kenna feels different…and for the first time, she hopes that she’s different enough to change.

reviews!

“This novel in verse offers snapshots of a teen girl’s thoughts and experiences while under mandatory 
psychiatric watch after being caught in the school bathroom cutting herself … Each word of the narrative 
is carefully chosen and the imagery is vivid and descriptive, offering readers a moving story about a serious 
issue. Mild language and scenes of mutilation are included, adding authenticity to the characterization and 
the treatment of the subject . . . a great discussion starter for teens, families, and educators.”
—school library Journal

“Vivid and descriptive . . . a moving story about a serious issue.”
—school library Journal 

“Kuderick's keen diction and free-verse technique shine.”
—Kirkus reviews

“A fresh, honest, and ultimately hopeful story.”
—horn book

“Based loosely on the experiences of the author’s daughter, who was involuntarily committed to psychiatric 
care as a result of Florida’s Baker Act, this novel in free verse frankly explores the allure of cutting … While the 
seductive poetry may be as enticing as it is cautionary, the message of consequences and exposure of the 
truth are also highlighted. Resources for readers involved in self-harming are included.” 
—bulletin for the center for children’s books
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PeTer lerAngis

Peter Lerangis is the author of more than 160 books, which have sold almost five million copies and been 
translated into 27 languages, including two books in the New York Times–bestselling series The 39 Clues. His 
novel Smiler’s Bones, based on the true story of a Polar Eskimo boy orphaned in New York City at the turn 
of the 20th century, was selected as a New York Public Library Best Books for Teens 2006, a Bank Street Best 
Books of 2006, and a Junior Library Guild pick. A Harvard graduate with a degree in biochemistry, Peter 
became a Broadway musical theater actor after college. He has run a marathon and gone rock-climbing 
during an earthquake, but not on the same day. He lives in New York City with his wife and their two sons. His 
website is www.peterlerangis.com

smiler’s bones
scholastic, february 2005. north American
middle grade

*new yorK Public librAry booKs for The Teen Age!
*bAnK sTreeT  besT booKs of 2006!
*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!
*bulleTin of The cenTer for chilDren’s booKs recommenDeD!
*yAlsA besT booKs for young ADulTs nominee!
*AlA noTAble booKs for chilDren nominee!

A striking, fascinatingly told novel based on the harrowing true story of Minik, an Eskimo boy seized in the 
name of exploration and brought to New York at the beginning of the 20th century. In 1897, famed explorer 
Robert Peary took six Eskimos from their homes in Greenland to be “presented” to the American Museum of 
Natural History. Among the six were a father and a son. Soon, four were dead, including the father (whose 
bones, unbeknownst to the son, were put on display). One returned to Greenland. And the other – the young 
boy – remained, the only Eskimo in New York for twelve years. His name was Minik. This is his story. A story of 
lies and deceptions. A story about the price of exploration. A story about discovering the truth of a culture. 

AbrAcADAbrA #1: Poof! rAbbiTs everywhere
scholastic, April 2002. world (reverted)
middle grade

It was not Max’s lucky day—but then again, what day ever was? All he wanted to do was pull a fake rabbit out 
of his magician’s hat, but—very much by accident—he made real bunnies appear instead! Now bunnies are 
popping up all over the school and the Abracadabra Club is in big trouble!

AbrAcADAbrA #2: boo! ghosTs in school
scholastic, April 2002. world (reverted)
middle grade

Boo! Jessica’s little brother Noah is terrified of ghosts. He has started hearing funny ghost noises all over the 
school—in the bathroom, in the halls, even in the stinky janitor’s closet. At first, everyone thinks he’s just 
trying to get attention (Noah loves attention ... for anything, no matter how big or small). But soon Quincy, 
Max, Selena, and even Jessica start to hear ghosts,too. The Abracadabra Club’s first big magic show is coming 
up. But it looks like it might be cancelled because of a chatty ghost. They have to stop the spooky sounds 
before their performance is ROOOOined!
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AbrAcADAbrA #3: mAgic TreAsure
scholastic, July 2002. world (reverted)
middle grade

Max, Jessica, Quincy, and Selena knew their field trip would be the perfect place to practice their magic tricks. 
But they had no idea they would find a secret treasure map buried deep in the forest. Suddenly, jewels and 
magic are just a treasure hunt away—if they can keep yucky Andrew Flingus out of their way.

AbrAcADAbrA #4: yeePs! secreTs in The sTATue
scholastic,  october 2002. world (reverted)
middle grade

When Quincy opens the Abracadabra Club’s fabulous new magic chest, he unwraps a strange-looking statue 
with one glowing red eye. The statue rattles when it’s shaken. Turns out that this treasure hides its own secret 
inside. If the club finds the statue’s other eye, they may be able to unlock the secret in the statue.

AbrAcADAbrA #5: zAP! science fAir surPrise!
scholastic, January 2003. world english (reverted)
middle grade

It’s time for the annual science fair. This year that kids at Rebus Elementary will be completing against the 
students of Piggot Academy. The prize is a trip to the American Museum of Natural History in New York!

AbrAcADAbrA #6: yiKes! iT’s Alive!
scholastic, April 2003. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Join Max, Jessica, Quincy, and Selena in a hilarious new chapter book series about the adventures and 
misadventures of an after-school magic and mystery club.

AbrAcADAbrA #7: whoA! AmusemenT PArK gone wilD!
scholastic, July 2004. world english (reverted) 
middle grade

Join Max, Jessica, Quincy, and Selena as they try to save Crump’s Playworld from being shut down.

AbrAcADAbrA #8: wow! blAsT from The PAsT
scholastic, october 2003. world english (reverted)
middle grade

Max, Jessica, Quincy, and Selena have another magical mystery to solve: Is a ghostly girl from 1798 haunting 
Olde Brattle Village? The Abracadabra Club is going to take part in the grand opening of Olde Brattle Village. 
It’s been restored to look just as it did in 1798. Max, Jessica, Quincy, Selena, and their classmates will act as 
Colonial children. Acting and performing old-fashioned magic tricks is lots of fun. But then Jessica spies a 
ghostly girl dressed all in white. Is Olde Brattle Village haunted? 

wATchers #1: lAsT sToP
scholastic, november 1998. usA (reverted)
young Adult

Watchers have power. They can see things that other people can’t. Like David Moore, who glimpses his father 
in the phantom subway station of another world. And then comes the twist.
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wATchers #2: rewinD
scholastic, november 1998. usA (reverted)
young Adult

Adam Sarno is a Watcher. His new video camera can rewind reality. Just point, focus, and see the past unfold. 
Then he steps into the picture...

wATchers #3: i.D.
scholastic, January 1999. usA (reverted)
young Adult

The watchers see things that others can’t see. In this installment, a young girl discovers she is a clone...and has 
only days to live unless she finds the secrets of her creators.

wATchers  #4: wAr
scholastic, April 1999. usA (reverted)
young Adult

13-year-old Jake Branford is crazy about war-especially the Civil War. When a film crew comes to town to 
shoot a bloody war epic, Jake stumbles on their secret set and becomes a part of the action. It is great at first, 
but he soon realizes war isn’t so cool after all-especially when you’re in the middle of it.

wATchers #5: islAnD
scholastic, July 1999. usA (reverted)
young Adult

A mysterious boy draws an innocent girl to a nefarious island where no one ever ages. From the first page, this 
story grabs readers with realistic action and supernatural thrills.

wATchers #6: lAb 6
scholastic, october 1999. usA (reverted)
young Adult

Sam’s parents are trying to extract his twin—who’s still inside Sam’s body.

reviews!

“In this wrenching first novel, based on true events…the incisive emotions are unforgettable--all the more 
because they are culled from historical fact.” 
—booklist on smiler’s bones

“The depressed and cynical teen contrasts sharply with the innocent child brought up in a trusting Eskimo 
culture. Minik is an unforgettable character, and issues of racism and scientific arrogance will not be lost on 
readers.” 
—school library Journal on smiler’s bones
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rywKA liPszyc

Rywka Lipszyc was a 14-year old Jewish girl, orphaned and living in the Lodz ghetto. From October 1943 
to April 1944, she recorded her thoughts, feelings, hopes and dreams in her diary. Along with 67,000 other 
inhabitants of the Lodz ghetto, Rywka was deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau in August 1944. Months later, in 
June 1945, her diary was found in the ashes of the crematoria at Auschwitz-Birkenau by Zinaida Berezovskaya, 
a doctor with the Soviet Army that had liberated the camp. The diary details Rywka’s activities at work and in 
school; her relationships with her friends and family; and describes events in the ghetto. Despite the crushing 
circumstances she endured in the Lodz ghetto, Rywka worked, studied, participated in literary clubs and 
cultural activities, wrote poetry, and dreamed of a better future. Website: www.rywkadiary.org

The DiAry of rywKA liPszyc 
harpercollins, september 2015. (north American)
brazilian: Companhia das Letras catalan: Empuries czech: Prah french: Calmann-Levy german: Suhrkamp 
italian: Garzanti slovakian: Fortuna spanish: Nube de Tinta
young Adult/crossover (non-fiction)

In 1940, the Nazis forced young Rywka Lipszyc and her family into what would become Poland’s notorious 
Lodz Ghetto. After witnessing the death of her parents and deportation of her younger siblings, Rywka, at 
the age of 14, began to record her thoughts and dreams in a precious diary. Discovery of this rare manuscript 
prompted exhaustive research into what actually happened to Rywka. While it is known that Rywka survived 
the war, collaborative efforts of archivists and historians around the world have not uncovered the mystery of 
her ultimate fate. In one sense the diary reads like a detective novel with a mysterious ending. Accompanied 
by rich background materials and edited by National Jewish Book Award recipient Alexandra Zapruder, the 
diary is destined to become an important source of inspiration for students of the Holocaust around the 
world. 

“The Diary of Rywka Lipszyc—published by S.F.-based Jewish Family and Children’s Services in partnership 
with Lehrhaus Judaica—was exhaustively researched, authenticated and annotated. It took a team of 
historians, archivists and translators years to finalize the newly published book. More than anything, the 
survival of the diary itself constitutes a modern-day miracle … With its extraordinary recovery, preservation 
and publication, the world gains a renewed understanding of the human price of the Holocaust.”
—J weekly

“At 14, Rywka Lipszyc was wise, generous, and passionate about God. She was also an orphan, a prisoner in 
a ghetto, and a witness to the ongoing catastrophe of her people. To read her diary is to encounter a lively 
mind and a bountiful heart. Even as she recorded the daily horrors, she was grateful to be a Jewish girl; as 
she feared for the future, she was thoughtful about how to become a Jewish woman. We have very few 
documents like this, and none is more touching.”
—Timothy snyder, housum Professor of history, yale university, and author of bloodlands: Europe 
between hitler and Stalin

“Rywka Lipszyc’s diary is a searing account of daily life. And this documentary gem is set in a rich context 
of archival photos, scholarly essays, family eyewitness accounts, and efforts to discover Rywka’s fate after 
liberation … her singular diary speaks for the hundreds of thousands of young teens who left no record of 
their lives.”
—Deborah Dwork, rose Professor of holocaust history and Director, strassler center for holocaust 
and genocide studies, clark university

PrAise!
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“We are commanded to remember. But what should we remember? The Diary of Rywka Lipszyc reminds 
us that in the midst of hell there was life: the life of an adolescent girl who clung to her normalcy, dreams, 
and spirit—regardless of and because of her pain. This diary offers a unique opportunity to travel back in 
time to hear from a unique human soul. It is obligatory reading, not only for those who feel commanded to 
remember, but for everyone.”
—rabbi Dr. Donniel hartman, President, shalom hartman institute, Jerusalem

“Innocent...insightful...terrifying. Rywka’s diary is as significant a find as it is heartbreaking to read. The book 
is a well-documented masterpiece and an engaging new resource for Holocaust and genocide studies 
worldwide.”
—stephen smith, executive Director of the university of southern california shoah foundation, 
Adjunct Professor of religion, and unesco chair on genocide education

“The improbable survival of Rywka Lipszyc’s diary is in many ways a metaphor for the inextinguishable spark 
of Jewish life. Through this moving account, we are reminded that 6 million is just a number, to which we are 
all too numbed. As the Holocaust grows ever more distant, this poignant chronicle with the extraordinary 
story of its coming back to life is a wellspring of deep and unexpected inspiration.”
—Daniel gordis, Koret Distinguished fellow, shalem college, Jerusalem

more PrAise!
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c. AlexAnDer lonDon 

C. Alexander London is an award-winning author of nonfiction for grown-ups and a fully licensed and 
accredited librarian. While traveling as a journalist, he did indeed watch television in twenty-three countries, 
survived an erupting volcano in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a hurricane on small island in the 
Caribbean, four civil wars (one of them was over by the time he got there, thankfully), and a mysterious bite 
on his little toe in the jungles of Thailand. His website is www.calexanderlondon.com

AcciDenTAl ADvenTures #1: we Are noT eATen by yAKs
Philomel, february 2011. world english                                               
french: Gallimard german: Arena
middle grade

Eleven-year-old twins Oliver and Celia Navel live on the 4-1/2th floor of the Explorers Club with their father, 
Dr. Navel. Their mother, Dr. Navel, has been missing for years. So when an explorer shows up with a clue as to 
where his wife could be, Dr. Navel drags Oliver and Celia to Tibet to find her. Once there, the twins fall out of 
airplanes, encounter Yetis, travel through waterfalls, and end up in the Demon Fortress of the Warrior King 
where they—just possibly—might find their mother and save their father from the Poison Witches. Thing is, 
they would much rather be watching television. And if their trip doesn’t work out as planned, the twins could 
end up as slaves to Sir Edmund Thitheltorpe III, an evil explorer with breath that smells like boiled carrots, who 
has it in for the whole Navel family.

AcciDenTAl ADvenTures #2: we Dine wiTh cAnnibAls
Philomel, november 2011. world english 
french: Gallimard german: Arena
middle grade

After falling into the clutches of Sir Edmund S. Titheltorpe-Schmidt III, Oliver and Celia will travel from the 
ruins of ancient temples to the shadowy forests of the Amazon. They’ll need all their reality TV survival skills 
when they ride a llama, race the rapids, and even fly an airplane! If that’s not enough excitement for you (it is 
decidedly too much excitement for Oliver and Celia Navel), they’ll be forced to learn the proper etiquette for a 
cannibal feast and confront the strangest and most brutal rite of passage ever devised by human imagination: 
dodgeball.  

AcciDenTAl ADvenTures #3: we give A sQuiD A weDgie
Philomel, march 2013. world english                                             
french: Gallimard german: Arena                                                                                                            
middle grade 

It is a new year for Oliver and Celia Navel...or rather, it is a New Year’s Eve, and if they had any hopes that 
this year would be less deadly dangerous than the last, their hopes are quickly shattered…along with their 
television set. Oliver and Celia meet a strange scientist who risks life and limb to warn them that their mother 
is—yet again—in peril, and that they must—yet again—save the day. Join our heroes as they learn to sail the 
open seas! Watch as they try to forget how! Behold as they battle fearsome storms and fearsomer sharks and 
the most fearsome creature of all: the giant squid called Kraken! In their newest accidental adventure, the 
pirates are real, Sir Edmund is on their trail, and an erupting volcano isn’t making things easier. Even with teen 
sensation Corey Brandt by their side, Oliver and Celia are in the worst trouble of their young lives. The one 
thing we can be sure of is that they do indeed give a squid a wedgie. We won’t discuss how.
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AcciDenTAl ADvenTures #4: we sleD wiTh DrAgons
Philomel, July 2013. world english                                                           
french: Gallimard german: Arena
middle grade

Oliver and Celia Navel are on a new adventure, very far from home, and, for the first time in their lives, this 
one’s on purpose. With the help of their parents, a pet lizard, an ornery chicken, the president of the Explorers 
Club, and a man who may or may not be Santa Claus, their quest for the Lost Library will take its last terrible 
turn. The Navels are going to the North Pole and devious Sir Edmund, a vengeful grave-robber and a hungry 
polar bear aren’t far behind. If Oliver and Celia aren’t careful, they might accidentally fulfill their destiny and 
become the greatest explorers in history. If they’re lucky, they’ll get a made-for-TV movie about their lives. If 
they’re unlucky…well, did I mention the dragons?

Proxy #1
Philomel, June 2013. world english                                   
Turkish: Final Arts and Culture Publications
young Adult

*2014 ToP Ten QuicK PicKs for relucTAnT young ADulT reADers! 
*A Publishers weeKly PicK: besT new booK for The weeK of June 17Th, 2013! 
*An ATlAnTic wire summer booK guiDe PicK! 
*A booKrioT ‘besT booK of sePTember 2013’ PicK! 
*buzzfeeD lisT ‘15 booKs To sATisfy your inner nerD’!

There is no government. The market, unchecked by mercy, rules. Corporations keep the peace and provide 
for every need.  For the children of the rich—the Patrons of society, like 16 year old Knox—this means a life 
of excess and privilege. For the poor—like 16 year old Shaun—to get by, it means debt. He’s in debt from the 
orphanage where he grew up; he’s in debt for his education (what passes for it at the cheap school he attends 
anyway), and he’s in debt for everything he’s ever done and ever dreams of doing. And debt has made him a 
Proxy. When a Patron breaks a law, his Proxy takes the punishment. A Patron and a Proxy are never supposed 
to meet, but when Knox’s mischief leaves a girl dead, the punishment is too much for Shaun to bear, and he’s 
going to do the unthinkable: escape. When his escape goes wrong, he finds himself caught up with Knox in a 
conspiracy that’s much bigger than either of them, on a collision course with ruthless men, desperate greed, 
and with the girl who set it all in motion. The two boys are going to need each other to survive, if they can 
survive each other first.

guArDiAn #2
Philomel, may 2014. world english
young Adult            

The system of credit and debt has been obliterated. There are no more proxies, no more patrons, no debts 
or contracts or controls. Mountain City has been thrown into chaos. The Maes gang roams wild, thugs and 
bandits loot the houses of the rich. Anarchy reigns. And then people start dying. The Guardians, at first, the 
former corporate enforcers. Nobody seems to pay attention to this fact—they were barely human anyway. 
But Syd notices and to save civilization, Syd has to wrest control from the Rebooters who are fighting to 
create a new system and cure the plague that is ignited. Guardian is the sequel to the highly praised young 
adult novel Proxy.
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“Corrupt powers, budding romance, an epidemic and grisly action synthesize to sate sci-fi fans.”
—Kirkus reviews on guArDiAn

“London puts his protagonists through the ringer in this exciting conclusion, especially in the final chapters. 
Liam's enduring devotion and growing affection for Syd create a potential for romance amidst all the battles, 
without dominating the story. New spins on the classic plot of the rich and omnipotent drained of power, 
smart insights on debt and dogma, and nonstop action starring everyday heroes will keep the pages turning.”
—shelf Awareness on guArDiAn

“Nonstop action and breakneck pace characterize this exceptional thriller. London provides his audience with 
an intricate plot, enriched by fine world-building and believable characters. /…/ This thought-provoking and 
breathtaking novel belongs in all collections serving young adults."
—voyA on guArDiAn

“London creates an intricately high tech world in which the heroes find themselves on an action-packed 
quest to save humanity from a zombielike illness and thoroughly corrupt government. /…/  This dystopian 
Detroit has the usual trappings of science fiction—hovercrafts, new ecosystems, gadgets—and the ideals of 
growing one's own food, communal property, equality, and the evil of debt. /…/  Proxy fans will be satisfied 
with the constant action and the conclusion to Syd's story.
—school library Journal on guArDiAn

“Accidental Adventures author London drops his first initial for his teen debut, a smart, stylish science-fiction 
thriller that deftly weaves big issues like guilt, accidents of birth, redemption and commerce into a page-
turning read.”
—Kirkus reviews on Proxy

“Proxy is a fast-paced dystopian novel which should appeal to readers of the Hunger Games and other books 
with themes which question the assumed social order and view society with a critical eye. The value of 
friendship and the ability of individuals to create change in the world resonates, while the action and intrigue 
engage the reader.”
—voyA on Proxy

“A big twist and heroic ending will leave readers eager for more.”
—shelf Awareness on Proxy

“By the time I reached the end, I was so invested and completely heartbroken that it had come to an end. This 
novel was just what I was looking for in a dystopian with its originality and complex characters. A huge high 
five to the author for providing us with a main character who is gay in this genre. It was refreshing and added 
a dynamic I absolutely adored. Now, how long until the sequel?”
—forever17.com on Proxy

“You should buy it!”
—forever young Adult on Proxy

“For a story to juggle so many layers of symbolism and allusions without seeming like awkward and heavy 
handed allegory takes immense skill on the author’s part, and the fact that London manages to do that here 
while still creating some of the most believable and nuanced young characters I’ve ever met in fiction is a true 
accomplishment. I wish this book had been around when I was a kid. I’m proud to display Proxy on my shelf 
alongside the classics in this beloved genre, because its position there is entirely deserved. Rating: A.”
—geeks out on Proxy

reviews!
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“It’s a story full of action, fully of twists, a bit of romance, a bit of heartache … Five out of five stars.”
—chaosreads.com on Proxy
 
“This story is gripping, the characters are believable, and the action is nonstop. Great for avid readers and 
reluctant readers alike, it’s a terrific combination of sci-fi, suspense, and action.”
—examiner.com on Proxy

“Proxy is what a dystopian novel should be.”
—whimsicallyyours.com on Proxy

“Whatever your kid’s age, interests, or literary predilections, he or she has no excuse to whine about being 
boooooooored now that summer’s half over. [Proxy is] ominous summer reading for all!”
—Tablet on Proxy
 
“A poignant story of friendship and self-sacrifice, with an impressive ending without a clear resolution that 
will leave [readers] anxious for planned sequels.”
—bccb on Proxy
 
“Proxy moves blindingly fast through a world of danger gone viral. It’s science-fiction on a joy ride full of 
deceit and imagination.”
—Deseret news on Proxy

“If you like nonstop action, constant mortal danger, or television, you will love [The Accidental Adventures].”
—Adam gidwitz, author of A Tale Dark and grimm

“The twins’ struggles are absurdly comical … making for boisterous reading. Readers will love the clever, 
ridiculous means by which the twins triumph over their pursuers as their TV expertise helps them outwit 
many bumbling adults.”
—Publishers weekly on we Are noT eATen by yAKs

“London’s debut … is a fine combination of dry wit and slapstick … The quirky characters and Snicket-esque 
narrator should ensure a fan following.”
—Kirkus reviews on we Are noT eATen by yAKs

“Among the many recent novels that feature kids who fearlessly save the world … this one stands out for its 
funny take on the theme.”
—booklist on we Are noT eATen by yAKs

“London’s second in the Accidental Adventures series has more thrills and more mystery (and naturally more 
complaining and more laughs) than the first. Fans will be glad of the promise of an adventure in Atlantis to 
come; Celia and Oliver know adventure is only thrilling when it happens to someone else.”
—Kirkus reviews on we Dine wiTh cAnnibAls

“London’s third in the series does not let up on the Saturday-morning-cartoon goofiness, and the sibling 
rivalry heats up a bit, too. Duddle’s occasional black-and-white illustrations are a plus in this open-ended 
romp that will definitely satisfy fans. High-seas hijinks with more laughs (and groans and squids) than 
adventure.”
—Kirkus reviews on we give A sQuiD A weDgie

more reviews!
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LOUISA MAY
            The 
 Revelation of 

a  n ov e l  o f  i n t r i g u e  a n d  r o m a n c e  b y

M i c h a e l a  M a c C o l l

★ “A well-crafted page-turner. . . . MacColl once again
brings a strong female protagonist to life.”

—School Library Journal, starred review of Michaela MacColl’s Nobody’s Secret
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in the narrow clearing, waiting for them. “We have to stop meeting 

like this, Miss Alcott.” 

Louisa stopped in surprise. “Finch,” she said. 

Fred started as he recognized the name. Louisa glanced behind 

her. The bend in the path obscured the view to Henry’s cabin; for 

the moment Henry and Lidian were out of sight. 

“What are you doing here?” Louisa asked.

Finch wore a satisfied grin on his face. “Following you.”

“That is contemptible.”

“So is harboring a slave.” Finch paused. “Indeed, it’s illegal. So 

you’d best tell me what you know . . .”

Louisa cut him off. “I don’t know anything about a fugitive,” 

Louisa said. “And if I did, I’d not help you for any amount of money.” 

“Perhaps not knowingly,” Finch conceded. “But watching where 

you go can be very instructive.” With a smirking look at Fred, Finch 

continued, “And with whom.”

Fred stepped forward, fists clenched. “I’ll thank you to leave the 

lady alone.”

“The lady can speak for herself,” Finch said. 

“Yes, I can.” Louisa said.

MICHAELA MACCOLL
studied multidisciplinary 
history at Vassar College and 
Yale University, which turns 
out to be the perfect degree 
for writing historical fi ction. 
This is her fi fth novel. To 
learn more about Michaela 
and her work, please visit 
www.michaelamaccoll.com.

ALSO BY MICH AELA MACCOLL
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A Junior Library Guild selection

A Parents’ Choice Recommended Seal

★ “A fi ctional tale of suspense and romance that is 
guaranteed to bring new readership to MacColl, as 
well as to the classic tales by both Brontë sisters.” 

— VOYA: Voice of Youth Advocates

“As exhilarating as a stroll across the
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— Laurie Halse Anderson,
New York Times bestselling author

Nobody’s Secret
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Best Book of the Year

★ “Intriguing . . . MacColl skillfully draws from 
Dickinson’s life to create a vision of the young

poet as sharp-thinking, nature-obsessed,
and determinedly curious.” 

— Publishers Weekly, starred review

“A story you won’t forget.”
— Patricia Reilly Gi� , 

two-time Newbery Honor winner
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A Junior Library Guild selection
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Blossoming love and a 
mysterious murder blur the 
line between right and wrong.
Louisa May Alcott can hardly believe her ears—

her mother is leaving for the summer to earn 

money for the family and her father won’t do 

anything to stop her. How is Louisa to find the 

time to write her stories if she has to add taking 

care of her father and sister to her list of chores? 

And why can’t she escape the boredom of her 

small town to have an adventure of her own?  

Little does Louisa know just how interesting her 

small world is about to become. Before long she 

is juggling her stubborn father, a fugitive slave 

who is seeking safety along the Underground 

Railroad, and possibly even love where she least 

expects it. Add the mysterious murder of a slave 

catcher to the mix, and Louisa has her hands full.

Michaela MacColl has once again intertwined 

the facts of a beloved author’s real life with a 

suspenseful fictional tale that will not only have 

readers on the edges of their seats but also, like 

Louisa, debating right versus wrong, family 

versus independence, and duty versus love.  

A Junior Library Guild selection
$16.99 U.S./£10.99 U.K.

Louisa_Jacket_Mechs_cx.indd   1 10/29/14   2:33 PM

michAelA mAccoll 

Michaela MacColl studied multi-disciplinary history at Vassar College and Yale University, which turns out 
to be the perfect degree for writing historical fiction. She lives with her husband, two daughters, and three 
extremely large cats in Connecticut. Her website is www.michaelamaccoll.com

unTiTleD booK 4
chronicle, march 2016. north American     manuscript available november 2015 

Starring Jane Austen.      

The revelATion of louisA mAy 
chronicle, march 2015. north American
young Adult

Louisa May Alcott, author of the beloved Little Women, lives a very different life than her heroine Jo. With her 
mother gone to try and earn enough money to support the family, it is up to Louisa to manage her helpless 
family, the house, and her own writing. Her life is further complicated by the return of an old friend who is 
interested in courting her, and a fugitive slave who appears on Louisa’s doorstep asking for help. When a 
vicious slave catcher is found murdered, Louisa must think fast to safeguard her family and famous friends, 
Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau.

AlwAys emily 
chronicle, march 2014. north American
young Adult

*A Junior librAry guilD selecTion, 2013!

Emily and Charlotte Bronte are about as opposite as two sisters can be. Charlotte is practical and cautious. 
Emily is curious and headstrong. But they have one thing in common: a love of writing. And when two 
strangers appear on the desolate English moors that surround their home, they must combine the 
imagination and wit usually reserved for their pens to unravel a string of mysteries. Is there a connection 
between a series of local burglaries and rumors that a neighbor’s death may not have been accidental? Can 
the handsome young man Emily met on one of her solitary walks be trusted? Or is the equally handsome 
local landowner that keeps appearing on Charlotte’s doorstep the one they should confide in? There are a lot 
of knots to untangle, and they had better do it quickly—before someone else is killed. Michaela MacColl has 
drawn upon her own love of writing and reading to craft a suspenseful tale inspired by the real-life Emily and 
Charlotte, young writers who would grow up to author several of the most enduring English novels of all time. 

noboDy’s secreT
chronicle, April 2013. north American
Japanese: Tokyo Sogensha
young Adult

One day, fifteen-year-old Emily Dickinson meets a mysterious, handsome young man. Surprisingly, he doesn’t 
seem to know who she or her family is. And even more surprisingly, he playfully refuses to divulge his name. 
Emily enjoys her secret flirtation with Mr. “Nobody” until he turns up dead in her family’s pond. She’s stricken 
with guilt. Only Emily can discover who this enigmatic stranger was before he’s condemned to be buried in 
an anonymous grave. Her investigation takes her deep into town secrets, blossoming romance, and deadly 
danger. Exquisitely written and meticulously researched, this novel celebrates Emily Dickinson’s intellect and 
spunk in a page-turner of a book that will excite fans of mystery, romance, and poetry alike.
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Twelve-year-old Rory FiTzpaTrick 

loves her younger sister, Violet, more 

than anyone in the world. She has 

been Violet’s only family ever since 

they went to live at New York City’s 

Foundling Hospital, after their 

parents died. Rory promised that 

she would always protect her sister, 

would never leave her. So when Rory 

learns that the nuns are sending 

Violet to an adoptive family out 

West, Rory is determined to follow 

and keep her family together at all 

costs. What happens on the journey 

west proves just how brave and 

strong Rory Fitzpatrick is.

Michaela Maccoll loves to write 
about the past. Her award-winning 
historical-fiction novels include 
Always Emily, Nobody’s Secret, 
Prisoners in the Palace, and Promise 
the Night. Michaela has degrees 
in multidisciplinary history from 
Vassar College and Yale University. 
She lives in Westport, Connecticut, 
with her husband, two daughters, 
and three extremely large cats. Visit 
michaelamaccoll.com.

Rosemary Nichols is passionate 
about all things historical. She 
earned two history degrees from the 
University of Washington in Seattle 
and a law degree from the University 
of Chicago. Rosemary grew up in  
Arizona, where part of Rory’s 
Promise is set. She lives in upstate 
New York. To learn more about 
Rosemary and frontier Arizona, visit 
rosemarygailnichols.com.
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•••“Rory Fitzpatrick will do anything to avoid losing her 
sister. She’s feisty, risk-taking, and absolutely lovable. 
An incredible story based on a real happening, well told 
by a wonderful writer. I couldn’t put it down!”

—Patricia Reilly Giff, 
two-time Newbery Honor winner

“Rory Fitzpatrick will do anything to avoid losing her 
sister. She’s feisty, risk-taking, and absolutely lovable. 
An incredible story based on a real happening, well told 
by a wonderful writer. I couldn’t put it down!”

—Patricia Reilly Giff, 
two-time Newbery Honor winner

The hiDDen hisTories series #1 rory’s Promise (wiTh rosemAry nichols)
calkins creek, september 2014. north American
middle grade

Twelve-year-old orphan Rory Fitzpatrick lives with her younger sister Violet at New York City’s Foundling 
Hospital in the early 1900s. But when Rory discovers that Violet will be sent to the Arizona Territory to 
be adopted, her world is shattered. Although too old to be adopted herself, Rory—brave and smart—is 
determined to stay with her sister, even if it means hiding out on a train traveling west. When Rory and Violet 
arrive in Arizona, everything that could go wrong does go wrong. Will Rory give up? This uplifting novel about 
the power of faith and the true meaning of family launches the Hidden Histories series, spotlighting little-
known tales from America’s past, and the children behind those stories.

The hiDDen hisTories series #2: freeDom’s Price (wiTh rosemAry nichols)
calkins creek, october 2015. north American    manuscript available: summer 2015
middle grade 

Eleven-year-old Eliza Scott isn’t a slave, but she’s not free, either. For one thing, her father, the famous Dred 
Scott, is suing his master for her family’s freedom. But Eliza is also caught up in other overwhelming struggles: 
a devastating cholera epidemic, the wrath of a rich and resourceful slave catcher, and the worst fire in St. Louis 
history. Will Eliza be willing and able to pay the price for freedom? The Dred Scott Decision helped plunge 
the nation into Civil War. Authors Michaela MacColl and Rosemary Nichols keep readers riveted in this second 
book in the Hidden Histories series, about children and little-known moments in American history. Based on 
actual events and people, the book is extensively researched and includes an author’s note and bibliography.

“A satisfying, thought-provoking read.”
—Publishers weekly on The revelATion of louisA mAy

“As exhilarating as a stroll across the wind-swept moor, Always Emily will captivate readers with its mystery 
and period-perfect details. A must read for lovers of historical fiction!”
—laurie halse Anderson, author of Speak on AlwAys emily

“Filled with life, death, mystery and witty humor.”
—school library Journal *starred review* on AlwAys emily

“The prolonged climax is satisfyingly action-filled and breathtakingly resolved.”
—Publishers weekly on AlwAys emily

“Equal parts gothic melodrama and Nancy Drew derring-do.”
—Kirkus reviews on AlwAys emily

“There’s lots to like here: mystery, adventure, and a snippet of romance.”
—booklist on AlwAys emily

“Inspired by the real-life Brontë sisters, MacColl has crafted a fictional tale of suspense and romance that is 
guaranteed to bring new readership to MacColl, as well as to the classic tales by both Brontë sisters.”
—voyA on AlwAys emily

“Characters so remarkably that they simply spring to life on the pages.”
—reading Today on AlwAys emily

reviews!
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“MacColl skillfully draws from Dickinson’s life to create a vision of the young poet as sharp-thinking, nature-
obsessed, and determinedly curious. Lines from Dickinson’s poems open the chapters, which hint at how 
the themes and subjects they explored might have developed in her life and mind, providing tantalizing—if 
fictional—context for the poet’s taut verse.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on noboDy’s secreT

“Emily is extremely well drawn … The fast-moving plot makes this a well-crafted page-turner. The dialogue 
rings true, both to the historical time and to the chronological ages and social status of the characters. The full 
text of “I’m Nobody,” as well as quotes from other poems, not only focus readers’ thoughts but also provide an 
easy introduction to the recluse’s poetry … MacColl once again brings a strong female protagonist to life.”
—school library Journal *starred review* on noboDy’s secreT
“A suspenseful, often humorous historical novel … MacColl demonstrates how accessible Dickinson’s poetry 
was.”
—shelf Awareness for readers *starred review* on noboDy’s secreT

“This imaginative take on the young poet … will find a wide audience for both classroom connections and 
personal reading.” 
—booklist on noboDy’s secreT
 
“For readers interested in Emily Dickinson and her poetry, this would certainly be of interest.” 
—stacked on noboDy’s secreT

“MacColl gracefully folds factual elements of Dickinson’s life and work into the fiction. In characterizing 
teenaged Emily, MacColl highlights her youthful sociability, humor, and wit, as well as her intelligence 
and curiosity. While following up on clues, this fictional Emily’s skills of practical-mindedness and precise 
observation are on display, much as they are in the real Dickinson’s poetry, a quote from which introduces 
each chapter.”
—The horn book on noboDy’s secreT

“MacColl takes a character that most people do not really know much about and brings her to life … fun, 
interesting reading.”
—voyA on noboDy’s secreT

“Twelve-year-old Rory Fitzpatrick, a feisty red-haired orphan, helps care for the youngest children at the 
Foundling Hospital in New York where she lives with her younger sister, Violet. When Rory finds out that about 
50 of the youngest orphans, including Violet, will be sent by train to ‘good Catholic homes’ in the West, she 
secretly vows to accompany them … the story takes a dramatic and unexpected turn when the train arrives in 
the isolated mining town of Clifton, in the territory of Arizona … Issues of racial violence and environmental 
illness have deeply divided the town … Rory is caught in a desperate situation as she struggles to keep 
herself and Violet safe. Readers will enjoy the fast-paced action and likable main character. Based on a true 
story and an actual event that took place in 1904, this is a historical novel with a unique topic and plenty of 
substance, making it especially suitable for class or group discussions.”
—school library Journal on rory’s Promise

“If feisty, red-haired orphans from New York conjure a certain cartoon character, be ready to meet a challenger 
to Orphan Annie’s fame … Rory’s decision to be adopted with Violet and move to Mexico with their chosen 
parents is an interesting twist in the story and will offer young readers a chance to think about what really 
makes a family.”
—children’s literature on rory’s Promise 

more reviews!
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hArry mAzer

Harry Mazer is an American author of books for children and young adults, acclaimed for his ‘realistic’ novels. 
He has written twenty-two novels, including  Please, Somebody Tell Me Who I Am; My Brother Abe; the Boy 
at War trilogy; The Wild Kid; The Dog in the Freezer; The Island Keeper; and Snow Bound. His books have won 
numerous honors, including a Horn Book Honour and an American Library Association Best Book for Young 
Adults citation. Along with his wife, Norma Fox Mazer, Harry received an ALAN award in 2003 for outstanding 
contribution to adolescent literature. He lives in Montpelier, Vermont.

my broTher Abe: sAlly lincoln’s sTory
simon & schuster young readers, January 2009. world english
middle grade

Sally Lincoln’s voice has never before been heard. Now she tells her own story. The story of an unsettling 
time for the Lincoln family, which changed and influenced both children forever. Forced to leave their home 
in Kentucky, the family begins anew in Indiana territory, only later to be devastated by the death of Nancy 
Hanks, Sally and Abe’s adored mother. When their demanding father journeys back to Kentucky to find a new 
wife, leaving eleven-year-old Sally in charge of nine-year-old Abe, the children have to face the hardships of 
the frontier alone.  In a novel full of the power of adventure and the poignancy of family love—and in time for 
the bicentennial of Abraham Lincoln’s birth—Mazer gives voice to a girl who helped shape the life of one of 
this country’s greatest presidents.

The Dog in The freezer
simon & schuster, september 1998. north American
middle grade

Three boys. Three dogs. Three unique, distinctive stories from a master storyteller. You’ll never think about the 
bond between boy and dog in the same way again.

The wilD KiD
simon&schuster, september 1998. north American
middle grade

After his bike gets stolen, twelve-year-old Sammy gets lost in the woods near his home. He stumbles upon 
the makeshift hideaway of the “wild kid” named Kevin, who has run away from reform school. Will this 
strongly independent tough let Sammy get home to his family? Can they both survive in the unforgiving 
wilderness?

reviews!

“It’s for anyone looking for an adventure, a survival story on many levels, or a compelling read.” 
—school library  on The wilD KiD

“Drawing on a limber imagination and knack for storytelling, Mazer turns a few facts from Abraham Lincoln’s 
childhood into a vivid historical novel. /.../ Fans of historical novels will savor the details evoked here.” 
—Publishers weekly on my broTher Abe

“Mazer’s writing is bright and fine and often very funny and with lots of emotion hidden in these dog stories.” 
—booklist on Dog in The freezer
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hArry mAzer AnD PeTer lerAngis

Harry Mazer is the author of My Brother Abe, A Boy at War, A Boy No More, Heroes Don’t Run, The Wild Kid, and 
Snow Bound. His books have won numerous honours, including the Horn Book Honour List and the ALA Best 
Books for Young Adults citations. He is the recipient of the ALAN Award.  
Peter Lerangis is the author of over 150 books for early readers through teens, including The Sword Thief and 
The Viper’s Nest in the New York Times bestselling series, The 39 Clues. His historical novel, Smiler’s Bones, was a 
New York Public Library Best Book for Teens.  His website is www.peterlerangis.com

someboDy, PleAse Tell me who i Am
simon & schuster, february 2012.  world english
young Adult                               

Ben has always had it pretty easy—with no acting experience, he landed the lead in his high school musical, 
and he’s dating the prettiest girl in school. Haunted by memories of 9/11, he makes the decision to enlist in 
the army—with devastating consequences. Somehow nobody ever thought Ben would be one of the soldiers 
affected, but after his convoy gets caught in an explosion, Ben is in a coma for two months. When he wakes 
up, he doesn’t know where he is, and he doesn’t remember anything about his old life. His family and friends 
mourn what they see as a loss, but Ben perseveres. Although he will never be the person he once was, this is 
the story of his struggle and transformation.

reviews!

“The tight focus on one soldier does not oversimplify but rather captures the human drama in the personal. 
/.../ The book’s power is in the honesty and hope conveyed. As illuminating as a hand grenade, and just as 
powerful.”
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* 

“Provides a moving portrait of a young soldier’s sacrifice and struggle. With realistic dialogue, relatable 
characters, and subject matter relevant to teens, this book is a worthwhile addition to library collections.” 
—voyA
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lAurA mcneAl

Laura Rhoton McNeal was born in Arizona and raised near Air Force bases in Iceland, New Mexico, South 
Carolina, and Utah. She holds an MA in fiction writing from Syracuse University and taught middle and high 
school English in Salt Lake City. With Tom McNeal she is the author of a picture book called The Dog Who 
Lost His Bob and four young adult novels: Crooked, Zipped, Crushed, and The Decoding of Lana Morris. Her solo 
young adult title, Dark Water, was a finalist for the National Book Award in 2010.  
Her website is: http://mcnealbooks.com 

The inciDenT on The briDge (Previously TiTleD i Am on fire AnD hAve DAngerous cArgo)
Knopf children’s books, spring 2016. north American        manuscript available spring 2015
young Adult 

One night in June, a studious 17-year-old girl disappears from the apex of the Coronado-San Diego Bay 
Bridge, third in North America for its suicide rate. The police can only assume Thisbe jumped, but her body 
isn’t found the next day, or the next, and Frank Le Stang, who lives alone on his boat beside the bridge, 
believes Thisbe is the reincarnation of a girl called Julia and thus his only hope for atonement. A psychological 
thriller about a haunted drifter, a naïve girl, and missed connections, The Incident on the Bridge is also a 
kaleidoscopic version of the Greek myth “Pyramus and Thisbe” set in a world where cell phones become the 
walls we try to whisper through, and where too much freedom can be as deadly as too little.   

DArK wATer
Knopf, september 2010. north American 
young Adult                        

* nATionAl booK AwArD finAlisT! 
* A KirKus reviews besT booK for Teens!

Fifteen-year-old Pearl DeWitt and her mother live in Fallbrook, California, where it’s sunny 340 days of the 
year, and where her uncle owns a grove of 900 avocado trees. Uncle Hoyt hires migrant workers regularly, 
but Pearl doesn’t pay much attention them…until Amiel. From the moment she sees him, Pearl is drawn to 
this boy who keeps to himself, fears being caught by la magra, and is mysteriously unable to talk. And after 
coming across Amiel’s makeshift hut near Agua Prieta Creek, Pearl falls into a precarious friendship–and a 
forbidden romance. Then the wildfires strike. Fallbrook is threatened by the Agua Prieta fire and a mandatory 
evacuation is order is issued. But Pearl knows that Amiel is in the direct path of the fire, with no one to warn 
him, no one to get out. This National Book Award finalist is beautiful, haunting novel full of peril, desperation 
and love. 

“Notable for well-drawn characters, an engaging plot and, especially, hauntingly beautiful language, this is an 
outstanding book.” 
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on DArK wATer

“McNeal writes with a superior ear for dialogue and eye for detail.”
—Publishers weekly on DArK wATer

“Compelling … teens will also be rewarded with much thought-provoking substance in this novel’s complex 
characters and hauntingly ambiguous ending.”
—school library Journal on DArK wATer

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST!
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Tom mcneAl 

Tom McNeal holds an MA in creative writing from UC Irvine and was a Stegner Fellow and Jones Lecturer at 
Stanford University. McNeal’s solo young adult debut, Far Far Away, was released by Knopf in June 2013 to 
great critical acclaim. His short stories have been widely anthologized, and “What Happened to Tully” was the 
basis of the award-winning independent film: Tully. He is also the author, with his wife, Laura, of four young 
adult novels (also published by Knopf)—Crooked, Crushed, The Decoding of Lana Morris, and Zipped. His adult 
titles include Goodbye, Nebraska, winner of the California Book Award, and To Be Sung Underwater. He lives 
with his wife and two sons in Southern California. His website is www.mcnealbooks.com

fAr fAr AwAy  
random house, June 2013. north American 
uK: Random House Turkish: Pegasus
young Adult

*AuDie AwArD finAlisT, 2014! 
*Publishers weeKly besT of 2013 lisT! 
*A school librAry JournAl besT booKs 2013! 
*The horn booK fAnfAre – besT booKs of 2013! 
*An ATlAnTic wire summer booK guiDe “yA eDiTion” PicK, 2013! 
*AmAzon’s besT young ADulT booKs of 2013! 
*booKlisT “booKs for youTh” eDiTors’ choice: 2013! 
*summer 2013 KiDs’ inDie nexT lisT – selecTeD The “ToP Ten” cATegory! 
*scibA young ADulT booK of The yeAr! 
*TexAs TAyshAs reADing lisT selecTion! 
*five sTArreD reviews!

Jeremy Johnson Johnson hears voices. Or, specifically, one voice: the ghost of Jacob Grimm, one half of The 
Brothers Grimm. Jacob watches over Jeremy, protecting him from an unknown dark evil whispered about in 
the space between this world and the next. But Jacob can’t protect Jeremy from everything. When coltish, 
copper-haired Ginger Boultinghouse takes a bite of a cake so delicious it’s rumored to be bewitched, she 
falls in love with the first person she sees: Jeremy. In any other place, this would be a turn for the better for 
Jeremy, but not in the small town of Never Better, where the Finder of Occasions—whose identity and evil 
intentions nobody knows—is watching and waiting, waiting and watching….The beauty of the book lies in 
the narrator’s ability to take Jeremy on a fantastical journey when reality is too hard to handle and the reader 
is brought along for the wild ride. Far Far Away is a “folklore-infected, adventurous, romantic fantasy” written 
in a rich, playful, and completely mesmerizing style.

LONGLISTED FOR THE 2014 CARNEGIE MEDAL!

AN EDGAR AWARD FINALIST, 2013!

CALIFORINIA BOOK AWARD FOR FICTION WINNER!

JAMES A. MICHENER MEMORIAL PRIZE WINNER!

A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST, 2013!
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“Like a folio from the Brothers Grimm, this beguiling, horrifying and gracefully written novel moves 
effortlessly between the sunny streets of normalcy and situations so appalling that we can hardly bear to 
contemplate them. Yet as the phantom reminds his young charge: ‘Often in the tales, it is when circumstances 
seem most hopeless that good fortune intercedes.’ Jacob Grimm was right about that, thank heavens.”
—The wall street Journal bookshelf

 “In addition to recounting pieces from the Grimms’ stories, McNeal—in his first solo novel for teens—weaves 
in fantastical fairy-tale details into this inventive and deeply poignant narrative, creating a world that hovers 
between realism and enchantment. Jacob’s tale is menacing, at times terrifying, and often strange—much 
like the stories collected by the Brothers Grimm.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review*

“Reminiscent of Hansel and Gretel, and rife with allusions to Grimm Brothers’ tales, this is a masterful 
story of outcasts, the power of faith, and the triumph of good over evil. McNeal’s deft touch extends to 
the characterizations, where the ritual speech of traditional tales (‘Listen, if you will’) establishes Jacob’s 
phantasmagoric presence amid the modernist American West. There are moments of horror (as there were in 
Grimm Brothers’ original tales), but they are accomplished through the power of suggestion. Details aplenty 
about Jacob and his famous sibling make this a fiction connector to both fairy tales and Grimm biographies 
too.”
—booklist *starred review*

“McNeal spins a tale fluctuating from whimsy to macabre in such a beguiling voice that—like Hansel and 
Gretel—readers won’t realize they’re enmeshed in his dangerous seduction until it’s too late /…/ When is 
a bully not so bad? Where’s the line between justifiable grief and parental neglect? Can an older man love 
a teenager in a way that’s not creepy? How do stories nourish us? At what point do they stifle us? All these 
questions, and many more, are raised in this folklore-inflected, adventurous, romantic fantasy. Whether 
readers connect more deeply with the suspense, the magical elements, or the gloriously improbable love 
story, they will come away with a lingering taste of enchantment.”
—school library Journal *starred review*

“McNeal superbly and elegantly enfolds those stories’ essence and depth into plot, setting, and characters; 
archetypal figures and situations glimmer through McNeal’s small-town American cast like tantalizing clues 
in a novel that becomes ever darker even as it sparkles with the dignified, affectionate voice of its ghostly 
narrator.”
—The horn book review *starred review*

“Enchanting, romantic, and tinged with terror, this modern story subtly weaves the haunting essentials of the 
fairy-tale tradition into a fascinating and beautifully written homage to its source material.”
—The bulletin of the center of children’s books *starred review*

“Readers who love spotting allusions will appreciate this intelligent book’s robust vocabulary, its inclusion of 
French, German, and Swedish words, and the real scholarship behind it.”
—Kirkus reviews

“Sprightly, assured and original.”
—The Toronto star

reviews!
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lAurA AnD Tom mcneAl

Tom McNeal was born and raised in Santa Ana, California, but spent part of every summer at the Nebraska 
farm where his mother grew up.  After earning a BA in English at UC Berkeley and an MFA in Creative Writing 
at UC Irvine, he taught school in the town that was the inspiration for his novel, Goodnight, Nebraska. Tom 
has been a Wallace Stegner Fellow and a Jones Lecturer at Stanford University, and his short stories have 
been widely anthologized.  Laura McNeal was born in Arizona and raised near Air Force bases in Iceland, New 
Mexico, South Carolina, and Utah. She holds an MA in fiction writing from Syracuse University and taught 
middle and high school English in Salt Lake City. Their website is www.mcnealbooks.com

The DecoDing of lAnA morris
random house children’s books, may 2007. north American
young Adult

Sixteen-year-old Lana Morris wishes her life were different, that she were somewhere else, someone else. Her 
foster mother wants her gone, she’s stuck taking care of the other kids in the house, she longs to become 
closer to her foster father, and the only cool people around refuse to acknowledge her. Then Lana stumbles 
into Miss Hekkity’s mysterious shop, and she begins to realize that she might actually have the power to 
change things—to make some of her wishes come true. But wishing isn’t always as harmless as it seems. . . 

crusheD
random house children’s books, January 2006. north American
young Adult

Audrey and her best friends Lea and C.C. have just arrived at Jemison High from the one-room private 
school where they spent grades six through ten, where they performed Gilbert and Sullivan musicals, where 
they adored Edith Wharton. They’re a nerdy little trio, so everyone is shocked when the handsome new 
guy, Wickham Hill, asks Audrey out.  Audrey is soon so smitten that she hardly pays any mind to the vicious 
underground newspaper at school–or to that strange lurking guy in World Cultures. Before long, it seems 
everyone at Jemison High is worried about getting crushed–by friends, by enemies, by a mysterious reporter.

ziPPeD
random house children’s books, september 2004. north American
young Adult

*winner of The Pen cenTer usA liTerAry AwArD for chilDren’s liTerATure!
*A new yorK Public librAry booK for The Teen Age!

When 15-year-old Mick Nichols opens the wrong e-mail, he learns a terrible secret: His stepmother is having 
an affair with a man named Alexander Selkirk. Should he tell his father, confront his stepmother, or keep it 
all to himself? And who, exactly, is Alexander Selkirk? Mick becomes obsessed with the infidelity, in spite of 
some serious distractions. Distractions like Lisa Doyle, the religious field-hockey player with the coppery red 
hair. Like the surprising (but appreciated) affections of Myra Vidal, a famously gorgeous college freshman with 
a secret of her own. And at the moment Mick discovers Selkirk’s true identity, he realizes his problems are all 
zipped up together—and that he may have to go to drastic lengths to untangle them.
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crooKeD
crown Publishers, August 2000. north American
young Adult

*winner of The cAliforniA booK AwArD in Juvenile liTerATure!
*A ToP Ten AlA besT booK for young ADulTs!
*A new yorK Public librAry booK for The Teen Age!

Clara Wilson has a lot on her mind. Her best friend, Gerri, has started moving in circles that will never in a 
million years include Clara and her crooked nose. Clara’s parents are fighting again, and her mom keeps 
talking about teaching in France. At least Clara still has Hambone, her loyal dog. And her crush on Amos 
McKenzie, of course. Amos McKenzie doesn’t much like home these days. His dad’s corny questions are 
bugging him more than usual, and his mom’s gone religious for no apparent reason. On top of that, he’s 
starting to fall for a major dink, Clara Wilson. And as it turns out, he’s not the only one...

“A believable novel that will especially appeal to teens interested in moral ethics and human dynamics.” 
—school library Journal on ziPPeD

“The McNeals have created an enchanting heroine whom teens will root for as she struggles in a world made 
both familiar and extraordinary—a blend of the Midwest and Oz.” 
—The chicago sun Times on The DecoDing of lAnA morris

“Fully realized characters, teen and adult, make this book a captivating read. In distinct and thoughtfully 
crafted voices, characters reveal adolescent longings, adult treachery, and youthful belief that wrongs should 
be righted.” 
—voyA on The DecoDing of lAnA morris

reviews!
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rune michAels

Rune Michaels studied psychology at the University of Iceland and at the University of Copenhagen. She lives 
with her family in Reykjavik, Iceland. Her website is www.runemichaels.com

fix me
simon & schuster, December 2011. north American
young Adult                            

Orphaned as a child, terrorized by her abusive brother, and haunted by memories, Leia feels exposed, 
powerless, and vulnerable. When her tormented mind can stand it no longer, she escapes to the zoo, 
where she finds shelter and seeks refuge. But can she ever feel safe?  Rune Michaels brings us a harrowing 
psychological drama that raises questions about the very nature of humanity. This chilling tale will challenge 
our preconceptions of family, memory, and self, leaving readers wondering, are we the pinnacle of 
evolution—or are we just animals on display?

nobel genes
simon & schuster, Atheneum, August 2010. north American                       
Taiwanese: Locus Publishing
young Adult

Our narrator has always been told that his biological father, who he never met, was a Nobel Prize-winning 
genius. After years of tutoring and testing, he still has not shown that same brilliance. Meanwhile, his mother 
grows increasingly erratic, exhibiting signs of mental instability and self-destructive behavior. When her most 
recent suicide attempt lands her in a coma, he meets his grandparents and learns the truth about his parents.

The reminDer
simon & schuster, August 2008. world english                                     
young Adult

*2008 Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

Inspired, in part, by an article in Popular Science, Michaels tells the story of a girl grieving the loss of her 
mother. Daisy, otherwise known as Daze, keeps hearing her dead mother’s voice. Sometimes it’s because her 
dad watches old home movies when he can’t sleep; other times it’s because her brother watches videos to 
learn about the mother he was too young to remember. This time, it’s something much more wonderful and 
much more terrifying than Daze though possible. And it might allow Daze to save her mother’s life.

genesis AlPhA
simon & schuster, may 2007. world english                                      
french: Editions Milan Portguese: Presenca
young Adult

*winner of The Prix fArnienTe Prize in belgium!
*winner of The gAvAnT lecTure Prize in frAnce!

Josh has always worshipped his older brother, Max. When Max had cancer, it was Josh’s stem cells that saved 
his life. Now, the two look alike, act alike, and enjoy the same multiplayer online role-playing game, Genesis 
Alpha. Then, during a game, Max is arrested in his college dorm room for the brutal murder of a young girl. 
As Josh comes to terms with who his brother is, and his own guilt at saving his brother’s life as children, he 
comes to a number of startling revelations that will affect Max’s future, as well as his own.  
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“An adrenaline-charged thriller that also takes a fascinating and unflinching look at some difficult ethical 
issues, including the origins of good and evil. Genesis Alpha is dark, dangerous, and utterly riveting.” 
—Kenneth oppel, michael l. Printz honor-winning author of airborn on genesis AlPhA

“Skillfully interweaving science fiction and cyberspace into a murder mystery, Michaels gives readers a story 
that is not only difficult to put down but also poses questions that will linger long after the last page is turned. 
Stay tuned for more from this author.” 
—voyA on genesis AlPhA

“Michaels tackles the mammoth topics of survivor guilt, parental death, alienation, and artificial intelligence 
in fewer than two hundred pages. The novel’s main appeal will lie in Michaels’s skillful handling of an  
uncommunicative family fired in sorrow. Daze’s grief and denial are palpable, making her isolation and 
actions tragic yet oddly understandable.” 
—voyA on The reminDer

“Realistic first-person narration draws readers into this short, fast-paced read. The author’s use of technology 
to spark the characters’ emotional revelations provides a unique plot element to this part realistic, part 
science fiction tale.” 
—school library Journal  on The reminDer

“Michaels explores dark themes with ruthless honesty. The narrative is spare, the characters are beautifully 
portrayed as multifaceted individuals, and the premise is grim and wholly plausible.  YA novels about mental 
illness are not uncommon, but this one of a child who seems anonymous to the outside world, who is never 
named by the author, and whose fate isn’t ultimately wrapped up in a tidy bow will leave readers unsettled.” 
—school library Journal on nobel genes

“Micheals makes effective use of the first-person narration to give readers a highly believable protagonist 
and a riveting, from-the-trenches look at what it is like to live with a parent who suffers from a serious mental 
illness.” 
—Publishers weekly on nobel genes

“A harrowing read. /.../ Michaels is strong on style—lean and brutally evocative—and Leia herself is utterly 
convincing.” 
—Kirkus reviews on fix me

“Fix Me is a mind-boggling tale about family abuse and the hardship of coming to terms with being 
chronically hurt by the people you love. It is sure to have readers on their toes, pondering various twists and 
turns.”
—voyA on fix me

“Icelandic author Michaels has created a stark, disturbing world of human violence and psychological abuse, 
which is juxtaposed against the peaceful caged animals. /.../ Such juxtaposition can only lead readers to ask 
questions such as, who are the real animals? Which is the real zoo? A harrowing, thought-provoking look at 
brutality and the nature of humanity.” 
—booklist on fix me

reviews!
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AnDreA Pyros

Andrea Pyros is an experienced writer and editor who has worked at a variety of publications including top 
teen magazines like Twist and YM.com. She’s also one of the original founders of the beloved pop culture 
site Girls on Film, which received praise from The New York Times, Entertainment Weekly, and others. Andrea 
currently lives in New York’s Hudson Valley with her husband, their two children, and one elderly, slightly 
befuddled pug. My Year of Epic Rock is her first novel. 

my yeAr of ePic rocK 
sourcebooks, september 2014. world english
middle grade

A funny, relatable tale about friendship, first crushes and...anaphylactic shock? When Nina’s BFF ditches her 
on the first day of 7th grade, Nina is banished to the peanut-free table where she forms a band with the other 
allergic kids called The EpiPens. My Year of Epic Rock is a rollicking debut from Andrea Pyros, whose spot-on 
tween voice rings with authenticity.

reviews!

“Nina is brave and at times, pragmatic, and recognizes she deserves to be treated better. With food allergies 
becoming commonplace for many kids, Nina’s struggles will hit the right note with readers. /.../ Nina is a 
likable character and her story feels authentic. A charming addition to upper elementary and middle school 
collections.” 
—school library Journal

 “A good choice for younger readers . . . valuable for its portrayal of a young person living with serious food 
allergies.”
—Kirkus reviews

“A perfect read for anyone who feels BFF-challenged, and the food allergy aspect may attract kids who have 
such issues. /…/ the band rocks out at the end, but that’s just the icing—Nina’s ability to finally stand up to 
the girl she always thought was her friend is the cake.” 
—booklist

“This book totally rocked … I loved the fact that Nina is a drummer! Parents: this is a nice clean read that 
should appeal to the whole family.”
—book hounds

“A great clean book for tweens and young teens with a sweet kiss at the very end. My Year of Epic Rock is a 
sure-fire hit!” 
—Picture books to yA (And everything in be “tween”)

“My Year of Epic Rock was an adorable book from start to finish … I loved following Nina through her ups and 
downs and feel like this would be a great read for anyone ages 11 and up.” 
—The sarcastic Palm Tree
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PeTer neumeyer

Peter F. Neumeyer is the author of many books for children and adults and a regular book reviewer for The 
Boston Globe and other publications.

why we hAve DAy AnD nighT
Pomegranate communications, march 2011. world english
middle grade

In this curious tale, four children, accompanied by their faithful cat, stumble around in the dark and ask, 
“What’s going on when the lights go out?” A lot of imagination and a little bit of science (cue a flashlight and 
an orange) inspire a creative conclusion. To these young minds, why we have day and night is a big question 
that can only be answered by one (very hungry) little bug. (Originally published 1970) 

DonAlD hAs A DifficulTy
Pomegranate communications, march 2004. world english
middle grade

Available for the first time since 1970, this quirky tale is vintage Gorey. Poor Donald has a splinter in his foot. 
His mother distracts him, urging him to think of markets, strings, and battles. But when she treats the wound 
with alcohol, Donald’s difficulty reaches a whole new level. Gorey’s ominous, inimitable artwork is captivating 
to both children and adults, and Donald’s difficulty is sure to be intensely felt by all.  (Originally published 
1970)

DonAlD AnD The …
Pomegranate communications, march 2004. world english
middle grade

Each of Donald’s experiences features a unique final twist, perhaps none more memorable than what 
happens in “Donald and the …”  to a little white worm that Donald finds and is allowed to keep in a jar. In this 
book, in print for the first time since 1969, Gorey’s arch illustrations complement a wry tale that readers of all 
ages will find infectious. (Originally published 1969)

“A clever put-down of mechanistic explanations and plug for the free-ranging imagination.” 
—Kirkus reviews  on why we hAve DAy AnD nighT

“A charming book that uses a quirky storyline and very cool illustrations . . . Younger readers will revel in the 
slight silliness that goes on in parts, inquisitive readers will perhaps want to learn more about the hows and 
whys of time and our solar system.” 
—library Thing  on why we hAve DAy AnD nighT

reviews!
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nicholAs nicholson

Nicholas B.A. Nicholson was born in New York City and attended Saint Luke’s School before graduating 
from the Riverdale Country School. He graduated from Kenyon College in 1991 with a degree in Art History 
and Russian Area Studies. Nicholson joined the staff of Christie’s in 1993 where he was initially a Graduate 
Trainee in French and Continental Furniture before his promotion to Specialist in the Russian Department. 
Nicholson worked closely with most ofthe major collections of Faberge. Nicholson was appointed the 
American Coordinating Curator for “Jewels of the Romanovs; Treasures from the Russian Imperial Court,” 
a blockbuster exhibition featuring pieces from five of Russia’s greatest museums, which traveled to five 
American cities from 1997-1999. In 1999, He joined the staff of Circline, an on-line art advisory service, but 
since 2002 has devoted himself to writing, advising collectors privately, and lecturing frequently on Faberge 
and Russian topics. A passionate New Yorker, Nicholson has been involved with many cultural organizations 
over the years including the Museum of American Folk Art, The Young Lions of the New York Public Library, 
The Alexander Palace Association, American Friends of the Hermitage Museum, and The Russian Nobility 
Association. Currently he serves as Chair for the 1832 Society, a group dedicated to preserving and promoting 
the “Merchant’s House Museum,” a completely intact Federal home with original furnishings by Meeks and 
Duncan Phyfe. His website is www.nicholasbanicholson.com

liTTle girl in A reD Dress wiTh cAT AnD Dog
viking/Penguin, march 1998. usA (reverted)
middle grade

Who is the little girl in the red dress? Discover a unique vision of how the classic painting came to be. “That’s 
me over the fireplace. When I was a little girl and living with my parents on the farm, Mr. Ammi Phillips came, 
and I sat for a portrait. Well, I almost sat. In those days, I couldn’t sit still for long.” The arrival of a travelling 
painter is cause for great delight when the young narrator is looking for someone to play with. She’s too 
young to help the cook, her brothers, her sisters, her father and mother. But what else can she do? Sit for a 
painting, of course! But it’s not as easy as it looks—sitting still isn’t as much fun as playing with her cat and 
dog. Or is it? The original “Girl in Red with Her Cat and Dog” by Ammi Phillips might have been painted in 
much the same setting as this striking book. Cynthia von Buhler’s illustrations, reminiscent of nineteenth 
century American folk art—together with Nicholas B. A. Nicholson’s engaging story and helpful background 
note—will appeal to children and collectors alike.

“An interesting premise . . . Young readers will relate to the universal theme of an ‘ignored’ child finding her 
place and becoming the center of attention. Art teachers may also be able to use this title as a springboard to 
research and projects.” 
—school library Journal
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roxAnne orgill

Roxane Orgill is an award-winning writer on music and the author of several biographies for young readers, 
She is also the author of Dream Lucky, a book for adults about big-band jazz, race, and politics in the 1930s. 
She lives in New York City. Her website is www.roxanneorgill.com 

go-go bAby!
cavendish children’s books, January 2004. world english (reverted)
Picture book

Go-Go Baby is one toddler who isn’t about to settle down for a nap. Zooming along in her stroller, she leads 
her sister and mother on a chase through the city, until she’s finally worn out. Children will enjoy busy urban 
scenes with a bus, train, and ferry. Whimsical illustrations by Steven Salerno and a spare, poetic text by Roxane 
Orgill make this a great read-aloud book.

mAhAliA: A life in gosPel music
candlewick Press, December 2001. world english(reverted)
young Adult (non-fiction)

*AlA besT booKs for young ADulTs!
*new yorK Public librAry booKs for The Teen Age!

Born poor in New Orleans in 1911, young Mahalia Jackson was told to “let it out” when she sang the gospel 
at church each Sunday. Swaying and clapping her hands, she astonished everyone who heard her powerful 
voice. As her fame grew, her soulful voice helped introduce gospel music to the world and brought hope to 
thousands of civil rights workers who marched for equality in the 1960s. Through it all, Mahalia’s faith in God 
never wavered and her talent remained a shining light. Roxane Orgill’s compelling narrative, accompanied 
by more than fifty photographs, brings drama, depth, and immediacy to the life of the world’s most famous 
gospel singer.

shouT, sisTer, shouT!: Ten girl singers who shAPeD A cenTury
margaret K. mcelderry books, march 2001. usA
young Adult (non-fiction)

*AlA besT booKs for young ADulTs!
*new yorK Public librAry booKs for The Teen Age!

Dip into this collective biography of ten outstanding female singers of popular music in the twentieth century 
and meet some of the most remarkable women who’ve ever lived!  Through intimate personal details and 
numerous photographs, interviews, and tidbits of little-known information, music critic Roxane Orgill brings 
to life ten “girl singers” and the decades in which they did their best work. 

if i only hAD A horn: young louis ArmsTrong
houghton mifflin harcourt, september 1997. usA
middle grade (non-fiction)

Roxane Orgill’s vivid words and Leonard Jenkins’s dramatic pictures combine to tell the story of a boy who 
grew up to be a giant of jazz—the legendary and beloved Louis Armstrong. As a poor boy in New Orleans, 
where music was everywhere—dancing out of doorways, singing on streetcorners, crying from the cornet 
of the great Joe Oliver for all to hear—Louis longed for a horn so that he too could sing, bring home pennies, 
and, most of all, tap happy-feet blues till the sun rose. It wasn’t going to be easy. Many things, not all of them 
good, had to happen before he got his horn. But when at last he did, he sent music spiraling up into the New 
Orleans night sky like a spinning top gone crazy.
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“Orgill tells the story of a boy overcoming incredible odds to achieve his dream, without becoming too dark, 
maudlin or even overly hopeful, and Jenkins’s dark palette looks the way jazz sounds.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred  review* on if i only hAD A horn

“This title is useful not only for report writers looking for out-of-the-ordinary women but also as a history of 
the 20th century from an entertainment point of view.” 
—school library Journal on shouT, sisTer, shouT

“A readable, moving portrait of a passionately religious woman. /.../ An excellent addition for those interested 
in biography, music, and African-American history.” 
—school library Journal on mAhAliA

“A powerful evocation of the black experience during segregation. Black-and-white photographs appear 
throughout this beautifully designed introduction to an exceptional performer.” 
—booklist on mAhAliA

reviews!
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PATriciA PfiTsch

Patricia Pfitsch was born into the wrong century. Since she couldn’t change the year of her birth, she started 
writing historical fiction instead. She lives with my husband and an ever-changing variety of animals and 
wildlife on a ridgetop farm in southwestern Wisconsin, where sometimes she can pretend she’s living in the 
olden days. Her 100-year-old farmhouse is heated with wood, and in the winter she cooks on a wood-burning 
cookstove that’s even older than the house. Her favorite activities, next to writing, are riding her bike, weeding 
the garden, and spending time with her three children and their partners. Her website is www.pfitsch.com

who DiD iT? 
brown Publishing, 2004. north American
Picture book

When Marcos and Clara start to unpack their equipment at their campsite, they find that someone has made a 
mess in the car. Who is sabotaging their stuff? Illustrated by Stacey Schuett. 

mysTery of The clever cAT
brown Publishing, 2004. north American
Picture book

How is Cinnamon getting into the house? Marc has to find out before Papa gets angry! Illustrated by Vicki 
Learner

The birThDAy surPrise
brown Publishing, 2004. north American
Picture book

It’s Frank’s birthday, but everyone is down the street at Anna’s house. Will Frank have to spend his birthday all 
alone? Illustrated by Cynthia Fisher.

riDing The flume
simon & schuster, 2001. world english
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!
*council of wisconsin wriTer’s Juvenile ficTion AwArD!
*brown counTy booK AwArD!

Francie has always been in the shadow of her older sister Carrie, a free spirit who could ride any horse, climb 
any mountain, and knew everything about the plants and animals in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Even after 
Carrie dies in an accident in the mountains, Francie still feels that shadow–she can never be as spectacular 
as her sister, especially not in her parents’ eyes. When she learns that Carrie was keeping a secret, her search 
to discover it leads her to understand her sister’s true passion and adopt it for herself. But Francie finds that 
staying true to that passion isn’t as easy as she thinks–it may threaten the fortunes of the entire community, 
and even Francie’s life.

AN EDGAR AWARD NOMINEE!
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KeePer of The lighT
simon & schuster, December 1997. usA (reverted)
middle grade

*An AmericAn booKseller “KiD’s PicK of The lisT”!
*frienDs of AmericAn wriTers’ Juvenile ficTion AwArD-firsT PlAce!
*AlA “besT booKs for young ADulTs” nominATion!
*selecTeD for 1997 booKs for The Teen Age by The new yorK Public librAry!

Faith Sutton loves living at the isolated Port Henry Lighthouse on the shore of Lake Superior. Since her father, 
the keeper, drowned five months earlier trying to rescue people from a sinking schooner, she’s been keeping 
the lighthouse beacon burning on her own. She loves the stark beauty of the lake and wants only to stay at 
the lighthouse and be the keeper. But her mother hates the lighthouse since her husband died. She wants 
her children to have a more genteel upbringing so she moves them back to Token Creek, and a new keeper 
takes over at the lighthouse. Faith can’t be happy in town. She worries constantly about the lighthouse and 
whether the new keeper is doing his job. To keep her mother’s approval, she promises to learn to become a 
young lady. But when her mother is caught in a shipwreck off the coast, Faith must decide whether to keep 
her word or return to the lighthouse. Keeper of the Light takes place in 1872 in Upper Peninsula Michigan. It is 
the story of a daughter’s struggle to be accepted by her mother and by the community, even as she realizes 
that she must give her mother the same sort of acceptance she is asking for herself.

reviews!

“Pfitsch brings together a brave heroine, authentic background, and an intriguing view of a little-known part 
of U.S. history to make this a winner, especially for girls who like historical fiction.” 
—booklist on riDing The flume

“The adventure scenes, e.g., when Faith sneaks on horseback out to the lighthouse, are taut with suspense . . . 
there are many rousing moments in Curtis’s first book, about a girl as strong as a fall storm on the lake.” 
—Kirkus reviews on KeePer of The lighT

“Resourceful daughters of keepers inhabit children’s literature as symbols of children’s determination, 
commitment, and power. This one is no exception.” 
—school library Journal on KeePer of The lighT
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Alice Provensen

Alice Provensen began illustrating books with her husband Martin in the mid 1940’s. They are perhaps best 
known for illustrating the book, A Visit to William Blake’s Inn, winner of the Newberry Medal and a Caldecot 
Honor book. The Provensens have also been honored by the Art Books for Children Citation of the Brooklyn 
Museum and by the Gold Medal for illustration of the Society of Illustrators as well as having been included 
on the New York Times Best Illustrated Books of the Year list  nine times.

The bucK sToPs here
viking, october 2010. world english
middle grade/Picture book

This rich pageant of the American presidents is the culmination of award-winning author-illustrator Alice 
Provensen’s distinguished career. Using detailed vignettes that capture each era, witty couplets, and 
extensive factual material, Provensen takes readers on a journey from George Washington through Barack 
Obama. Newly updated, this twentieth anniversary edition is a treasure trove of American history. (Originally 
published 1990)

KlonDiKe golD
simon and schuster, october 2005. world english
middle grade/Picture book

A fictionalized account of William Howell, a young prospector who braved the arduous journey from Boston 
to the Yukon Territory in search of gold in the Klondike River valley. 

The yeAr AT mAPle hill fArm
simon and schuster, 2001. north American
Korean: Book Bank.
Picture book

In January, the cows stay in the barnyard, and the chickens don’t lay many eggs. By March, you can tell spring 
is coming: the barn is filled with baby animals. Month by month, the animals at Maple Hill Farm sense the 
changing seasons and respond to the changes. 
Through gently humorous text and charming illustrations, Alice and Martin Provensen capture one year at 
their beloved Maple Hill Farm in a way sure to delight city slickers and country folk alike.

The mAsTer sworDsmAn AnD The mAgic DoorwAy: Two legenDs from AncienT chinA
simon and schuster,  may 2001. world english
middle grade/Picture book

Little Chu wants to defend his family and protect the village from bandits. He apprentices with Master Li, the 
greatest teacher of the sword in all of China—and finds that having the skill means he’ll never have to use it. 
When the Emperor sees Mu Chi’s magnificent mural, he decrees that the painter’s reward shall be death. After 
all, no one but the Emperor should own such a perfect painting. Wielding the power of art, Mu Chi is able to 
find a way out of his dilemma. Readers and listeners will be enchanted by the humor and irrepressible spirit 
with which these characters take on obstacles and triumph over them.

CALDECOTT MEDAL WINNER!

NEWBERY MEDAL WINNER!
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glorious flighT: Across The chAnnel wiTh louis blerioT
viking, october 1997. world english
middle grade/Picture book

A biography of the man whose fascination with flying machines produced the Bleriot xI, which in 1909 
became the first heavier-than-air machine to fly the English Channel.

my fellow AmericAns 
harcourt brace & co., november 1995. world english
middle grade/Picture book

In this fascinating compendium, Alice Provensen creates an album that reveals the words and deeds of fellow 
Americans in elegant pictures brimming with lively detail. An eclectic sampling of Americans is represented—
from Pocahontas to Henry Ford, Sojourner Truth to Jim Henson, and Al Capone to Dr. Seuss. By showing us 
the myriad personalities who have influenced our lives, Mrs. Provensen provides remarkable insight into what 
it means to be a part of the American family. 

visiT To williAm blAKe’s inn
houghton mifflin harcourt, october 1982. north American
Picture book/Poetry

Inspired by William Blake’s Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience, this delightful collection of poetry for 
children brings to life Blake’s imaginary inn and its unusual guests.

“Fact is turned into magic.” 
—The new york Times book review on The glorious flighT

“Factually accurate, yes-but also a witty pictorial reincarnation of Bleriot’s first experience of an airship. . . . 
There’s dash, style, and economy here in both text and pictures.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The glorious flighT

“Inspiring is the best adjective to describe this very personal book.”
—usA Today on my fellow AmericAns

“Two inspiring tales of paradox from the Middle Kingdom … These magic tales with impeccable visual pacing 
prove once again that Provensen is a master storyteller and a consummate artist.” 
—Publishers weekly on mAsTer sworDsmAn

WINNER OF THE NEWBERY MEDAL!

A CALDECOTT HONOR BOOK!

WINNER OF THE CALDECOTT MEDAL!

reviews!
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mATThew QuicK

Matthew Quick is the New York Times bestselling author of The Silver Linings Playbook, which was made into an 
Oscar-winning movie by the Weinstein Company; The Good Luck of Right Now; and three young adult novels. 
All of his books have been optioned for film. Matthew was awarded the PEN/Hemingway Award Honorable 
Mention in 2009. He was also named an Amelia Elizabeth Walden Book Award for Young Adult Fiction Finalist 
and a LA Times Book Prize finalist, and won the Michigan Library Association’s Thumbs Up! Award. His work 
has been a #1 bestseller in Brazil, recognized as a New York Times Book Review Editor’s Choice, and made the 
YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults 2011 list. Matthew was also a finalist for the TIME “100 Most Influential 
People of 2013.” His website is www.matthewquickwriter.com 

every exQuisiTe Thing
little, brown books for young readers, spring 2016. north American manuscript available    
uK: Headline Dutch: Lemniscaat
young Adult

The author The Silver Linings Playbook is back with what early readers in New York and L.A. are calling the 
high-water mark of his young adult career. Meet Nanette O’Hare, an unassuming teen who has been playing 
the role of dutiful daughter and conscientious student-athlete. When a beloved teacher gives her his dog-
eared copy of The Bubblegum Reaper—the mysterious, out-of-print cult-classic—the rebel within Nanette 
awakens. But she learns there is a high price to pay, as she befriends the reclusive local author, experiments 
with a young Bukowski-quoting poet, and attempts to insert her true self into the world with wild abandon. A 
celebration of the self and the formidable power of story, this is Matthew Quick at his finest.

forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK 
little, brown, August 2013. north American
brazilian: Intrínseca complex chinese: ThinKingdom czech: Euromedia Dutch: Lemniscaat german: DTV 
hungarian: Könyvmolyképző italian: Salani Korean: Sam & Parkers Polish: Otwarte russian: Azbooka-
Atticus slovakian: Ikar spanish: Destino Turkish: Feniks uK: Headline vietnamese: Tre Publishing House 
film: Weinstein & Co.
young Adult

*A new yorK Times eDiTor’s choice! 
*An ATlAnTic wire summer booK guiDe ‘yA eDiTion’ PicK!
*An imAge uK booK of The monTh! 
*A heAT mAgAzine uK ToP five booK! 
*sPoTlighTeD by sunDAy Times uK 

2009 PEN/HEMINGWAY AWARD HONORABLE MENTION!

AUTHOR OF THE SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK!

A BESTSELLER IN BRAZIL!

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!

 LA TIMES BOOK FINALIST!
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Today is Leonard Peacock’s birthday. It is also the day he hides a gun in his backpack. Because today is the 
day he will kill his former best friend, and then himself, with his grandfather’s P-38 pistol. But first he must say 
good-bye to the four people who matter most to him: his Humphrey Bogart obsessed next-door neighbor, 
Walt; his classmate Baback, a violin virtuoso; Lauren, the Christian homeschooler he has a crush on; and Herr 
Silverman, who teaches the high school’s class on the Holocaust. Speaking to each in turn, Leonard slowly 
reveals his secrets as the hours tick by and the moment of truth approaches. A breathtaking, heart-stopping, 
and important book that is sure to become a topic of fevered discussion among readers of all ages.

boy 21 
little, brown books for young readers, march 2012. north American
brazilian: Intrínseca simplified chinese: Beijing Ruyi xinxin complex chinese: Commonwealth Dutch: 
Lemniscaat german: DTV Korean: Our Value Corporation Polish: Otwarte uK: Headline vietnamese: Tre 
Publishing House 
film: Tom Heller 
young Adult 

Basketball has always been an escape for Finley. He lives in broken-down Bellmont, a town ruled by the Irish 
mob, drugs, violence, and racially charged rivalries. At home, his dad works nights, and Finley is left to take 
care of his disabled grandfather alone. He’s always dreamed of getting out someday, but until he can, putting 
on that number 21 jersey makes everything seem okay. Russ has just moved to the neighborhood, and the life 
of this teen basketball phenom has been turned upside down by tragedy. Cut off from everyone he knows, 
he won’t pick up a basketball, but answers only to the name Boy21—taken from his former jersey number. 
As their final year of high school brings these two boys together, a unique friendship may turn out to be the 
answer they both need.

sorTA liKe A rocK sTAr
little, brown books for young readers, may 2010. north American
brazilian: Intrínseca Dutch: Lemniscaat Polish: Otwarte uK: Headline
film: Searchlight
young Adult

*AmeliA elizAbeTh wAlDen booK AwArD for yA ficTion finAlisT!

Amber Appleton lives in a bus. Ever since her mom’s boyfriend kicked them out, Amber, her mom, and her 
totally loyal dog, Bobby Big Boy (aka Thrice B) have been camped out in the back of Hello Yellow (the school 
bus her mom drives). Still, Amber, the self-proclaimed princess of hope and girl of unyielding optimism, 
refuses to sweat the bad stuff. But when a fatal tragedy threatens Amber’s optimism—and her way of life—
can Amber continue to be the rock star of hope? With an oddball cast of characters, and a heartwarming, 
inspiring story, this novel unveils a beautifully beaten-up world of laughs, loyalty, and hard-earned hope. The 
world is Amber’s stage, and Amber is, well...she’s sorta like a rock star. True? True. 

CHANNING TATUM TO DIRECT THE MOVIE ADAPTATION!

A YALSA BEST BOOK OF 2012!

LASSE HALLSTROM TO DIRECT THE MOVIE ADAPTATION!
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“Books like Quick’s are necessary, if only because novels, at their best, do what horrific headlines cannot: they 
reintroduce human subjectivity into large-scale national disaster.”
—The new york Times book review on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Quick’s attentiveness to [a] few key relationships and encounters gives the story its strength and razor-
like focus . . . Through Leonard, Quick urges readers to look beyond the pain of the here and now to the 
possibilities that await.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Quick’s use of flashbacks, internal dialogue, and interpersonal communication is brilliant, and the suspense 
about what happened between Leonard and Asher builds tangibly. The masterful writing takes readers inside 
Leonard’s tormented mind, enabling a compassionate response to him and to others dealing with trauma.”
—school library Journal *starred review*on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Forgive Me, Leonard Peacock presents a host of compelling, well-drawn, realistic characters—all of whom 
want Leonard to make it through the day safe and sound. An artful, hopeful exploration of a teen boy in 
intense need.”
—Kirkus reviews on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Quick is most interested in Leonard’s psychology, which is simultaneously clear and splintered, and his voice, 
which is filled with brash humor, self-loathing, and bucket loads of refreshingly messy contradictions, many 
communicated through Leonard’s footnotes to his own story. It may sound bleak, but it is, in fact, quite brave, 
and Leonard’s interspersed fictional notes to himself from 2032 add a unique flavor of hope.”
—booklist on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Complicated characters and ideas remain complicated, with no facile resolutions, in this memorable story.”
—horn book review on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“It’s a stream-of-consciousness format that’s far easier to digest than James Joyce or Virginia Woolf … The 
gravity in Forgive Me, Leonard Peacock sets it apart from its YA fellows. Quick taps the intensity of The Hunger 
Games and the emotional resonance of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows while forgoing dystopia, massive 
crowd scenes, or other hallmarks of successful YA franchises.”
—christian science monitor on forgive me, leonArD PeAcocK

“Beautiful … It is this depth that makes Boy 21 more than a first-rate novel fueled by basketball; it’s a first-rate 
work of art.”
—The new york Times book review on boy 21

“Quick is a master of capturing the rawness of adolescence and the bleakness that comes from being trapped 
in the wrong world, whether it’s Finley’s bad neighborhood or, in the case of Boy 21, Earth … [A] tale of two 
troubled boys learning to connect and find safety.”
—The boston globe on boy 21

“The answers here are satisfying but never simple … A story that, like Finley, expresses a lot in relatively few 
words.”
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on boy 21

“His emotionally raw tale retains a delicate sense of hope and optimism, making it a real gut punch of a read.”
—Publishers weekly on boy 21

reviews!
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“Finley’s relationships are sweet, supportive, and authentic. The revelation of what happened in Finley’s 
childhood is heartbreaking, but the hopeful ending pays off. An unusual and touching story.”
—booklist on boy 21

“If you’ve read the novels The Silver Linings Playbook and Sorta Like a Rock Star you are familiar with author 
Matthew Quick’s capacity to create emotionally at risk, eccentric, believable characters. His new young adult 
novel, Boy 21 adds Finley McManus and Russ a.k.a. ‘Boy 21’ to his list of quirky and likable characters.”
—new york Journal of books on boy 21

“Every aspect of this multilayered novel harmonizes … Excellently set-up twists display Quick’s mastery of 
pacing; authentic dialogue and deft character development ensure both our emotional investment in these 
richly complex boys and also our empathizing with their main commonality—feeling like ‘you’re not the 
person on the outside that you are on the inside.’”
—The horn book review on boy 21

“Quick assembles a cast … so credible in both vulnerability and resilience.”
—The bulletin of the center for children’s books on boy 21

“Quick’s first book for teenagers is a searing story of redemption … It’s nearly impossible to remain unmoved 
as [Amber] is brought back from her lowest moments by the very people she refused to give up on.”
—Publishers weekly on sorTA liKe A rocK sTAr

“This memorable teen’s fresh voice and uplifting spirit will endear readers (word!), while a bring-down-the-
house ending will inspire them to find the best in humanity (true!). Sure, Amber may be a little over the top at 
times, but aren’t all rock stars?”
—booklist on sorTA liKe A rocK sTAr

“This book is the answer to all those angst-ridden and painfully grim novels in the shortcut lingo of short 
attention-span theater. Hugely enjoyable.”
—school library Journal on sorTA liKe A rocK sTAr

“The multidimensionality of [Amber’s] character—its bittersweet possibility and utter improbability—will 
suck readers completely into her world, where they will ride waves of tears through to a world washed clean.”
—The bulletin of the center for children’s books on sorTA liKe A rocK sTAr
 

more reviews!
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emily rAAbe

Emily Raabe was a finalist for the FutureCycle First Book Award for her poetry collection Leave It Behind. Her 
poetry has also been published in periodicals like The Marlboro Review, Big Ugly Review, Indiana Review, 
Diner, Chelsea, Alaska Quarterly Review, Gulf Coast, Crab Orchard Review, Antioch Review, AGNI, and 
Eleven Eleven. She has received fellowships from the Macdowell Colony, the Ragdale Foundation, Rotary 
International, and the Breadloaf Writers Conference. Emily lives in New York with her husband, the filmmaker 
Paul Devlin.

losT chilDren of The fAr islAnD
random house, April 2014. north American 
young Adult

Twins Gus and Leo and their little sister, Ila, live a quiet life in Maine—until their mother falls ill, and it 
becomes clear her strength is fading because she is protecting them from a terrible evil. Soon the children are 
swept off to a secret island far in the sea, where they discover a hidden grandmother and powers they never 
knew they had. Like their mother, they are Folk, creatures who can turn between human and animal forms. 
Now they must harness their newfound magic for a deeper purpose. The ancient, monstrous King of the Black 
Lakes will stop at nothing to rise to power, and they are all that stands in his way. Their mother’s life hangs 
in the balance, and the children must battle this beast to the death—despite a dire prophecy that whoever 
kills him will die. Can Gus, Leo, and Ila overcome this villain? Or has he grown too strong to be defeated? Lost 
Children of the Far Islands is a story filled with magic, excitement, and the dangers and delights of the sea.

“The strongest, most believable scenes in this cinematic book take readers firmly into the realm of the 
fantastic, with their vivid descriptions of such wonders as a living, breathing book and swimming and 
communicating as seals . . . A mostly strong magical adventure in the grand tradition.”
—Kirkus reviews

“Twins Gustavia and Leomaris live fairly normal lives, so it comes as a complete surprise that their mother 
becomes mysteriously ill—because she’s not really human; she’s a Folk, part of a group of people who can 
turn into animals. Gus and Leo are about to turn 11, the age at which the Folk begin to Turn, and they start to 
notice peculiar things happening to them, like being able to hold their breath underwater for long periods of 
time … The characters are complex and well developed, and the plot flows smoothly . . . Raabe has created a 
rich and detailed world for fantasy fans.”
—school library Journal

“Eleven-year-old twins Gus and Leo and their younger sister, Ila, don’t know it yet, but they are Folk, creatures 
of Celtic legend who can transform into animals, and when their mother can no longer hide them from a 
scary, vengeful monster, they are secreted away to a rocky island off the coast of Maine for protection … 
Raabe’s debut novel is brimming with pleasing details, and her description of Gus and Leo’s transformation 
into seals really shines … This page-turning fantasy-adventure is tailor-made for marine-life fanatics.”
—booklist

FINALIST FOR THE FUTURECYCLE FIRST BOOK AWARD, 2011!

reviews!
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DAnA reinhArDT

Dana Reinhardt is the author of A Brief Chapter in My Impossible Life, Harmless, How to Build a House, The Things 
a Brother Knows, The Summer I Learned to Fly, Odessa Again and We are the Goldens. She lives in San Francisco 
with her husband and two daughters. Her website is www.danareinhardt.net 

Tell me someThing True
random house wendy lamb books, summer 2016. north American       manuscript available June 2015
young Adult

River Dean is shocked when his long-time girlfriend Penny Brockaway dumps him. His whole high school 
identity is linked to Penny’s, so who is he without her?  While walking in Los Angeles, a city where no one 
walks, River sees a sign above a doorway advertising “A Second Chance.”  Upon entering, River finds a group of 
troubled teens talking about their various addictions. Wanting acceptance and needing an outlet for his grief 
over the break-up, River makes up a story about his own drug addiction. As River falls for a girl in the group, 
his lies compound and get himself into a huge mess. If he comes clean, will he lose the new love of his life?  
But how can he start a new relationship that started based on a lie? In her usual elegant voice-driven style, 
Reinhardt introduces us to a new cast of characters that will both make us laugh and break our hearts.

we Are The golDens
random house wendy lamb books, may 2014. north American
young Adult

*one of Publishers weeKly’s booKs of The weeK for mAy 26Th! 
*A June besT booK of The monTh AT AmAzon! 

Nell worships her older sister, Layla. They’re one unit, intertwined: Nellayla. As Nell and her best friend, Felix, 
start their freshman year in high school, on Layla’s turf, there’s so much Nell looks forward to: joining Layla on 
the varsity soccer team, parties, boys, adventures. But the year takes a very different turn. Layla is changing, 
withdrawing. She’s hiding something, and when Nell discovers what it is, and the consequences it might have, 
she struggles. She wants to support Layla, to be her confidante, to be the good sister she’s always been. But 
with so much at stake, what secrets should she keep? What lies should she tell?

oDessA AgAin
random house wendy lamb books, may 2013. north American   
german: CBJ
middle grade

Odessa Green-Light has had a hard day. When an argument with her annoying little brother results in being 
sent to her room, Odessa stomps out her frustration. One particularly big stomp, however, finds Odessa flying 
through the floorboards and mysteriously 24 hours back in time. After overcoming her initial confusion, 
Odessa sees opportunity. Can she do it again? For how long? And so begins Odessa’s journey, a gripping, 
charming adventure story that will have every young reader wondering what Odessa wonders: What should 
she do with her newly found powers? An exciting first foray into middle-grade territory from award-winning 
young adult phenomenon Dana Reinhardt.
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The summer i leArneD To fly
random house wendy lamb books, July 2011. north American                   
french: La Martiniere italian: Mondadori Korean: I-Seum
young Adult

Drew’s a bit of a loner. She has a pet rat, her dead dad’s Book of Lists, an encyclopedic knowledge of cheese 
from working at her mom’s cheese shop, and a crush on Nick, the surf bum who works behind the counter. 
It’s the summer before eighth grade and Drew’s days seem like business as usual, until one night after closing 
time, when she meets a strange boy in the alley named Emmett Crane. Who he is, why he’s there, where the 
cut on his cheek came from, and his bottomless knowledge of rats are all mysteries Drew will untangle as they 
are drawn closer together, and Drew enters into the first true friendship, and adventure, of her life.

The Things A broTher Knows
random house wendy lamb books, september 2010. north American       
young Adult

*school librAry JournAl 2010 besT booKs of The yeAr!
*booKlisT chilDren’s eDiTors’ choice lisT!
*one of nPr’s five besT Teen booKs of The yeAr!
*AlA ToP Ten besT ficTion for Teens lisT!
*A syDney TAylor booK AwArD winner!
*A cAliforniA booK AwArD winner!

Finally, Levi Katznelson’s older brother, Boaz, has returned. Boaz was a high school star who had it all and 
gave it up to serve in a war Levi can’t understand. Everything has been on hold since Boaz left. With the help 
of his two best friends Levi has fumbled his way through high school, weary of his role as little brother to the 
hero. But when Boaz walks through the front door after his tour of duty is over, Levi knows there’s something 
wrong. Boaz is home, safe. But Levi knows that his brother is not the same. Maybe things will never return to 
normal. Then Boaz leaves again, and this time Levi follows him, determined to understand who his brother 
was, who he has become, and how to bring him home again.

how To builD A house
random house wendy lamb books, may 2008. north American                   
young Adult

What does it take to build a home that will last? Harper’s dad is getting a divorce from her beloved 
stepmother, Jane. Even worse, Harper has lost her stepsister, Tess. The divorce divides them just when her best 
friend, Gabriel, betrays her. Harper decides to get away for the summer and joins a volunteer program to build 
a house for a family in Tennesee who lost their home in a tornado. Not that she knows a thing about building 
houses. Soon she’s living in a funky motel and working long days in blazing heat with a quirky, terrific group 
of kids from all over the country. At the site she works alongside Teddy, the son of the family for whom they 
are building the house. Their partnership turns into a summer romance, complete with power tools. Learning 
to trust and love Teddy isn’t easy for Harper, but it’s the first step toward finding her way back home.

KIRKUS 2010 BEST BOOK FOR TEENS!
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hArmless
random house,wendy lamb books, february 2007. north American         
young Adult

One Friday night Emma, Anna, and Mariah, three best friends, are out doing something they shouldn’t. 
They make up a story so they won’t get in trouble at home. It seems like the easy way out. What happens 
next challenges their friendship, their community, their relationships with their families, and their sense of 
themselves. What happens next shows the harm one lie can do. Told in the voices of the three girls who must 
learn to live with the lies they tell, Harmless is a gripping and provocative novel full of startling turns and 
surprises.

A brief chAPTer in my imPossible life
random house ,wendy lamb books, february 2006. north American
uK: Walker
young Adult

Simone’s starting her junior year in high school. Her mom’s a lawyer for the ACLU, her dad’s a political 
cartoonist, so she’s grown up standing outside the organic food coop asking people to sign petitions for 
worthy causes. She’s got a terrific younger brother and amazing friends. And she’s got a secret crush on a 
really smart and funny guy who spends all of his time with another girl. Then her birth mother contacts her. 
Simone’s always known she was adopted, but she never wanted to know anything about it. She’s happy with 
her family just as it is, thank you. She learns who her birth mother was: a 16-year-old girl named Rivka. Who 
is Rivka? Why has she contacted Simone? Why now? The answers lead Simone to deeper feelings of anguish 
and love than she has ever known, and to question everything she once took for granted about faith, life, the 
afterlife, and what it means to be a daughter.

reviews!

“Laced with mystery and fascinating details about Drew’s chief interests–rats and cheese–this quiet novel 
invites readers to share in its heroine’s deepest yearnings, changing moods, and difficult realizations. Strong 
imagery . . . will stay with readers.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on The summer i leArneD To fly

“Drew’s journey into self-knowledge unfolds in a lucid voice that is thoughtful and entertaining without 
being showy. Emmett’s history is painful but not unlikely or shocking. There is a hint throughout of being a 
step removed that balances the immediacy of the events being related and the power of hindsight. Drew and 
Emmett’s ultimate quest for a miracle and the unquestioning belief in the magic needed for it adds just that 
touch of innocence and naiveté that is needed to make the ending poignant. Quiet yet immensely appealing.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The summer i leArneD To fly

“Reinhardt’s first novel is superbly crafted . . . It asks the big questions, about love, about faith, about what it 
means to be a daughter . . . a great read.” 
—school library Journal *starred review* on A brief chAPTer in my imPossible life

“Every character contributes and brings a point of view that adds to a fuller picture of the personal 
consequences of war without being simplistically pro or anti. Powerful.” 
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—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on The Things A broTher Knows

“Reinhardt artfully parallels the construction of a house with the reconstruction of a broken family in a work 
as intimate and intelligently wrought as her previous YA novels, A Brief Chapter in My Impossible Life and 
Harmless.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on how To builD A house

“Written with a light touch that belies the heavy subjects of divorce and blended-family dynamics.”
—los Angeles Times on how To builD A house

“Reinhardt succeeds in capturing the full gamut of fluctuating adolescent emotions, including the intensity of 
first love, the disappointment of mis-judgement, and the pain of losing one’s innocence.”
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on we Are The golDens

“Nell’s voice is engaging, clever, and colloquial—making this a speedy, engrossing read with a trajectory that 
offers a certain reassurance to parents and teens.”
—The horn book review on we Are The golDens

“Dana Reinhardt’s gripping, realistic novel tells of two extremely close sisters, Nell and Layla Golden, 
whose relationship unravels because of a secret . . . Reinhart beautifully captures the messy passage from 
adolescence to adulthood. Part of Nell wants to stay the child, while the other part knows she must follow her 
own moral compass. Is it her responsibility to keep her sister’s secret? Or to protect her, perhaps against her 
wishes? Reinhardt gets this delicate balance just right, and leaves readers thinking long after the last page.”
—shelf Awareness on we Are The golDens

“Deftly incorporating magic realism into her plot, Reinhardt introduces a smart, big-hearted heroine who isn’t 
afraid to go after what she wants. Odessa’s triumphs and mishaps will bring laughs and pangs of sympathy, 
and set imaginations spinning.”
—Publishers weekly on oDessA AgAin

“With humor as well as depth, this is an endearing story of a spunky girl who realizes that life gets more, not 
less, confusing as she grows up.”
—Kirkus reviews on oDessA AgAin

“The story flows well and will be relished by readers who have ever wished they could go back and fix events 
that have just occurred.”
—school library Journal on oDessA AgAin

“This Groundhog Day redo for the younger set does pose some intriguing questions about what’s important 
in life and whether you want the power to make other people’s decisions for them.”
—booklist on oDessA AgAin

“Reinhardt takes a simple fantastical premise and uses it as the engine for a sharply perceptive and 
sympathetic account of a girl’s struggle through a difficult time … Even readers past Odessa’s age will be 
intrigued by the possibilities, and the book could also absorb listeners as a chapter-by-chapter read aloud.”
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on oDessA AgAin

more reviews!
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gAil rocK

Roberta Gail Rock (1940- ) lived at Valley, Douglas County, and Lincoln. An author, screenwriter, and journalist, 
Rock is best known as the writer of four children’s novels with main character growing up in 1940s Nebraska, 
which were published in Canada, England, Italy, and the U.S.; all were originally stories for television specials. 
The House without a Christmas Tree received the Christopher Award for 1972 and Emmy Award for 1973. She 
also wrote scripts for the Miss Universe Company and was the film and television critic for Women’s Wear Daily 
and other venues. Her website is addiemills.flyingdreams.com

ADDie AnD The King of heArTs
Trumpet, 2000. north American
middle grade

Addie and the King of Hearts is the story of first love. (Originally published 1974)

ThAnKsgiving TreAsure
Trumpet, 2000. north American
middle grade

Addie’s Thanksgiving gesture toward a crotchety old man enriches both their lives. (Originally published 
1976)
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susAn golDmAn rubin

Susan Goldman Rubin grew up in the Bronx and dreamed of becoming an artist. She illustrated her first 
three picture books but then turned to writing nonfiction, mainly about art, and is the author of more than 
45 books for young people. Her titles include Andy Warhol: Pop Art Painter, a 2007 ALA Notable, The Yellow 
House: Vincent van Gogh & Paul Gauguin Side by Side, a Booklist 2002 CCBC Choice, and Edward Hopper: Painter 
of Light and Shadow, described by Booklist as “a beautifully designed biography” with “eloquent commentary.” 
Susan has also explored Judaica themes. Some of her titles are Haym Salomon: American Patriot, Fireflies in the 
Dark: The Story of Friedl Dicker-Brandeis and the Children of Terezin, a Sydney Taylor Award Honor Book, and The 
Cat With the Yellow Star: Coming of Age in Terezin, a 2007 ALA Notable and a Bank Street Best Children’s Book 
of the Year, coauthored with Ela Weissberger, a survivor of Terezin and the Holocaust. Most recently Susan 
has created board books based on fine art for very young children. Her titles include Counting with Wayne 
Thiebaud, Andy Warhol¹s Colors, and Matisse: Dance With Joy. Her newest books for older readers are Delicious: 
The Life & Art of Wayne Thiebaud, and Whaam! The Art & Life of Roy Lichtenstein. Susan lives in Malibu, California, 
and has been an instructor in the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program for 20 years. She is also on the permanent 
faculty of the Pacific Northwest Children¹s Book Conference held each summer and sponsored by Portland 
State University. Her website is www.susangoldmanrubin.com

The Anne frAnK cAse: simon wiesenThAl’s seArch for The TruTh 
The holiday house, July 2012. north American 
middle grade (non-fiction)

*oPPenheim Toy PorTfolio golD AwArD 2004!
*selecTeD by cAliforniA reADers for The 2005 cAliforniA collecTions!
*selecTeD for The 2006 cAliforniA collecTions for high school!

Determined to find definitive proof that Anne Frank’s diary was authentic, Simon Wiesenthal began a five-
year-long search for the Gestapo officer who arrested the Frank family. This inspiring and suspenseful account 
testifies to the difference that one person’s dedication can make.

irenA senDler AnD The chilDren of The wArsAw gheTTo
holiday house, April 2011. usA english
middle grade (non-fiction)

Irena Sendler was a diminutive Polish social worker who helped spirit more than four hundred children out of 
the Warsaw Ghetto during World War II. Using toolboxes, ambulances, and other ingenious measures, Irena 
Sendler defied the Nazis and risked her own life by saving and then hiding Jewish children. Her secret list of 
the children’s real identities was kept safe, buried in two jars under a tree in war-torn Warsaw. An inspiring 
story of courage and compassion, this biography includes a list of resources, source notes, and an index.

whAAm! The ArT AnD life of roy lichTensTein
Abrams book for young readers, october 2008. world english
middle grade (illustrated non-fiction)

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

The life of the great Pop Art painter Roy Lichtenstein, illustrated with his most famous artworks. In the newest 
of Abrams’ award-winning line of picture book biographies of artists, Susan Goldman Rubin evocatively 
explores Roy Lichtenstein’s work and life and his groundbreaking influence on the art world. In Roy’s long 
career as a teacher, artist, and innovator, he changed the way that people thought about art and how artists 
thought about their subjects, challenging people to see familiar sights with new eyes. Classically trained in 
painting and drawing, Roy found inspiration from cartoons, newspaper comics, and children’s books—images 
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most people didn’t consider “serious” art. He also chose to paint, in meticulous detail, the building blocks of 
painting—a single brushstroke or the back of a canvas—drawing attention to the way that artists use these 
tools. Roy and the other Pop Artists, including Andy Warhol, broke down the rules about what makes proper 
subjects for fine art. In over a thousand paintings and numerous other works, Roy brought familiar images 
into new light and captured the imagination of the world. The book includes a bibliography, an index, and a 
list of museums where you can see Lichtenstein’s work.

The flAg wiTh The fifTy-six sTArs: A gifT from The survivors of mAuThAusen 
holiday house, march 2005. usA
middle grade (non-fiction)

*2006 cAliforniA collecTions for miDDle school!
*2006 noTAble chilDren’s booK of Jewish conTenT!

On May 6th, 1945 when the 11th Armored Division of the U.S. Army marched into the Mauthausen 
Concentration camp, they were presented with an extraordinary gift. Despite their desperate and starving 
conditions, a group of prisoners had surreptitiously sewed scraps of sheets and jackets together to make a 
U.S. flag. Even though the inmates had added an extra row of stars, Colonel Richard Seibel had the flag flown 
over the camp as a tribute to the humanity, perseverance, and spirit of the survivors of Mauthausen. The 
meticulously researched paintings by Bill Farnsworth poignantly depict the events. Source notes, a biography, 
further resources and a reproduction of the actual flag are included.

Delicious: The ArT AnD life of wAyne ThiebAuD 
chronicle books,  December 2007. world english
middle grade (illustrated non-fiction)

One of the giants of American art, Wayne Thiebaud was at first unappreciated because of the everyday 
subject matter of his paintings. His tasty hot dogs, delectable cakes, dizzy streets, and sleepy deltas have since 
become icons of twentieth century art. Now young readers have the chance to explore the development of a 
fascinating artist while delighting in the very child-friendly art that has made him so acclaimed. With her deft 
touch, critically-acclaimed non-fiction author Susan Rubin tells the story of the man behind the masterpieces. 

The yellow house: vincenT vAn gogh AnD PAul gAugin siDe by siDe
 harry n Abrams inc, september 2001. usA english
middle grade (non-fiction)

*ccbc choices 2002!

Beginning with their ambition to found an artists’ colony and ending with each artist going his own way, this 
is the story of how, during autumn 1888, Van Gogh and Gauguin came to live together for two months, in 
Arles, in the south of France. It is not only the story of their friendship, it is also about how artists generate and 
share ideas and how they work. While they lived together, these artists had very different beliefs about art, 
which can be demonstrated through the subjects they painted, side by side. Reproductions of ten paintings 
by the men are included, so that their styles are approaches are evident. The contrast between the men (in 
appearance, manner and artistic approach) will provide ample material for discussion with children. 
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sTePhen sPielberg: crAzy for movies
harry n. Abrams inc, october 2001. world english
middle grade (non-fiction)

*new yorK Public librAry 2002 booKs for The Teen Age lisT!

Intimate family photos and interviews reveal Spielberg behind the scenes.  From Jaws to E.T. to Schindler’s 
List to Saving Private Ryan, Steven Spielberg has created many of the most popular and respected movies 
ever made. Now, through extensive interviews with Spielberg’s family, with the stars of his films, and with 
the people he has worked with most closely, Susan Goldman Rubin presents the definitive portrait of a man 
whose childhood paved the path he would take as an artist.  A wealth of behind-the-scenes information 
allows readers to look at the creative process up close. Full of never-before-seen, one-of-a-kind family 
photographs, this fast-paced biography will inspire young people everywhere.  

fireflies in The DArK: The sTory of frieDl DicKer-brAnDeis AnD The chilDren of Terezin
holiday house, may 2001. usA english
middle grade (non-fiction)

*2001 noTAble booK for A globAl socieTy by The chilDren¹s liTerATure AnD sPeciAl 
inTeresT grouP of The inTernATionAl reADing AssociATion!
*honor booK in The 2000 syDney TAylor booK AwArD for olDer reADers!
*finAlisT, nATionAl Jewish booK AwArDs!
*booKlisT ToP Ten youTh ArT booKs for 2000!
*ccbc choices 2001!

Covers the years during which Friedl Dicker, a Jewish woman from Czechoslovakia, taught art to children at 
the Terezin Concentration Camp. Includes art created by teacher and students, excerpts from diaries, and 
interviews with camp survivors.

wiDeness AnD wonDer: The life AnD ArT of georgiA o’Keeffe
chronicle books, April 2011. usA
middle grade (non-fiction)

Wideness and Wonder is the fascinating story of the mysterious and beloved artist Georgia O’Keeffe. Well-
known children’s biography writer Susan Goldman Rubin traces the events that shaped O’Keeffe’s art and how 
art influenced OKeeffe’s life in return. Wideness and Wonder is colorful, accessible, and packed with the art that 
made O’Keeffe so renowned.

hAym solomon: AmericAn PATrioT
holiday house, April 2001. world english
middle grade (non-fiction)

The story of one of America’s first true patriots. Everyone knows Revolutionary War figures George 
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, and Paul Revere, but Haym Salomon was also an important hero, and his 
accomplishments are finally gaining recognition in this biography that will entertain as it introduces its 
unique subject. Haym was one of the few Jewish patriots of the time. His knowledge of languages and 
currencies made him an exceptional man in pre-Revolution New York. Incredibly valuable to the revolutionary 
cause, Haym risked his life and his fortune, went to prison, and was forced to abandon his home and family—
all for the sake of American independence. Acclaimed author Susan Goldman Rubin, along with illustrator 
David Slonim, brings Haym’s remarkable story to life.
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ToileTs. ToAsTers AnD TelePhones: The how AnD why of everyDAy obJecTs 
harcourt brace & company inc, 1998. usA
middle grade (non-fiction)

*scholAsTic school booK club, 1998!

Who invented the toilet? How did the telephone get its shape? Why are the letters on a computer keyboard 
arranged the way they are? Who decides? In this fascinating history of everyday objects, Susan Goldman 
Rubin explains how manufacturers realized that well-designed products made more money; why the shape of 
an object depends on the materials and technology available; and that some designs just can’t be improved 
upon.  Filled with entertaining anecdotes, remarkable facts, and definitely user-friendly, Toilets, Toasters, & 
Telephones, with 30 photographs and 13 elegant drawings by Elsa Warnick, is a delightful narrative of the 
history of some of the familiar objects we see all around us and the inspired geniuses who are responsible for 
what they look like.

“The writing in Delicious is untroubled and straightforward .There is no struggle in it at all. The story goes 
steadily from subject to verb, rung to rung, up the ladder of life and good fortune.” 
—The new york Times on Delicious: wAyne ThiebAuD

“Delicious indeed.” 
—Kirkus reviews *starred review* on Delicious: wAyne ThiebAuD

“Bold and graphic, with an attractive design, this title will appeal to budding artists and comic-book fans ... 
The back matter is exceptional as well, with a thorough glossary and index and an expansive list of additional 
resources. The thoughtful design and content show that the author truly had young people in mind while 
making this book.” 
—school library Journal on whAm! roy lichTensTein

“Incisive, accessible analysis.” 
—Publishers weekly on The yellow house

“Elegant in appearance, devastating in content, almost overwhelming in its quiet intensity, this book is a 
shining augmentation to the literature of the Holocaust.” 
—school library Journal on fireflies in The DArK

“Rubin’s detailed references and sources include books, documentary films and videos, and Web sites to help 
students who want to know more. There’s no sensationalism here. Everything is distanced, but the sense of 
loss is overwhelming.” 
—booklist on fireflies in The DArK

reviews!
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AnDreA seigel

Andrea Seigel is the author of two acclaimed novels for adults, Like the Red Panda and To Feel Stuff. She 
decided to write her first young adult novel while sitting at the kid table at a cousin’s wedding as she watched 
her preteen tablemates hit each other.  Her website is www.andreaseigel.com

The KiD TAble
bloomsbury, september 2010.  north American                                        
young Adult

*film righTs oPTioneD by PArAmounT PicTures!

It’s there at every family event. A little smaller, collapsible, and decked out with paper napkins because 
you can’t be trusted with the good ones. But you’re stuck there. At the Kid Table. Because to them—to the 
adults—you’re still a kid. Ingrid Bell and her five teenage cousins are in exactly this situation. Never mind the 
fact that high school is almost over. They’re still eating mac and cheese with a toddler. But what happens 
when the rules change? When Brianne, the oldest cousin, lands a seat at the Adult Table, the others are in 
shock. What does it take to graduate from the Kid Table? Over the course of five family events, Ingrid and her 
cousins attempt to finish childhood and send the infamous table into retirement. But as Ingrid turns on the 
charm in order to manipulate her situation, the family starts questioning her motives. And when her first love 
comes in the form of first betrayal (he’s Brianne’s boyfriend), Ingrid is forced to consider how she fits into this 
family and what it means to grow up. 

“Weirdly whimsical . . . Seigel’s YA debut delights.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The KiD TAble

“Bold, biting, and incredibly insightful. Seigel lightens some dramatic events with well-played humor.” 
—school library Journal on The KiD TAble

“Quirky characters mixed up in sometimes all-too-real situations make The Kid Table a memorable and 
enjoyable read.” 
—teensreadtoo.com

reviews!
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michAel simmons

chronicle of The firsT invAsion: Alien feAsT 
houghton mifflin harcourt, July 1995. usA
middle grade

The War of the Worlds meets Douglas Adams as two kids and one old man prepare to save the world. Things 
are getting better with the alien invasion. Sure it’s still not too uncommon to come home and find your 
step-parents reduced to a pile of unsavory feet—but at least now with the disease killing the aliens off, you 
have a relatively decent chance of making it through a day without getting mostly eaten. William knows this 
first-hand, having lost both his step-parents, but when the aliens kidnap his long-time crush Sophie’s scientist 
parents (and the government won’t help) it’s up to William, Sophie, and William’s bizarre Uncle Maynard to 
save them…and perhaps the rest of the world while they are at it. A hysterically twisted adventure that will 
knock your feet off! 

reviews!

“Reluctant readers and juvenile SF buffs will look forward to more from this author.” 
—voyA

“Complete with dandy special effects and no small measure of wish fulfillment . . . just in time for summer 
reading.” 
—horn book
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oberT sKye

Obert Skye is the author of the bestselling children’s fantasy adventure series Leven Thump, winner of the 
Benjamin Franklin Award for 2005 Best Juvenile Fiction and Book of the Year Award for Best Audio Fiction by 
ForeWord Magazine. His website is www.abituneven.com   

wiTherwooD reform school
henry holt, march 2015. world english
middle grade

After a slight misunderstanding involving a horrible governess, oatmeal, and a jar of tadpoles, siblings Tobias 
and Charlotte Eggars find themselves abandoned by their father at the gates of a creepy reform school. 
Sinister mysteries are afoot at Witherwood, where the grounds are patrolled by vicious creatures after dark 
and kids are locked in their rooms. Charlotte and Tobias soon realize that they are in terrible danger—
especially because the head of Witherwood has perfected the art of mind control. If only their amnesiac 
father would recover and remember that he has two missing children. If only Tobias and Charlotte could solve 
the dark mystery and free the kids at Witherwood—and ultimately save themselves

The creATure from my closeT #1: wonKensTein 
henry holt, september 2011. north American
Korean: IllusText Turkish: Epsilon
middle grade (illustrated) 

In this illustrated middle-grade novel, twelve-year-old underachiever Rob has better things to do than read. 
His parents give him lots of books but most of them just end up in the messy pile of junk he keeps locked in 
his closet that once doubled as a makeshift science laboratory. One day, Rob hears weird sounds coming from 
behind his closet door and discovers a funny little creature that seems to be a cross between two characters 
from books he’s tried to ignore. He names him Wonkenstein. Keeping track of “Wonk” is hard work. But with 
help from friends and a little off-the-wall magic, Rob and Wonkenstein’s crazy adventures set the stage for 
great laughs . . . and Rob might even read some good books along the way.

The creATure from my closeT #2: PoTTerwooKiee 
henry holt, september 2012. north American                                        
Korean: IllusText Turkish: Epsilon
middle grade (illustrated) 

Middle school student Rob Burnside’s closet is at it again. This time the creature that emerges is a hilarious 
mash up of Harry Potter and Chewbacca from Star Wars. Rob must figure out why the little Potterwookiee 
is here, while also dealing with his friends and working to impress the girl of his young dreams. He takes on 
the school bully, participates in a cooking contest, and races to find the answers in the books that brought 
Potterwookiee to life. Skye’s hilarious illustrations add to the fun! 

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN AWARD WINNER, 2005!
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The creATure from my closeT #3:  PinoculA 
henry holt, september 2013. north American                                       
Korean: IllusText Turkish: Epsilon
middle grade (illustrated) 

Rob Burnside’s closet is at it again. This time the books of Pinocchio and Dracula are being mashed up and 
Pinocula is thrust into his life. Rob must navigate the humor and horror of middle school while Pinocula 
makes things extra difficult. A small lie grows to be a great obstacle that ends with Rob’s life falling apart at his 
school’s first dance. Funny, embarrassing, and filled with heart Pinocula just might be the messiest, and most 
enjoyable creature, to stumble out of Rob’s closet yet.

The creATure from my closeT #4: KATfish
henry holt, september 2014. north American                                       
Korean: IllusText
middle grade (illustrated) 

Rob Burnside’s life is in ruins. He needs help. And his science laboratory closet is there to give him a hand. 
In walks Katfish, a mashup of Katniss from the Hunger Games and the Little Mermaid. This girl is strong as 
nails and sports a tail. Everyone at school is excited about an upcoming riff on the Hunger Games created by 
Principal Smelt: the Fun-ger Games. Rob—well, not so much. But Katfish is sticking around to help Rob with 
girl advice, Fun-ger Games tips, and how to get people to stop hating him. What could go wrong?

The creATure from my closeT #5: The lorD of The hAT
henry holt, september 2015. north American   manuscript available: June 2015 
middle grade (illustrated) 

Rob Burnside thinks he’s getting the hang of things. It almost seems as if he has learned all he needed to 
from his unusual closet. Beardy, the doorknob, has it locked up and there are no signs nor sounds of the 
closet door opening again. Of course, Rob would feel differently if he only looked under his bed. Someone 
has already slipped from the closet unnoticed and that someone is part Gollum, part Cat in the Hat. He’s an 
obsessed visitor with mad rhyming skills. And when Rob’s family wins a trip to Colorado to ride on trains and 
explore mountains, something extra makes it into his luggage. Family trips can be fun, but what happens 
to Rob and his family is funny. A couple of Rob’s friends have been invited on the trip and trying to keep 
the newest creature from being discovered is a team effort. Not only must Rob find the books that hold the 
answers, but he is about to stumble upon the origins of Beardy. Get ready for school fights, train rides, long 
mysterious hikes, and a creature that is unlike any of the others who have slipped from his closet before. What 
Rob discovers is epic.  

The creATure from my closeT #6: unTiTleD
henry holt, september 2016. north American   manuscript available: June 2016 
middle grade (illustrated) 

Summary to come
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PillAge Trilogy #1: PillAge
shadow mountain, June 2010. north American
young Adult

*A 2009 cybilis AwArD nominee!

Fifteen-year-old Beck Phillips’ favorite activity is causing trouble—and his latest scheme is setting off an angry 
hive of bees through the air ducts in his current school. Maybe this inclination for trouble comes from moving 
around a lot, a non-existent father, or the fact that his mother is very ill. When his mom dies, Beck is uprooted 
from his life once again and is sent to live with his wealthy but estranged uncle out in the mountainous 
country. On the train ride to Kingsplot, Beck meets Kate, who can’t even be bothered to give Beck the time of 
day, even though he thinks that she is the prettiest thing going. Little do they both know that they are going 
to see much more of each other, even though it’s not at the top of Kate’s priority list. When Beck arrives at his 
uncle’s mansion, an air of mystery greets him. While the house has seven floors and hundreds of rooms, Beck, 
along with his uncle and a minimal house staff, are the only occupants. What’s even stranger is that Beck’s 
uncle only comes out of his domed room once in a blue moon. As time progresses, Beck learns dark secrets 
about his lost family. Secrets that include buried basements, forbidden gardens, an ancient book of unusual 
family history, and most surprising of all...dragons! Beck’s life has changed forever, and there is no turning 
back now. Along with some newfound friends, Beck is about to embark on his biggest adventure yet.

PillAge Trilogy #2: choKe
shadow mountain, June 2010. north American
young Adult

Pillage was the first of three books in the fantasy adventure that Obert Skye calls a Pillogy. Choke, the second, 
continues the eccentric adventures of Beck Phillips, who seems to have a knack for causing mischief in the 
secluded village of Kingsplot. In book one, Beck used his unique gift to unexpectedly hatch several dragon 
eggs. Thankfully, the dragons were destroyed . . . or were they? In Choke, a stranger has discovered that Beck 
Phillips is the key to finding and hatching a lost dragon’s egg, a task that will bring the riches and fortune that 
Beck’s family was destined to have. Beck learns that outward appearances can be deceiving and that grown-
ups really do have valuable lessons to offer. Readers will laugh out loud at Beck’s antics and sit on the edge of 
their seats while Beck and his friends confront Liz, the largest, most ferocious dragon Beck has ever seen!

PillAge Trilogy #3: Ambush
shadow mountain, January 2012. north American
young Adult

Things are strange in the town of Kingsplot. The usually sleepy town is experiencing things it just can’t 
explain. Plants are vandalizing the museum, buildings are being torn apart at night, and the minds of 
residents are growing foggy and confused. In the Pillage manor above the town, Beck’s life is unraveling as 
well. The girl he cares for has had enough, his father is in the hospital, and the madness that has poisoned 
Beck’s ancestors is beginning to infect his own thoughts. There’s also the matter of the manor. Behind its walls 
and floors are more surprises, including an elevator that’s been walled up for years. Furthermore, in order to 
save his father, Beck must plant the final dragon stone, which brings to life much more than he expected. Not 
just one dragon appears, but three: the king and two wicked guardians. Beck’s new desire to pillage is in stark 
contrast to the rightful task he knows he must perform—a task that will put an end to the dragons once and 
for all. Of course, even the best-laid plans can fall apart beneath the surprise of an ambush. This final book in 
the Pillagy series takes Beck, Kate, and Wyatt through their most dangerous adventure ever.
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“A brother and sister find themselves trapped in a frightening school that threatens to destroy their minds in 
this dark comedy … Skye writes in very much the same vein as Lemony Snicket, with menacing dark humor 
and outlandish characters. The volume opens a new series, so after plenty of suspense and revelations about 
the truly awful school, readers can be assured that the siblings will still face precarious circumstances in the 
next installment. One can almost hear the Tim Curry narration.” 
—Kirkus reviews on wiTherwooD reform school

“Skye’s old-fashioned, witty writing style and amusing humor is the perfect fit for fans of The Spiderwick 
Chronicles and A Series of Unfortunate Events series.” 
—booklist on wiTherwooD reform school

“Comfy antics.”
—Kirkus reviews on The creATure from my closeT series

“[A] highly amusing new series starter … Skye gives Rob a self-deprecating charm and highlights the 
pleasures of books both subtly and effectively.” 
—booklist on The creATure from my closeT series

“Skye delivers a familiar and appealing mix of anecdotes, sketches, and self-deprecating humor. He is also an 
able satirist of family dynamics.”
—booklist on The creATure from my closeT series

“Original and hilarious.” 
—school library Journal on The creATure from my closeT series

“The text is hysterical by itself, but acts as the straight man in relation to the one-two punch of the childlike 
drawings and captions that appear on almost every page. Get multiple copies of this book: it will fly off the 
shelves.”
—school library Journal on The creATure from my closeT series

“Skye captures all the silly action in the winning text-plus-cartoons format popularized by the Diary of a 
Wimpy Kid books. Rob’s dry commentary on his family, school, and social life is sure to provoke laughs.”
—Publishers weekly on The creATure from my closeT series

“There’s enough humor here to elicit at least a few guffaws from even the most literary averse.” 
—bulletin of the center for children’s books on The creATure from my closeT series
 
“Filled with spot-on commentary and a wince-inducing supporting cast, middle grade guys won’t be able 
to keep Wonkenstein to themselves … This pitch-perfect offering should appeal to reluctant readers, not to 
mention the legion Wimpy Kid fans.”
—shelf Awareness on The creATure from my closeT series

reviews!
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cleTe bArreTT smiTh

Clete Barrett Smith’s first novel, Aliens on Vacation, was named an American Booksellers Council “New Voices” 
selection as one of the top middle grade novels of the year by a debut author. Clete received his MFA in 
Writing for Children and Young Adults from the Vermont College of Fine Arts in 2010. His website is www.
cletebarrettsmith.com

mr. 60%
random house children’s, summer 2016. north American      manuscript available: summer 2015
middle grade 

Desperate to hold onto the only family he’s ever known, a high school drug dealer has to stay one step ahead 
of the authorities and use his profits to care for his dying uncle.

mAgic Delivery 
hyperion, June 2014. north American 
middle grade

Nick is a natural born businessman. His schoolmates think he’s a heartless hustler, but secretly he’s just trying 
to earn money to help his mother, who works two jobs. Nick wheedles an invitation to Hayley’s upcoming 
Halloween party by agreeing to get her the answers to a test. His goofy friend Burger wants to be part of 
the deal too, and he nearly blows it for Nick, but desperate Hayley finally caves. Nick and Burger are riding 
home high on their success when they see a delivery van careen off the side of the road. The boys could 
have sworn that the driver was a bear… but that couldn’t be right. Or could it? Turns out the van is carrying 
a load of costumes. With the driver nowhere in sight, Nick’s first thought is about how much money he could 
get by selling the merchandise. Burger just wants to try them out, for fun. In the gorilla costume he chooses, 
Burger is very convincing. The boys make an amazing discovery: these costumes have the magical ability to 
transform whoever puts them on, and the bear driving the truck is actually a man named Chuck Flanagan, 
trapped in a grizzly costume. Chuck, they learn, is part of a secret family business: for over three centuries, the 
Flanagan family has discreetly transported magical items to ultra-wealthy clients all over the globe. And now 
Nick and Burger could become a part of it… 

Aliens on vAcATion #1
hyperion, may 2011. north American
brazilian: Record complex chinese: Global Group french: Pocket Jeunesse german: Rowohlt indonesian: 
Serambi limu Semesta  italian: Salani russian: AST Turkish: Derin Kitap
middle grade

*AmericAn booKsellers council “new voices” selecTion!
*inDiebounD’s summer 2011 KiD’s inDie nexT lisT!
*selecTeD by The inTernATionAl youTh librAry for The whiTe rAvens 2012!

Scrub isn’t happy about having to spend the summer with his hippie grandmother in “Middle of Nowehere,” 
Washington. When he arrives at her Intergalactic Bed & Breakfast, he’s not surprised by its 1960s-meets-Star 
Wars decor; but he is surprised by the weird looking guests. It turns out that each room in the inn is a portal 
and his grandma is the gatekeeper, allowing aliens to vacation on Earth. She desperately needs Scrub’s 
help with disguising the tourists as humans. As if that weren’t difficult enough, the town sheriff is already 
suspicious of Granny. One wrong move and Scrub could blow Grandma’s cover, forcing the B&B to shut 
down forever. Full of cosmic chaos and mind-bending mayhem, Scrub’s summer adventure will leave readers 
wanting to make a return trip.
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Alien on A rAmPAge #2
hyperion, June 2012. north American                                                 
complex chinese: Global Group french: Pocket Jeunesse italian: Salani Portugal: Gailivro russian: AST 
Turkish: Derin Ketap
middle grade

David is looking forward to spending another adventure-filled summer at his grandmother’s Intergalactic 
Bed & Breakfast—a vacation hotspot for aliens. But as soon as he meets Grandma’s new repairman, an alien 
named Scratchull, he becomes suspicious. The only problem is that it is difficult to be sneaky when you have a 
ravenous alien pet attached to you. Even though no one else—including Grandma—thinks that Scratchull is 
an underhanded handyman, David decides to spy on him. But no one believes David when he discovers that 
Scratchull really is an evil mastermind with a plot to destroy the planet. Without the help of Grandma and his 
friends, will David be able to save Earth before it’s too late?

Aliens in Disguise #3
hyperion, June 2014. north American
middle grade                                                 

When David’s grandma wins a hotelier award and goes to accept it on another planet, security officer 
Tate assumes full control of the Intergalactic Bed & Breakfast. His decision to put the alien tourists on total 
lockdown doesn’t go over well, however, and most of the guests vacate. Tate decides to retrieve Grandma, 
leaving David and his friend Amy home alone. Running the B&B when there are only a few guests should be 
a breeze, especially for two kids who saved the universe just a few weeks ago. But soon David and Amy (and 
alien pooch, Snarflle) are faced with such problems as a lost alien, a pair of gate-crashers, and a potential 
horde of UFO-watchers descending on the inn. Middle grade readers will be over the moon about this third 
kooky comedy featuring an assortment of hapless humans and admirable aliens.

“Smith captures the essence of middle school and the teenage boy, with some well-placed exaggeration. An 
above average middle school adventure, zany and fast paced, with just enough magic to be dangerous.”
—school library Journal on mAgic Delivery

“With goofy alien illustrations to kick start each chapter, this tale explores the confusion of impending teen-
hood and the importance of a sense of purpose, plus how cool it would be to have friendly aliens living 
among us. Ideal for upper-elementary readers dabbling in sci-fi.”
—Kirkus reviews on Aliens on vAcATion

“Smith, a teacher and screenplay writer, delivers a first novel about being a stranger in a strange land that 
many middle-schoolers will find funny and relatable. Slade adds a few goofy touches in the black-and-white 
spot art.” 
—booklist on Aliens on vAcATion

“[Clete Barrett Smith] shares a powerful message about tolerance and responsibility. The town’s mounting 
prejudice and fear creates an atmosphere of conflict, and the final confrontation with the terrified crowd is 
genuinely tense. A good choice for young science fiction fans, with special appeal to middle-school boys.”
—school library Journal on Aliens on vAcATion

reviews!
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zilPhA KeATley snyDer 

Zilpha Keatley Snyder (May 11, 1927 – October 7, 2014) was an American author of books for children and 
young adults. Three of Snyder’s works were named Newbery Honor books: The Egypt Game, The Headless 
Cupid and The Witches of Worm. Between 1964 and 2011, Snyder completed 43 books. Her website is  
www.zksnyder.com

green sKy Trilogy #1: below The rooT
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

The first title in the classic three-volume fantasy series from a three-time Newbery Honor winning-author. 
Through his special telepathic “pensing” abilities, 13-year-old Raamo learns that everything is not as it 
seems in the land of Green-sky, when he is asked to join the ranks of the spiritual and governmental leaders. 
(Originally published 1975)

green sKy Trilogy #2: AnD All beTween
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Raamo’s young sister, Pomma, and her secret friend, Teera, have become symbols of the hope for a 
reconciliation between the warring Edling and Kindar civilizations-but then the children are kidnapped. 
(Originally published 1976)

green sKy Trilogy #3: unTil The celebrATion
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

When the banished Erdlings are brought from their imprisonment below ground and finally reunited with 
the Kindar, it seems the times of love and joy that the founders had promised will at last arrive. But when 
unforeseen problems arise and the world devolves into turmoil, only Raamos can save Green-Sky. (Originally 
published 1977)

seAson of Ponies
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Pamela is bitterly disappointed when her traveling salesman father deposits her in the care of her aunts at 
Oak Farm. Her expectations of a dull summer are happily overturned when the magic amulet that once be-
longed to her maternal grandmother summons Ponyboy, a wild, fairy-like boy, and his herd of pastel ponies. 
(Originally published 1964) 

THREE-TIME NEWBERY HONOR WINNER!

CHRISTOPHER MEDAL WINNER!
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The ghosTs of sTone hollow 
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Amy gets to know a peculiar new boy, and together they explore a rumor-haunted valley called Stone Hollow. 
(Originally published 1974)

The chAngeling
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*ouTsTAnDing booK for young PeoPle - Junior librAry guilD!

Ivy Carson belonged to the notorious Carson family, which lived in a run-down house in suburban Rosewood. 
But Ivy was not a typical Carson. There was something wonderful about her. Ivy explained it by saying that 
she was a changeling, a child of supernatural parents who had been exchanged for the real Ivy Carson at 
birth. (Originally published 1970)

The TresPAssers
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

It all starts the summer after Neely finishes fifth grade. She is trying to entertain her little brother, Grub, when 
they accidentally find a way to sneak into Halcyon House, a magnificent mansion that has been deserted for 
years. Inside they discover a wonderful surprise—a playroom full of fabulous old-fashioned toys. Despite 
the spookiness of the house and the rumors about a ghost that haunts it, the playroom becomes their 
secret hideaway. Then the owners suddenly return to Halcyon House. When Neely is warned to protect her 
little brother, she thinks first of the ghost—or could there be a present-day evil lurking in Halcyon House? 
(Originally published 1995)

gib riDes home #1
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Gib Whittaker’s life at Lovell House Orphanage in the early 1900s is pretty bleak and his fondest dream is 
to have a real family. So when Georgie Olson is adopted, Gib can’t help being jealous, even when he finds 
out that the “adoption” really means being farmed out to work as unpaid labor until the age of 18. Then one 
freezing January morning Gib finds Georgie hiding in the barn, his hands heavily bandaged. Constantly 
whipped by his master, then sent to work outside without mittens, Georgie ran away when they threatened 
to cut off his frostbitten hands. Is this the only kind of adoption there is? (Originally published 1998)

gib AnD The grAy ghosT #2
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

Gib Whittaker is leaving the Lovell House Orphanage for the second time in his young life. He’s going back 
to live with the Thornton family, who are free to take him in again now that Mr. Thornton has died. Life has 
changed on the old ranch, and Gib can go to school. But he’s still doing all the chores in the barn and stable. 
He’s not exactly farmed-out labor anymore, but will he be adopted for real this time? Luckily Gib has his 
beloved horses to care for, especially the beautiful thoroughbred, Black Silk. (Originally published 2000)
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cAT running
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*nAmeD besT booK of The yeAr by school librAry JournAl!
*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

Deep in the Depression, Cat (Catherine), who is used to winning every race, resents the arrival of an “Oakie “ 
boy who is skinny and barefooted—and who, perhaps, can run faster than she. A race transpires in which the 
result may mean life or death. (Originally published 1994)

song of The gArgoyle
open road, 2012. world english
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

When mysterious men abduct his father, thirteen-year-old Tymmon escapes to hide in the deep forest, 
where he joins forces with a strange creature that is either an enchanted gargoyle or an enormous ugly dog. 
(Originally published 1994)

The velveT room
simon and schuster, 2004. north American 
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

Robin was always “wandering off” (her mother’s words) to get away from the confusion she felt inside her. 
It was not until Robin’s father found a permanent job at the McCurdy ranch, after three years as a migrant 
worker, that Robin had a place to wander to. As time went by the Velvet Room became more and more of 
a haven for her—a place to read and dream, a place to bury one’s fears and doubts, a place to count on. 
(Originally published 1964)

blAcK AnD blue mAgic
simon and schuster, 2009. north American
middle grade

Harry does a favor for a mixed-up magician and gets WINGS, but no particular ability to use them—at least 
not right away. (Originally published 1966)

williAm s. AnD The greAT escAPe #1
simon and schuster, 2009. world english
middle grade

Twelve-year-old William S. Baggett is one of eight Baggett children, and he is ready to escape his negligent 
family. Since his very first day of school in 1931, he has been saving up money to run away. That’s exactly what 
he does—along with three of his younger siblings—after his older brothers flush a pet guinea pig down the 
toilet. The four children are headed to their aunt Fiona’s house, but the trip doesn’t go exactly as planned—
especially when a lonely rich girl decides to “help” them. Will they ever make it to Aunt Fiona’s? And if they do, 
will she let them stay?
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williAm’s miDsummer DreAms #2
simon and schuster, 2011. world english
middle grade

William’s wish to be a real actor comes true as he is cast as Puck in a professional production of Shakespeare’s 
Midsummer Night’s Dream, but he soon finds that all is not well in his dream world. Trouble arises from the 
embarrassing adoration of one cast member as well as from the envious anger of another. William’s grand 
success as an actor is beset by real dangers. Some of them new and slippery and some still shadowed by his 
Baggett-ridden past. The sequel to William S. and the Great Escape. 

The wiTches of worm
simon and schuster, 2009. north American
middle grade

*nATionAl booK AwArD nominee!

Cats. Jessica’s never liked them. Especially not a skinny, ugly kitten that looks like a worm. Worm. Jessica 
wishes she’d never brought Worm home with her, because now he’s making her do terrible things. She’s sure 
she isn’t imagining the evil voice coming from the cat, telling her to play mean tricks on people. But how can 
she explain what’s happening? Witches. Jessica has read enough books to know that Worm must be a witch’s 
cat. He’s cast a spell on her, but whom can she turn to? After all, no one will believe that Worm has bewitched 
her...or worse! (Originally published 1972)

The bronze Pen
simon and schuster, 2008. north American
middle grade

Audrey’s wild dream of becoming a famous author who will be able to support her ailing father and 
overworked mother seems pretty impossible. But then she is given a strange bronze pen that seems to make 
parts of what she writes come true.

The TreAsures of weATherby
simon and schuster, 2007. north American
middle grade

Harleigh J. Weatherby IV leads a lonely existence in the vast Weatherby mansion under the watchful eye of his 
great aunt Adelaide—until a mysterious girl named Allegra literally flies over the walls of Weatherby House 
and into his life. Allegra’s intense curiosity about Weatherby House forces Harleigh to think about things he’s 
always ignored, including the long-lost treasure of the first Harleigh—which someone is trying to steal. 
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The heADless cuPiD
simon and schuster, 2009. north American
Japanese: Fuzambo Korean: Bookbean
middle grade

*AlA noTAble booK!
*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!
*hAns chrisTiAn AnDersen inTernATionAl honors lisT!

When the four Stanley children meet Amanda, their new stepsister, they’re amazed to learn that she studies 
witchcraft. It’s not long before Amanda promises to give witchcraft lessons to David, Jamie, and the twins. But 
that’s when unusual things start happening in their old house. David suspects Amanda of causing mischief, 
until the children learn that the house really was haunted long ago. Legend has it that a ghost cut the head 
off of a wooden cupid on the stairway. Has the ghost returned to strike again? (Originally published 1971)

fAmous sTAnley KiDnAP cAPer
simon and schuster, 1979. north American
middle grade

When the four Stanley kids learn that the whole family is going to Italy for a year, they couldn’t be more 
excited. Even grumpy Amanda, their stepsister, admits that they’re bound to have quite an adventure. 
But adventure turns into trouble when Amanda brags about having a rich father, and her news falls into 
the hands of the wrong people--kidnappers. When they strike, Red Mask and his gang find they can’t take 
Amanda without nabbing all the Stanley kids. Locked in a cellar and held for ransom, the children know they 
must plan an escape. Nothing short of a miracle will help the Stanleys now. Can they find some way to outfox 
the gang? The sequel to Newbery Honor Book, The Headless Cupid.

The egyPT gAme #1
simon and schuster, 2009. north American
middle grade

*AlA notable book!

The first time Melanie Ross meets April Hall, she’s not sure they have anything in common. But she soon 
discovers that they both love anything to do with ancient Egypt. When they stumble upon a deserted storage 
yard, Melanie and April decide it’s the perfect spot for the Egypt Game. Before long there are six Egyptians, 
and they all meet to wear costumes, hold ceremonies, and work on their secret code. Everyone thinks it’s just 
a game until strange things start happening. Has the Egypt Game gone too far? (Originally published 1967)

The gyPsy gAme #2
random house, 2012. world english
middle grade

The sequel to The Egypt Game. Six imaginative schoolmates embark on a game in which they pretend to 
be gypsies. But when one of the boys runs away and takes up with a group of homeless people, the game 
threatens to become all too real. (Originally published 1997)
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The unseen
open road, 2014. north American
middle grade

xandra Hobson has always been fascinated by magic. So when she rescues a beautiful wounded bird, she 
is convinced that the glowing white feather it leaves behind must be magical. When she brings the feather 
to school, she is surprised to find that Belinda is interested in it, too. Belinda is a weird girl whom everybody 
makes fun of. xandra doesn’t want to be seen with her, but Belinda seems to know something about the 
feather—so xandra decides to befriend her. Belinda calls the feather a key. But a key to what? And how does 
it work? When xandra tries to use the key, she becomes aware of an unseen world, full of phantoms. Some 
are soft and cuddly, like the young animals she has rescued. But others are terrifying monsters. Could the 
key’s magic be evil? xandra needs Belinda to help her explore the unseen, but she also needs to learn to help 
herself if the key is to become a gift and not a nightmare. Originally published 

The mAgic nATion Thing
open road, 2014. north American
middle grade

Abby O’Malley is a girl who likes things to make sense. School makes sense, and her best friend Paige makes 
sense (most of the time), but Abby’s flighty mother never makes sense. Abby’s mom seems to think that she 
and Abby are descended from a line of witches, and that they have special powers—psychic powers that 
don’t make sense at all. The problem is, Abby knows that she can do certain things that other people can’t. 
Sometimes, when she holds an object in her hand, she’s overpowered by sounds and pictures that show 
where the owner is and what he or she is doing. Abby thinks of this as her “magic nation,” because that is what 
her kindergarten teacher told her it was called. Now 11, Abby has an inkling that her teacher may have been 
saying it was her “imagination,” which unfortunately, she knows it is not. Now some things are happening in 
her mother’s detective agency—cases where Abby’s magic nation thing might come in handy. But does Abby 
want to admit that such a sensible girl could have such an unsensible power? Originally published 2005.

The ghosTs of rAThburn PArK
random house inc, 2002. usA
middle grade

Eleven-year-old Matthew Hamilton–a.k.a. The Hamster–is new in town, and just about the first thing he does 
is get lost in the woods of Rathburn Park. It’s a typical boneheaded thing to do, and Matt is trying to decide 
whether starvation is preferable to the embarrassment of a rescue party when a little dog trots past him. 
Matt senses that the dog wants him to follow, but as soon as they emerge from the trees, the dog vanishes. 
Matt keeps wondering about the dog as he starts to learn more about the town’s strange past. Owned by a 
wealthy family named Rathburn, the whole town burned down decades ago and was rebuilt nearby. The old 
ruins are still hidden in the forest, too rickety and dangerous to go near. But they are also best avoided for 
another reason–ghosts. Still, Matt can’t resist looking for the dog, and as he’s looking, he meets a girl dressed 
in antique clothes who calls herself Amelia Rathburn. Are she and the dog both ghosts? Or is there another 
explanation for the strange goings-on in Rathburn Park?

sPyhole secreTs
random house inc, 2001. usA
middle grade

Hallie Meredith is angry at God and feeling sorry for herself. Her beloved father died in a car accident, and 
her whole life has turned upside down. Her mother has had to find a job, and they’ve moved to a cramped 
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apartment in an old mansion, away from Hallie’s old friends and her school. Looking for somewhere–
anywhere–to hide from her lousy life, Hallie discovers the old mansion’s mysterious attic, and a secret window 
where she can spy straight into another family’s life. At first it’s a game, sneaking up to the attic, forgetting 
her own troubles for a while as she watches the strange doings of this oddly dysfunctional family. But as the 
mystery of what is going on on the other side of the window deepens, Hallie becomes increasingly involved 
in the intimate lives of people she really doesn’t know, and the game turns into a kind of addiction. When she 
sees signs of danger, Hallie tries to help, and that may be the best way she can help herself as well. 

The runAwAys
yearling, 2000. All rights Available
middle grade

Three unhappy kids who are stuck in the Nevada desert in 1951 think running away will solve their problems. 
Dani O’Donnell is stuck in the middle of the desert, in gruesome Rattler Springs. She knows the desert 
hates her, and she returns the favor in spades. All she wants to do is get back to California, but she and her 
mother are too broke to move. Just before her 13th birthday, Dani decides to run away. But before she can 
get anywhere, 9-year-old Stormy decides he’s going, too. Now Dani must come up with money for two bus 
tickets. Dani and Stormy are busy earning money when Pixie moves to town. She is the strangest girl—and 
the biggest liar—Dani has ever met, but she’s also rich. She wants to run away too, and she gets them the 
money they need. Now they each must face what running away will mean—and why they’re really doing it. 

cAsTle courT KiDs #1: The DiAmonD wAr
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

Eddy Wong and friends want to cut down a grove of trees to build a baseball diamond, but Kate and Aurora 
insist that the trees are the magical Unicorn’s Grove. Originally published 1995.

cAsTle courT KiDs #2: The box AnD The bone
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

When they return to retrieve a tin box of old coins, which they found and were forced to rebury earlier that 
day, Carlos Garcia and his pals find nothing but a greasy old bone and are soon on the trail of a thieving dog. 
Originally published 1995.

cAsTle courT KiDs #3: ghosT invAsion
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

The Castle Court Kids return for Halloween as Kate and Aurora set out to raise some ghosts, but when Bucky 
and his friends attempt to frighten them, they get a scary surprise themselves. Originally published 1995.

cAsTle courT KiDs #4: secreT weAPons
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

The entire neighborhood of kids unites in an anti-terrorist club when they suspect two shady characters who 
are hanging around Castle Court. Originally published 1995.
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fool’s golD
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

*Junior librAry guilD selecTion!

Fourteen-year-old Rudy, who lives in the California gold country and who has had mysteriously violent attacks 
of claustrophobia, has to deal with first love, as well as friends who are determined to explore deserted gold 
mines. Originally published 1993.

libby on weDnesDAy 
Delacorte, 1990. world english 
young Adult

*Junior liTerAry guilD selecTion!
*AlA besT booKs for young ADulTs 1990!

Libby, who lives in the run-down mansion built by her famous grandfather, has to cope with four wildly 
diverse members of the “writer’s group” she has been, more or less, forced to join.

AnD conDors DAnceD
open road, 2014. All rights Available 
middle grade

The year Carly turns eleven, 1907, is filled with playing detective, watching condors, observing a fierce feud 
involving her family’s Southern California ranch, and coping with unexpected tragedies. Originally published 
1987.

blAir’s nighTmAre
open road, 2014. All rights Available
middle grade

*Junior liTerAry guilD selecTion!

Sleepwalking Blair dreams of a monster dog that visits the Stanley’s backyard. Or is Blair’s Nightmare more 
than a dream? Originally published 1984.

 “Zilpha Keatley Snyder is the sort of writer who makes you peek in the closet, check under the bed, and 
spend all night under the covers, reading with a flashlight to find out what happens next.” 
—lemony snicket on zilpha Keatley snyder

“Acutely perceptive and compelling” 
—Publishers weekly on wiTches of worm

“An increasingly captivating story, which builds to a risky and daring climax.” 
—Kirkus reviews on egyPT gAme

“Tailor-made for children who love the thought of rambling mansions, garden mazes, and hidden treasure.” 
—booklist on egyPT gAme

reviews!
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“Exuberant and original.” 
—Publishers weekly on The heADless cuPiD

“Amusing, perceptive and touching, written with ease and point, this is an almost classic example of the book 
programmed directly for young readers—none the worse for it, but proving, perhaps, that there is such a 
thing as a ‘children’s book’.” 
—growing Point on The chAngeling

“Blends emotional insight and a joyous sense of play to create a lively, compelling tale.” 
—Publishers weekly on AnD conDors DAnceD

“The story is an interesting one … moving along at a leisurely pace that should appeal to thoughtful readers.” 
—school library Journal on AnD conDors DAnceD

“Snyder pulls off another feat of prestidigitation with this roundly satisfying story … Readers will gravitate to 
her protagonist, 12-year-old Dani O’Donnell, right from the opening scene in a graveyard … Even the minor 
characters here seem to have lives off the page.” 
—Publishers weekly *starred review* on The runAwAys

“The dying town and desperate people are very real and touching. The plight of these creative and neglected 
children will keep readers turning the pages.” 
—school library Journal *starred review* on The runAwAys

“Dani’s pal Stormy is a richly drawn character with few words and rough gestures, an unforgettable portrait of 
a child whose life is heartbreakingly complicated.” 
—booklist on The runAwAys

“An intriguing tale, with believable characters. Pixie, in particular, is a character worthy of a tale all her own.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The runAwAys

“The kids of Castle Court are a lively, diversified group, representing many cultures, interests, and ages … 
Humorous. The action is fast-paced, with end-of-chapter teasers guaranteed to keep the pages turning.”
—school library Journal on The DiAmonD wAr

“The children are a well-rounded, likable lot … A nice beginning to a promising series.” 
—booklist on The DiAmonD wAr

“Veteran novelist Snyder offers up a contemporary mystery … satisfying for its wonderfully delineated cast … 
Her gifts for fashioning lifelike and sympathetic characters are as pronounced as ever, as is her understanding 
of family dynamics. The payoff here is the storytelling itself.” 
—Publishers weekly on The ghosTs of rAThburn PArK

“This skillfully told story is full of both history and middle-grade concerns about peer pressure and 
acceptance.” 
—school library Journal on The ghosTs of rAThburn PArK

“A satisfying read for those who like some character development along with their not-too-scary ghost 
stories.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The ghosTs of rAThburn PArK

more reviews!
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“Richly symbolic … [Snyder’s] settings of camp and wilderness become powerful protagonists … Even 
lesser characters are fully drawn … A novel of flesh, idea and design, a novel that dares approach what a 
fine juvenile novel can be.” 
—The new york Times book review on The ghosTs of rAThburn PArK

“Snyder pairs an idiosyncratic plot with her customarily insightful characterizations in this adept story … 
Testifies to the realism and power of Snyder’s writing.” 
—Publishers weekly on sPyhole secreTs

“The suspense … will keep readers turning the pages.” 
—school library Journal on sPyhole secreTs

“Complex, appealing … Hallie is a likable, dimensional character … An absorbing book with many 
intriguing issues.” 
—booklist on sPyhole secreTs

“A deftly told story with sympathetic characters, from one of the real veterans in the field.” 
—Kirkus reviews on sPyhole secreTs

 “Abby’s desire to be like everyone else is utterly understandable and Paige is simultaneously manic and 
likable … An additional purchase to the many books that examine the connections between magic and 
day-to-day life.” 
—school library Journal on The mAgic nATion Thing

“Readers will delight in Snyder’s vivid descriptions of Abby’s special powers, but what will draw them most 
is the warm, believable story about friends dealing with anger and new feelings.” 
—booklist on The mAgic nATion Thing

“Snyder proves herself to be an excellent storyteller, and develops a … diverse cast of characters with 
realism and creativity … Pre-teen girls will relate to the emotions and concerns of Abby and Paige’s 
friendship, home lives and the very real energies of school, which makes for entertaining reading.” 
—children’s literature on The mAgic nATion Thing

“Readers will find plenty to relate to here … A lively, engaging read.” 
—Kirkus reviews on The mAgic nATion Thing

“Plucky, resourceful Rudy is a likable protagonist—and his story is as ebullient as it is adventurous.” 
—Publishers weekly on fool’s golD

“A fine adventure story … Snyder’s lively plot and distinctive characters provide the vehicle for a greater 
understanding of one’s self and others … A rich, varied panorama … Both fast paced and thought 
provoking.” 
—school library Journal on fool’s golD

“Lively and likable characters … Entertaining.” 
—Kirkus reviews on fool’s golD

even more reviews!
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Joyce sweeney

Joyce Sweeney is the author of fourteen books for young adults. Her first novel, Center Line, won the First 
Annual Delacorte Press Prize for an Oustanding Young Adult Novel. Many of her books appear on the 
American Library Association’s Best Books List and Quick Picks for Reluctant Readers. Her novel Shadow won 
the Nevada State Reading Award in 1997. Her novel Players was chosen by Booklist as a Top Ten Sports Book 
and by Working Mother magazine as a Top Ten for Tweens. Her novel Headlock won a Silver Medal in the 
2006 Florida Book Awards and was chosen by the American Library Association as a Quick Pick for Reluctant 
Readers. Joyce also writes shorts stories and poetry. Her first chapbook, Impermanence, was published in 
2008 by Finishing Line Press. Joyce conducts three ongoing workshops in creative writing which have so 
far produced 34 published authors. She also offers weekend intensives, manuscript critiques and personal 
consultations to writers all across the country. She lives in Coral Springs, Florida with her husband Jay and cat, 
Phantom. Her website is www.joycesweeney.net

The guArDiAn
henry holt, 2009. north American
young Adult

Hunter has never had anyone to look out for him. His mother gave him away when he was young, he’s never 
known his father, and his foster mother leaves a lot to be desired in the mothering department. So when a 
mysterious, benevolent force suddenly starts coming to his aid, Hunter doesn’t know what to believe. Could 
he really have a guardian angel? Hunter so badly wants someone to care that he’s willing to take a leap of 
faith, and more. But when he finally learns the truth about his angel, he’ll have to decide whether it’s the best 
thing that ever happened to him or the worst. This masterful pairing of suspenseful, fast-paced storytelling 
with genuine compassion and heart is Joyce Sweeney at her best.

heADlocK
henry holt, 2006. north American
young Adult

*winner of A silver meDAl in The floriDA booK AwArDs!
*nyPl QuicK PicK for relucTAnT reADers!

Kyle Bailey is a high-school senior who dreams of becoming a professional wrestler. He can’t tell his beloved 
grandmother, who raised him, because she’ll think it’s ridiculous, but he gets himself accepted into a rigorous 
training school and earns a chance at his first professional match. He’s succeeding beyond his wildest dreams, 
falling in love with an amazing girl, and maybe even getting his grandmother to understand a little, when 
things take a dramatic turn for the worse. Kyle’s flaky estranged mother shows up to “help,” and—to his 
everlasting surprise—actually does. An honest, warm, and funny novel, Headlock will make wrestling fans of 
the skeptical, and Joyce Sweeney fans of everyone.
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PlAyers
marshall cavendish, 2005. usA
young Adult

*QuicK PicK for relucTAnT reADers!
*ToP Ten sPorTs booK - booKlisT!  

Corey’s high school basketball team begins the season poised for the all-city championship, and when Noah 
joins the team, the title really seems to be in reach. But then a series of tragic circumstances begins to knock 
players off the team. Corey believes it’s more than just coincidence, and all signs point toward Noah and 
his unflinching ambition to be the star. Can Corey overcome his own weaknesses and save his team from 
sabotage? Or will he be the next target?

TAKeDown
marshall cavendish, september 2004. north American
young Adult

When Joe Anderson finally talks his mom into letting him have some friends over without adult supervision, 
he gets more excitement than he bargained for. Just as Joe, his twin sister, and their friends settle in to watch 
a wrestling match on TV, an uninvited guest shows up––escaped killer Quentin Charles Dorn! Held hostage 
along with his friends, Joe turns to thoughts of his hero, wrestler Jack Shine. Are there lessons in the ring that 
can work in the real world? Or will Joe risk everyone’s life trying to be a hero? This fast-paced thriller will keep 
readers guessing right up to the final bell!

wAiTing for June
marshall cavendish, october 2003. north American
young Adult

Sophie has dreams. A college-bound honors student, she has aspirations to be a poet. But an unplanned 
pregnancy changes everything. Suddenly, she isn’t so sure her life will go the way she wants. Then, she starts 
receiving threatening notes and wonders who is trying to destroy her. As the due date approaches, secrets 
come to life and events spiral out of control. Is Sophie losing her mind? Or is she finding her soul?

“Characters are realistically drawn, and the plot is riveting.” 
—school library Journal on shADow

“A love story, a mystery, and a spiritual journey combine to make this a satisfying read.” 
—school library Journal on The sPiriT winDow

“A great amalgam of suspense and sports, with plenty of on-court action, this novel is a real winner.”  
—booklist on PlAyers

“A fast-paced story of the unmasking of a sociopath.” 
—school library Journal on PlAyers

reviews!
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Terry TruemAn

Terry Trueman was born on December 15, 1947 in Birmingham, Alabama, but grew up in Seattle. He attended 
the University of Washington, where he received his B.A. in creative writing. He also has an M.S. in applied 
psychology and an M.F.A. in creative writing, both from Eastern Washington University. The father of two sons, 
Henry and Jesse, Terry Trueman makes his home in Spokane, Washington, where he has lived since 1974. 
His novel Stuck in Neutral was a Printz Honor recipient.  Trueman’s hobbies include his love of corvettes and 
walking his dog Rusty in the warm Arizona sunshine. One of his heroes is poet Charles Bukowski. He considers 
Terry Davis and Chris Crutcher two invaluable mentors. His website is www.terrytrueman.com

sTucK in neuTrAl 
harper collins, october 2001. north American 
young Adult

*2001 michAel l. PrinTz honor booK!
*2000 booKlisT eDiTors choice AwArDs!
*AlA besT booK for young ADulTs!
*2001 new yorK Public librAry–besT reADs for Teens!
*booKlisT 10 besT firsT novels!
*2000 booKlisT eDiTors choice AwArDs!

Fourteen-year-old Shawn McDaniel loves the taste of smoked oysters and his mother’s gentle hugs. 
Unfortunately, it’s impossible for Shawn to feed himself or to hug his mom back. Shawn has cerebral palsy, 
a condition he has had since birth that has robbed him of all muscle control. He can’t walk, talk, or even 
focus his eyes on his own. But despite all these handicaps, despite the frustration of not being able to 
communicate, Shawn is still happy to be alive. That is why he panics when he begins to suspect that his father 
is thinking of killing him. Shawn knows that his father is trying to be kind; he imagines that his son’s life is an 
endless torment. His dad has no idea of the rich life that Shawn lives inside his head. And Shawn, helpless 
and mute, has no way of telling him. Stuck in Neutral is a truly unique journey into the mind of a truly unique 
character. Shawn McDaniel, who is literally trapped in his own body, will serve as a powerful metaphor for 
teens who feel cornered by circumstances or their own physical shortcomings. Terry Trueman’s first-person 
portrayal of Shawn is made all the more poignant by the fact that Trueman’s own son, Henry, also suffers from 
cerebral palsy. 

hurricAne 
harpercollins, february 2008. north American. 
young Adult

After hours of cowering in the dark with no lights, no warmth, and the terrible noises of the rain and wind 
pounding on the walls, Jose walks out his front door and steps into a nightmare. But his nightmare has only 
begun as he and the few who are left in his small village start to pull their lives back together. Based on 
Hurricane Mitch’s devastation of Honduras in 1998, Terry Trueman’s powerful story is about a young boy’s fear 
and courage in the face of a force of nature too huge to even imagine.

“This short novel packs a punch that transcends its length.” 
—booklist on sTucK in neuTrAl

“Great dialogue and car details keep the plot moving for reluctant readers.” 
—school library Journal on no righT Turn

reviews!
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Alison umminger

Alison Umminger is an award-winning writer of short fiction whose work has appeared in literary journals 
including Prairie Schooner, Gulf Coast, Quarterly West, and Hayden’s Ferry Review, and also online on Gawker.
com, workstew.com, and other sites. She grew up in Arlington, Virginia, and as an undergraduate was the 
fourth woman to be elected president of The Harvard Lampoon. She earned an MFA and Ph.D. at Indiana 
University, where she has since taught at their writer’s conference. At present, she is an Associate Professor 
at the University of West Georgia. Her classes include “Noir in Film and Literature,” “Bodies and Boundaries,” 
and “Post 9/11 Literature” as well as all levels of fiction and screenwriting workshops. She is married to a blues 
musician and they live in Carrollton, Georgia, with their three-year-old daughter.

my fAvoriTe mAnson girl
flatiron books, spring 2016. north American   final manuscript available may 2015
uK: Little, Brown/Corsair
young Adult

This is the present-day story of 15-year-old Anna, who finds herself immersed in the world of the Manson 
Girls—the young women and girls who flocked to Charles Manson in the 1960s and were responsible for 
some of the most brutal crimes committed at the time in America. With new stepparents, new schools, and 
the kind of neglect that comes from being left behind when parents choose to start new families, Anna feels 
detached from her life in Atlanta. Convinced that the summer holds nothing good for her at home, Anna 
"borrows" her stepmom's credit card and boards a plane to Los Angeles, where her surprised and irritated 
actress sister takes her in. But LA isn't quite the escape that Anna imagined. Her parents don't want her 
back—at least, not immediately—and she has to work to pay off the airline ticket she charged. Her sister's ex-
boyfriend, director of an indie film inspired by the Manson Family murders, hires her to research the Manson 
girls. As Anna enters the eerie world of these girls who ran away from or were pushed away by their own 
families—and went looking for a new one in the wrong place—she begins to see disturbing parallels in her 
own life. 
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JAmes vAnoosTing

In addition to working as a college English professor, James VanOosting has written several novels for young-
adult readers, among them The Last Payback, Electing J.J., and Walking Mary. 

wAlKing mAry
harpercollins, may 2005. north American
young Adult

Named after the attack that launched her country into war, Pearl Harbor Keenan has become accustomed to 
occasional encounters with the mysterious woman her town calls Walking Mary. No one in Framburg, Illinois, 
seems to know why Walking Mary meets every train that runs through their sleepy town, morning, noon, and 
night, as she has for forty years. Only Pearl thinks to question why, to reach out—and to discover that what 
she might receive from this unlikely friendship far surpasses anything she ever could think to give. And only 
Pearl’s younger brother can see, all too clearly, that Pearl’s friendship with Walking Mary threatens not only 
the fragile peace within their family, but also those around them—their friends, and even the town itself.

reviews!

“Balanced and believable.” 
—voyA

“Engagingly written and chillingly eerie . . . Will readily engage even reluctant readers.” 
—bulletin of the center for children’s books

“Wonderfully expressive . . . VanOosting effectively captures the magic and intensity of childhood.” 
—Kirkus reviews
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melissA wAlKer

Melissa Walker has worked as ELLEgirl Features Editor and Seventeen Prom Editor. She is the author of the 
Violet on the Runway trilogy as well as Lovestruck Summer and Small Town Sinners. Melissa manages a daily 
e-newsletter, I Heart Daily, and handles blogging for readergirlz.com, an online book community for teens 
that won the 2009 National Book Award for Innovations in Reading. Her website is melissawalker.com

unbreAK my heArT
bloomsbury, may 2012. north American 
brazilian Portuguese: DCL                                               
young Adult

You can’t help who you fall in love with. It’s a lesson Clementine Williams knows all too well. She’s headed into 
the summer with a broken heart and zero social life. So even though her parents’ plan to spend the summer 
(trapped) on their sailboat should make Clem break out in hives, she doesn’t really mind the chance to float 
away for a while. Even if it means most of her social interaction will be with her nine-year-old sister. Then she 
meets James at one of their first stops on the river. He and his dad are sailing for the summer and he’s just the 
distraction Clem needs. But will he be able to break down Clem’s walls and heal her broken heart?

smAll Town sinners
bloomsbury, July 2011. north American                                                           
young Adult

*Abc fAmily oPTioneD film righTs!

Lacey Anne Byer is a perennial good girl and lifelong member of the House of Enlightenment, the Evangelical 
church in her small town. With her driver’s license in hand and the chance to try out for a lead role in Hell 
House, her church’s annual haunted house of sin, Lacey’s junior year is looking promising. But when a cute 
new stranger comes to town, something begins to stir inside her. Ty Davis doesn’t know the sweet, shy Lacey 
Anne Byer everyone else does. With Ty, Lacey could reinvent herself. As her feelings for Ty make Lacey test her 
boundaries, events surrounding Hell House make her question her religion. 

violeT on The runwAy
Penguin/nAl, september 2007.  north American                                       
french: Calmann-Levy
young Adult

*Abc fAmily oPTioneD film righTs!

A wallflower in the spotlight can do one of two things: wilt, or blossom… Violet Greenfield’s life changes 
forever when a lady in giant Chanel shades tells her she could be IT, the next Kate Moss—but taller, and 
without the PR problems. That’s how Violet winds up with a business card in the front pocket of her jeans on 
her first day as a senior in high school. Angela Blythe from Tryst Models in New York City wants to put Violet 
on a plane and whisk her into the world of high-heeled boots and oversized sunglasses. Tall, skinny Violet, 
who’s been P-L-A-I-N practically forever. And guess what? She’s going.
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violeT by Design
Penguin/nAl, march 2008. north American                                         
french: Calmann-Levy
young Adult

“I was going to get out of the modelling business for good. But now I’m having trouble sticking with my 
decision. After all, if it wasn’t for modelling, I might still be the invisible wallflower. Hot guys like Paulo 
wouldn’t be interested in me. And I’d never have seen Brazil or Spain—and now France! On the other hand ... 
I also wouldn’t have to choose between my best friend from home and my agent’s shrill demands. Or anguish 
over my body the way only runway models do. Not to mention all this trouble I’m getting into for speaking 
out in the press about eating disorders. Maybe the life of an international model isn’t for me. But if I quit for 
good, I might always wonder ... What if?”

violeT in PrivATe
Penguin/nAl, August 2008. north American                                         
french: Calmann-Levy
young Adult

Is there life off the runway? Violet Greenfield knows she’s supposed to be a super-confident nineteen-year-
old because she’s done runway shows in New York and internationally. But now that she’s finally headed to 
college, she’s afraid she’ll turn back into that girl who blended into the walls in high school. Vassar is just two 
hours away from New York City—her friends in fashion think she’s crazy to stop modelling now. And her old 
friend Roger is there … but things have been weird ever since they kissed.

reviews!

“Walker has written a credible and tender evocation of the moment when a young person’s beliefs begin to 
emerge and potentially diverge from the teachings of a family’s religion . . . Near the end, Lacey contemplates 
a verse from the prophet Isaiah:  ‘Come now and let us reason together.’  It’s a good summation of what Walker 
asks of her characters and, by extension, of her readers.”  
—The new york Times book review on smAll Town sinners

“Both tender and provocative . . . Walker creates an astutely balanced portrait of a conservative congregation’s 
in-your-face response to perennial issues of domestic abuse, teen pregnancy, and suicide, as well as of those 
who struggle to fit the prescribed Christian mold.” 
—Publishers weekly on smAll Town sinners

“This secular story about religious people could easily devolve into camp mockery, but because Walker takes 
her character’s crisis of faith seriously and sensitively, readers will, too.” 
—Kirkus reviews on smAll Town sinners

“Honest, heartfelt storytelling  . . . The story emerges slowly, and what could have been a familiar retelling of 
a girl falling for her best friend’s boyfriend becomes something new and complex, as Clem reveals more of 
what took place. Their love story is pleasingly romantic . . . Clem’s breakthrough is satisfying and true, as is the 
ending that brings Clem home, but leaves open what will happen next.” 
—Publisher’s weekly on unbreAK my heArT
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mArTin wilson

Martin Wilson’s short stories, essays, and book reviews have been published in numerous anthologies and 
magazines. His debut novel, What They Always Tell Us, won the Alabama Author Award for best young adult 
book and was a finalized for a Lambda Literary Award, an Indie Next Selection, an ALA-ALSC Rainbow List 
Selection, and a CCBC Choices book. His website is www.martinwilsonwrites.com

whAT They AlwAys Tell us
random house children’s books, August 2008. north American
young Adult

*elecTeD by inDie bounD for fAll ‘08 KiDs’ nexT lisT!

James and Alex have barely anything in common anymore—least of all their experiences in high school, 
where James is a popular senior and Alex is suddenly an outcast. But at home, there is Henry, the precocious 
10-year-old across the street, who eagerly befriends them both. And when Alex takes up running, there is 
James’s friend Nathen, who unites the brothers in moving and unexpected ways.

“In his beautifully realized first novel, Martin Wilson demonstrates a wonderful gift for finding the truth in 
human caring and for creating memorably multidimensional and engagingly sympathetic characters whom 
readers will welcome into their hearts.” 
—michael cart, former President of the AlA’s young Adult library services Association and the 
Assembly on literature for Adolescents

LAMBDA LITERARY AWARD FINALIST!
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robin yArDi

Robin Yardi, an elementary school teacher, book blogger, and mom, is a deft and discerning new author. 
She has a special understanding of young people, a wonderful sense of humor and does a beautiful job 
conveying both through her writing. She lives up in the hills of Santa Barbara surrounded by chickens, 
bobcats, coyotes, California quail, hawks, her own noisy kids, and, yep, some skunks. Her websites are: http://
robindobsonbooks.com and http://thenonfictionnook.com

The miDnighT wAr
lerner Publishing group/carolrhoda books, spring 2016. north American 
final manuscript available: April 2015

When Mateo spots a pair of skunks stealing his little sister’s tricycle—a tricycle that used to belong to him—
he’s not sure he believes his eyes. But he sets out to investigate, and he soon discovers that the skunks are 
real, they’re raiding the neighborhood, and they can talk! Fortunately, Mateo and his friend Ashwin are 
aspiring knights, and they’re prepared for a quest to retrieve the trike. 
The Midnight War of Mateo Martinez is absurd, sweet, and sometimes even a little sad. Readers follow Mateo 
as he tries to square a knightly sense of honor with the realities of his life, outgrow his yearning for his old 
tricycle, and come to terms with the dissolution of a longtime friendship.
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gAbrielle zevin

Gabrielle Zevin is the author of award-winning books for young adults, including Memoirs of a Teenage 
Amnesiac and Elsewhere. Her books for adults include The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry, The Hole We’re In and 
Margarettown. She was also the screenwriter for Conversations with Other Women, which received an 
Independent Spirit Award nomination. Of her writing, The New York Times Book Review said, “Zevin’s touch is 
marvelously light even as she considers profundities.” Her books have been translated in over 20 languages. 
Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesiac was made into a film in Japan. Her website is http://gabriellezevin.com  

birThrighT #1: All These Things i’ve Done 
farrar, straus and giroux, september 2011. north American
brazilian Portuguese: Rocco france: Albin Michel german: Fischer hebrew: Keter Polish: Foksal russia: 
AST Thai: Muse uK: Macmillan
young Adult 

In 2083, chocolate and coffee are illegal, paper is hard to find, water is carefully rationed, and New York City 
is rife with crime and poverty. And yet, for Anya Balanchine, the sixteen-year-old daughter of the city’s most 
notorious (and dead) crime boss, life is fairly routine. It consists of going to school, taking care of her siblings 
and her dying grandmother, trying to avoid falling in love with the new assistant D.A.’s son, and avoiding 
her loser ex-boyfriend. That is until her ex is accidently poisoned by the chocolate her family manufactures 
and the police think Anya is to blame. Suddenly, Anya finds herself thrust unwillingly into the spotlight—at 
school, in the news, and most importantly, within her mafia family.

birThrighT #2: becAuse iT is my blooD 
farrar, straus and giroux, september 2012. north American
brazilian Portuguese: Rocco france: Albin Michel german: Fischer hebrew: Keter Polish: Foksal russia: 
AST Thai: Muse uK: Macmillan
young Adult

Since her release from Liberty Reformatory, Anya Balanchine is determined to follow the straight and narrow 
path. Unfortunately, her criminal record is making it hard for her to do that. No high school wants her with 
a gun possession charge on her rap sheet. Plus, all the people in her life have moved on: Natty has skipped 
two grades at Holy Trinity, Scarlet and Gable seem closer than ever, and even Win is in a new relationship. But 
when old friends return demanding that certain debts be paid, Anya is thrown right back into the criminal 
world that she had been determined to escape. It’s a journey that will take her across the ocean and straight 
into the heart of the birthplace of chocolate where her resolve—and her heart—will be tested as never 
before.  

birThrighT #3: in The Age of love AnD chocolATe 
farrar, straus and giroux, september 2013. north American
brazilian Portuguese: Rocco german: Fischer hebrew: Keter Polish: Foksal uK: Macmillan
young Adult

Now eighteen, life has been more bitter than sweet for Anya. She has lost her parents and her grandmother, 
and has spent the better part of her high school years in trouble with the law. Perhaps hardest of all, her 
decision to open a nightclub with her old nemesis Charles Delacroix has cost Anya her relationship with Win. 
Still, it is Anya’s nature to soldier on. She puts the loss of Win behind her and focuses on her work. Against the 
odds, the nightclub becomes an enormous success, and Anya feels like she is on her way and that nothing will 
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ever go wrong for her again. But after a terrible misjudgment leaves Anya fighting for her life, she is forced to 
reckon with her choices and to let people help her for the first time in her life. In the Age of Love and Chocolate 
is the story of growing up and learning what love really is. It showcases the best of Gabrielle Zevin’s writing 
for young adults: the intricate characterization of Memoirs of a Teenage Amnesiac and the big-heartedness of 
Elsewhere. It will make you remember why you loved her writing in the first place.

“Offering the excitement of a crime drama and the allure of forbidden romance, this introduction to a 
reluctant Godfather-in-the making will pique the interest of dystopia-hungry readers.”
—Publishers weekly on All These Things i’ve Done

“Zevin excels at inviting readers into Anya’s mafiya paranoia—so much so that readers will be expecting 
double crosses that never happen, at least in this series opener. Anya is a likable character. /…/ The love 
story’s to die for, and the tangled web of relationships will keep readers intrigued to the last page.” 
—Kirkus reviews on All These Things i’ve Done

“It’s precisely Anya’s attractive blend of strength and innocence that makes her such a likable heroine.  /…/ 
The achingly realistic romance between this latter-day Romeo and Juliet, told in Anya’s earnest voice, will 
attract readers as surely as chocolate attracts … mobsters.” 
—The horn book on All These Things i’ve Done

“Zevin has created a frank, entertaining and thought-provoking read that will appeal to teens across the 
board. The best part? It’s just the first installment!” 
—shelf Awareness on All These Things i’ve Done

“Discerning characters’ true motives will keep readers guessing, and the conflicting forces within Anya add an 
extra dimension of drama to this action-packed sequel.” 
—Publishers weekly on becAuse iT is my blooD

“Fans of the first will enjoy the author’s inventive combination of chocolate, crime and politics, as well as 
finding out Anya’s post-prison fate.” 
—Kirkus reviews on becAuse iT is my blooD

“Zevin’s strong suit is characterization, and it shines here. Whatever the nefarious plot, no one becomes a 
cartoon character—like chocolates, each is delicious in his or her own right.” 
—booklist on becAuse iT is my blooD

“Readers who enjoy mob stories and visions of future societies will be pleased. As in the first book, Zevin 
provokes thought about what we make illegal and why.” 
—school library Journal on becAuse iT is my blooD

“The idea of a world in which chocolate, coffee, and other stimulants have been outlawed is alluring, and 
Anya is a strong, smart protagonist. Fans will want to find out what happens to her.” 
—voyA on becAuse iT is my blooD

“Anya’s flaws are what make her a complicated, thoroughly human character, one whom readers will enjoy 
continuing to try to understand  . . .  Readers will love her, flawed as she is.” 
—Teenreads.com on becAuse iT is my blooD

reviews!
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DwighT Jon zimmermAn

Dwight Jon Zimmerman is a member of the Western Writers of America and has written numerous articles 
and books on military history. He has also adapted for young readers books by such distinguished authors as 
James M. McPherson and Simon Winchester. 

sAgA of The sioux
henry holt & co., october 2011. north American                               
middle grade (non-fiction)

This new adaptation of Dee Brown’s multi-million copy bestseller, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee, is filled with 
photographs and maps to bring alive the tragic saga of Native Americans for middle grade readers. Focusing 
on the Sioux nation as representative of the entire Native American story, this meticulously researched 
account allows the great chiefs and warriors to speak for themselves about what happened to the Sioux from 
1860 to the massacre of Wounded Knee in 1891. This dramatic story is essential reading for every student of 
US history. 

reviews!

“A cogent, heartbreaking narration.” 
—bulletin of the center of children’s books

“History classes and others interested in this period will welcome this offering.” 
—booklist 

“A masterful adaptation. /.../ This is a must-have addition to any United States history collection serving teens.” 
—voyA 

“A powerful work, this book will serve as a discussion starter and as an educational tool.” 
—school library Journal

“A wrenching account of the injustices the Sioux endured from white men and the battles that ensued, based 
on Dee Brown’s classic Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee.” 
—Kirkus reviews

A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!
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virginiA zimmermAn

Virginia Zimmerman writes novels for young readers and teaches literature at Bucknell University to 
somewhat older readers. She loves chocolate, cheese, swimming in the Mediterranean Sea, reading aloud to 
her children, and getting lost in a good book. She hopes readers young and old will get lost in her first novel, 
The Rosemary Spell, forthcoming from Clarion Books. Her website is: http://virginiazimmerman.com  

The rosemAry sPell
clarion, December 2015. world english      manuscript Available
middle grade

The Rosemary Spell is about memory and loss and the power of words to preserve and to destroy. 13-year-
old Adam and Rosemary rely on imagination and friendship to unravel a literary mystery when they find an 
ancient book that may have belonged to Shakespeare. Hidden in the book is a poem that causes people 
to disappear and be erased from memory, and as the children work to make sense of the old writing, they 
unleash its power. Their struggle to bring someone back even as they forget her is a suspenseful race against 
time. Young readers will find kindred spirits in these bright and resourceful main characters as they reflect 
on how writing, poetry in particular, outlasts all other monuments. Even as today’s children are surrounded 
by technology, they need not be estranged from the joy of stories that celebrate the staying power of well-
chosen words. The Rosemary Spell is an adventure that reveals personal stories young readers will relate 
to, stories of changing friendships, absent parents, and growing independence. It is a book that respects 
children’s interpretative abilities and will invite children who love reading to see themselves as heroes.
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nAomi zucKer

Naomi Zucker is the author of Benno’s Bear, as well as several books for adults. She lives with her husband in 
Kingston, Rhode Island, where she’s working on Callie’s next adventure. Her website is  
www.naomizucker.com

wriTe on cAllie Jones
egmont, July 2012. world english
middle grade 

Callie Jones wants two things. She wants to be a writer. And she wants to be part of a group. When 
her friend—and sometime rival—Shane Belcher tells her that there’s going to be a new middle-school 
newspaper, Callie feels as if a fairy godmother has granted her wishes. And, for good measure, brought her 
Mr. Fischer, the newspaper advisor and a man so handsome he makes Callie’s chest crinkle. That crinkle 
becomes a cramp when Principal Nolan—known to all the kids as Mr. No-Man—vetoes Callie’s first news 
story. But Callie’s not the only one in trouble; Callie sees one member of her newspaper team being bullied. 
Then Callie finds herself being bullied when Mr. No-Man shuts down the school paper. At Mr. Fischer’s 
suggestion, the kids start up their paper online. Now Callie is free to write, not just news reports, but also 
pieces that express her opinions—of which she has many. And one of those opinion pieces leads to quite 
unexpected consequences. (Originally published 2010)

cAllie’s rulles
egmont, August 2011. world english
middle grade

Callie’s Rules for Things to Do in Middle School: Have lots of pictures in your phone; Get a phone. Callie Jones 
is excited about her first day of sixth grade, but from the moment she arrives and is greeted by dirty looks 
(apparently, you don’t ride your bike to middle school), she realizes that there are a set of unwritten rules 
that everyone seems to know—everyone except her. So Callie decides she’ll write a list of the rules, and she’ll 
never go wrong again. At home, Callie’s close-knit family is making big Halloween plans, until the parents 
of snotty Valeri Van Dine convince the Town Council to cancel Halloween and replace it with Autumn Fest, a 
celebration of wholesome “American” values. Callie doesn’t think their arguments make much sense, and the 
Council keeps making rules so they don’t have to listen. So Callie decides it’s time to make some rules of her 
own. (Originally published 2008)

benno’s beAr
Dutton children’s books, october 2001. north American
middle grade

It had always been just the three of them: Papa, Benno, and the bear. Papa would play his concertina while 
the bear danced and Benno stole coins out of people’s pockets. Papa was proud of Benno’s quick hands, and 
Benno was proud of his bear. He would brush her fur until it shone, sneak her extra scraps of food, and protect 
her from Papa’s anger, which could make the earth shiver. But one day Benno forgets Papa’s words, “Quick in, 
quicker out.” Papa is thrown in jail, and the bear is sent to the zoological park. Now Benno must discover how 
to navigate a new world where he has to mind his manners, go to school, learn to read, and dare to trust the 
kindly policeman and his wife who have taken him in. After so much change, will he ever find his way back to 
his bear and to Papa—and will Papa accept his son’s new world?
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“Wait until you meet Callie and her family. They’re warm and appealing, but mostly they’re unusual. They 
stand up for what they believe in, no matter what! I loved them all, even the dragon!” 
—Patricia reilly giff on cAllie’s rules

“In this chatty, authentic first-person narrative, the icing on each chapter is a pithy list of ‘Callie’s rules.’ Readers 
will cheer on this emotionally complex, budding writer.” 
—school library Journal on cAllie’s rules

“The strong message of the magic and importance of reading will warm librarians’ hearts.”
—school library Journal on wriTe on cAllie Jones

“This deeply affecting first novel is a wonderful, nostalgic adventure story that swings from despair and abuse 
to delicious comfort from well-meaning adults. In the end, though, it’s the child who must rescue himself.”
—booklist on benno’s beAr

 

reviews!

THE END!


